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This study explores the influence of intelligence derived from the interception and decryption 

of wireless messages, in the United Kingdom and the Middle East, from mainly enemy sour-

ces on British policy towards the Yugoslav resistance. After a brief review of the history of 

the organisation charged with obtaining intelligence from Signals Intelligence - the Govern-

ment Code and Cypher School at Bletchley Park - each source is identified and analysed. The 

principal sources examined are wireless messages of the German Navy, Army, and Air Force, 

various arms of the German police, the intelligence organisations of the German armed forces 

and the Nazi Party fthe Abwehr and Sicherheitsdienstl the Croatian military, Italian signals, 

communications between the Yugoslav and Slovene Communist Parties and the Comintern 

and diplomatic decrypts. The study examines which organisations and individuals received 

some or all of the Signals Intelligence relating to Yugoslavia and the use they made of it. 

From the beginning of 1941 until January 1944 the intelligence received is studied in detail. 

The main areas examined are: Axis action against the resistance, relationships between the 

Axis powers, the activities of the competing resistance movements - the Cetniks and the Par-

tisans - and their relationships one to another, collaboration, and the relationship between the 

Partisans and the Comintern. The development of British policy and the influence of Signals 

Intelligence, in the context of other sources of information, is examined. 

The conclusion reached is that some British policy makers, particularly the Chiefs of Staff" 

and the Prime Minister were far better informed about events in Yugoslavia than had been 

thought prior to the release of decrypts to the Public Record Office since the mid 1990s; and 

that policy decisions - especially that to transfer support from the Cetniks to the Partisans at 

the end of 1943 - were made on factual analysis of events provided by Signals Intelligence ra-

ther than as a result of the influence of politically motivated individuals on those who took 

those ultimate decisions. 
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PREFACE 

I have visited Yugoslavia twice, in 1971 and 1974, and as a result I have been interested in 

the history of that now fragmented country ever since. On both occasions I travelled to Yu-

goslavia independently by car, and was able to see much of the country and meet some of its 

people. During my first visit I drove from Austria through the mountains of Slovenia to the 

Dalmatian Coast at Rijeka, and then south-eastwards to Zadar. When I visited Yugoslavia a 

second time with three friends, we drove along the Adriatic highway from Trieste to Dubrov-

nik. On the return trip we explored the hinterland of Yugoslavia, driving through Bosnia and 

Croatia, visiting towns whose names became familiar to us in the 1990s: Mostar, Sarajevo, 

Travnik and Banja Luka. 

During my stays in Yugoslavia I wondered why there were both Roman Catholic and Or-

thodox churches in Dubrovnik, and mosques in Mostar, Sarajevo, and Banja Luka. I never real-

ly understood, why in some small town in Bosnia, an old lady from whom we were buying ice 

creams swore at us, thinking we were German, but then embraced us when she realised we 

were English. Twenty years later, a twist of fate enabled me to go to University where I stu-

died the history of the Balkans, and the War and Civil War in Yugoslavia during the Second 

World War. I learned the answers to my questions and had my interest in Yugoslavia rekin-

dled. 

In July 1973 a conference was held at the School of Slavonic and East European Studies, 

University of London, to reconsider official British attitudes towards the resistance in Yugos-

lavia and Greece during the Second World War.' The participants included many of those who 

had taken part in the formulation and execution of wartime British policy towards Yugoslavia 

and its resistance movements. During the course of the conference a discussion ensued about 

the Signals Intelligence, relating to events in Yugoslavia, which had been available to the Spe-

cial Operations Executive (SOE) in Cairo, in early 1943." The participants speculated that 

someone else must not only have had this information, but had also been following the situa-

tion in Yugoslavia. This thesis endeavours to provide the answers to that speculation. This is 

now possible as, since that conference, much war time material has been released to the Public 
' The record of the Conference was subsequently published. Phyllis Auty and Richard Clogg, British 
Policy towards the Wartime Yugoslav Resistance in Yugoslavia and Greece. London : The Macmillan 
Press Ltd., 1975. 
^ SOE had been set up in July 1940 to encourage and assist resistance in occupied countries. 
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Record Office (PRO) at Kew, including files maintained by Military Intelligence and radio sig-

nals decrypted by the Government Code and Cypher School (GC&CS) at Bletchley Park/ 

The Open Government Initiative in 1993 has encouraged the Government Communications 

Headquarters (GCHQ), the successor organisation to GC&CS and the custodian of its records, 

to open the floodgates and release a vast amount of wartime material for researchers." 

One caveat is necessary. Whilst the volume of material that has been released is substan-

tial, some has not been made available, particularly the files of the Special Intelligence Service 

(SIS otherwise known as MI6). Only a few of their letters and memoranda have escaped the 

net and into the public domain.' Some SIS reports and letters have been censored by the re-

moval of names. Much material has almost certainly been destroyed including the original de-

crypts in the vernacular and reports that were based on them from the Admiralty, War Office 

and Air Ministry Intelligence Services (which together with SIS are described collectively as 

the Intelligence Services in this thesis). ® Further, intelligence officers by inclination hold their 

peace and are also subject to the constraints of The Official Secrets Act - although the em-

ployees at the GC&CS during the War have now been released fi"om their vow of silence. Lit-

tle has, therefore, been written by those involved in the analysis of war time intelligence.' 

However, an Official History of British Intelligence in the Second World War has been written 

by the late Professor F H Hinsley .' The history covers all aspects of British Intelligence but 

does not deal with Signals Intelligence and the war in Yugoslavia in any great detail. Hinsley, 

^ It was only revealed in 1973 that the German's system of radio communication by Enigma machines 
had been broken during the war. The first revelation was made in France by General Georges Ber-
trand in Enigma ou la plus grande ^nigme de la Guerre. Paris 1973, and then in Britain by F W Winter-
botham in The Ultra Secret. London : Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1973. 
" As recently as 1967, on the discovery of papers in the Chartwell Trust archives disclosing the exis-
tence of Enigma, the government required that the files be removed to the Cabinet Office. A letter 
written by the then Cabinet Secretary, Sir Burke Trend, to the secretary of the Chartwell Trust on 1 
August 1967 stated that the papers could be returned when 'considerations of national security no 
longer operate. How long that may be no one can say.' CAB/163/12, The files were released to the 
PRO in 2000. It is now the intention of GCHQ to release all war time decrypts. The vast majority have 
been released and the rest will be. 
® SIS was and is responsible for the British government's security operations outside the United King-
dom. 
® Some reports that do survive from Military Intelligence and Air Intelligence to Churchill are marked 
' Most Secret - To be burnt' CAB/163/10. 
In a lecture, entitled Declassification and release policies of the UK's Intelligence Agencies, given to a 

conference ' The Missing Dimension' at the PRO on 30 June 2001, the Chief Historian at the For-
eign and Commonwealth Office, Gill Bennett, set out the government's position as to the release of 
SIS records. The records of the Secret Intelligence Service are not released to the Public Record 
Office.' This policy was last reviewed in 1998 and announced to the House of Commons by the then 
Foreign Secretary, Robin Cook. Gill Bennett further stated that 'SIS holds no body of records covering 
the assessment or analysis of intelligence, or of foreign policy matters generally. Until the 1960s SIS 
did not even systematically retain records of intelligence it disseminated to Whitehall... .' 
' A wartime member of SIS involved with the analysis of Abwehr decrypts. Lord Dacre (Hugh Trevor-
Roper) has written about his experiences. He declined to be interviewed by the author. 
° F.H.Hinsley et al, British Intelligence in the Second World War, Vols 1-5. London : HMSO, 1979-
1990 
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nevertheless, commented in respect of the war in Yugoslavia that 'A vast literature has grown 

up on this subject in recent years, and it should be noted that the following pages make no at-

tempt to survey it in detail. The aim ... is to provide only so much of the operational and stra-

tegic context as readers must have if they are to be in a position to judge the influence exerted 

by the intelligence that was available at the time, as distinct from information that has come to 

light since.'' In the preparation of this thesis I have adopted substantially the same approach 

as Kinsley. However, in addition to analysing in detail the signals which were intercepted and 

decrypted, I have gone further than Kinsley and have included material to illustrate whether 

the intelligence received was giving a full and accurate picture of what was actually happening 

in Yugoslavia during the war; and the importance of the other sources of intelligence, foreign 

and neutral press and monitored radio reports, reports from emigres and British liaison offi-

cers serving with the Yugoslav resistance, and interrogation reports of captured Axis service-

men. Having done so, I evaluate the importance of Signals Intelligence in the development of 

British policy. 

The information for this thesis is almost entirely derived from original documents. Whilst I 

am confident that my thesis is accurate, it is possible that some small errors of interpretation 

have occurred. If they have the fault is entirely mine, but I do not believe, if errors do exist, 

that they affect the substance of the thesis. My thesis results from work done wholly whilst I 

have been registered as a post graduate student at Southampton University. 

I suspect, like many other post graduate students, there have been times when I thought I 

would never complete this thesis, but I have been given much assistance and encouragement by 

a number of people. Our public organisations are frequently denigrated, but I must thank the 

PRO which is a first class institution - well run, with the most helpful staff - without whom I 

certainly would not have been able to complete my research. I am very grateful to Dr Simon 

Trew and Dr Klaus Schmider of the Department of War Studies at RMA Sandhurst for assist-

ing me with the understanding of the Axis campaigns and German military terminology and for 

the provision of background material; and to my fellow lawyer, Ralph Erskine, for assisting me 

with my comprehension of the work of GC&CS. My thanks to Stevan Pavlowitch for stimu-

lating my interest in Yugoslavia when I was an undergraduate, and for starting me off in the 

post graduate world; to Heather Williams for seeing me through with great patience; and to my 

wife, Christine, for motivating me in the low moments, and for putting up with an increasing 

backlog of necessary DIY at home whilst I have been researching and writing this thesis. 

Hinsley, Vol 3, Parti, p 137. 
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INTRODUCTION 

On 1 December 1918, in the aftermath of the First World War, Prince Alexander of Serbia 

acting as Regent for his aged father. King Peter I, proclaimed the creation of the new Kingdom 

of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (officially re-named Yugoslavia in 1929) in the presence of 

a delegation from Croatia and members of the Serbian government. In 1921 a Constituent 

Assembly of representatives fi'om Serbia, Croatia, Dalmatia, Slovenia, Voyvodina and 

Montenegro adopted a constitution for the kingdom. The constitution was based on an 

updated model of the old Serbian unitary state, with a parliamentary government and a 

monarch from the Serbian royal family. The constitution was, however, unacceptable to most 

Croats who wanted Yugoslavia to be a federal rather than a unitary state.' 

The contradictory desires of the Serbs and Croats led to political instability in Yugoslavia 

as the Croats pursued their wish for greater autonomy within a federal union. The instability 

came to a head in 1928 when two members of parliament were shot and killed by a colleague 

in the parliament chamber. Another, Stjepan Radio the leader of the Croatian Peasants Party, 

was mortally wounded in the same incident, and died a month later. At the same time the 

outlawed Communist party in Yugoslavia was becoming more active. With the constitutional 

system breaking down. King Alexander (who had succeeded his father) seized power in 

January 1929 and established a royal dictatorship. Several Croat politicians, including a 

lawyer Ante Pavelic, as a consequence, fled to Italy, where Pavelic founded a fascist Croatian 

revolutionary organisation, the Ustasha (political soldiers equivalent to the Italian black shirts 

or the .95). 

In 1931, when Yugoslavia was hit by the world economic crisis and, as a result, suffered 

further unrest, the King granted a new constitution to legalise his dictatorship. In 1934 

Alexander, whilst on a state visit to France, was assassinated by an agent of the Ustasha. A 

regency of three was established as the new king, Peter II, was still a boy. The dominant 

regent was the king's uncle. Prince Paul. The regency governed under the 1931 constitution, 

which permitted parliamentary elections - although the system was designed to favour the 

government. Notwithstanding, by 1939 the opposition had made headway in elections and 

was able to apply pressure to the government for change. In August it was agreed that Croatia 

would become a self-governing province." 

^Stevan Pavlowitch has described the constitution as symbolising 'the triumph of the unitary, 
centralist, Serbian tradition over the Austro-Hungarian tradition of ethnic and constitutional 
complexity.' Stevan Pavlowitch, Yugoslavia. London : Ernest Benn, 1971, p 64. 
^ Pavlowitch, Yugoslavia, Ch 2 gives a detailed account of the events in inter-war Yugoslavia. 
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After the invasion of Poland by Germany in September 1939, although Prince Paul was 

pro-British, the regency adopted a policy of neutrality. He had little choice as Yugoslavia was 

economically dependent on Germany; by 1939 half its exports were to, and half of its 

imports were from, the Reich. The British were content that Yugoslavia should remain 

neutral. Romania, Turkey, Bulgaria, Greece and Yugoslavia considered the formation of a 

neutral Balkan Bloc which the Foreign Office encouraged, although the plan came to nought. 

During the autumn of 1940 Hitler decided to postpone Operation Sea Lion for the invasion of 

Britain - the Luftwaffe having failed to destroy RAF Fighter Command. His thoughts turned 

eastwards and to the possibility of launching an attack on the Soviet Union, for which initial 

plans had already been made. Before the operation could start Hitler needed to secure the 

south-east of Europe against the possibility of a British intervention in Greece, and a 

possible advance on - or bombing of - the Romanian oil fields which were vital for the 

operation of the German war machine. ̂  The British tried to establish a Balkan front against 

the Germans, consisting of Yugoslavia, Turkey and Bulgaria, but this plan also came to 

nothing. 

The governments of Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria were persuaded to become members 

of the Tripartite Pact with Germany, Italy and Japan, respectively on 20 November, 23 

November 1940 and 1 March 1941. The major consequence of the accession of these 

countries to the Pact was that German forces were permitted to enter their territory. German 

troops could therefore attack Greece through Bulgaria. Hitler's initial intention in the Balkans 

was limited to mounting an operation to secure the northern Aegean coast of Greece and its 

port of Salonika. He was forced to extend the scope of this operation (now codenamed 

Marita) - when British troops did, in fact, land in Greece in March 1941 to assist the Greek 

armed forces which had already been receiving help from RAF personnel. The Greeks had 

been successfully resisting an attack launched on them by the Italians from Albania in October 

1940 - the Italians having occupied Albania in April 1939 after the Germans had annexed 

Czechoslovakia. Hitler now decided to come to the aid of the Italians, seize the whole of 

Greece, and drive the British out. However, if he could secure Yugoslavia's adherence to the 

Pact; and prevent Yugoslavia allying itself with Greece against the Italians and also secure 

rights of passage for German forces through Yugoslavia to Greece - if this was required - then 

he did not need to invade Yugoslavia to achieve his aims. 

German pressure to sign the Tripartite Pact was applied to the Yugoslav government. 

Prince Paul reluctantly agreed having been advised that, if Germany invaded, the Yugoslav 

armed forces would only be able to hold out for a week. Prince Paul was, however, able to 

^ In April 1939 the British government had given both Greece and Romania, under pressure from the 
French, a similar guarantee to that they had given to Poland. 
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obtain a secret German agreement that German forces would not enter Yugoslav territory. 

The Yugoslav Prime Minister and Foreign Minister travelled to Vienna to complete the 

formalities on 25 March - the deadline given to the Yugoslav government by Hitler. This act, 

and other long standing grievances against Prince Paul's government, stimulated a coup d'etat 

in Yugoslavia which took place almost bloodlessly on 28 March. A new government was 

formed by the air force commander General Dusan Simovic; the Regency was abolished, 

although King Peter was still six months short of his majority. Hitler was not amused and 

ordered that Yugoslavia be invaded at the same time as Greece, the operation to commence on 

6 April. Hitler's anger and his long held contempt for the Slavs was reflected in the name of 

the operation to be launched - Operation Strafgericht (Punishment Day). 

The Yugoslav armed forces were defeated in eleven days, and Yugoslavia ceased to exist. 

Germany and Italy annexed respectively the northern and southern halves of Slovenia. Italy 

also annexed many of the islands in the Adriatic and the main ports including Split and Kotor. 

Italy took control of a nominally independent Montenegro. Much of Kosovo and Macedonia 

were included in an enlarged Albania occupied by the Italians. In the north the border region 

with Hungary - the larger part of the Voyvodina - was annexed by Hungary. The Germans 

took over the administration of the Banat in the north-east of the country. Bulgaria annexed 

much of the south-east. The largest part of the former kingdom became the Independent State 

of Croatia, (NDH - Nezavisna Drzava Hrvatska) incorporating historic Croatia, Bosnia, 

Herzegovina and a small part of western Serbia, the Srem. Power in the NDH was seized with 

Axis approval by Ante Pavelic and the Ustasha, who had returned from their exile in Italy. 

Ante Pavelic was proclaimed as its Poglavnik.'* 

The Italians and the Germans agreed that the NDH would be divided into military zones 

- the northern being German, and the southern Italian. The Italian-occupied area was itself 

divided into two zones, II and III. The former was made up of the Adriatic coastal region, and 

the latter the hinterland between Zone II and the German-Italian demarcation line. Zone I was 

Italian-annexed Slovenia. What was left of Serbia was placed under German military 

administration, with a puppet government led by General Milan Nedic being appointed at the 

end of August.' 

The British did not expect there to be any resistance to the Axis in Yugoslavia which 

would be likely to affect its conduct of the war, at least in the short term. In fact, although it 

took some while for the British to become aware of it and to gain any understanding of what 

was taking place, revolts broke out in the summer of 1941. Initially the Serb population of the 

" Poglavnik literally means leader. 

^ Paviowitch, pp108-115. Nedic had been Minister of War in Prince Paul's government but had been 
dismissed as he was considered to be too pro-German. 
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NDH rose up against the Ustasha which had embarked on a policy of Croatization. Serbs 

were exterminated, expelled, or forcibly converted to Catholicism. On 22 June 1941 the 

Germans launched their attack on the Soviet Union - codenamed Operation Barbarossa. The 

Yugoslav Communist Party, led by Josip Broz (Tito), then set up a military chain of 

command to start 'partisan' action against the Axis in Yugoslavia.^ In July, in Montenegro, a 

spontaneous revolt broke out. On 12 July Tito summoned Yugoslavs to come to the aid of 

the Soviet Union. Drasa Mihailovic, a Yugoslav army officer who had taken to the hills of 

Serbia, led one of a number of armed groups that had sprung up in Serbia to resist the Axis 

after occupation.' These groups were known as Cetniks.' By the autumn, in Serbia, 

communists led by Tito - the Partisans - and the Cetniks, over whom Mihailovic was trying 

to establish his authority, were fighting the Axis. Some Cetniks acted independently of each 

other and did not always accept Mihailovic as leader. Others, who described themselves as 

Cetniks, were no more than independent bands. During the war some of those who resisted -

of whatever group - collaborated with one or more of the Axis powers. There were changes of 

allegiance during the course of the war. It took the British some time to begin to understand 

that the situation was more complex than there being just two resistance movements which 

had different aims and methods. But resistance had begun." 

Resistance to the occupying forces was to be at least as intense and sustained as 

® Tito, Josip Broz, was the son of a Croatian father and a Slovenian mother who had served in a 
Croatian regiment of the Austro-Hungarian army in World War I before being severely wounded on the 
eastern front and taken prisoner by the Russians. After Tito had recovered from his wounds he 
remained in captivity and chose to work. He escaped but remained in Russia making his way to St 
Petersburg where he arrived in June 1917; he then moved to Omsk in Siberia. He joined the 
Communist Party in 1918. He returned to Yugoslavia in 1920 and became a militant trade unionist. He 
served a period in prison and thereafter returned to Russia in 1935. He went back again to Yugoslavia 
in 1940 and became head of the Yugoslav Communist Party when he was appointed its general 
secretary. Many biographies have been written about Tito including Phyllis Auty, Tito: A Biography. 
London, Longman, 1970, and Stevan Pavlowitch, T/to, Yugoslavia's Great Dictator. London; C Hurst 
and Company, 1992. 

' Dragoljub (Draza) Mihailovic was a Serb who had served in the Serbian Army in World War I fighting 
the Austro-Hungarian army. He remained a career officer in the Yugoslav army during the inter-war 
period. By 1939 he was Professor of Tactics at the Upper School of Military Tactics in Belgrade. On the 
eve of the Axis invasion he held the rank of Colonel and was assigned to the 2nd Yugoslav Army. No 
biography of Mihailovic has been published. 

° ACetnik is member of a ceta (a 'band' or 'company'). The latter word is that used for a company in the 
regular army. It had also been used in the past to describe irregular formations that had operated 
across the Turkish border, and those that had helped the Serbian army in the Balkan wars of 1912-13. 
The veterans of these formations, between the world wars, were also grouped in a Cetniks' 
organisation. Pavlowitch, Yugoslavia , p 116, note 9. In 1942 Mihailovic named his forces 'The 
Yugoslav Army of the Homeland' to distinguish them from other Cetnik groups that did not owe him 
allegiance. SOE liaison officers reported on the allegiances of various Cetnik leaders which did not 
always become apparent from Sigint. 

° Lucien Karchmar, DraJk Mihailovic and the Rise of the Cetnil< Movement, 1941-1943, New York : 
Garland Publishing Inc., 1987 and Milan Deroc, The Serbian Uprisings o1 1941 and the British 
Response, PhD Thesis, University of New England, 1985 both give detailed accounts of the revolts in 
1941 and their causes. 
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anywhere else in subjugated Europe. Had this resistance been represented by one unified 

organisation the difficulties that were to bedevil the British policy-makers throughout the 

war, particularly in 1943, would not have come about. The British expected that the 

Yugoslav resistance would respond to their requests, if not their orders, for the conduct of 

the war; but the Yugoslavs were more concerned with their own interests than those of a far 

away, but powerful country, of which they knew little. Britain initially supported 

Mihailovic, who was appointed Minister of War by the exiled Yugoslav Government in 

January 1942. The British had encouraged Mihailovic's appointment to give him legitimacy 

as the representative of the exiled government in Yugoslavia. By the end of 1943 they had 

decided to support the Partisans led by Tito in place of the Cetniks. This change of policy 

was controversial at the time and has been the subject of much debate since. It is my hope 

that this thesis will shed much more light on what was known by the policy-makers, prior to 

the making of this decision, not least by Churchill, as a result of the information provided by 

Signals Intelligence. I hope, in the process, to dispel some of the myths that have grown up 

over the last fifty years. 
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CHAPTER I 

Wevgr m f/ze Awfo/y q / ^ ^ e c W /»fg//fgeMce w w f o mwc/z a6owf w //^/e 

The value of radio as a means of communication was appreciated and used by govern-

ments from the moment Marconi made his first transmission in 1898. Intelligence services 

realised that if they could read the messages of foreign governments and their armed forces, 

both friend and foe alike, the information gathered would greatly enhance their capability to 

advise their own governments. In the period before the conflagration that engulfed the world 

in 1914, the intelligence services of the government of India intercepted and decrypted Chi-

nese, Persian and Russian wireless messages. Immediately after the outbreak of World War I, 

Winston Churchill, who was then First Lord of the Admiralty, agreed to the setting up of an 

Admiralty decoding centre to intercept and decrypt German naval radio signals. It was known 

as Room 40, named after its base in the old Admiralty Building in Whitehall.^ Both the Army 

and the Royal Air Force - when it was formed in 1918 - also intercepted German signals. In 

addition, traffic was read that passed between diplomatic missions and their governments in 

Japan, Greece, Spain, Germany, the Scandinavian countries and the United States.' 

In 1919 GC&CS was set up, initially under Admiralty control, to co-ordinate the organi-

sation of the British signals intelligence operation under one roof Its operational head was 

Alastair Denniston. The head of SIS was appointed its director when the responsibility for 

GC&CS was, subsequently, transferred to the Foreign Office. The head of SIS was, and still 

is, known as GC&CS's brief was to provide Signals Intelligence (Sigint) for the British 

government and its three armed services.' Much work was done which enabled the British, in 

the inter-war period, to read diplomatic traffic. The code-breakers concentrated on French, 

American, Soviet and Japanese signals.® Messages passing between the Communist Party of 
' GC&CS Military Histories p 10 : HW11/3. 
^ David Stafford, Churchill and The Secret Service. London : John Murray. 1997, p 59. 
^ HW/3/132. Report of A G Denniston, 18 November 1944, p 1. 
"The first Director of SIS was Sir Mansfield Smith Gumming: the Service has always used the first letter 
of his surname to describe its Head. Reports to 'C' were, and are, referenced CX - 'C' exclusively - fol-
lowed by the agent's initials and its number, eg CX/ABC/1234. 
^ Intelligence provided by agents is now known as Human Intelligence (Humint) 
® HW/3/132. Report of A G Denniston, p 2. Denniston also recorded that, between the wars, the 
Balkan countries did not generate sufficient traffic to justify attack, p 4. At this time most diplomatic sig-
nals were sent by telegraph using commercial firms. Cable and Wireless made these available for de-
cryption. 
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Great Britain and its masters in Moscow were also read. 

In 1938 Bletchley Park, a country house in Hertfordshire, was purchased by the govern-

ment to house GC&CS, which was to be greatly expanded if war broke out. The move from 

Whitehall was made, as planned, in September 1939. Before the war fewer than 100 people 

had been employed on the staff of GC&CS, but by 1945 the number of personnel rose to al-

most 10,000. In 1942 Denniston was moved sideways to head the Diplomatic section based 

in Berkeley Street in Whitehall, and was replaced at Bletchley Park by his deputy Edward 

Travis.' 

In the inter-war period, many governments tried to set up systems that would ensure 

that their radio-communications networks were completely secure. Both the British and Ger-

mans introduced a machine called Enigma, which had been invented in Holland in 1919 and 

subsequently developed on a commercial basis by Siemens in Germany. The British modified 

Enigma by using an attachment known as Type X. This system (later known as Typex) was 

used by the War Office and the Air Ministry from the early 1930s for the transmission of 

high grade intelligence.' Typex was used throughout the war, and was not broken by enemy 

cryptologists.' All the German armed forces, their intelligence services, and even their rail-

way management, used variations of the Enigma machine.The Poles, French, and British 

tried to read German signals which were being encrypted on their Enigma machines. The 

Poles had some success in the 1930s, largely because they developed the bomba, a machine 

devised for finding the current Enigma keys by the automatic testing of several tens of thou-

sands of possible combinations. They shared their knowledge with the British and French 

shortly before the outbreak of hostilities in 1939. During 1940 the mathematicians and engin-

eers working at, or for, Bletchley Park led by Alan Turing invented and developed the British 

'bombe', although it bore little resemblance to the Polish bomba. Bombes were sophisticated 

' Travis was appointed the first Director of GCHQ in 1945 and knighted, 
® The Admiralty used a different system which proved not to be secure. They adopted an American 
system during the course of the war. High grade intelligence refers to the level of security which a 
code or cypher is designed to provide, rather than the traffic it carries. Conversely, low grade intelli-
gence may provide intelligence of high value even though it may have been transmitted in a code with 
a low level of security. 
® The German Army and the Luftwaffe used a standardised version of the Enigma machine with only 
one rotor. The Typex machine was much more difficult to break because it used about 20 different 
sets of rotors. The Germans, although they tried to break Typex, gave up on their attempts. Ralph Ers-
kine. Enigma's Security : What the Germans Knew in Michael Smith and Ralph Erskine.eds, Action 
This Day, London : Bantam Press, 2001, p 371, The Germans did have considerable success in 
breaking British non-machine cyphers. Professor John Ferris, lecture given at PRO Conference 'The 
Missing Dimension' 29 June 2001. 

A number of books have been written explaining the technical details of how the Enigma machines 
worked, and how Bletchley Park broke the codes. Hinsley; Kinsley and Stripp, eds, Codebreakers] 
The Inside Story of Bletchley Park. Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1993; Peter Calvoccoressi, Top 
Secret Ultra, London, Cassell Ltd., 1980; Gordon Welchman, The IHut Six Story, London, Allen Lane, 
1982; Andrew Hodges, Alan Turing : The Enigma, London, Hutchinson,1983; Stephen Budiansky, 
The Battle of Wits, The Complete Story of Codebreaking in World War II. London : Viking, 2000. 
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scanning machines - at least by the standards of the early 1940s - but they were not the fore-

runner of the computer." The signals encrypted on Enigma machines were sent in morse code 

and appeared as random letters. To complicate matters for the code-breakers each of tens of 

thousands of Enigma machines had its settings changed daily. Intercepted radio signals were 

sent by teleprinter to Bletchley Park from monitoring stations situated in the UK and abroad. 

Some, although not all, sources were decrypted. 

During 1940 the British monitoring stations detected a new German system of transmis-

sions of signals by non-morse teleprinter impulses by radio. GC&CS named this system 

Fish as the Germans called it Sagefisch (Sawfish). It was transmitted on either a Geheims-

chreiber (secret writer) machine made by Siemens - known as Tunny at Bletchley Park - or 

on a Schliisselzusatz (cypher attachment) machine made by Lorenz - known as Sturgeon at 

Bletchley Park.'" Regular experimental Fish transmissions began in the middle of 1941 be-

tween Vienna and Athens, and were soon introduced more widely thereafter when the system 

was proved to have worked. This system was even more difficult to decypher than Enigma, 

and was only broken due to the use of a mechanical machine (Heath Robinson) which was 

used to exploit Tunny - Sturgeon being too complex to warrant attention." 'Heath Robinson' 

was replaced in 1944 when a small team of Post Office engineers led by Tommy Flowers de-

veloped and brought into operation the world's first programmable electronic digital compu-

ter, named Colossus." The intelligence derived from decrypts of Enigma and Fish machines is 

known as Ultra. When German army and Luftwaffe intercepts were received by GC&CS 

they were decrypted in Hut 6 and then passed in the original German to Hut 3, where the de-

crypts were translated before being passed to its customers, either in summary form or as a 

paraphrased version of the original.'' Naval intercepts were dealt with in Hut 8. 

Those Enigma and Fish sources which were decyphered were each given a name at Blet-

chley Park. Colours indicated keys in general use, and other categories used included birds, 

animals, fish, insects and vegetables. The first Enigma sources to be broken in the Balkans 

were those of the Luftwaffe and the German railways. Railway decrypts were, not surprising-

ly, called Rocket.'^ Between 1941 and 1944 a number of German military and Luftwaffe sour-
" Hinsley, Vol 1, Appendix 1, The Polish, French and British Contributions to the Breaking of Enigma, 
pp 487-495. Ralph Erskine gives an explanation of the technical differences between the bombas 
and bombes in Breal<ing Air Force and Army Enigma in Smith and Ersi<ine , p 56. 

Jack Good, Enigma and Fish in Codebreal<ers in Hinsley and Stripp, p 149. 
Shaun Wylie, Breal<ing Tunny and the Birth of Colossus in Smith and Erskine, p 319. 

" Hinsley. Vol 3, Part I, Appendix 2, Geheimschreiber (Fish) pp 477-482 and obituaries of Tommy Flo-
wers The Times {London) 10 November 1998 and The Independent ( London) 19 November 1998. 

Many decrypts received in Hut 3 were left untranslated. Script of an interview of Jean Howard who 
worked in Hut 3 for a Belgrade television documentary, 8 November 1990. Williams private papers 

There is reference to summaries of Rocket amongst decrypts distributed by Hut 3 eg HW/5/86 : 
CX/MSS/939, HW/5/87 : CX/MSS/950/960 and that the full reports were contained in a series 
CX/MSS/SR. Railway decrypts, if they still exist, have not been released to the PRO except for one 
series in German for the period 20 August 1940-22 January 1941. H W/5/745. 
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ces were at times intercepted and decrypted which provided information relating to Yugosla-

via: 

(general keys) 

Army Group E (Commander in 

Chief Armed Forces South East) 

Army units in Albania 

German Army (general keys) 

2nd Panzer Army 

German Army Group B 

(Rommel's command in Italy) 

SS (general key) 

SS Balkans 

German Balkan Air Force 

N/gge/yzZArg/" Croatia 

Albania 

Red, Primrose and Foxglove 

Raven 

Buzzard 

Merlin and Wryneck 

Wryneck II 

Shrike 

Quince 

Peregrine 

Gadfly 

Yak 

Llama 

In addition three teleprinter non morse Fish links were broken. 

Vienna - Athens : TunnyRsh 

Straussberg- Salonika 

(Army Group E) : Codfish 

Straussberg - Belgrade 

(Army Group F) : Gunnard' 

The success in breaking just one of the keys (German Army Group E) was such that in 

April 1943 the key was broken on 24 days, in May on 5 days, in June on 10 days, in July on 

23 days and in August on 27 days. During 1943 Codfish provided the battle orders of the 

German Commander-in-Chief, Armed Forces, South East, whose Headquarters were at Sal-

onika; and then of German Army Group F when it was established in Belgrade later that 

" Hinsley, Vol 3, Part I Appendix 6, The Sources of Sight on the Situation in the Balkans. Straussberg 
is near Berlin. 
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year." These sources provided a wealth of information about the Axis and the resistance. 

In addition, German naval messages were intercepted and decrypted which provided infor-

mation about the German efforts to establish themselves in the Adriatic, secure the coastal 

ports, and retake the Adriatic islands prior to and after Italian capitulation in September 

1943 " 

However, German naval, military, and air force wireless traffic were not the only sources 

of intercepts. The German armed forces, the Wehrmacht, had its own Intelligence Service, the 

Abwehr, which had been created in 1921 as a small scale unit of eight officers. After Hitler's 

renunciation of the Treaty of Versailles in 1935 the Abwehr was rapidly expanded under its 

director Admiral Wilhelm Canaris. It was charged with the task of collecting and collating in-

telligence, both from within and without the Reich, and with advising the German General 

Staff The Abwehr made great use of radio for communication, using both hand-encrypted 

cyphers and Enigma machines. Its signals were intercepted and passed to the code-breakers at 

Bletchley Park. The intercepts were dealt with not by Hut 6 but by two individuals initially 

working almost unassisted to break the cyphers. Oliver Strachey broke the non-Enigma sig-

nals which enabled the British to read Abwehr messages from around the world from such 

distant places as Valparaiso to Kabul (The Abwehr's base for espionage against India)." Dill-

wyn (Dilly) Knox, who had made the first breaks into German army and Luftwaffe Enigma in 

1940, managed to decrypt the Abwehr's Enigma cyphers in 1941, despite the fact that the 

Abwehr's machines and methodology differed from the German service Enigma. The inter-

cepts were classified as being from Intelligence sections and the decrypts were therefore 

German Army and Luftwaffe decrypts (500 volumes In total) were released to the PRO in 1995 and 
placed in Class HW/5. The decrypts were identified by an SIS digraph. The first letter group was CX, in 
common with all other SIS reports: the second letter group, originally for Hut 3 decrypts - was a mythi-
cal agent JQ. This was changed in 1941 to MSS - Most Secret Sources. The author has not counted 
the number of decrypts examined by him in HW 5, in order to identify those relating to Yugoslavia, but 
would be surprised if they amount to less than 300,000. 

Naval decrypts in view of their number and relative unimportance, in matters Yugoslav, have not 
been examined by the author except as they appear in GC&CS Intelligence Exchange records. They 
have been deposited in the PRO in Class HW/18. German naval decrypts were named by GC&CS 
ZTPGM. The role of the Intelligence Exchange is examined later in this thesis. 
^ Lauran Paine, The Abwehr, German Military Intelligence in World War Two. London : Ernest Benn, 
1971, pp 3-9. 

Importantly for the defence of the realm Abwehr agents in Britain were identified as a result, and 
were all 'turned' and used thereafter to disseminate false information to the Germans. A Mi5 officer, 
John Masterman, revealed details of the British counter-espionage operation in 1972, although, for 
security reasons, he was unable to divulge Bletchley Park's role. J.C. Masterman, The Double-Cross 
System in the War of 1939 to 1945. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1972. Subse-
quently Hinsley, Vol 4, chronicled the work of GC&CS in providing decrypts that led to the identifica-
tion of Abwehr agents in the UK. The official report written by John Curry on the work of MI5, from its 
creation in 1908 until the end of the Second World War, gives further information. It has now been 
released to the PRO (KV/4:1/2/3)and has also been published. Public Record Office, T/ie Security 
Service 1908-1945, The Official History. Trowbridge : Redwood Books, 1999. 
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named, respectively, ISOS(trachey) and ISK(nox).^ ISOS was read continuously until the 

end of 1943 when the Abwehr changed its cyphers.^ Although a great effort was made to 

break the new cyphers it took some months to do so - by which time the Abwehr's days 

were numbered. It had been fighting a 'turf war' with its rival organisation the Sicherheits-

dienst (SD), the Nazi Party's own intelligence service headed by Heinrich Himmler. In 1936 

it had been agreed between the Abwehr and the SD that the Abwehr would restrict its activi-

ties to purely military intelligence, and pass on to the SD any political intelligence that came 

its way - while the SD, as the gatherer of political intelligence, would reciprocate by giving 

the Abwehr any military intelligence they obtained.^" In practice the organisations were bitter 

enemies. In 1943 the Abwehr was accused of inefficiency as it failed to forecast, inter alia, 

the Allied invasion of Italy and advocated the support of General Badoglio who succeeded 

Mussolini and authorised capitulation to the Allies in September 1943. In February 1944 

Hitler ordered the absorption of the Abwehr by the SD (effective from 1 June 1944) and the 

dismissal of Canaris: a single German Intelligence Service was thus created - the Reichssicher-

heitshauptamt Militdrisches Amt (RSRA). " 

The Abwehr set up an organisation in Yugoslavia, prior to 1940, under the direction of 

Franz Neuhausen, a Lufthansa employee. A number of Germans living in Yugoslavia were re-

cruited by an Abwehr agent Pfeil as a '5th column' known as the 'Jupiter Organisation'. Im-

mediately before hostilities commenced the German High Command of the Armed Forces, the 

OKW {Oberkommando des Wehrmacht), took over the Jupiter Organisation and created the 

Kriegsorganisation Jugoslavien - War Organisation Yugoslavia.^ The Abwehr's Balkan 

Headquarters was in Vienna, reporting to Berlin, with Abwehrstellen {Abwehr stations -

ASTs) established in Athens, Salonika, Sofia, Bucharest, Belgrade and Zagreb after the occu-

pation of Yugoslavia and Greece. The ASTs also reported direct to Berlin. Other sub-units 

At Bletchley Park the sections were known as 'illicit Services.' 
Knox died in February 1943. His successor as head of section was referred to in GC&CS files as 'Mr 

Page.' He subsequently became Sir Denys Page, Regius Professor of Greek at Cambridge and 
Master of Jesus College. He was assisted by L R Palmer who became Professor of Comparative Phi-
lology at Oxford. Ronald Lewin, Ultra goes to War, The Secret Story. London : Hutchinson & Co 
(Publishers) Ltd., 1978, p 306. 

Hinsley, Vol 4, Appendix \,The German Intelligence Services, p 300. 
Paine pp 184-185 and Hinsley, Vo/ 4, Appendix 1, pp 295-303. Canaris was subsequently ac-

cused as being implicated in the attempted assassination of Hitler in July 1944. He was imprisoned, 
tortured and hanged, on Hitler's orders, in April 1945. 
^ The information is set out in a report dated 11 November 1943 to Palmer at GC&CS's Abwehr sec-
tion on the Abwehr in Yugoslavia prior to invasion. Presumably the information had come from infor-
mants in Yugoslavia. The report was sent to Palmer by a section of SIS located at Barnet headed by 
Hugh Trevor-Roper. HW/19/319 - Report for Palmer. Lewin, p 306 describes Trevor-Roper's sec-
tion as 'a sort of clearing house and point of reference for Abwehr intelligence.' Trevor-Roper was an 
Oxford history don who subsequently became Regius Professor of Modern History at Oxford. Tre-
vor-Roper was described by 'C as 'an awkward bugger.' Anthony Cave Brown, The Secret Servant, 
The Life of Sir Stuart Menzies, Churchill's Spymaster. London : Michael Joseph, 1988,p32. 
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of the Abwehr organisation were created throughout Yugoslavia, reporting to the ASTs.-' 

Messages of relevance to Yugoslavia were also intercepted and decrypted from Abwehr sta-

tions in Istanbul, Ankara, Salonika, Athens, Bucharest, Sofia, and Rome/' Some hand-en-

crypted signals from Abwehr Belgrade to Vienna were intercepted and decrypted from March 

1941. ISOS from various ASTs in Yugoslavia was read until the change of cyphers at the end 

of 1943. ISK was periodically read from the beginning of 1942, when a signal on 2 January 

from Zagreb to Vienna was decrypted. Following the invasion of Yugoslavia the Abwehr 

was actively involved in intelligence-gathering throughout Yugoslavia, its primary target being 

the resistance movements that had sprung up. ISOS and ISK provided much evidence about 

German military action, the conduct of the resistance and their contacts with the Axis occup-

iers of their country, and the relationships between the Germans and their Italian and Croa-

tian Allies. The reports were based on the observations of Abwehr officers and their agents, 

who were described in the signals as VMann {Vertrauensmann - a reliable informant). In ad-

dition the Abwehr carried traffic from some who were not - on the face of it - in the service. A 

frequent user was the German Consul in Dubrovnik, Aelbert, who reported to his superiors 

in Zagreb on Abwehr channels. 

In total, up to the end of 1943, Bletchley Park decrypted some 75,000 ISOS and 72,000 

ISK intercepts, many of which emanated from Yugoslavia. Probably only a fraction of total 

messages sent were intercepted, but those that were assisted in the building up of a picture of 

what was happening in Yugoslavia as events occurred.'" 

The SD also built up a network in Yugoslavia although their messages were intercepted 

and decrypted in far fewer numbers than those of the Abwehr - probably the SD's organisa-

tion was much less extensive than the Abwehr's.^^ SD decrypts were named by Bletchley 

Park ISOSICLE.^^ Occasionally either Abwehr or SD reports were carried on the armed ser-

HW/19/331. Trevor-Roper's section - Report on /46we/?r organisation in Near and Middle East. 25 
April 1942, 
™ Diagrammatic maps illustrating Abwehr radio links can be found at the end of this chapter. 

The author has not been able to discover Aelbert's first name or much about him. Trevor-Roper's 
section believed he was an Abwehr agent using the cover of German consul, as the Italians would 
not have tolerated the Abwehr operating overtly in their area of occupation. HW/19/339. In a Report 
prepared by the section on 6 November 1943 on the Abwehr and SD in Yugoslavia, Aelbert was de-
scribed as 'German Consul General and III F Abwehr official at Dubrovnik.' HW/19/317, p 1. Section III 
F was an Abwehr counter-espionage unit with close links to Section I responsible for active espion-
age. Hinsley, Vol 4, Appendix 1, The Organisation of the Abwehr, pp295-299, 

ISOS and ISK were released to the PRO in July 1999 and placed in Class HW/19. More Abwehr 
material is shortly due for release. 

Trevor-Roper's section commented that 'the SD has some stations and mobile units operating in 
some parts of Yugoslavia. We know little of its dispositions. Its Headquarters are in Belgrade.' 
HW/19/347, Report on the Abwehr in Yugoslavia, 28 July 1943. 

ISOSICLE was released to the PRO in February 2000 and placed in Class HW/19. 
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vices links; such messages were known as ISTUN/^ 

Axis armed forces in occupied countries were assisted by police units. They were divided 

into two categories, the Ordnungspolizei (Orpo) and the Sicherheitspolizei (Sipo) which itself 

was subdivided into the Kriminalpolizei (Kripo) and the Geheime Staatspolizei (Gestapo).^" 

Additional special units of mobile police, the Gendarmerie, and of auxiliary police recruited 

locally - Hilfspolizei (Hipo) - were used to supplement Reich police forces. In occupied Eur-

ope, including Yugoslavia, German police units were formed into battalions and adopted a 

para-military role. Civil police - Schutzpolizei (Schupo) - were sometimes used as well 

against the resistance. All German police units used the radio for communication and used 

hand-encrypted cyphers. Some messages en clair were also intercepted. The hand-encrypted 

cyphers were broken at Bletchley Park and regularly read by a section set up in 1939 under J 

H Tiltman located in Hut 5. The majority referred to the activities of the German police in 

occupied areas of the Soviet Union, but many related to Yugoslavia. The Police section at 

Bletchley Park sent the intercepted signals to its customers in German, but monthly summar-

ies in English were prepared. Messages were frequently intercepted from German police 

units throughout the war. The decrypts provided an insight into the situation that prevailed 

in parts of Yugoslavia where the police provided assistance to the German Army, particular-

ly in Serbia and Upper Carinthia in the north of German-annexed Yugoslavia/' The Gestapo 

used Enigma machines: their signals were intercepted and named TGD, but Bletchley Park 

was not able to decrypt them.^ 

In addition to intercepting the radio messages of the German occupying forces the British 

intercepted Italian signals. Hinsley records that Italian Army signals were intercepted, but 

they proved difficult to decypher and were not regularly read." Italian naval signals and air 

force yielded little about Yugoslavia.^ There is no evidence that the radio signals of the 

armed forces of the other occupying powers, Bulgaria or Hungary, were ever read. 

The Germans and the Italians were assisted in their attempts to stamp out resistance by 

NDH armed forces. After the British had seized the heel of Italy in the late summer of 1943 a 

monitoring station was established at Bari to intercept and decrypt the radio messages be-

ISTUN was released in February 2000 and has been placed in Class HW/19. To enhance security 
during the war ISOS, ISK, ISOSICLE and ISTUN were individually and collectively referred to as just 
ISOS. 

Hinsley, Vol 4, Appendix 1, p 299. 
^ The monthly police summaries (ZIP/MSGP) have been placed in Class HW/16 as have the original 
German language decrypts (GPD). They were released to the PRO between 1995 and 1998. 

Hinsley, Vol 2, Appendix 5, The German Police Cyphers, p 668. 
Hinsley, Vol 1, p 206. 
Italian naval decrypts can be found with German naval decrypts in HW/18 and are known as ZTPI. 

Italian air force signals have been placed in Class HW/21 and are known as ASI. 
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tween Croatian military u n i t s . T h e surviving records have been released to the PRO/" In-

cluded is a report, dated 21 January 1944, which reveals that 33 Croat transmitters had been 

identified, and giving their locations. For the week ending 14 January 501 messages had been 

intercepted and decrypted - an estimated 1/3 of total traffic. The report was the second of a 

series and it is therefore clear that the section was having success from the time of its estab-

lishment. Unfortunately no detail is given of the contents of the intercepts. In the file is an 

assessment, dated 16 June 1944, by Military Intelligence of the order of battle of the NDH 

military forces, which gives some indication of the sort of material decrypted." One of those 

who served in the monitoring section at Bari, Noel Currer-Briggs, has written that, in addi-

tion, they were reading intercepts of the radio transmissions of Albanian Partisans, Tito's 

Partisans, Mihailovic's Cetniks and the Ustasha. He states that they obtained evidence that 

Mihailovic was collaborating with the Germans and Italians, and of Ustasha atrocities. It is 

unlikely that any intercepted traffic revealed collaboration with the Italians, as they had capi-

tulated to the Allies on 8 September 1943 - before the monitoring station was operational. 

Further Currer-Briggs, claimed that their success played an important part in the decision to 

support Tito rather than Mihailovic. This is unlikely as it will be seen from this thesis the 

other sources of information on Yugoslavia were much more voluminous and authoritative 

than the decrypts from Bari/ ' 

Whether or not the decrypts from Bari played any part in the formulation of British po-

licy it is clear that Bletchley Park was interested in Partisan and Cetnik radio traffic whose 

signals were also intercepted by both the Germans and the Italians.Wilhelm Hoettl, a se-

nior SD officer in the Balkans, has written that Mihailovic's radio traffic was a gold mine for 

German counter-intelligence whose radio intercept stations in Yugoslavia monitored and de-

Hinsley, Vol 3, Part 1, Appendix 6, p 503 states Croatian signals were intercepted at Bari from Oct-
ober 1943. In early 1944 another monitoring station was established on the island of Vis off the Dal-
matian coast. 

Croatian decrypts (CROMIL) have been placed in Class HW/26 and were released in 2000. 
HW/26/1/2. 
Noel Currer-Briggs, Army Ultra's Poor Relation in Hinsley and Stripp pp 229-230, reprinted from In-

telligence and National Security, Vol 2, no 2, p 87, April 1987. Hinsley comments, Vol 3, Part 1, Ap-
pendix 6, p 503 that the decrypts 'threw some light on the poor equipment and morale of the Croa-
tian Army, on the location of German troops, and on the confused state of relations between Ger-
mans, Cetniks and Partisans.' 

Mihailovic's Cetniks were said to have constructed several hundred radio sets. Christie Lawrence Ir-
regular Adventure, London, Faber and Faber, 1947, p 283. The Partisans used radio for communi-
cations between units, and to provide information to Radio Free Yugoslavia which broadcast from the 
Soviet Union. An Abwehr message decrypted on 17 March 1943 stated that each Partisan Division 
had its own transmitter which was used to communicate with the Soviet Union. HW/19/116 : 
ISK/37122. Karchmar, p 716, states that evidence confirming German and Italian monitoring of Cet-
nik and Partisan signals is to be found in the Collection of Italian Military Records, American National 
Archives, Microcopy T 821 reel 371-379. He also states, at p 716, that the Germans were supplying 
the Italians with decrypts of Yugoslav resistance radio messages. 
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coded thousands of messages.*" It was possible for the content of at least some Cetnik and 

Partisan signals to be analysed from German messages which made reference to their own de-

crypts. Wing Commander Dudley Smith at Bletchley Park collated these signals."^ On 10 Au-

gust 1943 a Report was prepared by Dudley Smith entitled 'German Reading of Cyphers 

used by General Mihailovitch.' The Report revealed that: 

... 2. Nearly all our information originally came from the reports of a deta-
ched section of Nachrichten Aufklaerung 4, the main German Army 'Y' 
[Intelligence] centre at Athens. This section, whose precise whereabouts 
were unknown, probably had its headquarters in the Belgrade area. It used 
Feldpost number 31208 and was called "Abteilung W" of N.A.4, the " W 
probably standing for Wollny, the Oberlt.[nant]. who commanded it. The 
abteilung's whole function appeared to be the covering of anti-axis forces in 
the Balkans.*^ 

Dudley Smith commented somewhat smugly that the reports 'were camouflaged rather 

transparently as information obtained from agents.' From the middle of January the reports 

came from 'Agent Ulrich' and after the middle of April from 'Agent Popovic.' Only a small 

proportion of the reports were seen at Bletchley Park, but, as a result, warnings were issued 

to Mihailovic to change his cyphers - which he did on 9 May, but within a week the Germans 

were reading his signals again." 

GC&CS had since the 1920s been interested in Soviet radio transmissions - diplomatic, 

military and between communist parties outside the Soviet Union and the Comintern 

(Communist International), the Soviet Communist Party's organisation responsible for rela-

tions with other communist parties. During the 1930s the focus of attention was the signals 

passing between the Communist Party of Great Britain and the Comintern. Between 1930 and 

1937 these were decrypted by a section of GC&CS headed also by J H Tiltman in an opera-

tion codenamed MASK. Work was also carried out on Soviet naval, military and police traf-

fic, and on Soviet meteorological traffic. Hinsley states that all work on Soviet cyphers was 

stopped on 22 June 1941, the day Germany invaded the Soviet Union. However, Soviet me-

" Wilhelm HoettI, The Secret Front: The Story of Nazi Political Espionage. London, Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1953, p 156, note 65. 

Bletchley Park's analysis of German decrypts of Partisan and Cetnik signals was released in Feb-
ruary 2001 and placed in Class HW/40. 
"=HW/13/14. 

H\/V/13/14. 
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teorological traffic was again read for a period after October 1941/* By 1942 GC&CS were 

again working on Soviet non-military traffic and concentrating on Comintern signals at least to 

the extent that such signals were being intercepted, although not exploited. A covert section -

even by the standards of GC&CS - was established at Berkeley House in late 1943 led by 

Bernard Scott to decrypt the intercepts. Scott broke the Comintern cyphers in early 1944.*'' 

The decrypts were to and from the Comintern were named ISCOT, presumably an acronym 

for Intelligence Services Comintern. 

Three different radio links between Yugoslavia and the Comintern were identified and 

r e a d . T h e Yugoslav communists maintained a secret transmitter in Zagreb, operated by Ko-

pinic. Initially, Tito and the Comintern kept in contact via the Zagreb transmitter, using 

couriers to get messages to and from Kopinic. From 9 February 1942 Partisan Headquarters 

had their own mobile transmitter and adequate power sources which enabled direct contact to 

be maintained throughout the war with the head of the Comintern, Georgi Dimitrov." Ser-

vice 39 and 39A were both on the same communication link, but with different cyphers, and 

carried traffic from Tito's Headquarters. Service 39 was intercepted from 8 December 1942 

until 25 July 1944 and Service 39 A from 21 April 1942 to 5 December 1943. The correspon-

Hinsley, Vol 1, p 199. Michael Smith, GC&CS and The First Cold War in Smith and Erskine . in a 
note to p 39 comments on Hinsley, The discretion of the official historian of British wartime intelli-
gence was again in evidence when he stated inaccurately, but perhaps at the request of GCHQ that" 
All work on Russian codes and ciphers was stopped from 22 June 1941, the day on which Germany 
attacked Russia."' 

Bernard Scott was a Cambridge mathematician who subsequently was appointed Professor of Ma-
thematics at Sussex University. The section's work was not known to other colleagues in Berkeley 
Street, and the only visitors to it were Denniston and the Royal Signals officer responsible for the in-
tercepts. John Croft, Reminiscences of GCHQ and GCB 1942-1945 in Intelligence and National Se-
curity, Vol 13, Part 4, 1998, pp 139-140. Croft was one of the four original members of the section 
which at its peak was expanded to 12 people including clerical staff. 

Soviet wireless messages were, normally, extremely difficult to break as they used one time pads. 
But the Comintern encrypted messages by the use of an encoded alphabet derived from a book 
held by both correspondents usually a dictionary or telephone directory. This system was much eas-
ier to break although work on Comintern messages had to cease in early 1945 when one time pads 
were adopted. The copies of the messages retained by GCHQ were in manuscript and were not 
typed up until 1952. PRO notes to HW/17. 

Fabijan Trgo ed. The National Liberation War and Revolution in Yugoslavia (1941-1945). Selected 
Documents. Beograd, Military History Institute of The Yugoslav People's Army, 1982, p 256. notes 6 
and 7, and p 265, note 8. The Zagreb transmitter which continued to be operated by Kopinic, after 
the direct link between Tito's Headquarters and the Comintern had been established, was used as a 
base for communications between the Comintern and other central European communist parties. 
Geoffrey Swain, Tito and the Twilight of the Comintern in Tim Rees and Andrew Thorpe (eds) Inter-
national Communism and The Communist International 1919-1943, p 213, Manchester, Manches-
ter University Press, 1998, There are no such messages in the decrypts that have been released: it 
is likely the signals were not intercepted. 
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dents were mainly Tito - who signed off his messages as Valter - and Dimitrov." Service 36 

carried traffic to and from the Slovene communist party in Ljubljana and was intercepted be-

tween 16 March 1943 and 17 August 1944." 

In 1922 the decision was taken to renew efforts to intercept and decypher radio messages 

passing between foreign diplomatic missions and their governments. Ralph Erskine has writ-

ten that most diplomatic decrypts were not considered important enough to circulate and 

that, for example, in 1940, 70,000 out of 100,000 intercepted messages were decrypted, but 

only 8,500 were actually c i rcu la ted .This work continued throughout the war. Many sour-

ces were examined by the code-breakers." The most significant source that provided infor-

mation about Yugoslavia was signals from the Japanese Minister in Berlin, General Oshima 

Hiroshi, to his government in Tokyo. Oshima had gained the confidence of Hitler and Joa-

chim von Ribbentrop, the German Foreign Minister, and frequently reported on his conver-

sations with them.'' Consequently, from time to time, the British were able to acquire know-

ledge of the Germans intentions at the highest level towards occupied Yugoslavia." Prior to 

the Axis invasion of Greece and Yugoslavia messages from the Italian Minister in Sofia, Ma-

gistrati, provided an insight into German plans. In the files of Military Intelligence are sum-

^ Some signals were from Kopinic using his pseudonym of Voksin and from Georgijev, the pseudo-
nym of a Bulgarian communist Atanasov sent by Dimitrov to Yugoslavia in September 1943. Trgo, 
p 551, note 3. Dimitrov was a Bulgarian communist who was appointed General Secretary of the Co-
mintern in 1935. He became Prime Minister of Bulgaria in 1946. On 15 May 1943 the Praesidium of 
the Comintern announced it had passed a resolution 'to dissolve the Communist International as a 
guiding control of the labour movement... / O n 10 June 1943 it published a list of those communist 
parties that had passed the resolution of 15 May without objection. Dimitrov was appointed to head a 
committee to bring this into effect, Dimitrov continued to perform his functions in great secrecy from 
the foreign affairs section of the Soviet Central Committee in relation to Partisan movements in Ger-
man occupied territories. The Comintern', A report prepared, probably by SIS, in September 1946, 
from which the author's name has been redacted. HW/17/68. 
Dimitrov was known by his charges, affectionately, as 'Grandpa.' 

Trgo, states that the Slovene transmitter was concealed near Ljubljana, p 200, note 20. 
Ralph Erskine, Introduction to David Alvarez, Most Helpful and Co-operative: GC&CS and the De-

velopment of American Diplomatic Cryptanalysis, 1941-1942 \n Smith and Erskine, p 153. 
In 1940, GC&CS were working on the diplomatic communications of 26 countries including Yugos-

lavia. David Alvarez, GC&CS and American Diplomatic Cryptanalysis in Smith and Erskine, p 162. 
Oshima was a typically courteous and polite Japanese officer of undoubted intelligence and con-

siderable personality. The German War Office had a high opinion of his attainments. Unlike many of 
his countrymen, he was a gregarious creature and enjoyed society. This was probably mainly due to 
the fact that 'he drinks like a fish.' Michael Smith, The Emperor's Codes : Bletchley Park and the 
Breaking of Japan's Secret Ciphers. London ; Bantam Press, 2000, p 48. In 1940 the British were 
greatly assisted in breaking Japanese codes as a result of being given a 'Purple machine' by the 
Americans which they had developed to decypher Japanese codes. In exchange they were given 
information about Enigma, Michael Smith, How the British broke Japanese Codes in Smith and Ers-
kine, p 134. 
" Diplomatic decrypts have only been released until the end of 1941, although the decrypts until the 
end of the war are shortly expected at the PRO. A number of 1943 decrypts, however, appear in the 
records of the Intelligence Exchange at GC&CS which have been released. Diplomatic decrypts 
have been placed in Class HW/12. 
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maries of wireless messages from Mihailovic to his government/' Mihailovic did not, initial-

ly, have direct wireless communications with his government. The messages between them 

were channelled through SOE and SIS (SIS controlled SOE's wireless traffic until the summer 

1942). Mihailovic was provided with codes by the British which were decoded and passed 

to his government. Later he set up his own direct links.^ After the outbreak of war the work 

of the diplomatic section was transferred to Bletchley Park with the rest of the staff of 

GC&CS, but in 1942 it was moved back to London to Berkeley Street, with Denniston in 

charge. The diplomatic decrypts were known as 'BJs', the acronym for Blue Jackets, the 

colour of the Foreign Office files that contained the decrypts.® 

The analysis of Signals Intelligence did not only take place in the United Kingdom. 

Operations in the Middle East were not solely confined to intelligence gathering. Much tacti-

cal and low grade material was gathered and disseminated locally. The code-breakers in the 

Middle East, not unnaturally, became interested in higher grade material that was being inter-

cepted in the region but sent back to Bletchley Park for decrypting. They started to decrypt 

some of the material themselves including Litftwqffe and Italian Air Force intercepts. This 

was to lead to disputes with Bletchley Park and, as a result, there were discussions as to 

what work could be dealt with in the Middle East. During 1941 No 5 Intelligence School, si-

tuated at Heliopolis outside Cairo, succeeded in breaking the hand-encrypted cyphers used 

by the Abwehr in Yugoslavia. This they continued to read until they had the same difficulties 

as Bletchley Park in the autumn of 1943." Hinsley states that they also read SD and police 

traffic. 

Although not strictly Signals Intelligence, broadcasts of Axis, neutral and Allied radio sta-

A selection of Mihailovic's wireless messages from February 1942 until September 1942 are in 
WO/208/2014, Minutes 11 C, 19 C, 28 C and 33 B. 

Williams pp 53-55 states that a secret link between Mihailovic and his government was established 
via Cairo in September 1942. This link was broken a year later but was re-established at the end of 
1943 via Istanbul. A report on Mihailovic's communications with his government can be found in 
WO/106/5691. The report confirms that Mihailovic communicated directly with his government by 
radio, and also with the Yugoslav government's ambassador in Washington. The link to Washington 
was via an American coast guard station where, presumably, a sympathetic Yugoslav national was 
working, and who passed on the signals illicitly. It is likely Mihailovic's messages were intercepted and 
decrypted and will be found in the diplomatic decrypts from 1942 onwards when they are released. 

A detailed account of the work of the Diplomatic section has been written by Denniston's son. 
Robin Denniston, A New Source Discovered, in Intelligence and National Security, Vol.10, No 3, July 
1995, pp'%K^448. 

Henry Dryden, Recollections of Bletchley Park, France and Cairo in Hinsley and Stripp, pp 203-205, 
and Hinsley, Vol 2, p 20. The principal Abwehr code breaker in the Middle East was ordered to return 
to the UK in January 1944 to provide assistance at Bletchley Park after the Abwehr had changed its 
cyphers at the end of 1943 and Hinsley, Vol 2, p 20. 

Hinsley, Vol 3, Part I, Appendix 6, p 502. 
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tions were monitored in the Middle East. These included Soviet radio and the broadcasts of 

Radio Free Yugoslavia which started transmissions in December 1942 reporting the activities 

of the Partisans, on a day to day basis. ̂  It is presumed, that in addition to the contact be-

tween the Yugoslav communists and the Comintern, there were other Partisan radio transmit-

ters which provided the basis for the broadcasts. The broadcasts were translated and trans-

cribed and used to provide additional intelligence. Although much was propaganda it must 

have been extremely helpful in filling in gaps in the knowledge of the Intelligence Services and 

providing information about background matters. The Middle East Intelligence Centre regu-

larly disseminated transcripts of the broadcasts. The transcripts probably formed the basis 

for a very detailed booklet issued by the Political Intelligence Centre Middle East (PICME) 

in June 1944 entitled, 'The National Liberation Front of Yugoslavia - A Survey of the Parti-

san Movement April 1941- March 1944.̂  

The British were not the only ones to be interested in Axis Signals Intelligence. The So-

viets may have been intercepting and decrypting Abwehr hand-encrypted signals. Hinsley re-

cords that in December 1942 the British had handed over to the Soviets 'information about 

how to read Abwehr hand cyphers.' It was hoped - in vain as it turned out - that the Soviets 

Djilas, p 114. Walter R Roberts, Tito, Mihailovicand The Allies 1941-1945, Durham USA, Duke Uni-
versity Press, 1987, p 62, states the broadcasts began from Ufa in the Urals; but that from April 1942 
they were broadcast from the Comintern building in Moscow. The original war diary for the Middle 
East Intelligence Centre has survived for the end of 1942. The Centre was set up to furnish Com-
mander in Chief Middle East with co-ordinated intelligence and also to advise the Joint Intelligence 
Committee in London. H O Dovey, The Middle East Intelligence Centre in Intelligence and National 
Security , Vol 4, R 4, p 802.The war diary for the week ending 30 November 1942 records 'the Rus-
sian radio continues to broadcast the exploits of the Partisans.' Included in the War Diary were sum-
maries from radio monitoring of German, Italian, Axis, Vichy French, Russian,Turkish and Axis Free-
dom Stations. WO/169/3815. Papers that survive from SOE records include the transcribed trans-
missions of Radio Free Yugoslavia which broadcast daily propaganda from The Headquarters of the 
[Yugoslav] People's Army of Liberation' for the periods 22 April 1943 to 13 July 1943 and from 12 
September 1943 to 11 November 1943. HS/5/952/953. A MI3b Appreciation on 3 December 1943 
stated ' Communiques of the Yugoslav National Army of Liberation are broadcast by " Free Yugoslav 
Radio", which is monitored here. These communiques present a consecutive story of Partisan 
operations and are reliable. They are the best source for press information on Yugoslav operations 
and the more they are quoted the better.' The broadcasts were out and out propaganda, but were 
clearly accepted by Military Intelligence, at that time, at least so far as they gave military information, as 
sufficiently based on fact to be credible. 

Wrongly described by Hinsley, Vol 3, Pt 1, p 475, as Political Intelligence Committee Middle East. 
Dovey p 812. The booklet amounts to 129 quarto pages and includes analysis on such topics as, mi-
litary development, military organisation, national and political composition, political development, 
local government and justice, economic organisation, cultural life and attitudes to the UK and USA. 
WO/208/2005. It is believed that the authors were Stephen Clissold and Pamela Bisdee who worked 
for PICME and thus SIS in Cairo who controlled it. Clissold was an academic and, post war, a writer on 
Yugoslav matters. Bisdee was an old Yugoslav hand who had worked for the British Council in Yugos-
lavia prior to the outbreak of the war. Williams private papers, interview of Bisdee by Williams, 9 Sep-
tember 1986, Whilst the author has not seen any references to monitoring and analysis of radio 
broadcasts in the United Kingdom it must have been carried out or, alternatively, reliance was placed 
on the monitoring operation in the Middle East the results of which were passed, inter alia, to the War 
Office in London. WO/169/3815. 
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would return the favour.®' Hinsley reveals that in June 1943 the Soviets had captured the 

Auka code used by the Luftwaffe for ground-to-air signalling, and a naval Enigma machine. 

They obviously knew they were on to something as they enquired whether the British knew 

how to use the naval Enigma machine. As a result the British handed over to the Soviets a 

captured Enigma machine and a book of instructions for its use.^ The Soviets are also be-

lieved to have captured 26 Enigma machines during the battle for Stalingrad. It would be 

surprising if a 'nation of chess players' had not been able to make some progress themselves 

with the breaking of at least some Enigma codes.^ Some evidence is revealed in the decrypts 

that the Soviets were passing intelligence to Tito, which may have emanated from decrypts 

both of Abwehr hand-encrypted signals and from German Army Enigma messages. The pos-

sible sources of this intelligence are discussed later in this thesis. British decrypts also re-

vealed that the Germans started to read Italian messages when it became likely, in the summer 

of 1943, that Italy was going to capitulate. 

During the Second World War Signals Intelligence provided more information about Yu-

goslavia than any other source - more importantly it was entirely accurate, except some of 

the Abwehr reports from their officers or from VManner that were unreliable, being based on 

rumour and gossip or, perhaps, disinformation from the resistance or the British. The Axis 

had little option but to use radio for communication; the poor infrastructure of the country, 

difficult terrain and, above all, the actions of an active resistance, largely precluded the use of 

the telephone or written messages, which also necessitated, as decrypts revealed, that pi-

geons had to be relied upon for transmission of some messages. 

Yugoslavia was not considered a priority by the code-breakers. However, some messages 

were decrypted before and during the invasion of Yugoslavia in April 1941, which provided 

useful information at that time and corroboration for reports passed to Military Intelligence 

from other sources. Thereafter, the revolts having broken out in Yugoslavia in the summer of 

1941, active resistance was maintained against the Axis until the end of the War. The intelli-

gence provided by decrypts enabled the Axis forces tied down in the Balkans to be identified. 

By 1943 battle plans were being decyphered in full and the Axis campaigns against the resis-

Hinsley, Vol 2, pp 63-64. Hinsley notes in a footnote to p 64 that ' "C" thought it possible that the 
Soviets were reading these cyphers in any case.' 

Hinsley, Vol 2, p 65. 
Geoff Jukes. The Soviets and Ultra, in intelligence and National Security, Vol 3, No 2, 1988. pp 

233-247. 
A series of articles by Geoff Jukes, Ralph Erskine and Sir Stuart Milner Barry (Head of Hut 6 at Blet-

chley Park) in Intelligence and National Security Vol 3, No 2 pp 233-247, p 250 and p 509 and Vol 4, 
No 2 p 374 tentatively came to the view that the Soviets were breaking Enigma but probably only 
manually and thus they would have been able to decrypt little. Hinsley, Vol 2, p 65, footnote states ' 
... it could not be established whether, and if so, from what dates they [the Soviets] succeeded in 
reading Enigma keys. 
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tance could be monitored on almost a daily basis. Information was provided on German-Ita-

lian relations, and the internecine civil war between the Cetnik resistance movement of Gen-

eral Mihailovic and the communist Partisans led by Tito. There were times in 1943 when the 

detail was somewhat overwhelming - with the result that the authors of the GC&CS Air and 

Military Histories wrote that, in respect of the day reports from the formations in the South 

East Balkans 'never in the History of Special Intelligence was so much decrypted about so 

little'!® Ralph Bennett, who was a duty Officer in Hut 3, read all Balkan signals in 1943, and 

is the only member of the staff at Bletchley Park who has written about Balkan Signals Intel-

ligence, wrote in 1996 that: 

From the middle of 1943 onwards decrypts of a number of Enigma keys 
used by the German army and air headquarters large and small, widely dis-
persed across Jugoslavia, poured into Hut 3 in such volume that they 
seemed scattered pieces of a maddening jigsaw puzzle, until painstakingly 
reassembled into an intelligible pattern.™ 

However, it was not possible to intercept radio transmissions at will, due to weather con-

ditions and lack of equipment or manpower. Even when intercepted it was not always pos-

sible to break the cyphers. At other times pressure of work required prioritisation of what 

was to be decrypted, and as a result many intercepts were never decyphered. Decrypts were 

frequently left untranslated. But the decrypts provided a mass of reliable intelligence, which 

otherwise would not have been available to the British Intelligence Services and those whom 

they advised. 

™ HW/11/3 p lO.The term Special Intelligence encompasses intelligence received from all decrypted 
sources. 

Ralph Bennett, Notes on Intelligence Investigations : How Ultra changed History, London : Frank 
Cass, 1996, p 6. Dr Bennett is a medieval historian and one time President of Magdalene College 
Cambridge and unfortunately now too ill to be interviewed. Alan Stripp who worked at Bletchley Park 
decrypting Japanese signals, during the course of a lecture given at the Imperial War Museum on 13 
March 2001, described analysing decrypts as 'like working your way through thick treacle.' The author 
does not disagree! 
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CHAPTERn 

As GC&CS was controlled by SIS it was SIS who determined who received the decrypts. 

The intelligence that was provided, and to whom it was passed, was restricted by SIS for two 

reasons. Firstly, in order to limit the numbers of people who were aware of the decrypts to 

the absolute minimum, so as to reduce the possibility of the Axis becoming aware that the 

British were breaking so much of their radio traffic, including, most importantly. Enigma and 

Fish. Secondly, SIS had been subject to criticism of its lack of success, both before and in the 

initial stages of the war - the breakthroughs made at Bletchley Park greatly enhanced its 

power and prestige, which its senior officers were determined to preserve.' 

SIS received some of the decrypts of the armed services of the Axis and all police, Ab-

wehr, SD, railway and diplomatic decrypts, and also those to and from the Comintern.' As a 

consequence, it was the institution that was most capable of providing comprehensive intelli-

' Comment from the diary of Major General Davidson, Director of Military Intelligence. Liddell Hart 
Centre, Kings' College London. The journalist and author Malcolm Muggeridge, who served as a SIS 
officer during World War 11, wrote ' Cracked cypher material was, indeed, as things turned out, the sta-
ple product of MI6, and provided the basis for most of its most effective activities. The old proce-
dures, like setting up of agents, the suborning of informants, the sending of messages written in se-
cret ink, the masquerading, the dressing up, the secret transmitters, and the examining of wastepa-
per baskets, all turned out to be largely cover for this source As 'C quickly saw, he never need 
fear criticism or cuts in his budget as long as he could drop in at breakfast time with some tasty item for 
the Prime Minister.' Malcolm Muggeridge, Chronicles of Wasted Time Vol 2, p 129. Glasgow : William 
Collins Sons and Co Ltd, 1972. 
^ I SCOT decrypts do not indicate to whom they were sent. Croft, p 139 states that they were sent 
'notably to CSS ['C'] and to Desmond Morton for Churchill.' Morton was Churchill's personal assistant 
for intelligence and security matters. The head of MIS and 'C met during 1943 and agreed some So-
viet traffic should be decrypted. It is likely, therefore, that MIS - responsible for internal security and 
counter-espionage in the UK - also received ISCOT. Erskine private papers, Robert I. Benson and 
Cecil Phillips. The History of Venona, Vol 1 - Chronology, unpublished, 1995. 
It is not known what advice was given by 'C based on ISCOT. If 'C and Churchill were sent the back-

log from 1942 and 1943, the decrypts may have assisted their understanding of earlier events and 
thus their decisions in 1944, but they could not have affected policy in 1943. However, 
'Occasionally a message came back of congratulations from 'C when something of particular signif-
icance was revealed by the [ISCOT] decrypts, and we heard indirectly from Major Morton of 
Churchill's personal interest and gratitude for what we had managed to unearth.' Croft, p 140. The 
signals were numbered consecutively and it was, thus, clear to the code-breakers, at the time, that 
they were only reading a small proportion of the messages. Nevertheless, the signals showed when 
they were decrypted that the relationship between the Comintern and the Partisans was close, and 
that Dimitrov gave advice to Tito which, whilst couched in polite terms, amounted to directives. Al-
though the Comintern had been abolished in May 1943, the decrypts of its messages were always 
known as ISCOT; and the author therefore refers to subsequent decrypts as being to and from the 
Comintern. 
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gence assessments. Unfortunately for the historian, the Open Government Initiative which 

has led to so much of original material being released by GCHQ, and some by MIS, has not 

yet permeated the corridors of Vauxhall Cross/ 

It is possible to identify some of those who were concerned with events in Yugoslavia in 

SIS. The senior officers were establishment figures - ' C , Sir Stewart Menzies being an old 

Etonian and an Army Staff Officer who, after service on the western front after the outbreak 

of the Great War, was posted to army intelligence in 1915 and to SIS in 1919. Others, ac-

cording to Hugh Trevor-Roper were 'part-time stockbrokers and retired Indian policemen, the 

agreeable epicureans of White's and Boodle's, the jolly conventional ex-naval officers and ro-

bust adventurers of the bucket shop/ ' War-time demands required SIS to expand its staff. It 

therefore recruited from the universities and from others having an academic background, in-

cluding Trevor-Roper, whose responsibility it was to collate and analyse Abwehr decrypts.® 

Several letters to Military Intelligence from SIS dealing with Yugoslavia survive. From some 

the names of the correspondents at MI6 have been deleted, but in others the censor has been 

less than efficient - the letters or reports being written by a Capt B L Deed or a Col Hall. ̂  

Some of those who were recruited held left wing views or were communists. Nigel West sug-

gests that the southern Europe desk was run in the early years of the war by John Ennals, and 

that he was succeeded by John Caimcross, a Cambridge graduate. Ennals was another Cam-

bridge graduate and made no secret of his left wing convictions. Caimcross was more circum-

spect about his politics, as he had been recruited by the Soviets as a spy before the war.' 

During the early part of the war he held the position as private secretary to Lord Hankey, one 

^ To what extent SIS carried out detailed intelligence assessments of decrypts of the Axis armed for-
ces is unclear. Probably no comprehensive assessments were made, as it was the responsibility of 
the Service intelligence departments to carry out this work. 'Intercepts of German military, naval and 
air traffic were not the concern of SIS but the Service Intelligence branches.' Report The Use of 
ISOS by Section V during the war', 2 May 1946 p 1.(from which report the name of the SIS officer 
who prepared it has been redacted). HW/19/321. Section V is the counter- intelligence section of 
SIS and was headed during the war by Felix Cowgill. 
" Vauxhall Cross is SIS's current Headquarters on the south bank, sandwiched between the Thames 
and the main railway line in and out of Waterloo, 
^ Hugh Trevor-Roper, The Philby Affair. Espionage, Treason, and Secret Services, London : William 
Kimber, 1968, p 42. Cowgill was one of the 'Indian policemen.' 
® The daily summaries of Abwehr decrypts (ISOS and ISK) now released to the PRO show the names 
of the recipients in 1941: 
Naval Intelligence : Lt Cdr Montague, 
Air Intelligence : Wing Commander Williams, 
DM I; Major Melland, 
MIS: Mr Hart, 
M16 : Col Vivian, Col Dansey, Lt Col Cowgill and Capt Trevor-Roper and in addition in 1943 General 

Sir J Marshall Cornwall. 
' An example is a MI6 Political Report, CX/35400, of 13 April 1942. WO/208/2014. The author has 
not been able to discover anything about Deed or Hall. 
° Cairncross chronicled his activities in his posthumously published autobiography, John Caimcross, 
The Enigma Spy, The Story of the Man who changed the Course of World War Two. An Autobiogra-
phy, London : Century Random House UK Limited, 1997. 
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of whose roles was to chair a secret committee to ensure the confidentiality of Enigma! Subse-

quently, Caimcross was transferred to Bletchley Park in August 1942, and from there, in July 

1943, to Broadway Buildings in Whitehall, SIS's Headquarters during the war. Caimcross de-

nies he ever worked on the southern desk, whilst admitting he worked on the analysis of SD 

decrypts, which would have included some from Yugoslavia." West is, however, adamant that 

Caimcross worked on Balkan affairs from September 1943 until the end of the year." MIS re-

ceived Abwehr and some diplomatic decrypts, and probably decrypts to and from the Comin-

tern." 

The Service Intelligence departments were recipients of most, but not all, of Bletchley 

Park's output, and received Enigma decrypts by teleprinter or courier from Hut 3. Military 

Intelligence received German army, Litftwaffe, police, Abwehr, SD, railway and some diplo-

matic decrypts. There is no evidence to suggest that they received decrypts of messages to 

and from the Comintern. Military Intelligence was thus provided with decrypts from almost 

as many sources as SIS. As it undertook detailed analysis of German army and Luftwaffe 

sources it was possibly better informed than SIS. At Military Intelligence Yugoslav decrypts 

were analysed by MI3b, whose responsibilities also included Italy and the rest of the Balk-

ans, and MI 14 which was responsible, iy^ter alia, for the analysis of the German order of bat-

tle in occupied countries." Police and Abwehr decrypts were sent to Mil4 by courier and 

® Caimcross pp 113 and 158. He suggests Nigel West's inaccurate source was the former Daily Ex-
press journalist Chapman Pincher, who has been described as 'an urinal down which government 
and the intelligence Services poured its waste.' There would seem no reason for Caimcross to lie 
about this, as he admits passing secrets to the Soviets, including decrypts from Bletchley Park, but 
this conflicts with West's statements. West, following the publication of The Enigma Spy, sued Cen-
tury Random House, alleging that they had published the book in breach of his copyright. West's 
cr&libility has now been somewhat undermined, as a result of the judgment in the High Court in the 
action on 16 October 2001, by Mr Justice Laddie, who described him as 'a profoundly dishonest 
man', dismissed his action with costs, and referred the papers to the Director of Public Prosecutions. 
The Times (London) 17 October 2001. 

Nigel West and Oleg Tsarev, The Crown Jewels : The British Secrets at the Heart of the KGB Ar-
chives. London : HarperCollins, 1998, pp 218-220. 
" The recipient of diplomatic decrypts at MI5 was Anthony Blunt, another Cambridge communist and 
Soviet spy. HW/3/32. Chart, Sources of [diplomatic] material, 31 March 1944. 

A Report prepared immediately after VJ Day by the Distribution and Reference Section at Berkeley 
House reveals that a total of 72,624 diplomatic decrypts were circulated from 3 September 1939 
until 15 August 1945, all of which were sent to the Foreign Office. Others were sent, inter alia, to the 
Admiralty, War Office, Air Ministry and MIS. HW/3/162. The number of decrypts sent to the War Of-
fice representing 44% of the total was: 
1939 : 983 
1940:3,767 
1941:5,517 
1942:6,927 
1943 : 5,697 
1944 : 5^21 
1945:3,710 

" Organisation of Ml Directorate - War Office. Ml/4900. HW/14/36 1/4/1942. 
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made available to MIS. The files - known as Branch Memoranda - of MI3b, and some of 

Mil4, have been released to the PRO." The officer charged with the day-to-day analysis of 

intelligence relating to Yugoslavia in MI3b was Major David Talbot Rice. Talbot Rice was 

not a regular army officer but, like so many others at SIS and Bletchley Park, had been recrui-

ted from academia and was an historian." Talbot Rice not only received Enigma decrypts but 

Abwehr and police decrypts, which were initially analysed by Major Brian Melland at 

MI 14.'® He also had available to him reports from liaison officers sent by the SOE to Yugos-

lavia, radio messages from Mihailovic, press reports and transcribed Axis, neutral and Radio 

Free Yugoslavia radio transmissions. Talbot Rice's immediate superior in MI3b was Col T 

Thornton, to whom he reported, and who passed his reports and the Branch Memoranda up 

the chain of command initially to the Deputy Director of Military Intelligence (Intelligence) 

(DDMI[I]), Brigadier J M Kirkman, and then to the Director of Military Intelligence (DMI), 

Major General Francis Davidson. Thornton and Kirkman would, from time to time, add their 

comments, as would Davidson, before passing the intelligence analysis to the Chief of the Im-

perial General Staff (CIGS) and his deputy the VCIGS and the Director of Military Opera-

tions (DM0)." The process of reporting on the face of it appears cumbersome and slow, but 

in reality it was not. The officers concerned were all based in the War Office, and as a result 

the Branch Memoranda when passed up the chain of command were, more often than not, 

back with Talbot Rice the same day." Talbot Rice's advice was only on rare occasions dis-

puted: he clearly enjoyed the confidence of his superiors. The Chiefs of Staff also received ad-

vice - particularly about the location and movement of German forces in Yugoslavia from 

MI14, and also from Air Intelligence on aspects relevant to them. In addition, the members of 

the Joint Intelligence Sub Committee (JIC) whose task was to advise Churchill, the Defence 

Committee and the Chiefs of Staff on Intelligence matters, received regular reports based on 

Signals Intelligence. 

No one was more enthusiastic than the Prime Minister about Signals Intelligence. He had 

Many of Ml files are probably no longer in existence. 
Talbot Rice after the war held a history chair at Edinburgh University, his specialisation being By-

zantium and its art. He wrote a number of books including Constantinople from Byzantium to Istanbul, 
London : EIke Books, 1965. 

Ralph Bennett has incorrectly written that the Service Ministries did not receive Abwehr decrypts. 
Ralph Bennett, Behind The Battle, Intelligence in the War with Germany 1939 -1945. London ; Ran-
dom House, 1999. p 225. Richard Breitman, Official Secrets. What the Nazis planned, What the Brit-
ish and Americans Knew, London : Allen Lane, 1998, p 216 states Melland was the recipient of Ger-
man police decrypts. He gave a lecture on the organisation of the German Police, without identifying 
his sources, to the First Army Group on 2 February 1944 a copy of which has been released to the 
PRO. WO/208/2924 

CIGS was Field Marshal Sir John Dill until December 1941. He was succeeded by Field Marshal Sir 
Alan Brooke. 

For example, the offices of DMI and DM0 were adjacent and they met for a formal meeting each 
morning. Davidson papers. Document F. 



enthusiastically overseen the establishment of Room 40 in 1914, and had seen the value of its 

work. On his return to power as Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1924 he wrote to the then 

Foreign Secretary, Austen Chamberlain, asking to see the intercepts 'as they emerge'. The 

next day 21 November he wrote to Chamberlain that: 

I have studied this information over a long period and more attentively than 
probably any other Minister has done ... and I attach more importance to 
them as a means of forming a true judgment of public policy in these spheres 
than to any other source of knowledge at the disposal of the State." 

When Churchill became Prime Minister in May 1940 his enthusiasm for Signals Intelli-

gence was undimmed. On it being revealed to him in September 1940 that GC&CS was having 

some success at breaking Enigma cyphers he wanted to see all the decrypts. Desmond Mort-

on wrote to ' C on 27 September that 'I have been personally directed by the Prime Minister 

to inform you he wishes to see daily the Enigma messages. These are to be sent in a locked 

box.'^" ' C had the task of explaining to Churchill that, even then, this was an impossible task 

in view of the volume of the decrypts; but it was agreed that he would be sent a selection each 

day. Whilst the selection was accompanied by a covering letter signed by ' C , he rarely made 

any comment on them in writing. The selection was made by F W Winterbotham, Chief of Air 

Department SIS, whose day-to-day responsibility was the security of Enigma.^' Also included 

in the box from time to time Abwehr and diplomatic decrypts. From the autumn of 1941, 

when reports of the glimmerings of resistance in Yugoslavia began to appear in the decrypts 

Churchill was sent regularly the relevant messages. By 1943 these included Axis battle orders 

and revelations of collaboration with the Axis. Frequently, decrypts that had caught 

Churchill's attention were ringed or underlined in red. From early 1944 Churchill received 

ISCOT. Churchill was to call for detailed reports on the situation in Yugoslavia based solely 

on Signals Intelligence from both Military and Air Intelligence.^ In addition to regular briefings 

from ' C , he saw Davidson on a regular basis and discussed urgent matters with him on the 

telephone." GC&CS, before dispatching Ultra to its customers, paraphrased the messages in 
Stephen Budiansky, Battle of Wits, The Complete Story of Codebreaking in World War II. p 48, 

London : Viking, 2000. Budiansky quotes David Kahn Churchill Pleads for the Intercepts, Cryptolo-
gia 6 (1982) p 47-49 but the original source is not given. The decrypts, at that time, were almost en-
tirely intercepts of diplomatic messages. 

F W Winterbotham, The Ultra Secret, London : Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1974, p 38. Winterbot-
ham was recruited by SIS in 1930 to gather information about German rearmament, particularly of the 
Luftwaffe. During the 1930s he had detailed conversations with Hitler, saw him address the Nurem-
berg rallies, and held discussions with many in the Nazi hierarchy. F W Winterbotham, The Nazi Con-
nection. London : Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1978. 
^ CAB/163/11. Some intelligence analyses that were marked to be destroyed from Air Intelligence 
have survived in the Chartwell papers. 

Davidson papers. Document K. 
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the hope that, if some fell into Axis hands, its source would not be recognised. Churchill was 

much concerned that he should be shown the original translations, again indicating the impor-

tance he attached to them. The Prime Minister also demanded that on his trips abroad he be 

sent Boniface - his name for Signals Intelligence.^ Arrangements used to be made for this to 

be done in the mornings and in the evenings - the evening series being known as Sunset. On 

one occasion in January 1943, when he was attending the Casablanca Conference with Roose-

velt, he complained vigorously when he felt he was not being sent sufficient Ultra. 

Although the Foreign Office was the paymaster of SIS and Bletchley Park, it had only li-

mited access to the decrypts. Kinsley states that the Foreign Office did not receive any ser-

vice Enigma decrypts until September 1943, and only summaries thereafter, although its Per-

manent Under Secretary, Sir Alexander Cadogan (younger brother of Earl Cadogan), and its re-

presentative on the JIC, Victor Cavendish Bentwick (later Duke of Portland), were aware of 

the existence of Ultra." The Foreign Office received regular reports, limited to political mat-

ters, from SIS based on ISOS decrypts about Yugoslavia.̂ ® The Foreign Office continued to 

receive diplomatic decrypts throughout the war which were delivered daily by courier to Peter 

Loxley, Cadogan's Principal Private Secretary, initially in an envelope, but after security re-

view in February 1942 in a locked box. Robin Denniston has written that 'BJs' were avail-

able down to third secretary level.'" At desk level the Foreign Office officials wrote, from 

In January 1943 Churchill discovered that he was not being sent the original translations. He com-
plained to C' who asked Hut 3 to reply. The officer in charge, Wing Commander Eric Jones was not 
daunted and replied directly to the Prime Minister on 5 J a n u a r y . ' a t times, it is true, there is a differ-
ence in meaning between the teleprint and the paraphrase which is so fine it could only be detected 
by a complete master of the English language. ... it is generally accepted that few men rival the Mini-
ster of Defence in this mastery of language. And it is certain, in my opinion, that only very rarely would 
our recipients detect certain of the fine points raised by him if they had both versions.' HW/1/1281. 
Churchill did not hold this against Jones who was - very unusually for an officer that had not served in 
an active unit - appointed, not long after, to the rank of Group Captain. Later he was knighted on his 
appointment as Director of GCHQ in 1953 when Churchill was again Prime Minister. 

When the first Enigma cyphers were first broken in June 1940 a discussion was held as to its distri-
bution on the eve of the feast day of the ' Apostle of Germany', St Boniface - hence the name. Cave 
Brown, p 251. 
^ Chartwell Papers, CHR/20/130, Churchill College, Cambridge. 

Hinsley, i/o/ 2, p 5. (Blue blood was still in charge at the Foreign Office) 
^ SIS's Report on The Use of ISOS p 28 states 'ISOS reports of political interest were regularly writ-
ten for circulation to the Foreign Office in a suitable form ie shorn of all technical expressions and 
cover names.' HW/19/321 

HW/14/28. Letter P N Loxley to 'C. 
Robin Denniston, A New Source Discovered in Intelligence and National Securityyol 10, No 3, p 

439. Denniston also records, p 439, that security was so lax that the Soviet agent and traitor Donald 
Maclean was able to take BJs home and copy them for passing to his Soviet controller. Others were 
sent to the British Embassy in Ankara where they were stolen. 
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time to time, quite detailed and informed reports about Yugoslavia.^' But, Hinsley states that 

'it must be presumed those who were handling the problem [of whether to transfer support 

from Mihailovic to the Partisans] at desk level at the Foreign Office had not seen the evidence 

implicating Mihailovic [of complicity in collaboration by subordinate commanders which was 

revealed by dec ryp t s ] ,The re is no evidence that the Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden, re-

ceived service decrypts, except for the summaries sent to the Foreign Office from September 

1943 by SIS, although he, presumably, must have been aware of their existence as a member 

of the War Cabinet, and saw reports based on them." 

In 1941 the SOE in London was initially supplied with intelligence based on decrypts by 

MI3b. SOE had been set up to assist and encourage resistance movements. On the back 

sheet of the original Branch Memorandum - opened by Talbot Rice on 'The Yugoslav Ris-

ing' in August 1941 - appears a manuscript note stating that 'precis will be made and distri-

buted under the heading "Most Secret" - to be burnt when read [inter alia] to S02 [SOE]."'' 

Accordingly, MI3b at first kept in regular touch with SOE. In November 1941 six summar-

ies of events were sent to SOE by MI3b in the space of seven days, but then ceased. The 

manuscript note was deleted in red. Probably at SIS's bidding. Military Intelligence stopped 

supplying SOE with any material that emanated from decrypts, and thus the organisation in 

London was excluded from the primary source of intelligence for the duration of the war. 

This was confirmed in an introductory note attached to the second Branch Memorandum 

which was opened on 9 February 1942 which stated: 

... Conduct of Operations 
The British share in these operations is conducted by SOE with whom this 
section has no reciprocal contact. 
The functions at present preferred by this subsection are: 
1) to advise DMI on important developments (usually based on MSS and 
ISOS information) and has no further distribution, 
2) to advise JIS [Joint Intelligence Staff], 

Reports from SIS were known as 'RJs' an acronym for Red Jackets, the colour of the files. An SIS 
report of 13 April 1942, CX/35400, sent to Military Intelligence was also sent to 'Mr Loxley'. What Ca-
dogan made of SIS reports is unknown, although his diaries revealed a complete lack of interest in 
the Balkans and a contempt for its peoples. He wrote on 10 July 1940 t h a t o n l y a stream of tele-
grams about Turkey and the Balkans which I cannot understand. These esoteric speculations as to 
backstairs intrigues of that deplorable part of the world are quite beyond my comprehension, and I'm 
afraid I ignore them.' On 24 March 1941 he recorded, 'Yugoslavs seem to have sold their souls to 
the devil. All these Balkan peoples are trash'; and on 16 December 1943, 'Meeting with A[nthony 
Eden] about Yugoslavia (Mihaiiovic). I get very confused with all these muddled Balkan situations. 
They bore me,' David Dilks (ed), The Diary of Sir Alexander Cadogan 1938 -1943, London : Cassell 
1971, pp 312,365 and 588. 

Hinsley, Vol 3, R 1, note p 161. 
Hinsley does not make any mention of service decrypts being sent to Eden. 
WO/208/4604. 
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3) to advise M05 [branch of Directorate of Military Operations], 
4) to provide SOE liaison officer with information other than ISOS and 
A4SS/' 

SOE may have been deprived of Signals Intelligence for several reasons. It may have been 

from a desire to tighten up security, but far more likely it was the dislike of SOE by SIS. SOE 

was regarded as an upstart and non professional organisation by both SIS and the military -

both of which organisations had lost some of their functions to SOE. They were regarded as 

amateurs swimming in a sea of professionals. ' C is quoted in the diaries of Sir Robert Bruce 

Lockhart, Head of the Political Warfare Executive, of telling him in a conversation on 20 Jan-

uary 1943 that: 

Could nothing be done about this show, [SOE] which was bogus all through 
and through? They have never achieved anything, they compromised all his 
agents, they were amateurs in political matters: for example (1) all that 
'spoof about Mihailovic who was far busier fighting the Croats and the 
Partisans than the Germans and (2) the nomination of a hopeless adventurer 
like 'Flying Corps' Hill as their man in Moscow. 
Could nothing be done to stop them? He (C) reckoned that if they could be 
suppressed our Intelligence would benefit enormously.^ 

Malcolm Muggeridge was later to record his views on the relationship between the two 

organisations, as perceived at a more junior level: 

Although SOE and MI6 were nominally on the same side in the war, they 
were, generally speaking, more abhorrent to one another than the Abwehr 
was to either of them." 

With the breakthroughs achieved by GC&CS in decrypting Luftwaffe, German Navy and 

Army, together with Italian Air Force, cyphers in 1940 and 1941 it was realised that it was 

vitally important - subject only to security considerations - to establish secure links to the 

Middle East which would enable not only Headquarters Staff, but field commanders, to have 

WO/208/2014. Minute 1. 
Kenneth Young, ed, The Diaries of Sir Robert Bruce Lockhart, Vol Two, 1939-1965, London : 

Macmillan Ltd., 1980, p 222. Ben Pimlott, l-lugh Dalton, London : Jonathan Cape, 1985 p 307, con-
firmed the relationship with a quotation from an interview with Gladwyn Jebb, the senior civil servant 
at SOE from its creation until April 1942, Jebb stated , The body that most feared the disastrous 
crossing of lines (with SOE) was SIS, whose Head, Sir Stewart Menzies, was in daily touch with the 
Prime Minister. The needs of S02 and SIS often seemed to pull in diametrically opposite directions, 
SIS, concerned with intelligence, was afraid that S02 dealing with agitation, would blow its cover. As 
a result co-operation was only grudgingly provided.' Jebb also commented on the relationship be-
tween SOE and the Foreign Office which was scarcely better. The difference was that SOE wanted 
to stir up trouble, whereas the Foreign Office wanted to damp it down.' 

Muggeridge p 174. 
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up-to-the minute information about Italian, and later German forces, when they intervened in 

the north African campaign. There was, however, in early 1941 considerable concern about 

the security of Ultra as it became impossible in Whitehall 'to conceal the true source of the 

increasing flow of Enigma decrypts from their recipients within the intelligence branches."® 

This concern held up the establishment of a direct link from GC&CS to the Middle East until 

arrangements that were considered satisfactory were agreed.'® This involved the extensive 

paraphrasing of messages in order, as far as was possible, to disguise their provenance.'"' The 

necessary authority was given to Bletchley Park to begin teleprinter transmission of messages 

by Typex machines to the Middle East in March 1941. Initially the link was to the Com-

bined Bureau Middle East (CBME) which distributed the decrypts to the Navy, Army and 

RAF HQs. But, with British troops having been dispatched to Greece, it was decided to initi-

ate a service to the British Commanding Officer in Greece, and then subsequently to Crete, 

until it was evacuated by British Forces on 1 June 1941. Extraordinarily, given the security 

risks, a duty officer in Hut 3 authorised the sending of intercepted decrypts of the German 

intention to invade Yugoslavia on 6 April 1941, and about subsequent events, to the British 

Military Attache in Belgrade/' 

In Cairo, at first, Bletchley Park's messages sent on Typex machines were personally de-

cyphered by the director of CBME, Col Jacob, and his deputy. The burden was an imposs-

ible one, and a specialised unit was established under the command of Capt Macfarlane to 

take over. His unit was charged with the decrypting, distribution, and security of the de-

crypts, and was known as a SCU/SLU. The network of addressees and SLUs was expan-

ded so that by the early spring of 1943 Ultra was being distributed to no fewer than 12 desti-

nations in the Mediterranean area - including General Montgomery's Headquarters and Gen-

eral Alexander's Headquarters in Algiers, later in Italy." The growing volume of decrypts re-

lating to Yugoslavia was not sent to all destinations but was sent to GHQ in Cairo and to 

General Alexander's Headquarters. All decrypts were destroyed having been read, but maps 

and analyses based on them were prepared. General Alexander maintained an intelligence War 

^ Hinsley, Vol 1, Appendix 13, The Special Signals Service from GC and CS to the Middle East, p,571. 
The decision was taken by the committee headed by Lord Hankey whose function was to safeguard 

Ultra on 20 March. The minutes show that its secretary was Cairncross! A copy can be found in 
HW/14/13. 

The signals were prefaced by a special digraph OL. but the digraph, and a sub-prefix for each indi-
vidual addressee changed after 9,999 signals. The signals sent to the Mediterranean were, probably 
by accident, released to the PRO in 1977, by the Ministry of Defence and are to be found in DEFE 3, 
long before the original Enigma decrypts were released to the PRO in 1995. 

HW/14/13. Letter 10 April 1942, Commander Saunders to Commander Travis. 
Secure Communications Unit/ Secure Liaison Unit. For short known as SLU. Capt Macfarlane was an 

SIS officer who had formerly been the British liaison officer at the French equivalent of Bletchley Park 
before the fall of France. His deliberate lowly rank to enhance security belied his power and the power 
of the commanders of other SLUs that were subsequently set up. Lewin, p 138, 

A full list of the delivery groups and digraphs is set out in Hinsley, Vol 3, Part 2, pp 975-978. 
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Room with maps displaying the latest information, including that received on Yugoslavia.'" 

'He would stroll into the War Room two or three times a day, and stand in quiet reflection in 

front of a map'."' 

In July 1942 GC&CS was given permission to incorporate material to the Middle East 

which had been decrypted from Abwehr Enigma and hand cyphers, although there was no ma-

terial worthy of being sent until the autumn."*® An examination of Abwehr decrypts shows that 

there was, in fact, little being decrypted during 1942, although the volume of material became 

substantial after the turn of the year. SIS, however, permitted the exploitation of Abwehr 

hand cyphers in Cairo, most of the material being intercepted in Egypt at two monitoring sta-

tions at Heliopolis, on the outskirts of Cairo, and Alexandria, with another station being loca-

ted at Sarafand in Palestine. In addition to decrypts of Abwehr signals, some police and SD 

messages were intercepted and read. In September 1942 some 30 signals were read but the vo-

lume then steadily increased, aided by the opening of additional stations on the liberated north 

African coast. The supply of decrypts slowed down in the late autumn of 1943, and ceased 

in early 1944 when the Abwehr changed its cyphers. The decrypts were analysed and distri-

buted by SIS's daughter organisation in Cairo the Inter Services Liaison Department (ISLD). 

Among the recipients was MI14 in Cairo and a member of it staff in 1942, Brigadier Keble. 

Keble remained on the distribution list in late 1942 when he was appointed Chief of Staff of 

SOE's base in Cairo. According to Hinsley, SOE continued to receive the decrypts until May 

1943."' There is evidence that they continued to receive intelligence based on Abwehr de-

crypts thereafter."® 

"" Bennett, et al, Mihailovic or Tito in Intelligence and National Security, Vol 10, No 3, July 1995, 
p 526 records that, a senior intelligence officer with General Alexander, David Hunt, (who was one of 
the contributors), 'In the course of his duties he received all Balkan Ultra signals. They were so num-
erous and specific from September 1943 until the end of the war that he entrusted one of his staff 
with the special task of entering German dispositions in Yugoslavia on a map which was kept up to 
date daily.' 

Lewin, p 283. 
Hinsley, Vol 3, Part 2, p 501. SIS's Report on the Use of ISOS contains further information. In July 

1942 a Section V officer was sent to Cairo ' to facilitate the taking of action based on ISOS against the 
Abwehr.' In Cairo the head of Section V for the Middle East circulated ISOS information in a suitable 
form to other British organisations and departments. In particular it passed ISOS information received 
from London (for a time certain services were decrypted locally) to Security Intelligence Middle East 
(SIME). The Use of ISOS by Section V during the War, p 23. 

Hinsley. Vol 3, Part 1, note p 141. 
WO/202/132 Memorandum ISLD/12735 (II) 30 December 1943 to Major Gordon-Fraser, Force 133 

(SOE) from Section B, ISLD. Stenton suggests that SOE Cairo may have been supplied with ISOS 
decrypts, although he incorrectly states these were SD messages when they were Abwehr, 'to bring 
[it] up to date and ... to exploit Mihailovic as an SOE asset... .' Michael Stenton, Radio London and 
Resistance in Occupied Europe : British Political Warfare 1939 -1943. Oxford : Oxford University 
Press 2000 p 359. SIS's Report on the Use of ISOS tends to confirm that the release of ISOS mater-
ial to SOE Cairo may not have been a mistake but a deliberate policy of SIS, as such release was with-
in the authority of ISLD. HW/19/321. However, the distribution of Ultra was controlled by Capt Macfar-
lane's SLU, not by ISLD. 
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Among the intercepted messages from the Comintern to Tito was one, on 16 September 

1943, giving exactly the same information as an intercept of an Abwehr message which the 

British had decrypted the previous month on 17 August/ 'On 12 December 1943 decrypts 

revealed that Tito was advised by Dimitrov in a detailed message about the movements of the 

German Army and of proposed offensives against the Partisans by them. Such information 

was not typical of what was being revealed from hand-encrypted Abwehr signals; but is en-

tirely consistent with military material transmitted on Enigma machines.'" 

Either the Soviets were able to deciypt these messages - or more likely they had been for-

warded by the traitor Caimcross. If so, Tito was receiving some of the product of Bletchley 

Park, but SOE was not! 

During the course of the war Bletchley Park itself took on an intelligence assessment role 

with the establishment of the Intelligence Exchange in 1943, headed by Nigel de Grey, to col-

late the most important decrypts. The Intelligence Exchange produced 67 Balkan and Aegean 

summaries. Hut 3 also produced reports. " 

A major factor in the confusion in the development of policy towards the Yugoslav resis-

tance was the failure to provide decrypts to all the departments concerned. In the latter part 

of 1943 policy issues were, ultimately, resolved by the Chiefs of Staff and Churchill, who 

did have access both to raw data and intelligence based on the decrypts. 

HW/17/51 : ISCOT/1038 and HW/19/60 : ISOS/65978. The compiler of the typed ISCOT mes-
sages in 1952 commented on the messages being the same in a manuscript note on ISCOT/1038. 
From the end of the war until 1980 the British and the Americans were engaged on a joint project, co-
denamed Venona, to decrypt Soviet messages sent and intercepted during the war using one time 
pads. The reason for the project was that there were suspicions that Soviet spies in Britain and the 
USA had passed Sigint to the USSR and might still be at work. It was hoped that Venona might reveal 
their identities. The project provided compelling evidence against Donald Maclean in Britain, al-
though not until after he defected, and Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, Alger Hiss and Klaus Fuchs in 
the USA. Nigel West has written an account of Venona. Venona. The Greatest Secret of the Cold 
War. London : HarperCollins, 1999. It may be ISOS and ISCOT were being compared as part of this 
project. 

HW/17/51 : ISCOT/39058/39060. 
HW/3/158. Intelligence Exchange draft history. None has been released to the PRO. Jean Howard 

recalls preparing Yugoslav reports including a report that was prepared for the Prime Minister in 1943 
on whether to back Mihailovic or the Partisans. Note of a telephone conversation between Jean Ho-
ward and Heather Williams, 7 March 1991, Williams private papers. There is evidence in Bletchley 
Park files that intelligence information from other sources was being sent to GC&CS. Two interroga-
tion reports of an Abwehr officer captured in Yugoslavia are to be found in the files of the Abwehr 
section which where presumably sent to it to further its understanding of the Abwehr's organisation 
and activities in Yugoslavia. HW/19/339/340. 
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CHAPTERm 

1941 

Floreat Serbia 

From the autumn of 1940 until the German invasion of Yugoslavia and Greece, the infor-

mation provided to the British from decrypts was limited. Both Enigma and Abwehr cyphers 

had only recently been broken The amount of material available for analysis was small, as it 

was only after German units were deployed in the Balkans prior to Marita, and started to use 

radio for communication, that there were signals to intercept. However, what was available 

was valuable as it provided a check on other sources of intelligence from agents, conversations 

with foreign governments, press reports, and analysis by military attaches, SIS and SOE.' 

The British were not sure in the autumn of 1940 whether Hitler was planning a limited offen-

sive in the Balkans, or whether he planned to advance through Turkey and Syria to the oil 

fields in Iraq, or even to the Suez canal. By the beginning of 1941 the volume of Luftwaffe 

traffic was growing in volume from Bulgaria. JIC was able from this - and other sources - to 

estimate that by the end of January there were 4,000 Liiftwaffe personnel in Bulgaria, with 150 

aircraft to be based in Romania and 400 in Bulgaria." A second Enigma source came on stream 

in February when German railway Enigma was broken, which enabled the British to monitor 

the build up of German military forces. Although these decrypts have not yet been made 

available to researchers, Hinsley states that as 'early as 6 and 7 February a massive movement 

by rail of GAF ammunition, fuel and other stores to destinations in south-west Bulgaria ... 

was identified from Enigma traffic. 

On 11 February the Chiefs of Staff were sufficiently concerned about the developing si-

tuation in the Balkans to summon the newly appointed Director of Military Intelligence, 

Major General Davidson, to give it an assessment of the possibility of a German attack on 

^SOE had been actively involved in the Balkans from its creation in July 1940, laying plans for sabot-
age, and claimed to have played a part in the coup d'etat in Yugoslavia. Williams, The Special Opera-
tions Executive and Yugoslavia, 1941-1945, PhD Thesis, University of Southampton, 1994, ex-
plores its role pp 6-19. 
^ JIC (41) 46 of 28 January quoted in Hinsley, Vol1, p 357.The primary source of this information was 
not Enigma but 'a special mission' which had been present in the area for three months. AIR 40/2023 
Memorandum to Director of Air intelligence 6 March 1941. Another source of intelligence for the Brit-
ish was Yugoslav agents in Berlin who reported to Belgrade. Individuals friendly to Britain passed on 
information. 
^ Hinsley, Vol 1, p 357. 
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Greece." He advised that the Germans were building up their forces in Romania - although it 

later transpired that he had over estimated the number of German divisions, and that an attack 

on Greece was imminent 

On 2, 3, and 11 March reports were forwarded to MI3b, probably by SIS, which indica-

ted that there had been messages intercepted which revealed substantially increased rail move-

ments of ammunition and supply trains in Austria, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria; and in-

creased aircraft movements at Wiener Neustadt (an airfield south of Vienna)/ On 2 March 

Magistrati, in a signal from Sofia, told his Foreign Ministry in Rome that he had been advised 

that the German mechanised units were due that day to begin their deployment into Bulgaria/ 

Two days later he reported that the attack on Greece could not begin before 15 March, 'given 

the need to concentrate supplies." On 8 March a message was intercepted from the Italian 

Embassy in Bucharest to the Italian Foreign Ministry that 'the total number [of German] di-

visions that had arrived in Romania amounts to 32 of which 20 have passed into Bulgaria.'* 

Magistrati advised Rome on 15 March that he was aware negotiations were taking place in 

Berlin between the Germans and the Yugoslavs, and that his impression was that 'the Serbian 

elements are trying to demonstrate their traditional intransigence' - with the consequence that 

units of German mountain forces had been moved to the Yugoslav frontier south-west of Sofia 

'as a precautionary measure.'^ On 19 March a total of 38 German trains were reported to 

have crossed the Hungarian-Romanian border and that the 8th FliegerKorps (Air Corps) had 

been issued with additional armaments."* Transfer of aircraft was noted from Wiener 

Neustadt to Arad in Romania." In the aftermath of the Yugoslav coup d'etat on 28 March -

when, momentarily, the Germans were uncertain of its outcome - an order was issued to hold 

up train movements, but more aircraft, 48 Ju (Junkers) 52s, arrived at Wiener Neustadt. 

Later that day, orders were issued by Transport Headquarters in Berlin for movement of 

army formations from Bucharest, including 1st Panzer Gruppe^ 5th Panzer Division, 11th 

Panzer Division and an SS Division, each requiring 90 trains together with 25th Army Corps 

" Davidson recorded in his diary that he was telephoned at 12.45pm to say that he had to present his 
appreciation to the Chiefs of Staff at 5.30pm later that day. He got it done just in time with the help of 
Talbot Rice and others. After he had given his advice he was told he must repeat it to the Defence 
Committee, which included Churchill, at 7,30pm. Subsequently, when he prepared some notes for 
the Cabinet Office Historical Section in 1972, he described the Chiefs of Staff's request to him as 
'being bowled a pretty fast ball'! Davidson Papers, Document G. 
= HW/5/9 : CX/JQ/713/714/715/716. 
' HW/12/088310. 
' HW/12/088331. 
'HW/12/088482. 
= HW/12/088704. 

HW5/10 : CX/JQ/769/787. 
' 'HW/5/10: CX/JQ/791. 

HW/5/10 : CX/JQ/803/800. 
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Headquarters which required 5 trains." The next day movements of German supply trains 

crossing into Bulgaria were noted. Magistrati told Rome on 31 March that Bulgarian gen-

erals who had been summoned to Berlin had returned that day, and that 'They report, I am 

told, that Hitler personally is in a state of pure fury against the Yugoslavs and disposed to a 

swift military action against Belgrade."' An invasion of the Balkans was clearly imminent, 

and Yugoslavia was to be included. The next day Magistrati reported that 'the German action 

would commence simultaneously against Greece and Yugoslavia on the morning of Saturday 

5th [April]."' 

In March an Abwehr link between its station in Belgrade and Vienna was identified. On 29 

March the first message of importance was intercepted and decrypted. Abwehr Belgrade gave 

its office in Vienna an assessment of the political situation in the light of the coup d'etat the 

day before: 

It is very questionable whether Simovitsch [sic] has the power to as-
sociate himself with a clear policy of collaboration with Germany in 
face of the opposition from Serbian officer corps and public opinion. 
The Croat leader Matschek [sic] has gone into hiding in Zagreb. The 
Croat ministers feel they are prisoners of the government. 
First signs of differences of opinion between Serb and Croat officers: 
military manoeuvres, continuation of mobilisation and increased 
transport in southern Serbia. Serbian army is willing to fight." 

On 4 April, two days before the invasion of Greece and Yugoslavia, a message was inter-

cepted and decrypted from Operational Staff lA Operations to Fliegerfiihrer {Luftwajfe Area 

Commander) Arad (in Rumania) at 16.00 hours. It stated 'Punishment D Day 6/4/41 Time 

05.00 hours X-time 05.30.' Punishment day was the translation by Hut 3, and noted on the 

decrypt as such, from the German name for the operation Strafgericht. In the same intercept 

it was revealed that orders were issued that 'the crossing of the Jugoslav border by German 

aircraft must be avoided in all circumstances until permission to cross the frontier was given. 

Panzer gruppe, a tank formation usually of army size containing two or three corps and several di-
visions. 

HW/5/11 : CX/JQ/798. HW/5/10 : CX/JQ/798. 
HW/12/089351. 
HW/12/089353. 
HW/19/4 : ISOS/3705 An Abwehr decrypt on 1 April stated that an English aircraft had arrived at 

Belgrade's Semiin Airport and had been met by Major Mapplebeck of the English legation. HW/19/4 : 
ISOS/3927. On 1 April CIGS, Field Marshall Dill, arrived in plain clothes in Belgrade for discussions 
with the Yugoslav government. It may be he was on this plane, but no decrypt gave any clue that the 
Germans were aware of his visit. Mapplebeck was Assistant Air Attache. Obituary Tom Mapplebeck, 
Daily Telegraph (London) 25 January 1990. 

HW/5/11: CX/JQ/822, There can be no better example of the benefits of Ultra, However good in-
telligence might have been from agents or from other sources, nothing could have been more accur-
ate than a signal of command from Operational Staff to a subordinate unit. 
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The next day at 18.45 Arad was informed that 'X time' had been changed from 05.30 to 

06.00." If any further confirmation was needed of what was about to happen it came from 

two further intercepted signals, on 5 April, that 500 maps of Greece and Yugoslavia could not 

be collected before the next day, due to shortage of transport aircraft, and that: 

attention is again drawn to the fact that violation of the Yugoslav frontier 
must in all circumstances be avoided until Angriffstag (the day of attack). 
Transport and communications aircraft have until the beginning of the attack 
to keep at a sufficient distance from the Yugoslav frontier.^" 

The main initial thrust of the German advance was by the 12th Army from Bulgaria into 

the east of Yugoslavia to Skopje, and thence to Belgrade, which was subjected to a sustained 

bombing attack by the Luftwaffe. The 2nd German Army crossed the northern Yugoslav bor-

der on 10 April. The Italians invaded Slovenia on 12 April. By 15 April the war was over. 

The Yugoslav government with its young king evacuated by air to Athens, and from there 

they made their way to London arriving in June to a hero's welcome. Decrypts had, during the 

short war, provided some evidence of its progress and the rapid collapse of the Yugoslav 

armed forces. On the first day at 14.00 hours it was reported that successful attacks had been 

made on Yugoslav airfields by the Luftwaffe, and that 11 Hawker Furies had been shot down." 

On 7 April air attacks were maintained in order to annihilate the Yugoslav air force and in 

support of the 12th German Army. Transport was to be attacked in southern Serbia on the 

Nis-Kumanovo and Kraljevo-Skopje-Veles lines. Elements of the 12th Army were reported to 

be making good progress against strong opposition towards Skopje. A total of 60 Me 

(Messerschmitt) aircraft were dispatched, destroying 43 aircraft on the ground and more than 

10 Furies in the air. On 8 April Mostar aerodrome in Herzegovina was said to have been oc-

cupied and that Kumanovo had been taken by units of the 12th Army en route to Skopje."^ 

Magistrati advised his Foreign Ministry that German action on the northern front would begin 

on 10 April. By 10 April it was clear, from intercepts alone, that Yugoslav resistance was 

crumbling, with reports that the 1st Panzer Gruppe had passed through Nis 'against slacken-

ing resistance' and that elements of the 73rd division were being subject only to 'slight resis-

tance' north-east of Bitoij. To the east of Vadar there was a report of a local armistice." Oshi-

ma told his Foreign Ministry in Tokyo that the Germans were 'not actively attacking the 

HW/5/11 : CX/JQ/824 
^ HW/5/11 : CX/JQ/824/826 

HW/5/11 . CX/JQ/827 
^ HW/5/11 : CX/JQ/827/829/830. 
''HW/5/11 : CX/JQ/832/833. 
" HW/12/089651. 

HW/5/11 : CX/JQ/839/843. 
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north of Yugoslavia, principally to win over the Croats and Slovenes.''® On 11 April the end 

was in sight, with a report that the 14th Army Corps was advancing on Belgrade and had 

taken over 10,000 prisoners; and that elements of the 11th Panzer Corps had advanced to 

Kragujevac. The end-game was revealed on 15 April by a decrypt: 

Major DANKOWITSCH Plenipotentiary of the GOC 2nd Serbian Army 
has been sent as an emissary to the German troops in accordance with the 
directive of the GOC 2nd Serbian Army No 45 of 14 April. His powers are 
laid down as follows: 
1) To ask the German authorities to name a meeting place, 
2) In the name of the GOC 2nd Serbian Army to ask the German authorities 
to cease hostilities especially the bombing by the German Air Force, 
3) To inform the German Army that the Serbian people would not take any 
action against German troops.^ 

Abwehr decrypts revealed that the Italians, who had also invaded Yugoslavia, were jumping 

on the bandwagon and eager to be involved in the surrender negotiations. Abwehr Vienna re-

layed a message from the Italian Military Attache in Berlin to the Abwehr station in Bel-

grade: 

For Fritz. I have now to inform you that the Royal Italian Military Attache 
Belgrade has now been authorised by the Duce to take part as Plenipoten-
tiary in negotiations with the delegation of the Yugoslav army on basis of 
unconditional surrender. Alfieri^^ 

The reactions of Military Intelligence to the events in Yugoslavia can be gleaned from Da-

vidson's personal diary: 

5 April News indicating simultaneous attack on Greece and Yugoslavia. 
6 April Middle East and Belgrade warned. Military Attache in Belgrade told 
to press for action to blow up the Iron Gates."' 
6 April Saw tape and learnt about invasion. 
8 April Disturbing news from Yugoslavia. 
10 April Black day. 
14 April Jugs collapsing. 
15 April Jugs out. 
25 April MI meeting. We agreed Balkans had been most successful for MI, 
point of view of timings - but got Jug resistance quite wrong. 

HW/12/089787. 28 

HW/5/11 : CX/JQ/856. 
HW/19/5: ISOS/4271. 
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MISb had maintained a War Diary for Yugoslavia since April 1939, in which Talbot Rice 

continued to note any intelligence of interest/' At this stage MISb was not maintaining any 

Branch Memoranda on Yugoslavia and none was opened until 9 August 1941, after the first 

reliable and substantive news of the uprisings in Yugoslavia filtered through to London and 

had been confirmed by decrypts. An Abwehr decrypt revealed the new government in Zagreb 

had lost little time in establishing itself The message decrypted on 19 April advised that 

there had been a demonstration march by the new Croatian army, and other formations in Za-

greb with 'swastika banners and shouts of Heil to the Ftihrer and German armed forces.'^' An 

entry in the Diary on 27 April recorded that General Simovic, then in Palestine, had been 

quoted as saying that guerrilla warfare had started on a large scale. On 12 May a message was 

intercepted from the Yugoslav Minister in Berne to his government, then in Jerusalem. He 

gave details of the German administration in Upper Carinthia and the Italian administration in 

Ljubljana. He further advised that a German commission had arrived in Zagreb to agree Ger-

man-Croat frontiers. Four days later a decrypt revealed that the Minister in Berne told his 

government that the Croat government had forbidden the use of the Cyrillic alphabet, and that 

'the Croats wished to facilitate the return to Roman Catholicism those who were of the Or-

thodox faith' - an early indication of the action to be taken against Serbs in the NDH.^ On 10 

May source 'tape' stated that there was 'guerrilla warfare in Montenegro, central and south-

em Serbia and even near Belgrade. Thousands of Serbian and Montenegrin soldiers with large 

quantities of ammunition, grenades and a few M/Gs [machine guns] have joined.' These re-

ports lacked credibility, but on 8 July Talbot Rice noted - from an unidentified source - that 

there had been an incident with Serbs, south of Koritsa, during which the Italians had claimed 

to have killed one armed man and wounded another without loss. Talbot Rice commented 

'Floreat Serbia. The first reports of widespread resistance came at the end of July and 

early August from foreign press reports, diplomats, and from those who had left the country, 

together with decrypts from Abwehr and Enigma intercepts. 

SOE heard of resistance activity in Yugoslavia at the end of June when a Slovene, Stani-

slav Rapotec arrived in Istanbul. He had left Split two weeks earlier and travelled via Ljublja-

na, Zagreb and Belgrade. He brought news from those towns and elsewhere - mainly in Slove-

nia and Dalmatia - and messages from politicians and disaffected members of the NDH. He 

made contact with Jovan Djonovic, who had been sent to Istanbul to set up an intelligence 

An undated note in the diary stated ' after the war certain information within these Diaries will remain 
Most Secret and so must not be used indiscriminately for historians [!]. This applies especially to Ml 
14, MSS and ISOS.' WO/208/4568. 

H\A//19/5 . ISOS/4363. 
^ H\A//12/090994. 
""HW/12/091318. 
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centre by the Yugoslav government. He also told Djonovic that he had heard from a friend 

that Mihailovic had set up a resistance movement in Serbia. Djonovic passed on what he had 

learned from Rapotec to SOE in Istanbul.^ During July more Yugoslavs made contact with 

SOE there. A Serb, Dragomir Rakic, told them that there were two resistance movements 

operating in Serbia; one was led by Mihailovic; and the other was communist-led and had 

begun operating after the German attack on the Soviet Union in June." A US diplomat, Carl 

Rankin, who left Belgrade in July, brought more information, and foreign press reports carried 

stories of an uprising. Talbot Rice entered in the diaiy that press reports had revealed that on 

23, 30, and 31 July, fierce fighting had taken place in Belgrade, Banja Luka, Beranet [sic -

probably Berane], and south Se rb ia . In Bezanovica 200 Serbs carried away munitions from a 

German depot. There was mass insurrection all over Serbia; and Hungarians had executed 29 

Serbs 'in order to put an end to sabotage.' 134 people had been executed in Belgrade for car-

rying arms for participation in sabotage efforts; and, on 2 August, that there had been 'a major 

uprising' among Serbian and Montenegrin peasants in southern central Serbia and Montene-

gro. Five thousand had joined in the rebellion."' Decrypts provided both more detail and reli-

ability. On 21 July the German Liaison Staff with the Italian Air Force reported that the latter 

in Albania had sent aircraft 'to deal with resistance that had broken out in Montenegro on 20 

July, namely 17 BR (Breda), 10 RO(Mendiolani)37, 5 CR(Fiat)42, 1 S (Savoia) 81.' An 

wehr message sent from Zagreb to Vienna on 31 July, although partially corrupt and relating 

to events earlier in the month, provided information of events in the NDH: 

.... lines destroyed. Cerovac station in flames. 
2) All telephone lines section Jayce [sic] interrupted 8/7 
3) Surprise attacks and cessation of traffic on railway line Gracac-Klin and 
on section Split-Klin-Ogulin-Karlovac-Zagreb. The station master and traffic 
officials of Gracac carried off. The railway station Zrmanja demolished. 
Telephone lines interrupted whole sector. 
4) Shots fired at passenger train 378 near Sisvete station. 
Please enter the above events in the sketch plan which was sent to you and 
have reports sent on to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Abw. Ill and III V.'*° 

Two further Abwehr messages on 31 July indicated that there had been explosions on rail-

way lines in the vicinity of Zagreb, and that Bosnian insurgents were planning an attack prob-

^ Stevan Paviowitch, Reserve Infantry Lieutenant Rapotec : His Mission to and from Occupied Yu-
goslavia, in Unconventional Perceptions of Yugoslavia 1940-1945. New York, Columbia University 
Press, 1985, Ch III. 
^ Williams p 27-28. 
^ The press reports from Belgrade were inaccurate. There was no 'fierce fighting' in or around the 
city. 
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ably around Tuzla in the east of the NDH." The severity of the Ustasha regime was revealed 

in a decrypt of an Abwehr signal sent on 8 August about events that had occurred on 30 July. 

Kostajnica in Bosnia had been occupied by 300 Serbian peasants who had then been driven 

out by the Ustasha. Another 800 men were said to be in the woods under the command of a 

Serbian captain who intended to carry out attacks, although they had few weapons but large 

quantities of explosives. The Abwehr message concluded with a report that 'In Kostajnica all 

men of Serbian nationality have been shot and their families interned."*" 

On 1 August a Luftwaffe message was decrypted which revealed details of further action 

taken by the Germans in the NDH to counter the insurrection: 

1) To combat the rebellion in Croatia aircraft from Stuka Schools with suit-
able crews to a strength of two StafFels and one Staffel from bomber schools 
are to be employed under the control of OBERSTLEUTNANT [Lieutenant 
Colonel] in General Staff DOENCH, Chef AW subordinate to C in C GAP 
(OPS ST ROMAN lA). 
2) After consultation with the German General in Zagreb the unit will be as-
sembled with all speed in Zagreb. Ops are to be carried out in co-operation 
with Italian and Croatian armed forces only against Croatian territory. 

A further source, German Police Reports, also provided evidence that the Germans were 

encountering resistance in German annexed Slovenia. The Chief of Civil Administration in 

Veldes, in south Carinthia and close to the pre-war Italian-Austrian-Yugoslav border, reported 

maintenance of law and order in his area had become more precarious as a result of communist 

activities, and that this had prompted him to reduce travel permits to a minimum.This was 

the first mention of communists in action, although they may not have been communists. The 

Germans, in the aftermath of the invasion of the Soviet Union, were inclined to call all oppo-

nents communists at the time. The Chief of Civil Administration advised that the problems 

had started when 'a wachtmeister [sergeant] of the Reserve Police Battalion 181' had been 

shot on 1 August, and in further fighting the next day the 182nd battalion suffered two more 

casualties."' The decrypts, in this ten day period, had shown that there was resistance in 

Montenegro, the NDH, and in German-annexed Slovenia, and identified that communists were 

" HW/19/11 : ISOS/8603/8605. In the decrypts many descriptions are used to describe the resis-
tance : 'insurgents, rebels, bandits, cetniks, communists, partisans and guerrillas.' When these terms 
are used in the text of this thesis they are as reported in the decrypts as translations from the original 
German. 

HW/19/11 ; I SOS/8838. The severity of the policy of extermination caused great concern particu-
larly amongst the Italian occupiers but also to the Germans. Pavlowitch, Yugoslavia, pp 111-113. 
" HW/5/25 : CX/MSS/117. The nearest equivalent to a Staffel in the RAF is a Squadron. 

Veldes is now known as Bled. 
^ HW/16/6 : ZIP/MSGP 27 : GPD 275-323. 
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responsible for the insurgency in Slovenia. 

SOE decided in the summer it wanted to make direct contact with the resistance in Yugos-

lavia by sending a mission. Discussions ensued with the Yugoslavs about how best thus could 

be done. The planning for this proceeded during August and early September, and culminated 

in the dispatch by submarine of a mission to the resistance, code named Bullseye, on 20 Sep-

tember. This was a joint Anglo-Yugoslav mission consisting of Captain Duane 'Bill' Hudson 

and three Serbs. 

In the meantime Signals Intelligence provided more information. On 13 August a police re-

port from Slovenia revealed a member of 182nd Police Battalion was shot in the head at 

Krainburg, and that on 21 August it was necessary to transfer another police battalion to 

Veldes 'in view of strained situation."" There were reports of sabotage of railway bridges and 

attacks on German soldiers in Bosnia. On 19 August a company of the German 738th Infan-

try division was attacked 20 kilometers from Sarajevo. Six soldiers were killed and were found 

'robbed and mutilated.' Four others were wounded and two were missing. At the end of the 

month an Abwehr signal from Belgrade to Vienna was intercepted and decrypted which provi-

ded another insight into the situation in the NDH, indicating that the revolt was not on a small 

scale, and was causing the Axis some difficulty to a degree that had not been anticipated; 

Advanced A[usland] O[rganisation] Sarajevo Report. 
Hostilities in the region Romanja-Lasenica still continue. There are well or-
ganised rebels there 2,500-3,000 strong - doctors and so on. Railway lines 
have been removed. The Croat general was wounded in a fight with the re-
bels. Railway traffic with Sarajevo still disrupted. The road to Mostar is in-
secure. Despite the declaration given to the foreign press a few days ago, 
pacification of the Bosnian area, including western Bosnia, is out of the 
que&hon** 

In September there were more indications of resistance in the NDH from decrypts, with a 

report that the town of Drvar was in flames; that communist rebels were said to have fled to 

Williams, SOE, pp 20-30 and Simon Trew, Britain, Mihaibvlt and the Cetniks 1941-1942. Basing-
stoke : Macmillan Press Ltd., 1998. Chapter 3. 
" HW/16/6 : ZIP/rvlSGP 27 : GPD 275-323 and ZIP/MSGP 28 : GPD 324-343. Krainburg is now 
known as Kranj. 
" HW/18/11 : ISOS/8998 and HW/19/12 : ISOS/9699. The fighting between all the participants in 
Yugoslavia throughout the war was marked by particular ferocity. The Germans did not regard the re-
sistance as combatants who were entitled to the benefit of the 'rules of war', let alone the Geneva 
convention. 
^ HW/19/12 : I SOS/9841. The square brackets were inserted in the original. Ausland Organisation 
means Foreign Country Organisation. The comment about spinning of press statements, and thus 
their sometimes dubious value, illustrates how valuable decrypts could be in providing reliable infor-
mation, even though, at this stage of the war, the quantity of decrypts was small and provided a very 
incomplete picture. 
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the village of Pribelj, south-west of Jajce; and that the town of Kalinovik was surrounded and 

cut off, with '3/4 of the inhabitants gone over to the rebels.' To the east rebel bands were on 

the heights 12 kilometers north of Sarajevo, and fighting was taking place around the nearby 

towns of Rogatica and Visegrad.'" In German-annexed Slovenia more police reinforcements 

were sent to Veldes, and the 93rd police battalion and the 325th police battalion were respect-

ively dispatched to Stveit and Laak Zaier in the border region of south Carinthia. In the latter 

place it was revealed that 'reporting by telephone impossible due to disturbance on the line.' 

Two men were said to have been killed and three wounded from the 171st police battalion. A 

comment on the general conditions in south Carinthia was made in a report from SS Ober-

gruppenfuhrer (General) Schroder to SS Oberfuhrer (Brigadier) Schwarzenberger in Berlin that 

'in the still unpacified area of south Carinthia it is impossible to take responsibility for offi-

cials that travel alone/" Enigma provided some more fragmentary reports. On 15 September it 

was noted that there had been an explosion at the Post Office in Zagreb; that the telephone 

exchange had been put out of action; and that snipers were in the vicinity of the town. On 17 

September it was reported that near Kruca - south of Banja Luka in the NDH - that there 

were groups of rebel communists, and that in Zvomik-Drinjaca there was increased pressure 

from the south. Zvomik was said by the 718th division to be 'strongly threatened.' In Mitro-

vica there were armed clashes between Germans and rebels. The railway between Doboj and 

Tuzla had been repaired. A request was made that in the future 'all requests for allocation of 

aircraft or units considered necessary to crush the rebellion should be made to C in C Ops 

Staff I.' The use of the word rebellion was a further indication that what was happening was 

more than just a few isolated incidents.'" On 27 September the garrison at Zvomik was sum-

moned to surrender by insurgents, and a report revealed mopping up operations were being 

carried out north of Zara." 

MI3b were following the situation as it developed in Yugoslavia during August and Sep-

tember. The first Branch Memorandum was opened on 9 August on 'The Yugoslav Uprising'. 

Talbot Rice on 19 August received a copy of a telegram, sent from SOE in Istanbul, that they 

had received a message from a Col Mihailovic that he 'had 50,000 men in the hills and can 

turn the Germans out if this accords with your policy.' Talbot Rice advised that 'guerrilla ac-

tivities should be encouraged in every possible way. Action of a more widespread nature is at 

present premature.' DMI, however, noted that 'I would have thought any action in Yugosla-

HW/19/15 : ISOS/11797/11930. 
HW/16/6 : ZIP/MSGP/29 : GPD 344-386. 
HW/5/26 : CX/MSS/245/251/265. The latter report was the first to be sent to Churchill by 'C con-

cerning Yugoslavia. Churchill underlined in red the words ' in order to crush the rebellion.' HW/1/82 : 
C/7641. 

HW/19/15 : ISOS/11797. Zara is now called Zadar. 
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via premature and not likely to help us or the USSR at present.' Talbot Rice commented that 

'Mihailovic is very pro-British and "a tough guy" and likely to prove outstanding.' The atti-

tude at the War Office at that time was summed up in a memo from DM0 to DMI that he 

had spoken to Lord Glenconner at SOE's London Headquarters in Baker Street, who 'did not 

want anything from us.'" 

In October intercepts were few and far between. On 2 October it was reported that 

'violent engagements' were still continuing around Kalinovik." At the end of the month de-

crypts revealed that discipline was breaking down amongst the Croat forces endeavouring to 

stifle the revolt in the NDH in some areas. In one report a badly corrupted message referred to 

the intention of an unidentified garrison to abandon its positions, but the opinion of the sender 

of the message was that 'severe counter measures would lead to open mutiny. Half of the gar-

rison at Goradze had had to be disarmed and replaced by reservists.' One Croat aircraft had 

been shot down and another hit by heavy machine gun fire, being forced to land near Goradze. 

Nearby at Jezero an Ustasha battalion had been overwhelmed, and Croat guards had been at-

tacked in Vogosca. Rebels around Visegrad were receiving reinforcements from Serbia and 

eastern Bosnia. The Croat divisional commander in the area planned an action against Rogatica 

and Visegrad, but 'it was questionable if Visegrad could hold out.' The rebels were said to be 

sending supplies to Visegrad using the railway from Uzice.^ There was more evidence of pro-

blems for the Germans in the Veldes region when a request was made for bloodhounds and 

their leaders to be sent to Krainburg. Two police battalions the 325th and the 93rd had been 

ordered to remain in the area." Decrypts revealed in a message from the Luftwaffe commander 

in Zagreb to the German Commander Armed Forces South East, Army Group E whose Head-

quarters were then in Athens - the Italian order of battle totalling 10 Divisions: 

2nd Army at SUSAK 
XI Army Corps at LAIBACH 
Gendarmerie (21st Div) at LAIBACH 
ISONZO (146 Div) at LAIBACH 
V Army Corps at CRIKVENICA 
LOMBARDIA (137 Div) at DELNICE 
Re (13 Div) at GOSPIC 
VI Army Corps at SPALATO 
SASSARI (12 Div) at KNIN 
BERGAMO (15 Div) at SINJ 

WO/208/4604 : Minutes 1-3. 54 
'^HW/ig/IS : ISOS/11797. 

HW/19/17 : ISOS/11930/14770. 
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ALPI Div at SPALATO 
MARCHE (32 Div) at DUBROVNIK" 

Some evidence of German disquiet with the Italians was provided by an intercepted mes-

sage from Luftwaffe Ops Staff to their Attache in Zagreb, which revealed that it had been 

agreed that a liaison officer was to be attached to the 2nd Italian Army to improve communi-

cations, and to ensure that the German General based in Zagreb was fully informed about 

events in the Italian occupation zone in the NDH. It was emphasised that German forces 

must not cross the demarcation line between the German and Italian zones, although at that 

time they did not have the forces to do so/ ' 

After his arrival in September Hudson had been sending regular reports by radio to SOE in 

Cairo and had visited both the Headquarters of Mihailovic and the communists. He had identi-

fied the communist leader as Tito, although he did not know his true name was Josip Broz. 

He reported to SOE on the fighting, German reprisals, and the growing antipathy between 

Mihailovic's Cetniks and Tito's Partisans. Tito and Mihailovic were separated by an ideolo-

gical gulf and a different approach to the conduct of resistance. The Partisan's aim was to 

fight the Axis throughout the country, establishing liberated areas run on communist princi-

ples, from which they would retreat to establish other liberated areas when under pressure 

from the occupiers. Mihailovic's war aim, in contrast, was to attach his forces to Serb com-

munities, and to hold his hand until the Allies invaded Yugoslavia. Despite efforts by Hudson, 

the differences between the Cetniks and the Partisans were irreconcilable and the two move-

ments were to engage in a civil war, during the Axis occupation, which lasted throughout the 

war. As a result of the strength of the rebellion the Germans decided to launch an all-out of-

fensive to try and eradicate both the Cetniks and the Partisans in Serbia. ^ 

During November and December many more intercepts, Abwehr, police, and Enigma, were 

made and the decrypts provided significant, although patchy, evidence of the revolt and the 

attempts to suppress it." In Serbia south of Belgrade, the Germans were using four infantry 

divisions, the 342nd, 704th, 714th, and 717th. Surprise attacks on main roads, the blocking of 

roads, and the use of artillery by rebels near Kraljevo, were reported on 3 November in a si-
HW/5/35 : CX/MSS/364 Laibach is the German name for Ljubljana, Spalato is the Italian name for 

Split. 
^ HW/5/36 : CX/MSS/377. The crossing of the demarcation line by the Germans in 1943 was to be-
come an extremely contentious issue for the Italians, although there had been intrusions in 1942. 
The Italians feared that the Germans would move in permanently. 

The operation is known as the First Offensive in Yugoslav historiography. 
By the end of the year the decrypts were virtually the only source of information as Hudson was un-

able to report due to the lack of an operational radio. Williams, SOE, p 42. 
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tuation report by Commander Armed Forces South East (General Walter Kuntze who had 

taken over from Field Marshal Wilhelm List on 25 October after he had become ill - at about 

the same time the Headquarters of Armed Forces South East was transferred to Salonika). 

The 342nd Division was carrying out 'cleaning up operations' around Valjevo. Elements of 

714th Division had been engaged with guerrillas south of Topola and east of Pozarevac. Guer-

rilla losses were estimated at 150. The 717th Division, operating with 'Serbian gendarmerie', 

had captured guerrilla weapons and estimated they had killed 141 men. In the NDH, Croats 

had had some success with the capture of a small town, Stupari, south of Tuzla and against 

guerrillas west of Zvomik.® 

The next day a further situation report was intercepted which revealed that an Italian sup-

ply train had been derailed on the line from Nis to Skopje, and that a number of bridges had 

been blown up.^ A series of situation reports provided more detail until the end of the month. 

On 8 November the 342nd Infantry Division was engaged in 'fighting with the enemy' in the 

region Koseljeva-Valjevo-Csecina. Fifty enemy were counted dead: the division lost one man 

killed and suffered thirty three casualties. Near Nis guerrilla raids were reported: 'one woman 

communist leader' being shot, but the Nil to Sofia railway was said to be passable again. The 

717th Division seized 33 hostages near Krusevac. In the NDH the enemy was moving west 

and reinforcing Visoko." Although not revealed by decrypts the Germans in an effort to sub-

due the population took and shot a much large number of hostages. Keitel, head of the OKW, 

had issued a directive on 16 September that for each German killed, 100 hostages were to be 

shot. The most notorious incident was in the town of Kragujevac where, on 20 October, the 

Germans shot 2,778 males, including school-boys.^' 1,775 hostages were shot at Kraljevo. On 

9 November Commander Armed Forces South East reported to the OKW that the 342nd In-

fantry Division had completed operations south-east of Sabac with at least 100 rebels dead, 

but the rebels were utilising the railway line for their own use between USice-Cacak-Uska-

Raska.^ 10 November a decrypt revealed that a train had been derailed in Serbia between Les-

kovac and Grdelica. The 342th Division was proceeding in area of Valjevo and had shot 130 

hostages 'as reprisals ' .The 717th Division had made a thrust from Kraljevo in direction of 

Raska against enemy rear- guards, throwing them back, and cleared numerous road blocks. In 

the NDH guerrillas were reported to be in the vicinity of Tuzla, but others had been success-

fully mopped up around Sarajevo and Banja Luka.^ On 12 and 13 November two consecu-
HW/5A37 : CX/MSS/406. 
HW/S^y : CX/MSS/410. 
HW/5/37 : CX/IVISS/412. 
Pavlowitch, A History of the Balkans, 1804-1945, London : Longman, 1999, page 314, note 8. 

™ HW/5/50 ; CX/MSS/579. This message was not decrypted until 29 December 1941. 
This intercept was sent to Churchill who underlined the reference to hostages being shot. 

HW/1/206 : C/8027. HW/S/QG :CX/MSS/426. 
HW/5/37 : CX/IVISS/422. 
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tive reports from Commander Armed Forces South East were intercepted, which indicated a 

continuing pattern of arrests, shooting of hostages, and anti guerrilla operations. In Serbia the 

342nd Infantry Division shot 129 hostages and was reported as being in action south-west of 

Valjevo, killing 180 insurgents for the loss of one German life. The 714th Infantry Division 

continued mopping up near Petrovac, and the 721th and the 724th Infantry Regiments (of 

which division is unclear but probably the 714th) were similarly employed south-west of 

Kragujevac. The 717th Infantry Division attacked guerrillas near Kraljevo, killing 20 with one 

German killed. Guerrilla raids were reported near Olovo, north-east of Sarajevo, and it was ne-

cessary to deploy Croatian bombers on insurgents south-east of Banja Luka. Sabotage was 

continuing; a bridge being blown on the Belgrade to Zagreb line, and the lines between Tuzla 

and Doboj, and between Sarajevo and Brod, being reported as destroyed in several places. 

Most Secret Sources provided evidence for the first time that there were serious disputes be-

tween the Cetniks and the Partisans, and that this had led to fighting between them - the re-

port of 13 November stating that, at Loznica, south-west of Sabac, there was a ceasefire be-

tween Mihailovic Cetniks and communists.®' 

On 15 and 16 October two Lirftwaffe reports from 17 Luftgaukommando (Luftwaffe Area 

Command) were intercepted. They were in a similar vein to the description of events by the 

army. The road from Sarajevo eastwards was cut, and that the 718th Division was mopping 

up with the assistance of a Croat and an Ustasha battalion. Fighting was reported between 

auxiliary gendarmerie east of Valjevo and communists who suffered 'considerable losses.' Un-

rest was reported in Novi Pazar, south-west of Kraljevo, caused by communist bands, and 

fighting was taking place near Petrovac. In Belgrade 50 communists were arrested. In central 

Bosnia the railway lines between Doboj and Tuzla and Sarajevo were 'again impassable.' A 

considerable concentration of rebels was said to be in the Doboj area. A push by insurgents 

near Zvomik was driven off; a mine was attacked at Ugljevik; and 1,200 insurgents were as-

sembling at Rastonica. Croat troops were fighting near Banja Luka. The Germans feared 'a 

communist strike' at the iron works at Zenica.™ On 17 November an Abwehr intercept from 

Zagreb to Belgrade stated that 'Partisans with the five pointed star have occupied Jablanica-

Trvno;' and that in the same area transport from Kalinovik to Mostar was impossible by Ita-

HW/5/38 : CX/MSS/426/437. Tito and Mihailovic had met on 19 September and 26 October in 
order to try and agree to act jointly against the Germans (their representatives had met before in July 
and August for the same purpose). There was no meeting of minds on either the conduct of guerrilla 
operations nor on who should exercise ultimate command. Trew, p 62, note 14. Thereafter,... 
'relations took a sharp turn for the worse. The lack of arms, the different approach of the professional 
officers and of the Communist activists, the basic lack of trust between them, and the intrigues of 
German agents, had all contributed.' Pavlowitch, Vufifos/awa, ppl 19-120. The civil war had com-
menced. 
" HW/5/39 : CX/MSS/434/440. 
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lian lorries." 

Four more intercepts were made between 21 and 23 November of German army and Licft-

wqffe Situation Reports. It was disclosed that there had been surprise attacks on stations and 

trains on the Nis to Pristina railway line and on the Nis to Sofia line. The 342nd Division was 

said - in reports on 21 and 22 November - to have been been engaged 'in bitter hand to hand 

fighting' around Valjevo with communist troops who were anihilated. However, Axis mea-

sures were not always as successful: south of Doboj Croat troops suffered heavy losses. An-

other 114 communists were arrested in Belgrade. At an undescribed location in Serbia, Serbian 

auxiliary gendarmes had to be supported by German aircraft. It was said that their losses were 

two killed, but that 239 communists had been killed and 70 taken prisoner. Serbian auxiliary 

gendarmes were reported to be 'fighting on a considerable scale' with communists near Petro-

vac. Insurgent attacks on mines near Banja Luka were driven off by Croats." Abwehr inter-

cepts supplemented the information received on 23 and 24 November. German troops met 

stubborn resistance 'when advancing to Mokro' - with three dead and three wounded, the in-

surgents suffering about 60 casualties. Around Zenica the communist network was said 'to 

continue to expand, the insurgents devoting special attention to acquiring arms.' Donji Vacuf 

was attacked and telephone wires cut near Jajce. Nationalist bands made heavy attacks on the 

Praga [sic Praca] valley, and ' communists are attempting to establish communication with 

people of their sentiments on the left bank of the Bosna.'" The first report of a meeting be-

tween the resistance and the Axis was received; 

On 22 November meeting between representatives of the Croat Armed For-
ces, Oberst Filipovic, Oberst Stefotic, and two others and, 44 delegates re-
presenting the insurgents took place in Valpkovici to the south west of Ilid-
za. Insurgents stated they would not lay down their arms until the end of 
the war. They were fighting fascism and the oppression of all Slavs, that is 
against the Germans and the Italians. They declared they hold nothing 
against the Croat people and armed forces, their only enemy is the Ustasha. 
They are convinced the Russians would win in the end.'"* 

In the last days of November more reports were intercepted. Resistance activity conti-

nued south of Nis with two road bridges being reported as destroyed. One hundred and forty 

more communists were arrested in Belgrade including an 'OGPU agent.'" Auxiliary police 

were in action at Rudnik, south-west of Belgrade, with Luftwaffe support. One hundred and 

HW/19/18 : ISOS/14523/14817. 
HW/5A38 : CX/MSS/450/456. 
HW/19/18 : ISOS/14817/14859/14974. 
HW/19/18 : ISOS/148591. 
OGPU, the Soviet State Political Directorate. 
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fifty rebels were said to have been killed and 600 taken p r i s o n e r . A n Ahwehr report on 28 

November revealed that Pale, east of Sarajevo, had been attacked by the enemy, who were dri-

ven back with eight dead and three taken prisoner/^ Guerrillas also ambushed a munitions 

lorry on the road from Kalinovik to Foca and seized 27 crates of ammunition.'^ 

In early December more signals were intercepted, both from military and Abwehr sources. 

On 1 December Abwehr report from Zagreb revealed that joint operations by German and 

Croat troops against rebels in Bistrica had been successful, although the completely mutilated 

bodies of ten Croat soldiers had been discovered after the engagements. Croats advancing to-

wards Kalinovik had encountered 'bitter resistance' by the enemy, who could only be dis-

lodged by the use of artillery. Fighting was still going on around Kupres, Blagaj and, Rastice-

vo. A report indicated that the insurgents were setting up a workshop near Bjelovac to make 

stick grenades. ̂  On 5 December the Abwehr in Zagreb reported news from Italian-occupied 

Montenegro that insurgents had carried out a bombardment using a 6.5 cm gun near Mokro. 

The town itself was bombed by the Italian Air Force. In the area the insurgents were receiving 

reinforcements from the mountains and the Italians - apparently under some pressure - needed 

to ask for assistance. Railway lines out of Trebinje were blown up.®° 

The final German Army intercepts for 1941 disclosed continuing activity. On 4 Decem-

ber it was reported that, in Serbia, the 697th Infantry Regiment (it was not stated from which 

Division) had captured Loznica, some arms and 170 Mihailovic Cetniks. In Cacak 

'communists were beleaguered by Mihailovic since 1 December.' 87 enemy were killed near 

Kragujevac. In the NDH there were still attacks being made by insurgents around Banja 

Luka." 

Elsewhere in the north-western border region with the Reich the summaries of police re-

ports, intercepted from 15 November to 14 December, revealed that two extra police batta-

lions were to be based at Krainburg; and that therefore there was continuing activity in the 

area.̂ ^ This was confirmed in mid December when a report was quoted in the summaries for 

the period 15 December to 14 January 1942, sent by a General Schreyer to the Headquarters 

of the Orpo in Berlin on 19 December:" 

HW/5/39 : CX/MSS/475. 
" Pale was a town which subsequently, in the 1990s, was to achieve some notoriety as the 'capital' 
of the Bosnian Serbs led by Radovan Karadzic then engaged in a bitter civil war with Croats and Mos-
lems. 
" HW/19/19 : ISOS/15163. 

HW/19/19 : ISOS/15414/15440. 
== HW/19/19 : ISOS/15879. 

HW/5/42 : CX/IVISS/493. 
HW/16/6 : ZIP/MSGP/31 : GPD Nos 460-529. 
Presumably General Schreyer was the commanding officer of the Orpo in the border region. 
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Major Bloecher : Danger in area of disturbance seems at present less acute 
than in previous days... propaganda has begun on our side. There is no 
change in my request for forces, equipment and money. 

General Schreyer's optimism was misplaced. The next day an intercepted message repor-

ted the start of an operation against rebels north of Wocheimer on the Sava river. Two days 

later it was announced that 'Snowdrop' had been concluded with one rebel killed and 41 

'suspects' arrested. Weapons and ammunition were seized. Also it was reported that an at-

tack 'by a band of 50 strong' in the mountains south of Laak had ceased. On 23 December 

Schreyer reported ' In the upper valley of Pollaender Zeier signs of strong formation of rebel 

bands and of incipient unrest have been observed.' Up to the end of the month reports were 

intercepted which revealed that Police Battalions 325th, 44th, and 181st had all suffered ca-

sualties. Between 27 December and 9 January the 325th Battalion 'lost 25 men in fighting at 

Schwarzenburg and Draschgosche in south Carinthia.' An Oberwachtmeister (senior sergeant 

major) of Battalion 181 was killed on 27 December and the commander of Police Battalion 44, 

Major Wallesch, was seriously wounded at Skobel on 28 December.** 

It is clear from the files of MI3b that in the early autumn of 1941 the intelligence officers 

involved were still feeling their way and were uncertain of the advice they should give. They 

had access to the reports from Hudson, to messages sent by radio by Mihailovic, and press 

reports as well as the intercepts of Enigma and Abwehr messages that have hitherto been de-

scribed in detail. The attitude in September and October reflected that which had prevailed 

earlier, and was to leave it to SOE 'who know best.' The first plan illustrating the areas of re-

volt and the disposition of Axis forces was prepared by Talbot Rice on 10 October." His 

analysis from all sources was that there were 5 German, 15 Italian and 5 Bulgarian Divisions 

in the former Yugoslavia. The DMI, General Davidson, set out his views in a minute to the 

Chiefs of Staff: 'The Germans will surely clean up these gallant but misguided irredentists.'®® 

Other influences were, however, at work. SOE made representations to the Chiefs of Staff for 

assistance to be sent - as did King Peter who saw Churchill and whose request for the support 

of the spontaneous resistance was passed by him to the Chiefs of Staff As a result the Chiefs 

expressed the view 'that the revolt is premature but the guerrillas have thrown their caps over 

the fence and must be supported by all possible means.'®' They recognised that help could 

HW/16/6 ; ZIP/MSGP/32 : GPD Nos 530-575. 
WO/208/4604 : Enclosure 1C, Minute 1. 
WO/208/4604 : Minute 2. 
WO/208/4604 ; Minute 9. CAB 79/15 - COS(41)354. 
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only be provided from the Middle East, and a telegram was dispatched by M05 to Comman-

der in Chief Middle East, General Auchinleck, on 15 October/* The appeal fell on the deaf 

ears of the hard-pressed British command in Cairo, and a further telegram had to be sent on 

22 October asking for a reply 1"̂  On 27 October the War Office was left, desperately, to ask ' 

could you drop at least some medical supplies and grenades."" Talbot Rice was stimulated -

after receiving a copy of a message from Mihailovic on 30 October asking the British to 'in the 

name of God send help' - to send a memorandum to DDMI(I) stating ' Now the revolt has 

started it would be a tragedy if it collapsed. The greater the support we can give now, the 

greater the result will be.'" 

By 7 November Talbot Rice was beginning to find his feet and proffer more extensive ad-

vice to his superiors, based on the increasing flow of information that he was receiving from all 

sources and utilising his knowledge of Balkan history and warfare. Having noted that 'the 

Serbs are still very active' he advised DDMI(I): 

2. During the last two months the Yugoslav rebellion has forced the Axis to 
send as many as seven additional divisions to this area, two Italian and five 
German. This brings the total to seventeen Italian, seven German and five 
Bulgarian and an unknown number of Croat formations. 
3. Although it can hardly be expected that the insurgents will be able to hold 
out in the towns and lowlands, they are bom guerrillas and there is hope that 
the resistance in the hills will be maintained as long as the country is occu-
pied. 
4. So far we have been able to do little to help them. Only one air sortie had 
been successful and the two Whitleys in Malta are to be withdrawn. Sea-
borne supplies are impracticable. 
5. In view of the very considerable embarrassment the revolt is causing the 
Axis it may, therefore, seem to you that the RAF be pressed to review their 
policy.^ 

However, on 10 November, MI3b was advised in a letter from SIS that, in their view, Mi-

hailovic was now directing his efforts against the communists rather than the Germans, and 

they doubted whether it was worthwhile wasting resources on his movement 'in a cause that 

would be in the nature of a civil war', thus expressing the first doubts about Mihailovic's true 

intentions.^ DDMI(I) weighed up both Talbot Rice's advice to try and find a means to pro-

== WO/208/4604 : IVIinute 9. 
WO/208/4604 : Minute 10. The British were at that time planning an attack on German and Italian 

forces in north Africa which was launched on 18 November 1941. It petered out by January 1942. 
WO/208/4604 : Minute 13. 
WO/208/4604 : Minutes 16 and 17. 
WO/208/4604 : Minute 29. 
WO/208/4604 ; Minute 30 The name of the SIS officer has been redacted although he was de-

scribed as a General Staff Colonel. Probably he was Col Hall whose name was not deleted from a later 
letter to MI3b on 25 November, 
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vide more material help to the guerrillas, and the sceptical view put forward by SIS. His opi-

nion was that - in the light of the information - that Col Mihailovic's forces were fighting the 

communists rather than the Germans, and that 'if this is true, it is doubtful if there is anything 

we can do to keep the revolt going successfully."'' DMI considered Talbot Rice's advice and 

the letter from SIS on 12 November. He minuted is it worth the very considerable stack of 

arms in Malta if the revolt is petering out? S02 should know best. As far as Military Intel-

ligence was concerned the matter rested there until 1942, when further reviews were prepared 

periodically. For the rest of 1941 intelligence was noted on the Branch Memorandum and in-

cluded letters from SOE and SIS. The only expression of a view on policy was in a telegram 

from the War Office to Commander in Chief Middle East on 18 November when he was ad-

vised that so long as the civil war persisted, the difficulties in sending supplies was enormous-

ly increased; and that it was essential to get the warring factions to sink their differences. It is 

perhaps surprising - in the light of the fairly numerous decrypts that were being received until 

early December - that Talbot Rice did not advise his superiors of events that were taking 

place. The detail was sufficient to be reasonably clear that the resistance, in Serbia in particu-

lar, was forcing the Germans to commit a number of divisions to the task of its suppression. It 

probably would not have made any practicable difference, due to the limits on British capabi-

lities. It may be that Talbot Rice was still feeling his way at the War Office, having only re-

cently been recruited from academia; or more likely that the prevailing view in the War Office 

was still to leave SOE to get on with it. This was to change over the next months after the 

fracture in relations that occurred between Military Intelligence, SIS and, SOE around the turn 

of the year. 

Churchill had been receiving a selection of the Enigma decrypts on the revolt in Yugosla-

via. He underlined or ringed in red ink a number of incidents that had caught his attention. He 

minuted on 28 November that 'everything in human power should be done to help the guerril-

la fighters in Y u g o s l a v i a . W i t h the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on 7 December 

Churchill was too preoccupied with events elsewhere to be concerned further with Yugoslavia. 

In Serbia the revolts collapsed in early December. Mihailovic went to ground with a few 

supporters in central and western Serbia, having narrowly escaped capture by the Germans at 

his Headquarters in Ravna Gora in Serbia. Hudson was ostracised by Mihailovic, as he had 

been in contact with the Partisans, and at the end of 1941 was left to fend for himself with no 

radio contact with SOE in Cairo. Tito established himself in the Foca area in south-eastern 

WO/208/4604 : Minute 31. 
== WO/208/4604 : Minute 32. 

Quoted by Sir F William D Deakin, The Embattled Mountain, London : Oxford University Press, 
1971 p 144. 
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Bosnia. 

All that Military Intelligence could do was to monitor the situation and continue to build 

up as comprehensive a picture as they could as interested spectators - no supplies of any sig-

nificance to be sent for two years until after the invasion of Italy, the collapse of Mussolini's 

regime, and Italian capitulation in September 1943. SOE sent further missions, both before and 

after Italian collapse, to try and ascertain what was going on and, in vain, to try and unite the 

resistance. Decrypts had played a small part to date in providing intelligence, but were to pro-

vide a very great deal more information in the future - and by the beginning of 1943 to become 

the most substantial and reliable source of intelligence. 
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CHAPTER IV 

1942 

For most of 1942 the war went badly for Britain. The British garrison in Singapore sur-

rendered to the Japanese on 15 February, Hong Kong had already fallen, and the battleship 

Prince of Wales and the battlecruiser Repulse had been torpedoed and sunk. India, the 'Jewel 

in the British Crown,' was threatened; the United States was suffering similar reverses in the 

Pacific until mid summer. Russia was still in dire straits hanging on to Moscow and Lenin-

grad, and later in the year, Stalingrad, by its finger tips. German and Italian forces by July had 

pushed the British Eighth Army back to the borders of Egypt at El Alamein. The situation in 

Britain was precarious due to the onslaught of German U boats in the Atlantic on the mer-

chant ships bringing supplies vital for Britain's survival. However, despite the failure of the 

guerrillas in late 1941 to sustain the revolts in Yugoslavia, SOE was still keen to send 

missions to ascertain whether resistance could be maintained.' Hudson did not re-establish 

contact with SOE until the spring when Mihailovic allowed him back into the Cetnik fold. In 

order to send messages to SOE he had to rely on Mihailovic's radio, and he was limited in 

what he could send. In September he was joined by a support team and was able to commu-

nicate more often. Military Intelligence kept an eye on the situation, although the flow of in-

formation - whether from Hudson, messages from Mihailovic, reports from the press or 

broadcasting stations, or from Signals Intelligence - was not great. 

In January 1942 the first intercepts of Abwehr Enigma messages relating to Yugoslavia 

were decrypted. On 2 January a German Oberleutnant (Lieutenant), Schaefer, reported to 

Vienna that Mihailovic had fled from Serbia to Bosnia and was reported to be in the neigh-

bourhood of Srebrenica and Visegrad." A further report on 7 January from Sarajevo to Vienna 

stated that '30 insurgents attempted an attack 3 km west of Mokro' (east of Sarajevo); and a 

report from Travnik provided evidence that a passenger train had been attacked at Komar. It 

^SOE sent a number of missions including, inter alia, Henna, a joint Anglo-Yugoslav mission headed 
by Rapotec, landed on the island of Mljet on 26 January. Rapotec did not communicate subsequently 
by radio, but did get out to Istanbul in July and then reported to the Yugoslav Government in exile. He 
was interviewed twice by the British but gave them little information. Hydra was landed in Montenegro 
on 4 February led by Lieutenant Atherton. He was murdered before he could send any substantive re-
ports. Disclaim, commanded by Lieutenant Elliott, also arrived in Yugoslavia on 4 February, having 
been dropped by parachute. The mission was captured by the Ustasha and handed over to the Ger-
mans. A Yugoslav mission in late April was also captured, although another Yugoslav mission got 
through to Mihailovic in the autumn, followed by the support team for Hudson. By then SOE and the 
Foreign Office had decided to send Col Bailey 'an old Yugoslav hand' to Mihailovic, but he did not ar-
rive until 25 December 1942. SIS also sent missions. 
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was reported that operations had begun against the insurgents who had burnt several villages 

near Varcar Vacuf. Some 300 rebels were securing positions seven kilometers south of Zavido-

vici/ The reports did not give any indication whether the insurgents were Cetniks or Parti-

sans but the next decrypt of a situation report from Zagreb to Vienna on 19 January, relating 

to events earlier in the month, provided evidence that communists had carried out attacks in 

the vicinity of Doboj (north of Travnik) on 4 and 5 January/ The Germans were clearly con-

cerned to obtain information about Mihailovic, whom they feared was building a movement 

which would be deployed against them in the future. On 12 January Abwehr Zagreb instructed 

its unit in Sarajevo that 'reports concerning the whereabouts of Draza Mihailovic are to be 

forwarded without fail by W/T.'^ Zagreb advised Vienna on 21 January that Mihailovic had 

arrived in Mostar on 29 December and 'is said to be conducting preliminary negotiations with 

the Italians ... Simon Trew believes from his research that this report - and the earlier 

one that Mihailovic had been in the neighbourhood of Srebrenica and 

Yiiegrad - was wrong.' Both reports were as a result of intelligence gathered by the Abwehr 

and, like all intelligence from agents, must have been treated with care by both the Germans 

and SIS. Two more decrypts in January indicated there was still some slight resistance activ-

ity, small bands of rebels having tried to advance to the south of Majevic, and a skirmish was 

reported near Pale.' In a report from Abwehr Sarajevo two groups - one of 1,200 and the 

other said to be stronger, were reported to be in the region of Sokolac (north-east of Sarajevo) 

on 9 February. On 14 February a German liaison officer with the Croat Army reported that 

Han (63 kilometers north-west of Sarajevo) was free of insurgents, but that they had occupied 

Knezina (30 kilometers south-east of Sarajevo), and that the Italians were also fighting the in-

surgents in Stolac.' On 17 February a report revealed that 'the operations in eastern Bosnia 

have come to an end."" This small series of decrypts revealed that resistance activity, in the 

Sarajevo area in Italian-occupied Herzegovina, had been of such seriousness to require, with 

the consent of the Italians, military operations using combined forces of the Germans, Italians 

and Croats. It was also clear, despite the use of the term 'insurgents' in some of the reports, 

that the resistance was by communists, and that the operation was directed against them." 

" HW/19/88 : ISK/757. 
' HW/19/88 : ISK/780. 
= HW/19/24 ; ISOS/20456. 
° HW/19/88 : ISK/843. 
' Interview with Simon Trew 4 June 2001. An example of how some Abwehr decrypts could be inac-
curate when based on rumours heard by agents. 
= HW/19/87 : ISK/1050 and HW/19/88 : ISK/1395. 
= HW/5/64 . CX/MSS/715. 

HW/19/88 : ISK/2154. 
" Paul Hehn, The German Struggle Against Yugoslav Guerrillas in World War II, New York, East Euro-
pean Quarterly, Boulder, 1979 pp 84-94 describes the combined operations based on German Army 
reports. The operations are known as the Second and Third Offensives in Yugoslav historiography. 
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Activity was also continuing to the west - a decrypt of a message from the German Liaison 

Staff at 2nd Italian Army HQ revealing that the Germans 'were seeking Italian co-operation 

for the use of Italian battalion at Sanski Most and two Croatian companies from Kljnc, and 

that east of Ogulin mopping up continues.'" 

Decrypts revealed the fate of SOE's Disclaim mission, which had been parachuted into 

east Bosnia during the night of 4-5 February, and the interest of the Abwehr in Berlin in the 

successful interrogation of Lieutenant Elliott and his wireless operator Sergeant Chapman, 

who had been captured shortly afterwards - not only about their mission but also about SOE. 

On 10 February Abwehr Berlin radioed Belgrade; 

For AST. The English parachutists dropped near Sarajevo have been sent to 
Belgrade according to report of KO Agram. Please start with interrogation at 
once... . Send transmitter and cypher key urgently to OKW ABW III E in 
the original packing. Question Elliott about organisation in Cairo - Chap-
maim [sic] likewise. Let us know by W/T when we can expect an answer. 
By Order FREUND 284" 

Two further decrypts revealed more information about Elliot's mission. Berlin, having 

been advised that Chapman had revealed that they had hidden a second transmitter, demanded 

an urgent search for it; and also that, a novel 'Great Modem Short Stories,' having been dis-

covered in the mission's hideout, ' the delivery of the book is very important as there may 

be a connection with the cypher key.""^ 

Talbot Rice continued to monitor events in Yugoslavia after the collapse of the initial revolts 

in December 1941. He prepared a report on 17 February 1942 based on all information at his 

disposal and concluded that the guerrilla activity was containing some 30 Axis Divisions (4 

low grade German, 17 Italian, 2 or 3 Hungarian, 5 Bulgarian and Croat and Ustasha batta-

lions). The advantages to the British, in Talbot Rice's view, in addition to the holding down 

of 30 Axis Divisions, were that rail and road traffic were being disrupted; that the Axis had 

failed to make Yugoslavia a quiescent satellite, with the requirement to send troops to the 

eastern front; and that the Germans were hampered in the use they could make of Yugoslav 

HW/5/67 : CX/MSS/758. 
" HW/19/88 : ISK/214. 
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lovic also reported the capture of Elliott's mission on 18 February. WO/202/128, telegram No. [576 A], 
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agriculture and industry." The Chiefs of Staff considered the state of the Yugoslav revolt on 

26 February and concluded that 'It is impossible to consider sending any practical help to 

General Mihailovic until communications are restored [with him], a special effort should be 

made to achieve the latter."® Although Mihailovic had not sought promotion he had been ap-

pointed to the rank of General by the Yugoslav Government in exile on 7 December 1941. 

On 11 January 1942, after a government reconstruction, Simovic being replaced as Prime 

Minister by Slobodan Jovanovic, Mihailovic was appointed Minister of the Army, Navy and 

Air Force. The British government had encouraged this appointment as Mihailovic could then 

be regarded as the legitimate representative of the Yugoslav government in occupied Yugosla-

via. 

Both Abwehr and German Army decrypts in March showed that the revolt was by no 

means over, despite the action taken by the Axis. On 8 March the German General in Za-

greb, Glaise von Horstenau, sent a detailed Situation Report for the previous four days to 

Commander, Armed Forces South East, General Kuntze: 

In area Brod-Doboj-Brcko the insurgents appear to have full control of com-
munications between Modrica and Gradac. There is evidence of small scale 
attempts to extend their control to the north east. 
In the area Zvomik-Sarajevo-Visegrad the insurgents made a thrust which 
brought Drinjaca and Veljaca Glava into their hands. The Croatian troops 
occupying Drinjaca were forced to flee in the direction of Zvomik. It is sta-
ted that the insurgents are receiving reinforcements across the Drina [river]. 
A Croatian thrust from Sokolac reached Pijesak. In the area of Praca 28 Km 
ESE of Sarajevo there was only patrol activity. 
In the area Tuzla-Zavidovici-Doboj the activity of the insurgents was more 
intensive to the NE with the result traffic from Tuzla to Doboj had to be 
stopped. 
In the area Bosn [sic - Bos] Gradiska-Banja Luka-Prijedor-Bosn Novi-Sinja 
German forces have kept the road Bosn Dubrica open. 
The railway line Prijedor-Bosn Novi is being repaired west of Prijedor. From 
Drago Vinja to Blagaj the railway line is in the hands of the insurgents. The 
line Bos Novi-Sinja cannot be adequately patrolled by Croatian forces with 
the result there is continual damage and disruption to traffic. 
In the area north of the Save [river - sic Sava] the insurgents carried out their 
first attack on the main Zagreb to Semlin line but were driven o f f " 

A decrypt of a report on 9 March from German Liaison Staff with the 2nd Italian Army to 

WO/208/2014 : IVIinute 1. 
''WO/208/2014 : Minute 4 Extract COS (4) 139. 

HW/5/71 ; CX/MSS/784. HW/1/402 ; C/8923. Von Horstenau s role was as politico-military adviser 
to the NDH government. He did not command German forces in tine NDH. 
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Commander Armed Forces South East advised that the Trojca pass (23 kilometers north-west 

of Knin) was occupied by the rebels on 4 March, and that they had the same day destroyed a 

railway line near Stmica between Knin and Drvar." Both the decrypts of 8 and 9 March were 

sent to Churchill. Two more intercepted and decrypted messages were read on 11 and 13 

March from von Horstenau, reporting destruction of trains and further fighting with insur-

gents, who in a raid on Mitrovica were described as 'communists.' Further to the west of the 

recent resistance it was reported that there was 'increased communist activity west of Fiume, 

and that the railway line from Fiume to Ogulin had been attacked by a rebel raid." 

On 13 March a decrypt of an Abwehr Situation Report on 3 March from Sarajevo to Bel-

grade gave an indication of the events that were taking place in Bosnia: 

No 96 Situation Report 
Sarajevo 28 February. 
Work on fortifications by the enemy near Kladari, 8 km north west of 
Doboj. 
Rebels in Gradacac area received reinforcements. Gradacac-Modrica road 
held by rebels. 
Sar^evo 27 February 
Rebels in occupation Skugric 7 km south east of Modrica. 
25 February Rebels attack Varcar Vakuf and were beaten off 
At Bratac 10 km north west of Necesinje [sic Nevesinje east of Mostar] 
Cetniks are said to be fighting rebels from Montenegro. The Italians are said 
to have helped the Cetniks. Herzegovina is swarming with rebels. 
In general. The rebels aim at infecting the whole of eastern Bosnia with their 
ideas. The Cetniks are gradually being forced out of Bosnia. In future the 
communists are the only opponents to be reckoned with. Their propaganda 
is bearing fruit with the impoverished starving people.^ 

Whilst this message is, in part, the opinion of one Abwehr officer it must nevertheless have 

given an indication to the readers in SIS and Military Intelligence of the respective value of 

the resistance movements, and of the determination of the Partisans to wage a political cam-

paign, as well as a military one. Also on 13 March an earlier Abwehr situation report from 

Sarajevo on 1 March was decrypted. It stated that on 28 February rebels had attacked a Croat 

patrol four kilometers north of Sarajevo and an armoured train near Praca-Rogatica. The Croat 

garrison was said to have only 200 fit men and that 'the insurgents are receiving arms, ammu-

nition, medical supplies and money from Serbia.' 21 

HW/5/71 : CX/IVISS/784. HW/1/402 : C/8923 
" HW/5/72 : CX/MSS/793 and H\/\//5/73 : CX/MSS/803. The full text of the decrypt, CX/MSS/793, 
amounting to 5 pages was sent to Churchill. HW/1/410. Fiume is now called Rijeka - where the author 
had the rather unnerving experience, on his first day in a communist country, to be arrested for driv-
ing through a red traffic light. Fortunately, he was let off with a fine of the equivalent of 30p! 

HW/19/89 : ISK/3514. 
HW/19/89 : ISK/3541. 
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Six more reports were decrypted in March - all referred to continued skirmishing. 

'Cleaning up' commenced near Bos Novi on 18 March; north-west of Belgrade, in Ruma, 

Kampfgruppe (Battle Group) Syrmia killed 27 rebels, six Croatian battalions commenced 

mopping up north of Petrova Gora in order to secure the road and rail communications Karlo-

vac-Vojnic-Glina-Petrinja. The enemy attacked Praca, 26 kilometers from Sarajevo, and the 

garrison at Rogatica, 46 kilometers from Sarajevo, was 'still holding out', and it was reported 

that 'supplies for the starving Rogatica are in preparation.' South of Nis large groups of re-

bels, who suffered 200 losses, had been dispersed by Serbian auxiliaiy police. It was said 

that in Serbia there had been 19 arrests in Belgrade and that Mitrovica 'was clear of the 

enemy.' In eastern Bosnia there was fighting with the Partisans - the first time in a decrypted 

message this term had been used by the Germans, and it was stated by them that 'in the Ita-

lian area the situation was becoming steadily w o r s e . I t was revealed that another joint 

operation was being planned in eastern Bosnia when a decrypt of a message from Commander 

Armed Forces South East to Kampfgruppe Bader, presumably specially formed for the puni-

tive action in eastern Bosnia, that 'the Italian 2nd Army reports that in consequence of the la-

teness of shipping transport and on account of the snow situation in the mountains the east-

em Bosnian operation cannot begin before 25 April.'" There was not to be any further infor-

mation from decrypts until 18 April, but Talbot Rice had been able to compile an Apprecia-

tion on 15 March. He prepared two maps which illustrated the various areas of resistance 

activity, the first being compiled from MSS and the second from monitored radio transmis-

sions from Moscow and press reports. He urged that supplies be sent to Mihailovic as ' At a 

critical period in the Russian campaign a diversion in Yugoslavia might prove of primary im-

portance.' He noted, 'that many Partisan groups appear to have been associated in some way 

with Russian influence.'^'* 

On 18 April two short messages revealed that the Germans had negotiated directly with 

the rebels, who were almost certainly the Partisans, for return of 45 prisoners, and had also 

acted to restrain the 'excesses on the part of the militiamen' - almost certainly the Ustasha -

against the population in Bos Novi.' A lengthy Situation Report was decrypted from von 

Horstenau in Zagreb to Kuntze at his Headquarters in Salonika, which provided evidence that 

resistance was still being offered over a wide area of Bosnia: 

HW/5/76 : CX/MSS/822/823. 
HW/5/80 : CX/MSS/878 General der Artillerie Bader was the General Officer Commanding Serbia 

and must have felt the situation was of some seriousness for him to take command of the battle 
group. 

WO/208/2014 ; Minutes 7 and 8. By now Tito, unbeknown to the British, at that time, was in fre-
quent direct radio contact with the Comintern. 

HW/5/83 : CX/IVlSS/903. 
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A. East of Bosnia. 
Ustacha [sic] gruppe Oberst Ltn Francetic after thoroughly combing the area 
of Srebenica has again arrived at Vrassenica [sic - Vlasenica], Enemy resis-
tance is generally slight. Rebels withdrawing southwards. 
Situation in Rogatica area [south east of Sarajevo] unchanged north of the 
Pracatal. However, the rebel groups are moving southwards setting many lo-
cations on fire. Mopping up operations by troops of 718 Infantry Division 
moving southwards together with Croat formations in area Olovo-Kladanj 
[north of Sarajevo] are being successfully pursued. Fairly strong enemy at-
tacks on Olovo and the forest road (Waldbahn) east of Zavidovici repulsed. 

Then the rebels fell back from the Romanja Planina, some southwards to-
wards the Italian demarcation line and some northwards and westwards into 
the area Vared-Zavidovici [sic Vares]. In the area Tuzla only fairly small 
clashes with communist bands. In Ozren area on railway line Sreca-Bosnatal 
the situation is unchanged. 
Negotiations between Cetniks and Partisans which had been temporarily 
broken off at the insistence of the Partisans were again entered into. Now, as 
before the Partisans are taking no part and are continuing fairly small raids 
on railways. 
B. West of Bosnia. 
In area Kotoriste 22 km south east Banja Luka the rebels were scattered in 
the course of the Croatian mopping up action and withdrew southwards 
again. The communist leader Stojanivic was wounded. Two other leaders 
killed. 
In Prijedor a mopping up action carried out against the Sanski Most garrison 
which had made a sortie as far as Prijedor with a view to withdrawing again 
to Sanski Most after setting fire to localities on left bank of the Sana. 
In area Petrinja Glink mopping up operations were continued. Slight enemy 
resistance. The people are returning to their villages. South of Petrova Gora 
mopping up operations were continued. The Petrova Gora was again 
combed. In the area only fairly small groups of scattered rebels were estab-
lished. 
Area north of Sava. In Pozega and Okvcani area also fairly small bands, raids 
by communist bands continue.^ 

In a report summarising the position in Yugoslavia for the period 15 March to 19 April, 

Talbot Rice stated that his only reliable information had come from MSS, although contact 

had been resumed with Hudson after a gap of more than four months, and that Mihailovic 

was complaining in his radio messages to his government that he had trouble with the com-

munists who 'disturb us constantly in our work.'"' Talbot Rice had by this time grasped the 

problem that was to cause the British so much difficulty in the development of policy to-

wards the Yugoslav resistance, which lasted until the end of 1943, when he commented that 

'Mihailovic conserves his forces only to strike when the time is right. The policy of the Par-
HW/5/83 : CX/MSS/903. 

^'WO/208/2014, Minute 11 C message from Mihailovic, no 107 of 22 March 1942. 
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tisans is of all out offensive regardless of cost to combatants or non combatants.' He conclu-

ded: 

'It seems likely that if Mihailovic does not receive support the initiative in 
resistance to the Axis will pass to the Partisans. Apart from the eventual 
political difficulties involved, the immediate result would be the loss of con-
trol of the revolt, that could be exercised by ourselves or the Yugoslav gov-
ernment. It would not mean that resistance to the enemy would cease. 

The stimulus to Talbot Rice's conclusions appeared to have come not only from the intel-

ligence he had analysed, but from a SIS Political Report dated 13 April that had been sent to 

him. The paper was entitled 'The Partisans in Yugoslavia' : the author was probably Capt 

Deed, who sent a subsequent letter to MI3b from which his name has not been deleted. He 

commented that 'admittedly our information on the present position is far from complete. 

But in view of the role the Partisans are bound to play in Yugoslavia both during and after the 

war it seems desirable to place this summarised appreciation on record.' Having noted that 

'the Partisans policy was, and is, that of an all out permanent offensive, regardless of cost to 

combatants or non combatants,' he advised: 

... (iii) This policy has brought them into conflict with Gen Mihailovic's or-
ganisation and the national elements in Croatia, Dalmatia and Slovenia, all of 
whom supported a policy of conserving forces in order to strike when the 
time was ripe. 
(iv) The old political leaders and senior officers do not enjoy the confidence 
of a large part, and that, probably, the most potentially active part of the 
population. 
(v) The Partisan policy has found favour, and still finds favour among Yugo-
slavs in all districts. Numerous non-commmunists have joined the Partisans 
in order to be able to strike a blow for freedom. ... 
... (xviii) It may also be reasonable to assume all operations in Montenegro 
and most in the Bileca and Nevesinje areas of Herzegovina to be the work of 
the Partisans. Evidence shows that they have been active in Central and 
Northern Bosnia, and no doubt a great part of such sabotage as is carried out 
in Slovenia is due to them. There are indications of communist activity in the 
Karlovac area of Croatia proper.'® 

WO/208/20214 : Minute 11. 
WO/208/2014 : Enclosure D to Minute 11. When the author examined the Branch Memorandum in 

1996, and again in 2000, enclosure 11 D was missing. However, when WO/208/2014 was examined 
by Trew in the late 1980s the enclosure was present having been inserted in 1987, after being with-
held from the Branch Memorandum when it was released to the Public Record Office in 1972. If is 
unclear why it has 'disappeared' again; it may have become detached or reclaimed by SIS. It is clear 
that the statements in paras iii and xviii were based on an assessment of the decrypts for the first part 
of 1942. The author is grateful to Simon Trew for a copy of his verbatim note of the enclosure. 
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The clear inference, from the SIS Report, was that SIS had already formed the opinion that 

the Partisans were both likely to play a leading, if not dominant role, in the war of resistance, 

and also gain the support of large sections of the populace, particularly of its younger mem-

bers. It is clear that SIS - even at this early stage when intelligence was sparse - was of the 

view that it was more likely than not that the Partisans would be the dominant force in Yu-

goslavia at the end of the war. MI3b was of the view that 'At a critical point in the Russian 

campaign a diversion in Yugoslavia might prove of primary importance.' Col Thornton urged 

the Chiefs of Staff that 'preparations to aid General Mihailovic on a more extensive scale 

should be made at once.'^" The Chiefs of Staff recognised it was desirable to send aid but that, 

given the shortage of resources, the defence of Malta came first. Talbot Rice concluded as a 

result that ' It seems likely that... the initiative in the resistance will pass to the partisans.'^" 

Decrypts during late April and during May were more numerous than hitherto and indica-

ted that, no doubt due to winter having ended, the resistance was stepping up its activities, 

and the Axis was again endeavouring to snuff it out. A series of messages revealed that bans 

on the movement of trains were being imposed on a number of sections of railway lines in the 

NDH and Dalmatia. These included the lines Ogulin-Ostarije-Spiit, Split-Sinj, Derkovic-Sliv-

no-Sibenik and Bos Novi-Banja Luka. A note to one of the decrypts was added by a duty of-

ficer in Hut 3 that 'no reason given for ban on traffic. Ostarije-Split line 200 miles long. This 

document would point to successful anti Axis activity over a wide area of western Croatia.'" 

Other supply difficulties were reported which led von Horstenau to comment on 11 May to 

Bader that 'the supply of east Bosnia particularly of coal for war industries was problemati-

cal.' Confirmation was received on 10 May that Kampfgruppe Bader was in action in con-

junction with Italian forces in western Herzegovina south of Sarajevo, and it was considered 

that speed was of the essence in trying to eliminate guerrillas in Foca.^' A decrypt - from an 

unidentified source to an unknown addressee - revealed that the German intentions were to 

close the ring as quickly as possible, involving the right wing of the Italian Taurinense Divi-

sion and the left wing of a German Division (which was, according to a note on the decrypt, 

almost certainly 718th Division). It was stated 'resistance must be smashed as soon as pos-

sible, the wings operating in strength."® A conference between Kuntze and General Mario 

^ WO/208/2014 : Minute 10 A, 12 April 1942. 
WO/208/2014 : Minute 11,19 April 1942, para 5. 
\/VO/208/2014 : Minute 11,19 April 1942, para 6. 
HW/5/85 : CX/MSS/939/950/960. These decrypts were sent either by General Traffic Manage-

ment in Munich or signed Krusnic for Secretary of State of the NDH to general manager of Serbian 
Railway Dr Zeieznica. A note was appended to CX/MSS/938 that the full document will be given in 
CX/MSS/SR154, the railway decrypts that have not yet been released. 
^ HW/5/90 : CX/MSS/977. 
^ HW/5/90 :CX/MSS/976 

HW/5^0 : CX/MSS/976. 
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Roatta, commander of 2nd Italian Army, took place on 13 May, when it was agreed the 

Croats would be left to do the mopping up, and that when the operation had been concluded 

Kampfgruppe Bader would be disbanded." The formation of a new SS Volunteer Mountain 

Division the Prinz Eugen was disclosed/' Resistance to the south-west of Foca was reported 

on 3 May, when it was revealed that there were strong groups of rebels north of Dubrovnik 

and that the Dubronik-Mostar-Sava railway line was threatened.By 20 May Railway Traf-

fic Management in Munich felt it necessary to place a ban on entire traffic for all stations 

south of Gasabela on the line Sarajevo-Dubrovnik. Traffic en route was to be stopped.^ It 

was clear that the joint operations at the beginning of the month had not been successful. 

Six decrypts at the end of the month disclosed that there was widespread sabotage, fight-

ing and mopping up operations by the Axis the length and breadth of Yugoslavia.'*' The situa-

tion was reported, at his request, to Churchill. The resultant note prepared for him, on 2 June, 

included a map illustrating the reports that had been received for the period 26-30 May based 

on 'MSS information.'"^ The Report from DMI, presumably initially prepared by Talbot 

Rice, advised Churchill that, in the last month, a special effort had been made by the Germans 

and the Italians to clear the area to the north and south-east of Sarajevo; and that there had 

been a general increase of activity by all occupying troops in an effort to restore order. DMI 

advised the Prime Minister that 'the activities of the wilder elements among the "Partisans" 

or "Communists" against whom Mihailovic has often complained, embarrass not only the 

enemy but ourselves as they drive the more moderate opponents of the Axis into co-opera-

tion with any power that can restore a semblance of law and order.'" General Davidson con-

cluded 'that we are right in backing Mihailovic', so that the British would have some control 

of the revolt, which would continue to contain at least 30 Axis Divisions, build up a serious 

Jozo Tomasevich, War and Revolution in Yugoslavia, 1941-1945. Stanford, California ; Stanford 
University Press, 1975, p 104 states that Roatta was anti-German and pro-Cetni)< and followed a line 
of 'half hearted co-operation with the Germans.' He also states that von Horstenau was 'outspokenly 
anti-Italian.' p 99, note 26. 

^ HW/5/90 : CX/MSS/979. Hereinafter referred to in this thesis as The Prinz Eugen Division. It was 
originally formed in March 1942 as a Freiwilligen Gebirgs Division (Volunteer Mountain Division) and 
given the name Prinz Eugen on 1 April 1942 under the command of Gruppenfuhrer and Generat-
leutnant der Waffen SS (Lieutenant General) Arthur Phleps. It was largely recruited from Volks-
deutsch (ethnic Germans) living in the Banat in northern Serbia. Phleps had served with the Austro-
Hungarian Army in World War I. In the inter war period, as a Romanian citizen as a result of boundary 
changes, he served in the Romanian Army. In 1940 he volunteered for and was accepted into the 
Waffen SS. The Prinz Eugen Division was renamed 7 SS Freiwilligen Gebirgs Division,Pr'mz Eugen 
on 22 October 1943. Otto Kumm, Prinz Eugen Division. The History of 7 SS Mountain Division 
"Prinz Eugen". Winnipeg, Canada : J J Fedorowicz Publishing Inc., 1995. pp16-17 and p 73. 

HW/5/90 : CX/MSS/988 and HW5/91 : CX/MSS/1003. 
HW/5/95 : CX/MSS/1021. 
HW/5/96 CX/MSS/1031/1032/1033/1036. 
WO/208/2014 : Minute 22, Enclosures 22A, B and C. 
In an annotation on the map sent to Churchill, Talbot Rice described the Partisans as ' " Commun-

ists" genuine opponents of Axis: but their extreme elements are brigands and so forfeit the co-
operation of Mihailovic.' 
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threat to the German flank of the eastern campaign, and prepare the way for any British 

Balkan operations in the future."" Churchill, having noted on his copy of the Report 'Good', 

requested further information on what exactly was being done to assist Mihailovic. 

In June there were a number of decrypts. In the NDH it was reported on 7 June that 275 

rebels had been shot at Fruska Gora north-west of Belgrade, presumably as reprisals."' In the 

region of Ljubljana on 9 June ' fighting between Italian detachment and fairly strong rebel 

force was still going on '* In the Fiume area on 7 June a strong group of rebels attacked an 

Italian column and killed 50 Italians; on 9 June the railway line from Fiume to Ogulin was sa-

botaged, and there was sabotage at 'numerous points' on the Ogulin to Split line."" It was said 

that 50 enemy had been killed south of Zagreb."® In eastern Bosnia a successful action was re-

ported by German troops east of Zavidovici and the 750th Infantry Regiment was advan-

cing."' In western Bosnia rebels in Prijedor had been bombed and destroyed.'" In Herzegovina, 

50 rebels had been killed north of Livno, but at the cost of 32 Italian lives. Partisans had car-

ried out an attack south-east of Konjic. In the bauxite mining area, near Mostar, rebels were 

on the move, and further east in the area of Nevesinje the Italians killed nine rebels and took 

96 prisoners." 

Two lengthy messages from von Horstenau to Commander Armed Forces South East and 

to OKW Operational Staff in Berlin were intercepted and decrypted in their entirety on 15 

and 18 June. The signal of 15 June reported conversations that had taken place between von 

Horstenau and General Roatta after he had arrived in Zagreb in civilian clothes and accompa-

nied by only three officials. It was revealed that the Italians were unilaterally intending to 

withdraw from much of Zone III and reduce the number of battalions deployed from 200 to 

170. Roatta informed von Horstenau that they intended to remain in the most important 

areas, viz: 

KARLOVAC, area eastwards of SUSHAK [sic SUSAK], immediate stretch 
of coast up to Italian Dalmatia, in the hinterland of the coastal stretch OTA-
CAC-GOSPIC-KNIN-SINJ, also MACARSCA [sic-MAKARASKA]-
MO STAR-METROVIC-DUBROVNIK. In these areas, with the exception 
of KARLOVAC the Italians want to keep the civil administration, other-
wise it is to be given back to the Croats." 

WO/208/2014 . Minute 22. 
*= HW/5/99 : CX/MSS/1062. 

HW/5/96 : CX/IVISS/1066. 
H\A//5/99 : CX/MSS/1063/1066. 
HW/5/99 : CX/MSS/1066. 
HW/5/99 : CX/IVISS/1062/1066. 
HW/5/99 : CX/MSS/1066. 

" HW/5/99 : CX/IVISS/1066. 
HW/5/126 : CX/IVISS/1333. 
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In the same report Von Horstenau expressed his concerns about the employment of the 

Ustasha by the Italians and about their behaviour. He felt 'the use of Ustasha Abteilmgen 

anywhere is problematical.' He also advised that an Ustasha company had been arrested in 

Sarajevo by German forces and handed over to the Croats. He had asked the Croatian Foreign 

Minister Lorkovic to urge upon the Poglavnik, 'the most certain and most severe punishment 

of the crimes committed [by the Ustasha], in the interests of pacification... In von Horste-

nau's report on 18 June he advised the OKW and Kuntze that he had had a conversation, the 

day before, with the Poglavnik and that Fortsch, Kuntze's Chief of Staff, and Marshal Kva-

temik, commander of the NDH's Armed Forces had also been present. He was told that the 

Croats were taking over Zone II, as agreed with the Italians. Von Horstenau recorded his con-

tinuing worries about this. The Italians' withdrawal from Livno was said to be 'causing us 

Germans some trouble owing to the simultaneous incipient unrest of the populace [in the] 

bauxite area.' Roatta stated at the meeting that the main reason for the recall of his troops 

'was to save them from having to spend another winter with attendant danger of being cut off 

in that mountainous area.' Von Horstenau further reported that 'a painful situation' had al-

ready arisen through the hurried withdrawal of the Italians from eastern Herzegovina, evacua-

tion of Herzegovina and the evacuation of Goradze, Foca, Gacko, Bileca, Kalinovik, Neve-

sinje, Stolac and Llubinja. As a result in Stolac 'the Partisans entered the town with unfurled 

red and Serbian flags.Three days later a further message from von Horstenau was decryp-

ted, advising Commander Armed Forces South East that a formal agreement had been entered 

into by the Italians and the Croats on 19 June concerning the 'New Order' south of the de-

marcation line; that the number of battalions to be withdrawn would be 70-80, rather than the 

30 previously indicated; and that the area would now include part of Zone III. The troops 

would be redeployed to Italian Slovenia and Dalmatia." 

The German fears that the Croats would not be able to contain the resistance were expres-

sed in two messages read on 1 and 2 July to Kuntze: the first from the German General at the 

Headquarters of the Italian Air Force in Rome and the second from the OKW. The report 

from Rome, revealed that 'the preservation of law and order in the evacuation area appears to 

have been severely jeopardised.' New rebels were reported to have arrived in the area south of 

the demarcation line where there was heavy fighting and, it was noted, that this would be 

bound to have an effect on the adjoining German territory. It had already been necessary to 

implement German defence measures in eastern Bosnia south of Sarajevo and in western Bos-

HW/5/126 . CX/MSS/1333. 
^ HW/5/126 : CX/MSS/1333. 

HW5/125 : CX/IVISS/1330. 
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nia south of Prijedor against strong rebel forces from Italian-evacuated territory.'® The OKW 

expressed the view that the Croatian Army would be faced with a task 'with which at present 

it would scarcely be fit to cope', and that reinforcement by German troops could not be made 

available. A request was to be made to Comando Supremo (Italian Supreme Command) that 

withdrawals should be made platoon by platoon, and only after being relieved by Croat for-

ces." Many reports of sabotage and fighting were reported, including some from the area of 

the former border between Yugoslavia and the Reich, where it was said that, in the first half of 

July, action on a fairly considerable scale was taken by police and armed forces against ban-

dits in the region. In Croatia, Partisans 'in very great strength' were marching to the north-

west, south of the demarcation l i n e . A decrypted Situation Report for 20 to 29 July, prob-

ably from von Horstenau to Commander Armed Forces South East, illustrates the then cur-

rent situation in Yugoslavia: 

The situation remains unchanged. South of Sarajevo strong bands of Parti-
sans have collected recently. Their intent like that of the Proletarian brigade 
who crossed over to the north west at the beginning of the month appears to 
be to cross over the railway line Sarajevo-Mostar and to push into the area 
Livno. They were attacked by Cetnik groups with partial success. As the 
Italians, however, have again withdrawn their troops from Konjica there is 
still a danger that the railway line Sarajevo-Mostar south of the demarcation 
line will be destroyed again. Also that the Partisans may break through to-
wards the north west into West Bosnia. 

The West Bosnia area is in some danger owing to the ever growing pressure 
of the Partisans from the south and south east whose greatly increased 
strength will have to be reckoned with. 
In the event of fresh bodies of Partisans from Montenegro and Herzegovina 
breaking through into Croatia area especially as large parts of the hungry po-
pulation follow the Partisan fighting group as soon as they break through 
into a more fruitful district. 
The area west and north of Samobar 23 km west of Agram fighting with 
strong bands of Partisans who have crossed from Italian Slovenia into Croa-
tian territory.'' 

Increasingly, in August, the decrypts provided evidence that the Axis was unable to get to 

grips with the resistance, particularly the Partisans, who were taking control of parts of the 

country and threatening economic resources vital to the German war effort. On 3 August von 

Horstenau reported to Salonika and Berlin that the Partisan area of Livno 'was bounded by an 

^HW/5/123 :CX/IVISS/1300. 
" HW/5/122 : CX/MSS/1293. Comando is spelt with one m' in Italian. In the decrypts it is spelt with 
two 'ms' as it was translated literally from the German Kommando. 

HW/5/108 . CX/MSS/1151/1152 , HW/5/120 :CX/MSS/1248 and HW/5/124 : CX/MSS/1315. 
HW/5/117 : CX/IVISS/1250. Agram is the German name for Zagreb. 
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almost unbroken line with centres of revolt in the Grmec plateau', which he expected them to 

be able to hold until hunger forced them to give up.®" He further stated that the Croats hoped 

to retake the Karlovac-Bihac area and Livno; but he expressed the opinion that whilst they 

might achieve the former, 'the latter is hardly to be hoped for and it is questionable whether 

the Italian 2nd Army would occupy the area again.' He was also concerned that the Italians 

were 'on the point of evacuating Imotski which is so important for the obtaining of bauxite.' 

In an undated Situation Report, again probably from von Horstenau to Commander 

Armed Forces South East, Generaloberst (Colonel General) Lohr, who decrypts had revealed 

had taken over from Kuntze on 19 July, provided evidence that the situation, from the Ger-

man perspective, was deteriorating in Bosnia south of the demarcation line.^ Battalions were 

being held ready 'for vigorous intervention south of the demarcation line particularly around 

Tomislavgrad-Livno.' He commented that 'a really ticklish situation has arisen through the 

sudden departure of Italians and ensuing breakthrough of Montenegrin Partisan brigades rein-

forced from Herzegovina and Montenegro.' The Report revealed that the Partisans were not 

only driving their advance north-westwards, but endeavouring also to gain ground in the direc-

tion of Sarajevo and Travnik; were threatening Mostar; and were proceeding towards Jajce 

with an estimated 6,000-7,000 men, plus women and children. The Partisans were said to 

have communications with the coast near Makarska (north-west of Dubrovnik) and with Dal-

matia and the Italian islands where unrest was rife. He added that he had received 'a very im-

pressive picture' of the situation near Livno from a German engineer from the nearby German 

controlled coal mine, who had also been able to negotiate the freeing of German prisoners cap-

tured by the Partisans.® 

More evidence was provided about events in the bauxite area in another Situation Report 

from von Horstenau on 9 August. He advised that the harvest north of Sarajevo had been sa-

botaged which, in his opinion, might cause 'a severe effect on the economic situation.' A 

stretch of the Sarajevo-Mostar-Dubrovnik railway had been destroyed and was not likely to 

This area was said, by the autumn, to be the size of Switzerland to which region Tito and the Parti-
sans with him had marched during the summer from Foe a to Join local Partisans. Pavlowitch, Yugosla-
via, p 135. They were doubtless the 'new rebels' that had been reported to have arrived south of the 
demarcation zone. The area has become known as the Bihac Republic named after the town that 
was captured by the Partisans in November where they held a conference of the The People's Lib-
eration Movement as the first session of the Anti-Fascist Council for the Liberation of Yugoslavia 
(AVNOJ) A manifesto was issued proclaiming 'that the People's Liberation Movement united all true 
patriots with the aim of liberating and restoring Yugoslavia as the democratically organised common 
state of all those who lived on its territory.' Pavlowitch, Yugoslavia, p 137 
"'HW/S/ISO :CX/N/ISS/1382/1390. 

HW/5/114 . CX/MSS/1216. 
HW/5132 : CX/MSS/1394. The German engineer was almost certainly Hans Ott (who used the 

name Dr Baux) whose messages in 1943, when he then worked for the Abwehr, were frequently 
read by Bletchley Park. The British were thus able to know something of the activities of one of von 
Horstenau's principal informants and emissaries. 
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be open again until September, and, as a result, he was concerned that supplies of coal and 

bauxite were threatened, and that it was now difficult to get supplies of rations to the mining 

workers. He further stated that the Partisans south of the demarcation line had issued orders 

for the administration of 'a large separate portion of Zone III in which they can build up their 

organisation almost undisturbed.' To the north-east in Serbia new communist forces were 

being formed between the Drina and the Save, and in the Syrmien (Srem) the Partisans were 

acting in small groups with great mobility." 

British policy towards the Yugoslav resistance, and the issues raised by the activities of 

the Partisans in contrast to the policy of Mihailovic of preserving his forces until the time 

was right for an uprising, was reviewed in the late summer. In June the Foreign Office had 

been of the view that the Partisans were still a force to be reckoned with, but that Mihailovic 

should be supported as the best way for the British to have influence on the Yugoslav revolt, 

and because the exiled Yugoslav government would not agree to any other policy. Policy was 

reviewed in July and August as the Soviet government began taking a strongly anti-Mihailovic 

line, which it had not done hitherto. Articles denigrating Mihailovic and praising the Partisans 

appeared in the New York Times and in the neutral press. SOE Cairo produced two reports on 

the Yugoslav resistance in July 1942. One of the reports on 30 July stated that the only orga-

nised resistance consisted of Mihailovic's Cetniks, Partisans and Serbian refugees - although 

local bands also carried out sporadic acts of sabotage - and assessed that Mihailovic's organi-

sation was the most important. It further stated that the Partisans had been the most active 

anti-Axis force in Yugoslavia after its collapse, but that their following had fallen off consider-

ably. The author of the report conceded, however, that the Partisans were still strong on Slo-

venia and north-west Croatia." On 27 July, Major J S A Pearson of SOE in London wrote to 

Pierson Dixon of the Foreign Office Southern Department that the policy of supporting Mi-

hailovic and Mihailovic alone had been: 

fully justified by the reports which we are today receiving from all over Yu-
goslavia. Without doubt Mihailovic is increasing his organisation and hold 
throughout the whole of Yugoslavia. On the other hand, the Partisans are on 
the wane and, in fact, have almost disappeared except for certain isolated 
groups in districts of Bosnia. Whilst the situation in Yugoslavia is holding 
down a large number of Axis divisions, it is inconceivable that the Soviets 
should allow their party prejudices to hinder action which is without doubt 

HW/5/135 : CX/MSS/1421 
Williams pp 48-49. 
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to their advantage.®® 

Whilst the decrypts could only show a partial picture of what was going on in Yugoslavia, 

what they did indicate was that it was the Partisans who were offering resistance and had cer-

tainly not 'almost disappeared except for certain isolated groups in districts in Bosnia.' Fur-

thermore, the Partisans were clearly exploiting the lack of desire by the Italians to engage 

them, and the inability of the Croats to deal with them. The Partisan threat to the bauxite and 

coal mines and the establishment of the 'Bihac Republic' was causing the Germans serious 

concern. 

The Soviet government stimulated further debate when the Soviet Embassy in London 

published an article, on 12 August in Soviet War News, claiming that only the Partisans were 

resisting the Axis, while Mihailovic took no part in the struggle.®' Military Intelligence then 

carried out a full review of the evidence available to them. Talbot Rice referred to the attempts 

to discredit Mihailovic which had led them to carry out 'a thorough revision of all our evi-

dence has therefore been made and we have come to the conclusion that he is indubitably the 

man whom we should support both for the present and future good of Yugoslavia.' Talbot 

Rice noted on 18 August that 'it is the aim of the Partisans to harry the Axis wherever 

possible... Mihailovic's policy is essentially long term.'^ On 23 August the DMI in a memor-

andum to CIGS, VCIGS and DM0 concluded that 'the bulk of the activity is apparently car-

ried out by "Partisans" - alias Communists ... We have therefore gone into the whole history 

of Mihailovic's activities, and it seems quite clear that he alone has a proper long-term view of 

the role he should play.'® General Davidson commented, in addition, that Mihailovic was 

avoiding military adventures in order to organise for sabotage in chosen districts, and that he 

had an organisation to 'do their part when a general uprising can be staged.' He concluded by 

saying that 'We have still the firm conviction that everything possible should be done to back 

up Mihailovic. 

In the meantime the Foreign Office, having met SOE and SIS representatives on 8 August, 

decided to try and find out from Hudson if Mihailovic would now join forces with the Parti-

FO/371/33468 R5018/178/92. It is not clear what Pearson's sources were. The consequences of 
SOE's lack of access to the decrypts, and thus ignorance of the overall situation, is all too clear to 
see, 

Trew pp 140-141 and Williams p 60. Cairncross may have passed Yugoslav decrypts to the Rus-
sians in early August, but, according to Nigel West's recent research, he did not start work as an edi-
tor-translator at Bletchley Park until the beginning of August 1942, and therefore this seems unlikely, 
although not impossible. Nigel West and Oleg Tsarev, p 218. The Soviets also had a spy in Ml 14, 
Leo Long, who may have had access to decrypts. Nigel West, Venona, p 37. In the author's opinion 
the most likely Soviet source was the direct wireless link between Tito and the Comintern. 

V\/0/208/2014 : Minute 28. 
== WO/208/2014 : Minute 30. 

Author's italics. The use of the word 'still' indicates the evidence from the decrypts must have given 
them some cause to think that their policy might be wrong. 
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sans or whether he was irretrievably determined to eradicate them if he could. It was also 

agreed at the meeting that the Soviets should be approached to ask if they would use their in-

fluence with the Partisans to try and effect a reconciliation between the Partisans and the Cet-

niks." Hudson reported in September that there was little chance of the resistance uniting, 

and that Mihailovic was 'concentrating on the Partisans whom he regarded as his most im-

mediate and dangerous enemy. This was not the reply the Foreign Office or SOE wanted. 

SOE, therefore, decided to send Col S W (Bill) Bailey - who had been in charge of the SOE 

Balkan Section in the Middle East in 1941 - to Mihailovic, to make a fresh assessment, and to 

report back. In the light of Hudson's comments the Foreign Office concluded that it would 

wait for Bailey's report before making any further approach to the Soviets to try and agree a 

common policy. Bailey was regarded by SOE as one of their most experienced agents, with a 

wide-ranging understanding of Yugoslavia and its politics." The Foreign Office deemed Bailey 

should also be their representative. Bailey did not arrive in Yugoslavia until 25 December, and 

the taking of policy decisions, then still in the hands of the Foreign Office and SOE, remained 

on hold until 1943. 

German messages continued to be intercepted and decrypted during September and Octo-

ber. The picture they painted was of growing German frustration as a consequence of the ac-

tivities of the Partisans - and to a lesser extent with the Cetniks; and of German realisation 

that in order to protect their interests - communications and mineral exploitation - they nee-

ded to take such stronger action as their resources permitted against the resistance. On 14 

September von Horstenau requested Comando Supremo to make urgent proposals about the 

bauxite area. Decrypts also showed that even Hitler was anxious about the situation. The 

complete text of a message from the OKW Operations Staff to Lohr, von Horstenau and 

others, incorporating decisions taken on 23 September at a conference that had taken place be-

tween the Fuhrer and the Poglavnik, was decrypted. A Croatian Field Division in the course 

of formation, and intended to be assigned to the eastern front, was now to be deployed in the 

NDH instead. The Croatian Bomber Staffel stationed on the eastern front was to be moved 

back as soon as possible. A German Ersatz (training) division was to be sent to the NDH - al-

though it had not been decided which division was to be sent or where it would be based, and 

was only to be used for training, guard and defensive duties. Proposals were agreed for the 

'raising of the fighting power of Croatian and German troops already employed in Croatia.' 

But Hitler refused to authorise any increase in the number of German forces, save for the Er-

'•' Williams p 65 
Williams, p 69 

" Williams, p 69. 
HW/5/138 : CX/lVlSS/1458. 
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satz division. Croatian units in the German-occupied zone were to be under German command 

but - to save face for the Poglavnik - a new German Army Corps Headquarters was to be cre-

ated for the NDH. Supplies of 20,000 new rifles from Italian and Bulgar sources were to be 

speeded up, as was the provision of mountain equipment for German forces." Von Horste-

nau sent his proposals to Lohr for the subordination of Croatian forces to the Germans on 28 

September, and gave his less than enthusiastic appraisal of the worth of the Croatian forces: 

If Croatia follows a course of utter senselessness, as it has in the past, there 
will be endless further trouble ... (ten words illegible) and the German soldier 
is after all the one who has to sacrifice blood for their (nonsense). 
Even the formation of Croatian Armed Forces on the basis of general con-
scription depends decisively on the resuscitation of the traditional warlike 
spirit which has inspired the Croatian warrior for centuries, but which has 
been lost in the last twenty years of oppositional politics, and which is quite 
unable to regain impetus owing to the hopeless politics and economic condi-
tions of the present time.'® 

At about the same time, in an undated message to Lohr, von Horstenau commented that 

'The increasing threatening position of the rebels make it desirable to increase the fighting 

power of the four German Divisions of two regiments each employed in Croatia.' He pro-

posed to call up further Volksdeutsch sufficient to create an extra battalion for each Division." 

Two messages were intercepted from the OKW Propaganda to Commander Armed Forces 

South East which indicated that the Germans felt it was necessary to counter the favourable 

press reports that the Partisans had been receiving in the neutral and Allied press. On 19 Sep-

tember Lohr was told that propaganda had been released advising that 'The Bosnian tramps 

and vagabonds are still being run to earth in their hideouts and captured.' It was claimed that 

between 25 August and 8 September the bandits had lost 3,000 dead and 4,000 prisoners. On 

28 September Lohr was told of another propaganda release, in which it was said that ' the 

continued deterioration of the Bolshevists situation on the eastern front caused the communist 

sympathisers in Bosnia to carry out more local attacks and attempts at sabotage which were 

foiled by the vigilance of German Security forces. ... They were hunted down and wiped 

o u t ' ^ 

The decrypts in September had not provided any information about sabotage or action by 

the resistance but, in October, some intelligence was forthcoming. An unidentified source ad-

HW/5/138 : CX/MSS/1455. 
HW/5/139 : CX/MSS/1468. 
HW/5/142 : CX/MSS/1495. 
HW/5/138 : CX/MSS/1454/1478. 
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vised Lohr on 5 October that six battalions of the 6th Italian Army Corps and units of the 

18th Army Corps, reinforced by Croat and anti-communist volunteers, were advancing in 

three columns 'to clean up' the area Mostar-Jablanica-Prozor-Posusje. The Italians apparent-

ly were at last responding to German pressure to take action in the bauxite mining region. The 

same decrypt also provided evidence that troops of the Italian 6th Army Corps intended to 

advance from Sinj towards Livno which, after its capture, would be occupied by Croatian 

troops." This was confirmed by an intercepted message from OKW Operational Staff to Lohr 

on 7 October which 'noted with satisfaction the intention of Comando Supremo to clear up 

the enemy around Mostar in the first half of October and to safeguard it throughout the 

winter'; and revealed that there had been communications between the Italians and the Ger-

mans about the Italian proposals to deal with Partisan concentration in the Livno region. But, 

OKW Operational Staff commented critically that: 

'We do not agree that Italian forces are sufficient to drive the rebels from 
the area Livno. Italian 2nd Army in Italian Croatia is in a position to clean 
up the area in question and to hold it. This must be put to Commando Su-
premo with all emphasis with the request that they make an end to the oc-
cupation by the rebels in Croatia in good time before winter. The inclusion 
of Cetnik formations who will always be sympathetic to Mihailovic is not 
thought to be practical.^" 

The OKW were not the only high-ranking German officials or organisations to send Lohr a 

message on 7 October. Heinrich Himmler, Reichsfuhrer SS, requested that it be made clear that 

Mihailovic's men were not regular soldiers, but 'sharp shooters and bandits' and must be 

dealt with as such and not sent to prisoner of war camps.'" To make Lohr's day he received 

another message from OKW, which included instructions to tighten up security along railway 

lines, and to restrict mobility of communist bands. Lohr had also a few days earlier on 2 Oc-

HW/5/148 : CX/IVISS/1554. 
HW/5/148 : CX/lVlSS/1559. 
HW^/148 : CX/IVISS/1558. 
HW/5/152 : CX/MSS/1564. 
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tober been told that the Ersatz Division was to be 187th Division." On 13 October Lohr's 

daily Situation Report revealed that there had been mopping-up operations near Jajce with 32 

enemy dead; in the Papuk plateau the Croats had killed 58 rebels; and there were enemy con-

centrations west and north of Agram." On 10 October an antimony mine was attacked by the 

resistance, and a report on the event was sent to Hitler. He directed the Operational Staff of 

the OKW to obtain further information for him about the attack; - the message to Ldhr re-

questing this was intercepted." The Fiihrer was still clearly concerned about events in Yu-

goslavia, particularly, as a result of the continuing threat to mineral supplies. He wished to 

know: 

Who was and how strong was the guard? 
What are the defensive points? 
Was anything known of bands in the neighbourhood of the works? 
Did a battle take place? 
Is anyone to blame for the success of the enemy surprise attack? 
What steps are being taken against him?®® 

HW/5/152 : CX/MSS/1598. The Division's organisation and its personnel were revealed by the de-
crypt: 

1) Organisation of 187 Div. to be transferred to CROATIA:-
A) Div Staff. 
B) Inf. Training Regt. 130 
(Regt. Staff, II and III Bn., Inf. Engineer Company, Inf. Signals Company) 

C) Inf. Field Training Regt. 462 
(Regt.Staff I to III Bn., inf. Signals Company, Inf. anti-tank Company, Inf. Gun Com-
pany) 
D) Inf. Field Training Regt. 45 
(Regt. Staff, I to III Bn., Inf Signals Company, Inf. Gun Company). 
E) Engineer Training Bn. 86 
(Bn. Staff, 1 to 4 Company 
F) Arty. Training Abteilung 96 
(Abteilung Staff, 1 light Batterie, 2 heavy Batterien). 

2) Strength as in War Establishment List 
In each Regt. Staff: 4 Officers, 4 N.C.O.'s, 12 men, 3 riding horses, 1 passenger 
M/T, 1 motor-cycle. 
In each Bn. Staff : 4 Officers, 3 Officials, 17 N.C.O.'s, 23 men, 3 riding horses, 2 
draught horses, 1 horse-drawn vehicle 
In each Bn. 2 Rifle Companies, 1 MG Company. 
Strength of each Rifle Company: 4 Officers, 25 N.C.O's, 254 men, 1 riding horse, 5 
draught horses, 4 vehicles. 

HW/5/148 : CX/IVISS/1552. 
Antimony is a metal which when processed with steel produces an alloy that is much harder and 

therefore enhances the power of penetration of shells and other projectiles. 

^ HW/5/149 :CX/MSS/1562. The operation was carried out by Cetniks under Zvonimir Vuckovic. At 
this time Mihailovic had ordered the carrying out of sabotage in response to requests by his govern-
ment and the British to disrupt communications at the time of the El Alamein offensive, some German 
supplies being sent on the railway from Belgrade to Salonika and thence by sea to north Africa. Trew, 
p 153, notes 150 and 151. 
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Until mid January 1943 there was only a handful of decrypts to assist the British intelli-

gence services, but one on 23 November to Generalleutnant Walter Warlimont, deputy to 

General- oberst Alfred Jodl, Head of the Operations Staff at OKW, from Lohr - now titled 

Supreme Commander Armed Forces South East - again provided evidence that the German 

military hierarchy was unhappy with the Axis's organisation , and therefore effectiveness, in 

Yugoslavia." Lohr proposed that 'in view of the changed situation in the Mediterranean' (he 

presumably was referring to the Eighth Army's breakthrough at El Alamein) the military com-

mand of all the Axis forces in the South East Area should be vested in a new German Army 

Group H in Salonika - ie, in Lohr himself He reported that Roatta wanted a joint command in 

the NDH, but this he rejected as: 

the result would merely be that the German Divisions, together with the 
anti-communist Cetnik formations (followers of Mihailovitch), would be 
employed in restoring order in the Zone which has been evacuated by the 
Italians (Zone 3), while the Italians Divisions on the pretext that they would 
not be free for use as a mobile force, would be sparingly employed. General 
Roatta has declared unequivocally that he does not intend to take to the field 
against the rebels in the course of winter. ... [He concluded] If we had here a 
German Army H Group, to which all allied forces in the Balkan area were 
subordinated, a unified campaign against the rebels would be possible as well 
as a concentration of fairly strong forces for joint operations, if that were to 
be really necessary."' 

Only two other messages were intercepted and decrypted before the end of the year. The 

first referred to railway closures in the 8abac region, and the second, to a German intelligence 

report' from a good source' - usually a German euphemism for their signals intelligence - that 

Mihailovic had ordered the destruction of railways to Salonika either in Bulgaria itself, or in 

Bulgarian-occupied Yugoslavia, in order 'to eliminate the threat of German reprisals.'^' 

Although decrypts did not reveal it Hitler had clearly had enough of the attacks on mining 

areas, the acts of sabotage, the lack of co-operation by the Italians, and the ineffectiveness of 

the Croats. A meeting was arranged at his Headquarters at Rastenburg in East Prussia with the 

Italian Foreign Minister, Count Ciano, during which they agreed to take joint action in Jan-

uary 1943, although the Italians did not agree to Lohr taking command of all Axis forces as he 

The reason for lack of decrypts on Yugoslavia is plain to see from an examination of all the decrypts 
for the period from late October 1942 until the middle of January 1943. The vast majority were in re-
spect of the southern Mediterranean or north Africa. It was clear all Bietchley Park's resources were 
being concentrated to assist the RAF and the Navy destroy Rommel's supply lines and to provide in-
telligence to Montgomery and Alexander before and after the El Alamein offensive that had com-
menced on 23 October. 
'̂HW/S/IYI :CX/MSS/1781. 

=« HW/5/176 : CX/MSS/1838. HW/5/181 : CX/MSS/1886. 
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wanted.' 

MI3b had been following events in Yugoslavia throughout the autumn and early winter. 

The assessment on each occasion Talbot Rice produced a report was that he considered that 

Mihailovic continued to perfect his organisation, and the Partisans continued to tie down Axis 

forces. He invariably concluded that the situation was satisfactory. If this appears to be com-

placent, in reality it was not. There was no hope at this time of the British providing any ma-

terial help to those who were resisting the Axis in Yugoslavia - whatever their political hue -

and intelligence had dried up. In any case. Bailey's appraisal of events was awaited. During 

1943 the tide turned against the Axis. It was, then, necessary for a radical review of British 

policy towards the Yugoslav resistance to be undertaken before the end of the year. 

Ciano recorded in his diary his impressions of Hitler's Headquarters. ' December 18 1942. ...The at-
mosphere is heavy. To the bad news there should perhaps be added the sadness of the forest and 
the collective boredom of collective living in the Command barracks. There isn't a spot of colour, not 
one vivid note. Waiting-rooms filled with people smoking, eating, chatting. Kitchen odour, smell of 
uniforms, of boots. All this in great measure unnecessary, at least for a mass of people who have no 
reason to be here. First among them is Ribbentrop, who compels the greater number of his employ-
ees to live a senseless troglodite life which, in fact, impedes his normal work as Foreign Minister," Mal-
colm Muggeridge ed., Ciano's Diary. London : William Heinemann Ltd.. 1947, p 536 
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CHAPTER V 

JWJNl%LRY1943-jtPIUI1943 

Operations IVeiss I and II 

By the beginning of 1943 the tide was turning against the Axis: the Germans had been un-

able to take Stalingrad on the eastern front; the British Eighth Army was now advancing into 

Libya, having broken out at El Alamein; and the Allies had landed on the Moroccan and Alger-

ian coasts. In Yugoslavia, the resistance, which the Axis had being endeavouring to stifle since 

the start of the revolt in July 1941, was still very much in being. It was holding down Axis 

forces, albeit that the troops deployed against it were not first line; and units were under 

strength, and, thereby, threatening the supply of vital minerals and Axis lines of communica-

tions to Greece.' 

SOE in London and the Foreign Office gave urgent attention to British policy towards the 

Yugoslav resistance in early 1943. They wished to maximise the potential of the Yugoslav re-

sistance, but did not have sufficient information about what was going on in Yugoslavia to de-

vise a clear policy. They were unable to evaluate the effectiveness or the potential of either 

resistance movement, although they were aware from Hudson, and more recently from Bailey, 

that the Cetniks and Partisans were conducting a civil war. They had no access to Signals In-

telligence which would have given them much more factual information about events in Yugos-

lavia, particularly about the German anxieties over the Partisan's activities. They had, there-

fore, been anxiously awaiting the reports and recommendations from Col Bailey. They hoped 

that he would be able to give them an authoritative analysis of the situation, and advise them 

as to how the resistance could be aided, unified and made subject to British wishes for the 

conduct of the war. Bailey was, however, unable to give the overview that was required be-

cause he was not in contact with the Partisans; but he did form the view that the differences 

between the Cetniks and the Partisans were irreconcilable. His recommendation was that SOE 

should try to engineer an understanding between Mihailovic and the Partisans on the basis of 

spheres of activity, with the Partisans moving into non-Serb areas. SOE in London were reluc-

tant to put this plan to the Foreign Office as the latter wanted a united Yugoslavia after the 

war. Bailey concluded his report; 

^ WO/208/2014 ; 17/12/42 Minute 37 Talbot Rice to DDMl(i), Talbot Rice stated that there were a 
total of 29 Axis Divisions, excluding the Croat Army, in Yugoslavia : 18 Italian, 6 German of which 1 
was in training, and 5 Bulgarian. 
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I advise that the possibility of realising this solution is very remote. I only 
put it forward at all because I know the importance the War Office and the 
Foreign Office attach to resolving this situation, and because I can see no 
way of compelling Mihailovic to make peace with the Partisans/ 

Military Intelligence, SIS, the Chiefs of Staff, and Churchill, who did have access to the 

decrypts were, as a consequence, better informed than the two organisations primarily re-

sponsible for policy, SOE and the Foreign Office. As a result in 1943 their role was to be 

much more influential, and ultimately decisive, in the development of British policy than ei-

ther SOE or the Foreign Office.^ 

Hitler wished to crush the Yugoslav resistance once and for all and thus to reduce the like-

lihood of the resistance assisting any Allied landing on the Adriatic coast or elsewhere in the 

Balkans. Hitler issued a Directive on 28 December 1942 transforming the organisation of Ger-

man forces in south-east Europe to an operational theatre to improve the German's ability to 

cope with any such invasion. Hitler and Ciano, having decided at Rastenburg to mount a cam-

paign in Yugoslavia in early 1943, a further meeting was held in Rome on 3 January 1943, be-

tween the Germans and Italians, when the details of the military action were agreed."* The 

campaign was code-named Operation JVeiss, the aim of which was to eliminate the Partisans, 

whose principal formations and commanders, including Tito, were still over-wintering on the 

Grmec Plateau in the 'Bihac Republic.' It was to be conducted in two phases: the first against 

the Partisans in and around the Grmec Plateau; the second against the Partisans who were 

threatening the bauxite area around Mostar. Thereafter, if the objectives of Weiss were 

achieved, the Axis planned further action - this time against the Cetniks/ 

German Army and Air Force decrypts revealed the existence of Operation Weiss before it 

was due to begin on 20 January 1943. The German General at Italian GHQ was informed on 

29 December 1942 by Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East that the object of the 

first stage was to occupy that part of the NDH east of a line stretching from Karlovac to 

Slunj, Bihac and Petrovac. The name of the Operation was noted by Hut 3 at Bletchley Park 

as 'being badly smudged but possibly Wedse or Wenas.Further indications of the intended 

operations were revealed by deciypts during the days that followed. Parts of the NDH were 

declared a German operational zone, and all Croatian and Italian forces were placed imder the 

^ WO/208/4362 : Appendix 1 B to Minute 1,14 February 1943. 
^ Williams, Chapter V discusses in detail the policy debate between SOE and the Foreign Office. 

Sir F William D Deakin, Brutal Friendship: l\^ussolini, IHiiler and the Fall of Italian Fascism. London ; 
Penguin Books, 1966, pp 112-118. 
^ Operation Weiss is known as the Fourth Offensive in Yugoslav historiography. 
= HW/5/182 : CX/IVISS/1891. 
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command of the 11th Italian Corps at Dubrovnik.' On 20 January a message, sent on 7 Jan-

uary, by Lohr to OKW Ops Staff was decrypted in which an Operation Weisz was men-

tioned.^ 

However, decrypts of three wireless messages sent on the 17, 18 and 22 January (which 

were decoded between 25 and 30 January) revealed, in great detail, the plans for and the extent 

of the forthcoming operation, and its correct name - Operation Weiss . 

On 17 January Lohr set out, in a wireless message, the detailed plans for Operation 

Weiss, to Operations Staff, OKW: 

1. Command 
GOC of German Troops in Croatia. Battle HQ ; Sisak 

2. Initial disposition of Forces 
A. SS Division Prinz Eugen. Battle HQ Karlovac. With Group West 
(reinforced Mountain Rifle Regiment), Advanced Motorised Group ( 1 rein-
forced battalion) and Mounted Group from Karlovac via Slunj, Bihac to Ko-
viljaca, in order to take possession of most important nodal points as soon 
as possible, to prevent rebel elements of any size escaping to the west, and 
to link up with southern Group 717 Inf Div, with Group east (reinforced 
Mountain Regt 1, including 1 Croatian Battalion) from line Slatinja — Glina 
from north east to south west to mop up Petrova Gora. 

B. 369 (Croatian) Div Battle HQ Petrinja (reinforced by Counter Attack 
Group 187 Reserve Div and elements of 3 Croatian Mountain Brigade) with 
Recce Abt.® from Glina via Maja to Kozaperovica, with Regt Group 187 
from Petrinja via Susnjar to Kozaperovica, with Regt Group 370 from line 
Klinac — Komgavina towards south west to mop up the Samarica together 
with elements of 3 Croatian Mountain brigade from line Mecancani — 
Kostanjnica to Zrin and in (illegible) valley. Reinforced Gren.Regt 969 not 
yet arrived. The time they are to be sent is still uncertain. 
C. 714 Inf Div Battle HQ Banja Luka. Will mop up and ensure defence, with 
3 German and 4 Croatian Bn, of the road Kostajnica — Bos Novi, Prijedor, 
Sanski Most, and will push forward, with 1 Bn Gren Regt 721 (reinforced 
by 1 Croatian Ban) from Bos Novi in northwesterly direction to Medum 
Ajdan. 
D. 717 Inf Div Battle HQ Sanski Most (reinforced by elements of 2 Croa-
tian Mountain Regt) from line Sanski Most — Kljuc with 2 Croatian Moun-
tain Brigade (2 Bn, 1 Mountain Batterie, 1 Engineers Platoon). These will 
move only on 21/1 from Sanski Most on Prav Jasenica to mop up the road 
and south of it, with reinforced Gren Regt 749 (together with Pz Abt 202)^ 
from Velagici to Koviljaca, in order to make contact as soon as possible with 
SS Div Prinz Eugen and clean up southern edge of Grmec Plateau. 

' HW/5/191 : CX/IVISS/1986. 
= HW/5/191 . CX/IVISS/1981. 
® Abteilung, a German army detachment with no exact equivalent in the British army, but within a divi-
sion, usually about the size of a British battalion. 

Panzer Abteilung : tank detachment. Except for those in transit to Greece, tanks used by the Ger-
mans in Yugoslavia were obsolete French tanks. 
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3. First Intentions 
(word illegible) barring the road Karlovac, Bihac, Petrovac, Kljuc (according 
to air photographs there are numerous blocks) mopping up of Petrova Gora, 
where a concentration of Communist forces was recently observed, also of 
the Samarica, where there is also a strong concentration of fairly strong 
Communist forces, and when that is completed, mopping up of remaining 
area east of Glina, Otoka, Bos Krupa, Sanski Most. 

4. Timetable 
Assemble with exception of 2 Croatian Mountain Brigade on 21/1. Duration 
of Weiss I in view of increasingly deep snow and numerous blocks cannot be 
foreseen at present. We aim at completing operation by 15/2/43 

5. Co-operation of GAP 
Under Fliegerfuhrer 'Weiss' following will co-operate: 
A. 1 Staffel Ju [sic Ju] 87 (Stuka) (X Fliegercorps, arrival report not yet available) 
B. 1 Staffel, II/ LGl/X Fliegercorps, 8 JU [sic] 88 proceeding from Salonica— 
Sedes only by 30/1. 
C. 23 JU[sic] 88 to recce from Sehlin [^/c]" 
D. Croatian Air Force, especially 15 KG 53'-
Intention; Prevention of a break out by compact enemy forces, destruction 
of dumps and inhabited localities, which cannot immediately be reached by 
ground forces. 

6. Disposition of Italian Forces from line Ogulin— Knin against line Slug— 
Bihac," 

On 18 January Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East sent a second message to 

OKW Ops Staff, to the German Plenipotentiary in Croatia, Siegfried Kasche, and to GOC 

German troops in Croatia, on the subject of 'German operational area in Croatia and regula-

tions for its Execution."'* He advised them that the Poglavnik had agreed to the declaration 

that parts of Croatia were to be a German operational zone; and that the Croatian government 

would promulgate a law permitting a declaration of martial law, transferring executive power 

to the German GOC in this area. However, the Poglavnik was unhappy about the extent of 

the proposed zone, wanting it to be restricted to a smaller area. The Germans ignored his pro-

testations and declared the operational area to be on the 'basis of the Fuhrer's Order 47 of 9 

January.' It was described in full in the decrypt: 
" presumably Semlin, an airfield near Belgrade, 

KG is the acronym for Kampfgeschwader, a Luftwaffe bomber group roughly equivalent to a British 
wing. 15KG53 refers to the number of the Croat Kampfgeschwader which had returned for Weiss 
from the eastern front, not the number of aircraft. 
" HW/5/194, HW/1/1332 : CX/IVISS/2015/r2 

Siegfried Kasche had been a Nazi Party official in Germany. He had no diplomatic experience, and 
no special knowledge of Croatian or Yugoslav problems, and was considered a very poor choice for 
the post of envoy to the NDH. Tomasevich p 99, note 27. 
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EAST and WEST BOSNIA bounded by German-Italian demarcation line, 
DRINA, SAVE and line SISAK-BIHAC (up to demarcation line). On 20/1 
the area intended for operation WEISS (Roman) I is likewise to be declared 
a German operational area. This is the area bounded by the following lines: 
SISAK-KARLOVAC, a line running 5 km. Southwest of road KARLOVAC-
SLUNJ-BIHAC (word illegible) PETROVAC-JAICE [sic], demarcation line 
from JAJCE [sic\ to the point where it intersects the line SISAK-KARLO-
VAC. 
A diminution of the German operational area to the extent desired by the 
POGLAVNIK is for military reasons, not to be thought of." 

On 22 January the third message from Commander in Chief South East to OKW Ops Staff, 
revealed the plan for the operations to be conducted by Italian forces; 

Italian V Army Corps will be employed on the general line Knin- Ogulin 
against the line Bihac -Slunj in order to prevent enemy bands of any size es-
caping to the south west. In particular 3 Divisions will be employed. 
1. Sassari Division reinforced by 2/3 Armoured Corps, half Battalion of 
the Bergamo Division and (?) Battalion Bersaglieri will be employed in 
operations from Bos Petrovac. Column on right from Sucevici (16 km ESE 
of Gracac) will ensure defence to the north. Left column Bruvno (10 km 
north of Gracac, at this point branching off, 1 part on Kulen Vakuf, Bos Pe-
trovac, with the other on Bihac. 
2.Division Re with its right column from Raouc (24 km SE of Gospic) via 
Udbina on Korenica, with middle column from Osik(?) on Korenica. Part of 
left column will mop up before commencement the area Jovomik and will 
make contact with right column of Lombardia Division for joint advance on 
Bihac. 
3. Lombardia Division will mop up with right column along road and railway 
Jos Plod, Plaski Blata. Left Column will be employed in operations from 
Ostaije against Slunj." 

Thus the three decrypts identified the Army and Air Force units to be deployed, their battle 

Headquarters, the objectives of each unit, as well as the overall objectives of the Operation. 

The plan was that the Germans would surround the Partisans on the Grmec plateau - the 

Partisans, having then been caught in this trap, would be anihilated. The Prinz Eugen Division 

had to be deployed on an extended front, and the Italians were to be placed to back them up 

to the south-west of the plateau. Talbot Rice prepared a map on 14 March, after the conclu-

sion of Weiss, which illustrated the original plans for the Operation and the subsequent move-

"HW^/194: CX/MSS/2011. 
2/3 Armoured Corps was a very small armoured formation - not a full Corps. 

''HW/5/196: CX/MSS/2031. 
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ments of Axis and Partisan units. 

On 16 January 1943, before JVeiss had started and the three messages sent, Talbot Rice ad-

vised Col Thornton that 'Partisan activity in western Bosnia was in no way diminished and ... 

that the Partisans will continue to give the Axis considerable trouble.' His minute was passed 

to CIGS with the comment from D M that the 'position in Yugoslavia 'can be regarded as sa-

tisfactory'; and that he hoped that, with the new Liaison Officer at Mihailovic's headquarters. 

Col Bailey, they would get 'a more full and authentic report on his activities.'" Military In-

telligence was aware, as a result of analysis of decrypts, that the Partisans were offering sig-

nificant resistance to the Axis. They also knew that Mihailovic was not similarly resisting the 

Axis. In common with the other interested parties they wanted to know what Mihailovic's 

intentions were, both in the short and long term. 

By 21 January Talbot Rice knew from the decrypts that there was a major operation under 

way. As a result he opened a new Branch Memorandum entitled Operation fVeiss. He pre-

pared a report for Thornton on Italian Army movements west of Bihac, and stated that his 

source was 'MSS.' He also enclosed a copy of a note which had been sent to him and MI14, 

probably from SIS, advising him of the existence of the Operation; and that in their view the 

presumed objective was 'the Partisan forces, which have been operating in all directions from 

their centres in the Grmec Planina.Initially, Thornton was not interested; however, Talbot 

Rice sent him a further minute on 28 January in which he outlined the details of the Opera-

tion in full, including the battle plans of both German and Italian forces which had, by then, 

been disclosed by the decrypts. The minute was passed up the chain of command, with 

Thornton commenting that 'the Partisans must be causing the Axis considerable annoyance, if 

it has been found necessary to mount an operation on such a large scale in the depths of 

winter.' DDMI(I) added his view that 'the Axis are mounting a strong operation to clear up 

Yugoslav Partisans (communists) who have for a considerable time been very active.' DMI 

noted the current situation, and asked to be advised on the final result of the operations/' 

Two days later Talbot Rice prepared a more considered minute on the situation. He conclu-

ded that Mihailovic was not likely to undertake any large scale activity unless there was an 

immediate prospect of Allied assistance; but that 'if the Italians, with whom he has a modus 

vivendi [reported by Hudson] are replaced by the Germans in Dalmatia and Montenegro, the 

more active policy of the Germans would force him to choose co-operation with the invader 

WO/208/2019 : Minute 13, Enclosure 13 A, 
WO/208/2026 : IVIinute 2. 
WO/208/2019 ; Appendix 1C There are a number of letters concerning Yugoslav Signals Intelli-

gence in this Branch Memorandum from which all forms of identification have been removed. The let-
ters must have been written by SIS as it was the only other organisation to have access to the original 
decrypts. The fact that the copies in the PRO have been censored in this way is proof positive of this. 

WO/208/2019 : Minute 7. 
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or war.' Talbot Rice was in no doubt he would then choose war. He surmised, however, that 

the battle in progress would radically affect the situation in Yugoslavia and that, if the Ger-

mans succeeded in destroying the ideological nucleus of the Partisans on the Grmec plateau, 

the path might lie open for a coalition of all anti-Axis forces. But he foresaw - what did, in 

fact, occur - that 'if, as has always happened before, the Partisans escape annihilation, and es-

cape elsewhere, reduced perhaps, but still a coherent organisation, then their prestige will be 

enhanced and their influence enlarged.'"" Talbot Rice was extremely perceptive in his analysis, 

which was to prove entirely correct. 

During the third week of January 1943, Churchill was in North Africa for a conference with 

Roosevelt at Casablanca. Their conclusion was that it would not be possible to mount a cross 

-channel invasion of Europe before 1944, but that plans should be made for the invasion of Si-

cily in July 1943. There was no agreement to proceed, thereafter, with the invasion of Italy, 

but it was hoped the capture of Sicily would weaken Italian morale and precipitate her with-

drawal from the war, as well as providing an additional base for the bombing of mainland Eur-

ope."' Before the Prime Minister had left London ' C confirmed that he would send the Prime 

Minister 'Boniface' twice a day. Churchill noted to him that all important messages 'should 

be repeated to me, textually.'^"' On 27 January SIS sent Churchill his daily 'Boniface' mes-

sages and drew his attention to the fact that extensive operations were taking place in Yugos-

lavia, employing seven German Divisions. The complete text of the German battle orders 

which had been set out in the decrypted signal from Lohr to OKW Operations Staff was en-

closed."' Churchill had by this time left Casablanca to meet President Inonu of Turkey in 

Adana, briefly stopping over in Cairo on his outward and return journeys.^® On the 29 Jan-

uary he met his pre-war research assistant. Bill Deakin, who was then working for SOE in 

Cairo." He then demanded a report on the Yugoslav resistance from SOE's Chief of Staff, 

Brigadier Keble. On 30 January he received a further note from ' C , detailing the Italian invol-

vement in Weiss, together with the full text of their orders."^ The same day Churchill met 

Keble from whom he received, as requested, the detailed memorandum based on SOE Cairo's 
^ \/\/0/208/2026 : Ivlinute 3. 
" Howard, Grand Strategy Vol 4, pp 259 - 285 and p 625. 

HW/5/196 : CX/MSS/2031, HW/1/1336. 
HW/5/194 . CX/MSS/2015, HW/1/1332. 
On 30 January signals from Abwehr Istanbul to Berlin were intercepted and decrypted revealing that 

the Abwehr knew of Churchill's visit.viz. 'It is possible that there is a meeting today between Inonu and 
Churchill in Adana" HW/13/167: ISK/29706. 

Sir F William D Deakin. In interview with the author, 23 June 1999, Deakin confirmed that Churchill 
did ask him about Yugoslavia. Deakin said that did not fee! it was his place (as mere Army Captain) to 
pass any comment and suggested that Churchill saw Keble. Deakin was an historian and had been a 
Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford before the outbreak of war. He assisted Churchill in his work on 
Marlborough, His Life and Times. 
^ HW5/196 : CX/MSS/2031, HW/1/1336 . 
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analysis by Deakin of locally decrypted Axis signals. A number of commentators on the war 

in Yugoslavia have suggested it was SOE in Cairo that drew Churchill's attention to what was 

happening in Yugoslavia, and, in particular, the fight being put up against the Axis by the Par-

tisans; and that they led Churchill onto the path that was to lead to all out support for the 

Partisans. Churchill had known of the Partisans from the decrypts since the autumn of 1941. 

However it is now clear that Churchill was already, partially at least, in the picture about 

Operation PFeiss, as a result being given relevant decrypts before he met Deakin and then 

Keble. It is likely he was already enthused with the possibilities that were presenting them-

selves in Yugoslavia, and this is why he sought these meetings during his very busy schedule. 

He was, thus, keen to receive further information from Keble. He wished to try and make the 

most out of the possibilities that were arising in Yugoslavia, knowing that he needed placate 

Stalin by convincing him that the British and the Americans were doing all they could to re-

lieve the pressure on the Soviets, in the light of the decision having been made, at the Trident 

Conference, to delay the opening of the Second Front until 1944."' On his return to London, 

Churchill directed that Keble's report be circulated to the Chiefs of Staff with a request that 

British policy towards the Yugoslav resistance be reviewed - Keble having recommended that 

the Partisans be contacted, and having requested more aircraft to assist operations. 

During January 1943 Signals Intelligence did not only reveal the plan for fVeiss, but provi-

ded information on resistance activity outside the area of the proposed Operation. Six Day 

Reports in January from Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East to the OKW were de-

crypted. In Serbia two German officers had been shot 50 km south-east of Belgrade by a fe-

male Communist, who then killed herself; and in the same vicinity the main railway line from 

Belgrade to Salonika had been attacked and put out of action for 24 hours. Eighty seven 

'rebels' were shot near Nis and there were 'numerous attacks on villages.' A report stated 

railway traffic had been disrupted after the attempted blowing up of a bridge on the Belgrade 

to Nis line, and that hostages would be shot in reprisal. In the NDH there had been local 

operations to clear insurgents from the east bank of the Sava between Sanski Most and Prije-

dor. Strong Communist groups with howitzers and heavy machine guns were reported near 

Sisak. Railway sabotage had taken place around Bos Novi and Croatian forces had killed '25 

enemy' south-east of Tuzla. In the Italian-occupied areas a 'fairly strong concentration of 

Communists had been mopped up' by Italian and Croatian forces near Karlovac.^" 

^ Michael Stenton British Propaganda and Political Warfare.' PhD Thesis, Peterhouse, University of 
Cambridge, 1979, p 223, note 1, speculated, correctly, 'that there is an obvious possibility which can-
not be explored that SIS had already told Churchill as much as Keble knew? 

HW/5/187 : CX/IVISS/1941, HW5/189 : CX/IVISS/1965, HW,6/190 : CX/lVISS/1971, HW/5191 : 
CX/IVlSS/1990, HW/5/195 : CX/IVISS/2021. 
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German Police Reports on the situation in German-occupied Serbia, sent from Belgrade to 

Berlin for the last week of January, were intercepted and decrypted. Seventy seven 'bandits' 

had been killed, as had three members of the German and Serbian police. Two hundred and 

thirty nine arrests had been made, 22 executions carried out, and 60 hostages taken. The num-

ber of 'bandit' attacks was put at 30." 

However, decrypts of Abwehr signals provided the largest amount of information on resis-

tance activity in January. On 6 January a report set out the current position on the 'rebels 

front at Karlovac' (south-west of Zagreb), which was described 'as being, so to speak, sur-

rounded by rebels, only the road and railway from Agram to Karlovac is still fairly safe, but 

only by day.' The strength of the 'rebels' was said to be between 8,000 and 10,000 men, and 

their leader Tito. Their organisation was said to be veiy mobile and to represent a veiy great 

striking p o w e r . A n Abwehr Officer, 'Hubert' reported to Abwehr Vienna from Zagreb, on 9 

January, on the conditions in Karlovac which he described as 'becoming worse and more law-

less every day... with the bourgeoisie taking an absolutely passive attitude to the present re-

gime. ... For this reason the Communists have an easy task. Of the young intelligentsia up to 

50% have communist sympathies. ... Inside the [Croatian] German Army the younger corps 

of officers was trained in Belgrade and is therefore at best passive in attitude and is in a "do 

nothing frame of mind." The older Austrian [trained] officers are not susceptible to the pre-

sent day spirit and tempo.' The report highlighted shortages of equipment suffered by Croa-

tian troops, whereas in 'Hubert's' opinion the 'rebels are always able to obtain arms and am-

munition in good time and are not short of guns and mortars. Their only shortage is shoes. 

They have spirit and discipline which is just what the [Croatian] German Army lacks and 

which gains respect among the people. ... The most painful thing in the Croat state structure 

is and will remain the criminal procedures of the Ustasha ... the common will may be heard 

everywhere "Down with the Ustasha".' 

There were other reports in January of sabotage and attacks by the Partisans, notwithstand-

ing it was the depth of winter. Abwehr messages revealed that the Partisans were pursuing 

classic guerrilla warfare tactics, giving the impression that they were striking targets almost at 

random and causing the maximum confusion amongst the occupying forces, in order to stretch 

their resources to the utmost. They attacked a train at Rajic, were in action near Vocin, in 

Turbe and Berola Petrovici.̂  Five hundred 'rebels' also attacked Italian railway transport on 

the Karlovac-Laibach line.'^ Communist reconnaissance units were reported in the Travnik 

31 HW/16/6 : ZIP/MSGP/42. 
32 HW/19/45 
== HW/19/45 

HW/19/46 
HW/19/45 

ISOS 49508. 
ISC# 49528, 49543 
ISOS 50260. 
ISOS 50528. 
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area, a passenger train was set on fire by Partisans near Nasice in Slavonia, and a new Partisan 

brigade was reported in the region of Zvomik/® Partisan groups gathered north-east of Capar-

di, communications were broken between Tuzla and Zvomik, and the Partisans were said to 

be moving mortars into position near Jajce." TesUc was occupied by communists on 14 Jan-

uary, the railway line between Travnik and Doles was attacked by Partisans and destroyed at 

three points, as was a railway line near Zepce. Five Partisan brigades were reported near Trav-

nik, and Vitez was attacked by Partisans/" 

By the beginning of February Operation We/ss had been in progress for ten days. The 

Prinz Eugen Division had taken Bihac on 29 January and was advancing on Bos Krupa. It was 

anticipated by the Germans that the Partisans would offer serious resistance south of Bihac 

and in the Grmec Pla teau .The next day, the Germans were able to put the Partisans to flight 

south of Bihac, but this did not mark the beginning of the end of the campaign and annihilation 

of the Communists, as the 717th Division was unable to make progress east of Prav, with its 

supply lines having been cut. The 5th Italian Corps reported violent fighting near Prijedor.'*" 

On 3 February a further decrypted report revealed the Prinz Eugen Division was maintaining 

its advance south, although encountering increased resistance, as anticipated on the Grmec 

Plateau, towards Petrovac. The 717th Division was now in serious, but temporary, difficulty 

and was having to be supplied by air. German casualties to date were put at 100 dead and 276 

wounded, with the Croats suffering similar losses; whilst it was estimated by the Germans 

that the Partisans had lost 1,390 dead and 1,100 wounded/' The 5th Italian Corps detailed 

the tactics being employed by the Partisans, involving the use of road blocks, withdrawing be-

fore attack and attacking in the rear.''" Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East, perhaps 

also as a result of similar reports from his own troops, requested that the 2nd Italian Army 

should reoccupy the areas already cleared by German troops, which they had had to leave un-

occupied as they were in pursuit of the Partisans. He was concerned that the Partisans would 

themselves reoccupy those areas. 

A series of air attacks was carried out by the Liiftwaffe on the Partisans in the Grmec Plat-

eau over the next days employing nineteen Ju 87 and nine Do (Domier) 17 aircraft. It was re-

ported 'hutted camps and enemy localities' were destroyed and that by 7 February the 

'enemy were streaming back on the roads from Bosn Krupa to Bosn Petrovac.' The spearhead 

of the Prinz Eugen Division was thrusting in the direction of Petrovac, and the 369th Division 
HW/19/46 : ISOS 51307/51369. 

""HW/19/46: ISOS 51399. 
^ HW/19/47 : ISOS 51503/51697/51979/52176. 
=»HW/5/197 . CX/MSS/2041/2050. HW/16/6. ZIP/MSGP/42. 
" HW/5/199 : CX/MSS/2067/2069. 

HW/5/202 : CX/IVISS/2091. 
HW/5/202 : CX/lVlSS/2097. 

" HW/5/204 : CX/MSS/2114. 
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was advancing on a broad front against stout resistance to the south of the Grmec plateau, 

with the Partisans retreating to the south-east."" By 16 February the German Army had 

reached the objectives laid down for Operation fVeiss, and the Prinz Eugen Division had been 

able to establish its headquarters at Petrovac: but reported 'elements of the enemy forces had 

slipped through to the s o u t h . T h e Partisans had been broken - overwhelmed by air power 

and a professional army, whilst fighting a conventional battle for which they were not equip-

ped. Nevertheless, they had managed to escape annihilation, and remained a cohesive force 

with their command structure intact. 

On 11 February the Chiefs of Staff considered Keble's report which Churchill had reques-

ted be sent to them; but they did not decide on any immediate change of policy. Debate 

amongst the other interested organisations was, however, stimulated as a result. The interest 

of SIS was demonstrated in a memorandum sent to the Directorate of Military Intelligence on 

14 February by an author whose name has been erased from the copy in the PRO. He stated 

that his information was from MSS, and wrote that the Germans were not confident that the 

Partisans would not stream back to cleaned up areas once they had passed through. The con-

clusion was that 'the anxiety of the Germans testifies to the skill of the Partisans in evading 

"mopping up" operations even when very considerable Axis forces (7 Divisions with air sup-

port) are engaged in a methodical operation against them."^ SIS was clearly impressed by the 

Partisans as a military force, although it is not clear whether SIS realised that the divisions en-

gaged in JVeiss were not full divisions. 

On 18 February Col Bateman of the Directorate of Military Operations sent a memoran-

dum to MI3 following a meeting the previous day with Douglas Howard of the southern de-

partment of the Foreign Office. Bateman wrote that, as a result of recommendations received 

from Col Bailey, the Foreign Office were considering approaching the Russians to try and 

achieve a reconciliation between Mihailovic and the Partisans. If this failed the Foreign Office 

were proposing 'that we transfer our assistance, on an increased scale, from Mihailovic to the 

Partisans.' Bateman supported this proposal, for both military and diplomatic reasons, be-

lieving it was right 'to supply the active and vigorous Partisans rather than the dormant and 

sluggish Patriots."" Bateman's proposal came out of the blue and Military Intelligence 

wished, forcibly, to rebut his recommendation . On 19 February Talbot Rice sent a well-ar-

gued case against the proposal to Col Thornton, and enclosed a map showing areas controlled 

""HW/S/ZOS: CX/IVlSS/2128. 
'=HW^/205: CX/MSS/2108. 

WO/208/2019 : Minute 8. 
" WO/208/3102, Minute 1A. It may be that, in fact, Bateman had misunderstood the Foreign Office 
position which was, at that time to contact the Partisans, but not to transfer support to them. 



by Mihailovic and the Partisans, and a map of incidents since October 1942, which he had 

compiled on the basis of decrypted messages. He concluded that 'on a very short term basis, 

ie who is doing the most at the moment, the Partisans are the most valuable. On longer term 

considerations the answer is in favour of Mihailovic.' Talbot Rice cited his reasons for that 

conclusion - which were that 'Mihailovic's area was closer to the British sphere of opera-

tions, and both the principal copper and chrome mines (which were of great importance to the 

Axis) and, the main lines of communication for the Axis to Bulgaria, Greece and the Aegean 

were within it.' He further argued that the worries raised by the Foreign Office's proposal 

were 'to a great extent political - if Rumania is over-run in part at least by the Russians and 

Bulgaria goes communist, do we wish to see a communist state in Croatia, if so, do we wish to 

sponsor it? Can we risk Greece going communist, or Hungary? How do we stand with Turkey 

in the face of a preponderance of Russian control in the Balkans; can we afford to give Mihai-

lovic and the Royal Yugoslav Government the opportunity to call us perfidious?'"® Even 

though Talbot Rice was not a professional soldier, it was surprising for a member of the mili-

tary to make a recommendation on the basis of a long-term political assessment, in the face of 

good and reliable evidence provided by the decrypts, factually accepted by him, that pointed 

to a diametrically opposite recommendation based on a purely military assessment. But poli-

tical considerations were then still paramount in determining British policy. By the summer of 

1943 the short term desire to win the war led to the policy makers to put greater emphasis on 

this aim than the long term political objective of maintaining Yugoslavia as a single state not 

under communist control. It was also necessary to demonstrate to the Soviets the Allies' 

commitment to the war in the absence of a second front in western Europe in 1943. 

Talbot Rice's minute and advice was considered by his superiors in Military Intelligence. 

A brief was prepared for the Chiefs of Staff on 22 February in which the DMI stated that the 

review did not, in his opinion, bring forward any convincing arguments for a change of policy, 

and that 'he considered that Mihailovic is and must remain our principal ally in Yugoslavia. 

His present inactivity is entirely militarily justified and caused largely by our failure to send 

adequate supplies of arms and equipment.' However, he conceded that if, and only if, there 

was agreement with the Russians and a reconciliation was achieved between the resistance 

groups in Yugoslavia, it would then be appropriate to give some assistance to the Partisans.''® 

On 4 March, after due consideration, and having heard representations from the other interes-

ted parties, including the Foreign Office, SOE London, the Directorate of Military Opera-

tions, as well as the Intelligence Services, the Chiefs of Staff decided not to change policy, 

save for making four Halifax aircraft available for special operations in the Middle East. 
WO/208/3102 : IVIinute 3. 

*'WO/208/3102: Minutes. 
CAB/121/676 : COS (43) 34(0). 
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Whilst the Axis had been conducting Operation Weiss against the Partisans on the Grmec 

plateau, other Partisan units had continued to cause both the German and Italian military au-

thorities some concern in the bauxite area. The Partisan units in the vicinity had been joined 

by their comrades in arms, including Tito, who had been displaced from the Grmec plateau. 

The Croat army commander in Mostar, Simic, reported that some 6,000 Partisans were ap-

proaching, having advanced from the region of Livno, and were now in the vicinity of Imotski 

and Posusje (south of Livno). His forces were inadequately armed and not supported by the 

Italians; as a result the left flank of the bauxite area was seriously threatened.^' Imotski then 

fell to the Partisans. Abwehr reports confirmed the situation, reporting, that on 11 February 

Imotski had been occupied " and two Partisan brigades, the 1st Montenegrin and 1st Herze-

govinian had been observed five kilometres north of Mos ta r .Two thousand Partisans were 

reported to be on the move near to Prozor, north of Mostar." The second phase of Weiss was 

then put into effect although not without some difficulty as the Germans and the Italians 

found it difficult to agree how the objects of the operation were to be achieved.̂ ® Until Weiss 

11 was completed, the Germans could not proceed with action against the Cetniks as the Parti-

sans were interposed between the Germans and the main Cetnik body to the east in Montene-

gro. 

In the ensuing days the decrypts disclosed serious rifts between the German and Italian 

Commands as to how they should deal with the situation. On 14 February Lohr set out his 

detailed plans for Operation Weiss II to the Italians. The object, as in Weiss I, was to try and 

eradicate the Partisans, this time by an encircling movement south of Livno. He proposed 

that: 

a) VI Italian Corps to be in command, with a battle group of the German 718 
Division subordinated. 

b) Employment of forces : Battle group 718 to thrust forward from Sarajevo 
via Konjic into area north of Jablanica, cut off the north-west approach and 
advance in the direction of Prozor. The Italian 154 Division (Murge) to ad-
vance from the Mostar area via Posusje on Tomislavgrad and the 18 Divi-
sion (Messina) from Javoso via Imotski towards the north-west on Livno. 

HW/5/208 . CX/MSS/2156. 
^ HW/5/206 : CX/MSS/2136. 
""HW/IQMS: ISOS/53156. 
"'HW/19/48: ISOS 53091. 

HW/19/50 : ISOS/54892. 
58 General Ambros/o had been appointed to head Comando Supremo in mid February in place of Gen-
eral Cavellero. He was anti German. Matteo J Milazzo, The Chetnik Movement & The Yugoslav Resis-
tance. Baltimore and London : The John Hopkins University Press, 1975, p 120. General Roatta had 
been replaced by General Robotti as head of the Italian command in Slovenia and Dalmatia at the end 
of January. 
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c) to ensure co-operation of the divisions engaged in JVeiss II, ie 717 In Div 
advancing from Bugojno on Livno and Div Bergamo (15 Div) moving from 
Sinj on Livno, the operation of VI Italian Corps must be synchronised with 
the movements of these units. 7 SS Division moving from Petrovac on 
Livno and 369 (Croatian) Division moving from Jajce via Glamoc on Livno 
shall not come into action before 717 Div and Div Bergamo are in a position 
through their advance on Livno to prevent the escape southwards of the 
fairly strong enemy forces" . 

The German plan was not agreed by the Italian Command in Slovenia and Dalmatia, Super-

sloda. The Italians wished to limit their involvement to a blocking operation and proposed the 

Germans advanced towards this line." In his reply to the Italians on 18 February, Lohr rejec-

ted their proposal, not because it was theoretically impossible to proceed as the Italians had 

suggested, but because he did not have the necessary forces at his disposal to implement their 

plan. He replied: 

A. All available German and Croat forces north of the demarcation line have 
been concentrated in order to operate in the Italian area south of the demar-
cation line in order to smash the communist state Tito," which has become 
dangerous to the conduct of the whole war. This has involved the most ex-
tensive denuding of the area. 

B. In addition it had proved to be necessary to continue to occupy the area 
in so called zone 3, cleaned up during the operation, by maintaining 
German/Croat strong points, in order to prevent the reappearance of the 
Partisans. There is no need to further emphasise the fact that those measures 
demand large forces and this constitutes in the long run, a very serious bur-
den. 

C. We must keep to our intention of carrying out Operation Weiss II. An 
extension of this operation beyond Livno South Eastwards without strong 
Italian support asked for, is not possible with the available forces, especially 
as strong German forces will be needed, in this case also, for the subsequent 
occupation of the area cleaned up, if the success of the whole is not to be 
imperilled. 

D. For the same reasons, C in C South East much regrets that for the time 
being he is not in a position to send German forces from the Sarajevo area 
with the object of relieving the Murge Division threatened by increased 

HW/5/207: CX/IVI8S/2144. 67 1 

== HW5/209 : CX/MSS/2166. 
^ 'state Tito' is probably a translation of Tito-Staat which Klaus Schmider translates as the organisation, 
or area, over which Tito had control. An undated decrypt, but in early April, from Abwehr Zagreb to Bel-
grade was to disclose that Tito also called himself Josip Broz and that this name coincided with earlier 
information. HW/19/116 : ISK/40468. 
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enemy pressure in Mostar. Commander in Chief South East will continue to 
do eveiything when he can make his contribution to the annihilation of 
enemy forces in the process of formation south of the demarcation line by 
actual effective resistance. But for the reasons above he feels himself not 
now in a position to extend his operations beyond their present limits both 
as regards territory and forces.™ 

Both decrypts of Abwehr messages and German army messages clearly indicated that the 

Partisans were massing to attack the mining area, whilst the negotiations were continuing be-

tween the Italian and German commands. Some 2,000 Partisans were reported near Prozor 

(north-west of Mostar) on 14 February: Prozor and nearby Bradina were captured by the 

Partisans on 19 February." On the same day, Konjic (north-west of Mostar) was entered by 

the Partisans, the local Moslem militia having refused to fight.^ All available Stukas were de-

ployed against the 'advancingPartisans.'®^ 

Whilst there is no decrypt bearing on any change of mind by Lohr, it is clear that, be-

tween 18 and 21 February, he decided to deploy German forces towards Mostar, as on that 

date a decrypt indicated the 717th Division was moving to try and relieve the town. ̂  The 

Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East, already under considerable pressure due to 

lack of man power, received a directive from Hitler on 22 February which added to his diffi-

culties. Hitler ordered that not only was the area - which he thought had been cleared by 

Weiss I - to be the responsibility of German troops but that the Mostar area, at least tempor-

arily, must also be occupied by German forces." 

Whilst the object of Operations Weiss I and II was the destruction of the Partisans, the 

Cetniks were now a factor in an increasingly complex situation even before the start of the 

operations against the Cetniks. Decrypts revealed that German Intelligence knew - as a result 

of a report on 11 February from an Abwehr VMann Richard 523 - that Mihailovic and his HQ 

were based in the village of Lipovo, and that Mihailovic was staying in the 'house of Sava La-

parevic'. They further knew that there were contacts between the Italians and Cetniks in 

Montenegro. In a report on 11 February, Richard 523 had advised the Abwehr that Cetniks in 

Montenegro had received thirty two tons of food, weapons, ammunition and war material on 

22 January; and on another unspecified date 100 machine guns, 4,000 rifles and ammunition 

=°HW/5/207: CX/MSS/2141. 
HV\//1950 : ISOS/54892. HW/11/3 : CX/MSS/2163. 
HW/19/50 : ISOS/54896. The Partisans did not hold Konjic after they entered it. 

="HW/5/207: CX/MSS/2145. 
HW^/210 : CX/MSS/2174. 
HW/5/211 ; CX/MSS/2181. Hitler had sent von Ribbentrop to Mussolini on 16 February with a letter 

insisting that all guerrillas and their dependents should be destroyed, as the only method of securing 
the bauxite mining area. Mussolini, however would only agree to authorise such action against the 
Cetniks once the Partisans had been eliminated. Paviowitch, Yugoslavia, London: Ernest Benn, 
1971, p 140. 
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from the Italians.^ Comando Supremo notified the Croatian government that it intended to 

use 3,000 Cetniks to assist in the defence of Mostar against the advancing Partisans.®^ 

The Cetniks were aware that, although the current operations were directed against the 

Partisans, they might be subject to the same treatment themselves, if the Axis was successful. 

On 16 February a decrypt of a German report - of one of their own decrypts of a message 

from Mihailovic's commander in Dalmatia to Mihailovic's Chief of Staff - showed that the 

Cetniks were aware that it was possible that the Italians would want to liquidate them after 

the destruction of the Partisans. The Cetniks from Montenegro were prepared, however, to 

assist the Italians in the fight against the Partisans. On 24 February General Robotti notified 

Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East that Comando Supremo was now sending 

1,800 Montenegrin Cetniks to the Mostar region; and suggested that the German forces 

should not advance beyond the line Prozor-Jablanica-Upper Neretva-Konjic, so as to avoid 

clashes with them.® General Lohr thus was faced with having to try and comply with Hit-

ler's directive, with inadequate troops and with the Italians insisting that German troops did 

not occupy the bauxite area. Furthermore, there was a danger, as subsequent decrypts were 

to show, that there might be direct clashes between German forces and Italians who comman-

ded some Cetnik units. 

On 25 February Lohr reported that Weiss II was under way. The 369th Division encoun-

tered strong opposition from about 5,600 Partisans; the 718th Division was held up by fight-

ing around Bradina; and an attempt at an armoured thrust towards Konjic failed when subject 

to heavy Partisan artillery bombardments.™ The Partisans were able to resist further attempts 

to relieve Konjic (which had to be supplied by air, as did Prozor and Mostar) until 3 March 

when the 718th Division finally broke through. " 

In an intercepted report on 28 February, Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East 

commented that it must be accepted that the German advance would be slow to ensure a thor-

ough cleaning up, and that the large gap on the southern flank of the operation between 

Mostar and Sinj was not yet blocked (due to the failure of the Italians to get into position, 

thus rendering it likely the object of eradicating the Partisans would not succeed). ̂  On 3 

March both German Army and Abwehr sources reported that Livno and Glamoc had been 

taken by 369th Division, and that the Partisans were retreating from these areas into the Di-

HW/19/50 : iSOS/55101. Lipovo was in Italian occupied Montenegro to the east of Mostar. 
HW/5/212 : CX/MSS/2193. The use of Cetniks by the Italians during Weiss is chronicled by Milazzo, 

PP11&M39. 
==HW/5/208: CX/IVISS/2152. 
=» HW/5/216 . CX/MSS/2232. 
"''HW/5/208: CX/IVISS/2163. 

HW5/211 : CX/IVISS/2186. 
'=HW/6/214: CX/IVISS/2218. 
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naric Alps, where the Italians had failed to provide the blocking line." The Germans, utilising 

the 369th Division reinforced by Prinz Eugen Division, attempted to establish a blocking line 

from the south east to south-west of Glamoc. As in Weiss I, the Partisans were said to be 

displaced and split up, but by no means wiped out. In addition. Partisan forces were still in 

place between the advancing Germans and Mostar; the 717th Division was still under strong 

enemy pressure on its front and flanks; and the 718th Division had attempted, unsuccessful-

ly, to establish a blocking line to the east - as a result of which it had to withdraw to prevent 

encirclement. 

For the first time the involvement of Cetnik formations was disclosed by the decrypts. An 

Abwehr VMann, Patak, advised his HQ, on 6 March, that 3,000-4,000 Cetniks were in read-

iness near Pljevlja, for 'large scale operations to begin the end of March, with the male Serbian 

inhabitants of the Sandzak (the borderland between southern Serbia and Montenegro) being 

mobilised between the ages of thirteen and sixty.' He added that in Pljevlja they received sup-

port from Serbia." He did not identify whether the Cetniks were loyal to Mihailovic or not; 

but Pljevlja was close to Mihailovic's Headquarters at Kolasin, and the reference to support 

from Serbia indicates that the Cetniks around Pljevlja were likely to be under orders from Mi-

hailovic. Another VMann Copurija reported on 10 March that 'anti-communists' were mov-

ing against Mostar. 

The divergence of view between Germans and Italians as to whether it was appropriate to 

deploy the Cetniks became even more clear in decrypts from 4 March onwards - when a de-

crypted signal from Supersloda sought German consent for the use of the Cetniks as Italian 

auxiliary troops, as they were not only Italian officered, but operating intermingled with Ita-

lian units." Lohr replied the next day that he could not accede to the request to recognise the 

Cetniks as Italian auxiliaries, and that he had orders to regard them as enemies. Aware that the 

Italians were not going to withdraw the Cetniks, he requested that the Italians take measures 

to ensure that there would be no contact between them and German troops when they ad-

vanced towards Mostar, so as to avoid Italian officers being under attack from German units. 

This was not the only friction revealed by the decrypts between the Axis forces engaged in 

Weiss II. In the same message, Lohr informed Robotti of Hitler's order for the Germans to 

occupy Mostar, at least until organised work was restarted. He further informed Robotti that 

the order effecting this decision had been made, although it would be several days before the 

HW/5/215 : CX/IVlSS/2227, HW/19/49 : ISOS/54523. 
'''HW/5/214: CX/MSS/2218. 
' 'HW/19/49: ISOS/54524. 
"HW/19/49: ISOS/54719. 
77 HW/5/216 : CX/MSS/2236. The Italian officered Cetniks may have been Mihailovic Cetniks, but, 

more likely were Cetnik bands not loyal to Mihailovic, 
"HW/5/216: CX/MSS/2236. 
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advance could be made. It was suggested this would give the Italians time to withdraw the 

Cetniks and their Italian officers out of harm's way." It would appear that Robotti either had 

not previously been informed of Hitler's order that the German forces should occupy 

Mostar, or was not prepared to accede to it as, on 7 March, Lohr thought it necessary to seek 

clarification of his orders from the OKW. He sent a copy of Robotti's response, which had 

stated that Comando Supremo and Mussolini required the Germans to halt at a line Konjic-

Rama-Prozor. Robotti signalled that it was not necessary for the Germans to occupy the 

mining area, which was occupied by Italian troops, was quiet, and where work could now be 

resumed. Robotti further advised Lohr that not only was he not withdrawing the Cetniks, but 

they, with Italian units, were now advancing westwards to establish a block (against the re-

treating Partisans) on a line from Livno to Mos ta r .An Abwehr decrypt revealed that in the 

neighbourhood of Pljevlja, Cetniks were receiving 'via Pavle Djurisic' war material from the 

Italians delivered to Mihailovic's Headquarters at Kolas in, and that 'according to statements 

by Cetniks large scale preparations are being made for an attack.'" 

German Army reports, on 11 March, referred to advancing Cetniks preventing the attempt 

by Partisans, south and south-east of Konjic, to escape into the 'Cetnik State' (in Montene-

gro). The Cetniks were not successful in this aim as by 15 March they were withdrawing or 

disintegrating in the face of the Partisans, whose route to the south-east, as a result, was now 

clear. On 18 March the 369th and 718th Division reached the Neretva river and the Prinz 

Eugen Division was in position to protect the bauxite mining area (although it had not actually 

occupied it)*̂  The objective of securing the supply of bauxite from Herzegovina was thus se-

cured by the Germans. However, the Partisans, battered and in retreat from the Germans but 

advancing against the Cetniks, had not been eradicated as Hitler has wanted. The deadlock be-

tween the Italians and the Germans was unresolved. The decrypts do not reveal exactly how 

the impasse was broken, although a message was decrypted on 10 March from Commander 

in Chief Armed Forces South East to the OKW requesting that the matter be sorted out at the 

highest level. Whatever transpired, the fact was that by the beginning of April the Prinz Eugen 

Division was actually in Mostar, with the Italians still in place. By the end of April the Ger-

mans and Italians had arrived at some sort of modus vivendi. An Abwehr report advised that 

Untersturmfuhrer (Lieutenant in Waffen SS) Kirchner had negotiated an agreement in Mostar 

with the Italians in respect of the occupation of the bauxite area by both Germans and Ita-
"'HW/5/215: CX/IVISS/2228. 
^HW/5/2: CX/MSS/2256. 

HW/19/113 : ISK/33353. A report from a V mann , described as 'reliable' was decrypted on 6 March 
and is a good example of a report from an informer that was patently not reliable. He advised that' every 
day aircraft fly to drop supplies to DM.' HW/19/49 : I SOS/54449. Supplies from the British were few 
and far between, 

HW/5/219 : CX/MSS/2266, H\A//5/220 : CX/MSS/2271/2276, HW/5/221 : CX/IVISS/2288. HW/5222 
: CX/MSS/2293, HW/5/214 : CX/MSS/2215, HW/5/225 : CX/MSS/2324, H\A//5234 : CX/IVISS/2414. 
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lians, which accepted the use of Cetniks by the Italians/^ Despite Hitler's order the lack of 

German manpower had forced Lohr into this accommodation. 

It was also the case that the Germans did not attempt to mop up those Partisans who had 

evaded their net by pursuing them eastwards across the Neretva; neither did they endeavour 

to implement the next stage of their plans. Operation Schwarz to disarm the Cetniks, the 

name of which Operation had now been revealed by decrypts. Only after the end of the 

War, did it emerge with certainty that, in March 1943, Tito had been in negotiation with the 

Germans, initially to arrange the exchange of prisoners, but also for the recognition of the Par-

tisans as combatants, and the possible joint operations against the Cetniks and-or the Allies, if 

they landed on the Adriatic coast of Yugoslavia." A high-power delegation was sent by Tito 

to Zagreb, where meaningful negotiations took place, until Hitler forbade any further discus-

sions or an accommodation.®'̂  During these negotiations there was a de facto cease-fire be-

tween the Germans and the Partisans, allowing the civil war between Cetniks and Partisans 

not merely to continue but to increase in intensity. No doubt the Germans hoped that the two 

factions in this internecine struggle would wipe each other out. There is some contemporan-

eous evidence in the Abwehr decrypts of the negotiations between the Germans and the Parti-

sans. On 31 March the Abwehr agent Dr Baux reported negotiations at Sekovici (north-east 

of Sarajevo) for the immediate cessation of fighting between Partisans and Germans. Three 

days later Dr Baux was himself reported as 'being in contact with communists at Srdenije 15 

kilometers north of Sarajevo...and that he will leave by air for Agram on 2 April/** 

83 HW/19/53 : ISOS/58529 'Area to be covered by Prinz Eugen. North of of Potoii (12 km north of 
Mostar) link with 369 and 718 Divisions. South of this point 1 SS company to remain in Zitomislic (17 
km south of Mostar). Also Cetnik battalion will be employed in area between Blagaj (13 km south of 
Mostar) and Zitomislic. Imotski, 1 SS battalion. Drezicr (22 km north west of Mostar), 1 Alpine SS com-
pany. Aleksin Hav (29 km north of Mostar), 1 SS company. An SD battalion will be moved south from 
Livno.' Untersturmfuhrer Kirchner was Intelligence Officer of the Prince Eugen Division. Otto Kumm, 
Prinz Eugen,p 18. Kirchner has been interviewed by Schmider with little result. 
" HW/5/217 : CX/MSS/2249. 
^ Mihaiiovic had got wind of the negotiations and informed SOE's mission who reported this to Cairo, 
who in turn notified the Foreign Office, but the details were too scanty to affect Foreign Office thinking. 

The delegation included Milovan Djilas, a member of the Politburo; Koca Popovic, the first post war 
Yugoslav army Chief of Staff and Vlatko Velebit, a member of the Partisan Supreme Staff. 

Klaus Schmider is of the view that these negotiations were part of the substantive talks, not just dis-
cussions between local commanders 

HW/19/51 : lSOS/56608 & 56699. Roberts, p 108 refers to captured German documents which 
state the first contacts occurred on 11 March at Gornji Vacuf, west of Sarajevo, followed by discussions 
in Zagreb from 25 March to 29 March, after which the German Foreign Minister, von Ribbentrop, on in-
structions from Hitler terminated discussions, although Velebit, one of the Partisan members of the 
delegation, remained in Zagreb for a few days thereafter. Dr Baux is frequently mentioned in Abwehr 
decrypts at his time. In September 1943 the decrypts revealed that Dr Baux was the same person as 
an Abwehr officer Ott. Ott was the principal German negotiator with the Partisans, having been cap-
tured by them and having managed to persuaded Tito not to have him shot. Later he was taken pris-
oner again: Tito did not make the same mistake a second time. He was shot after the end of the war, 
probably to prevent him revealing the negotiations between Germans and Partisans. Interview with 
Deakin 23 June 1999 and Milovan Djilas, Wartime, London : Martin Seeker & Warburg, 1977, p 198. 
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Intercepts of Abwehr reports of fighting in the Herzegovinian and Montenegrin regions, 

between Partisans and Cetniks, became increasingly more detailed. The fighting was now pri-

marily taking place in Montenegro, east of Mostar and the Neretva. Although not reported 

disclosed by the decrypts the Partisans had crossed the Neretva at Jablanica.®' VMann Ribar 

reported on 15 March that the Italians had withdrawn from Gracac (25 kilometers west of 

Metrovic - south of Mostar), but had been joined by 1,200 anti communists to whom they 

had delivered '400-500 beasts of burden.' The report also stated that Mihailovic was on his 

way to Kalinovik (38 kilometers south of Sa ra j evo) .Three separate reports referred to 

fighting, from 20 to 22 March, in the region of Kalinovik between Cetniks and Partisans, to 

which battle the Italians had transported some 3,300 Montenegrin Cetniks in lorries under 

the command of Pavle Djurisic.®' On 22 March a decrypt stated the Partisans were attacking 

in Kalinovik area in a south-easterly direction.'^ 

Numerous reports followed in the next days which indicated severe fighting between Parti-

sans and Cetniks. A decrypt showed that Mihailovic was in Kalinovik on 24 March, the day 

before the Partisans succeeded in occupying the town. On 16 March, Bailey had advised SOE 

that Mihailovic had left Kolas in without telling the British liaison mission where he was 

going, let alone for what purpose, although Bailey suspected he had gone to direct the fighting 

against the Partisans.®^ The decrypts having revealed that he was at Kalinovik, and in the 

thick of the fighting against the Partisans, it is not unreasonable to conclude that he was not 

only directing that campaign, but also that he did not want the British to know this. As was 

often the case, the decrypts enabled the analysers in London to be better informed than both 

the liaison officers on the ground in Yugoslavia and SOE London. 

After the capture of Kalinovik by the Partisans, Dr Baux reported that the Partisans had 

then pursued the Cetniks in the direction of Foca (to the north-east) and that 'DM barely es-

caped being taken prisoner. Extensive propaganda material and documents were looted by Par-

tisans."^ Ten thousand Partisans were said to be in the vicinity of Nevesinje (east of Mostar 

and south of Sarajevo) on 24 March and that the Cetniks in the area, led by Jevdjevic, were 

withdrawing. Djukanovic, a Montenegrin Cetnik leader, held discussions with the Italian 

'What began as a local breakthrough [by the Partisans] quickly turned into a rout of the Chetniks on 
the south bank of the river.' Milazzo, p 129. 

HW/19/50 : ISOS/55474. Hudson was aware reported that Mihailovic was on his way to Kalinovik and 
reported it. 

HW/19/50 . ISOS/55958, 55959, 55961. 
HW/19/50 : I SOS/55591. The event that the Germans had tried to avoid had occurred with Gruppe 

Annaker, making contact with Italians and Cetniks four kilometers south-west of Konjic. 
FO 371/37582 Signal Bailey to SOE Cairo 16 March 1943. 
Captured Cetnik documents were handed over to the first liaison officer to the Partisan's Headquar-

ters Bill Deakin, after he joined them in May 1943, as evidence of Cetnik collaboration. It may be that 
documents seized in this operation were amongst those passed to Deakin. 
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Murge Division in Dubrovnik on 25 March. On 31 March the Partisans surrounded Foca with 

7,000-8,000 men, out of a total strength estimated at 45,000 men. By 9 April the Partisan 

strength in Nevesinje-Stolac-Gacko area was estimated at 30,000 men, many Montenegrin 

Cetniks having joined them -m^Ahwehr decrypt stated that 'according to an Italian report the 

greater part of the Cetniks had been wiped out.' On 11 April the Partisans were said to have 

'in considerable numbers broken through between the Tara and Piva [rivers] and to have 

reached [Mount] Durmitor, 40 kilometers east of Gacko."^ 

The reports of Partisan success, both against the Cetniks and Italians, continued over the 

next few days. On 16 April Nevesinje to the west of Mostar was occupied by the Partisan's 

10th Dalmatian battalion, 3rd and 4th Herzegovinian and 4th and 5th Montenegrin brigades, 

which in the process, captured large quantities of Italian food stocks. Italian morale was said 

to be bad. Nearby Cajnice fell to the Partisans who routed 7,000 Italians and 3,000 Cetniks 

capturing 7 guns, 20 heavy mortars and some 300 machine guns, both light and heavy. The 

next day the Partisans destroyed Cajnice, the Cetniks and Italians fleeing across the Drina 

river in the face of their advance. More Italians and Cetniks were annihilated near Pljevlja, 

which was also then attacked by the Partisans. ̂  On 16 April, for the first time, part of a 

message from Tito to the Comintern was intercepted, although not decrypted, in which he 

claimed the Partisans were now 'organising in all large villages and towns in the area [of Her-

zegovina under their control].'" 

On 21 April, Tito further reported to the Comintern that: 

A large number of the regions in all comers of Yugoslavia are under Partisan 
control, but the frontiers often change. The most important region in our 
hands is where the Supreme Staff is located. This is in the region Sarajevo to 
Plevlje[sic] in Sandzak and further beyond Bijelopolje.'^ 

Thereafter, to the end of the month, Montenegro was relatively quiescent. The Cetniks and 

Italians recaptured Nevesinje, the Partisans having moved on. The Montenegrin Cetnik leader 

Djurisic attacked the Partisans in the region of Pljevlja. Tito established his Headquarters at 

Gradac five kilometers west of Foca. The Ahwehr launched reconnaissance missions into 

Montenegro in advance of further operations by their own troops, carrying out a recormais-

' 'HW/19/51 : ISOS/56095/56138/56329/56734 and HW/19/52 ; ISOS/57603/57654/57656/57659. 
The Piva is more usually called the Drina which at this point forms the boundary between Herzegovina 
and Montenegro. It was crossed by the Partisans on 6 April. 
==HW/19/52 : ISOS/58191/58198/58203. 

HW/17/51 : ISCOT 1043. 
HW/17/51 : ISCOT 1040. When the Tito-Comintern decrypts were typed up, the compiler added a 

note to this decrypt The rest of this message gives places and districts under Partisan control and has 
not been typed in view of excessive age.' He was, unfortunately, not thinking of future historians! It is 
presumed the original manuscript decrypts were then destroyed. 
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sauce mission to Prepolje, Brodarevo, Bijelopolje and Berane in the east of Herzegovina, to 

report on the respective movements of Cetniks and the Partisans.®® 

Decrypts, having furnished some evidence in March that the Partisans were in contact with 

the Germans, now provided hearsay evidence that there had been contacts between the Ger-

mans and Mihailovic. A diplomatic decrypt from the Greek Ambassador to the Soviet gov-

ernment in Kuibyshev, to his government in exile in London, stated that he had been told by 

the Yugoslav Ambassador 'in confidence' that Mihailovic had rejected a German proposal 

that they would hand over the Country to him if he would allow safe passage of trains to 

Greece and Bulgaria. The report is unlikely to have been given much credence by the British 

Intelligence Services, as all previous indications had been that Hitler was determined to de-

stroy the Cetniks, and further the Germans needed the bauxite and other minerals from Yu-

goslavia's mines. It was probably an unauthorised approach."^ 

Whilst the vast majority of decrypted Abwehr messages at this time dealt with the fighting 

that was proceeding in Montenegro, some provided a slightly lighter note. The Abwehr in Sar-

ajevo urgently requested more pigeon food from Vienna, and also telegraphed the German 

Consulate in Dubrovnik, on behalf of the owner of the Zwei Fischer restaurant in Sarajevo, 

who had run out of wine, to influence the Italians to allow him to fetch one wagon of wine! 

Others, however, showed that the resistance was active in other areas. 

In Bosnia there was periodic activity. In the middle of March Partisan units were reported 

to be threatening Tuzla, north of Sarajevo; to the west, not far from Jajce, Glamoc had also 

been attacked by them. On 11 April 'Communist groups, in east Bosnia, were said to be mo-

bilising to prevent formation of Cetnick groups.' In north-east Bosnia, at Bijelina, Partisans 

captured weapons and ammunition from the Croats. At the end of the month there were re-

ports of Partisan attacks on the Ustasha near Glamoc and Livno'"^ 

An ISK decrypt of a message from Abwehr Zagreb to Berlin revealed the Abwehr's organi-

sation in 'Section Y - which was probably the whole of the NDH; 

Urgent. Most Secret. For ANDREAS HOEFLINGER. Ref. telephone call of 
Major MUNZINGER. Ref organisation of Section I. 
I) Work zone Agram: 1) AST AGRAM: 2 officers, 2 clerks, 2 draughtsman, 
1 orderly. W/T station ADAM: 1 Uffz, and 6 men. 2) Meldekopf 
/iCrfLAJVI: 1 liaupt-TZ-Adawin. 1 clerk. 3) */kd(iek()pf 1 (}I5-

" HW/19/53 . ISOS/58786/58923/58979/59368/59535/59334. 
HW/13/168 Mihailovic told his government of this approach by a Leutnant Krieger in a telegram 

on 2 March 1943 Tel No 1382 F0V371^7583. 
HW/19/51 : ISOS/56939 and HW/19/53 : 58952. The reference to pigeons revealed that the Ab-

wehr had to rely on ' low tech' means of communication in some instances which were, however, per-
haps more secure. 

HW/19/52 . ISOS /51/56086/56985 and 52/57605/57915 and 53/58708. 
y o o 



FREITER. 40 Aussenstelle BANJA LUKA: 1 Sonderfuehrer, 1 Uffz., 1 
clerk, 1 driver. W/T station BRANKA, 2 W/T operators. 50 Meldekopf 
BIHAC (subordinated to BANJA LUKA); 1 Haupt V-Mann, 1 clerk, 1 dri-
ver: W/T station BORO: 1 W/T operator. 6) Melde [25 letters missing and 
corrupt] 1 Haupt. V-Mann, 1 VM in training. 
II) Slbdi()n SLAJRLAjnETVT:): ir)]Sn32ST':S/LIl/\J]3T/(): 1 ojBG(;er, 1 ev?Lbjatoi\ 
1 clerk. W/T station SATAN 4 W/T operators. 8) Meldekopf MOSTAR; 1 
Sonderfuehrer W/T station MIRZA, 1 W/T operator. 9) Meldekopf DU-
BROVNIK. W/T station DIGLAS; 1 W/T operator. 10) Meldekopf 
TUZL A; 1 Haupt-V-Mann, W/T station THEO, 1 W/T operator. 
III)Work:zoiie SilElVCLlCNL 11) NIiST 1 ()fG(;er, WTT station SII.-
VIA: 1 W/T operator. During the presence of the staff of Befehlshaber, this 
odHScer is advswiced to BIIOI). 12) IVteldiekcqpf SULjAL)/ BROI). \\rrr 
station SLAVKA: 2 W/T operators. 13) Meldekopf ESSEG: 1 Haupt. V-
Mann. W/T station ERICH: 1 VM in training. All the Stellen are Kriegsein-
satzstellen [War-operational stations] and must be evacuated in the event of 
an occupation of the country by the enemy. AST 90. No. 229/43 Most 
Secret."" 

The only Abwehr station which did not have their signals intercepted from time to time by 

the British was Karlovac, thus indicating the degree of success achieved by the monitoring 

stations. 

Summaries of German Police Reports for the period February to April, relating only to 

Serbia, were based on returns submitted from the 'Higher Police Chief, Belgrade' to Berlin. 

The returns indicated considerable unrest in the area of his responsibility, and the action taken 

by him to counteract it. The February summary indicated that reports for a further seven 

days in January had been received with the addition of twelve days in February. 'Clashes 

with bandits 81, bandit losses 212, own losses (including Bulgarian and Serbian volunteers) 14, 

arrests 1,106, executions 529, bandit attacks 65, assassinations of Serbs 88, abductions 68, sa-

botage of communications 30, unspecified sabotage 14, burning of Serb archives 14.' 

The March summary revealed that the German police were given authority to augment 

their numbers by recruiting for the HilfspoUzei 'from the countryside.' There was, in addition 

to activity in Serbia, bandit action reported in the far north of Yugoslavia. The monthly sum-

mary was based on two previously unreported days in February and six days in March. '515 

arrests, 137 executions, Axis losses 6, bandit losses 22, bandit attacks 15, robberies 12, assas-

sinations of Serbs 47, abductions 257, sabotage of communications 3, and burning of archives 

14.' The police reports from Serbia gave a clear indication that there was much unrest, civil 

HW/19/118 : ISK/42125.Simon Trew believes that Satan may have been a translation from the Ger-
man Teufel meaning the devil which name was used as a code word tor some operations in Yugosla-
via. 
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disorder and sabotage in parts of Yugoslavia outside the area of operation of fVeiss. 

Military Intelligence had been monitoring both the progress of Weiss I and II and the civil 

war between Cetniks and Partisans during the period February to April. Talbot Rice in a 

minute to Thornton on 10 March set out full details of the operations revealed by the de-

crypts, and highlighted German concerns over the employment of Cetniks by the Italians. He 

concluded that Partisan resistance continued to be strong. A week later he reported on the 

battle between Partisans and Cetniks, commenting that Cetniks had been fighting in the Kon-

jic area with the Italians, and that the Montenegrin leader Djurisic and his Cetniks 'had been 

roughly handled by the Partisans and had been compelled to call up reinforcements.'"" He 

also reported to Thornton the German plans for operations against the Cetniks, the name of 

which operation was now disclosed as Operation Schwarz.DMI now thought it was ap-

propriate to advise the CIGS and his deputy of events (having been asked to do so when the 

operations had ended).'" On 17 March he sent a memorandum, detailing the course of the 

operations and commenting 'A remarkable situation or situations appears to be developing in 

Yugoslavia.' He summarised that 'it was impossible to advise whether or not we should stick 

to our present policy of supporting Mihailovic and not the Partisans.' This was the first time 

that Military Intelligence had revealed that they had doubts about their current policy recom-

mendations. He added, 'It is interesting to note that the First German Mountain Division 

from the Taman peninsular is being moved to Yugoslavia for Operation Schwarz^°^ This 

shows the Germans are taking these operations very s e r i o u s l y , ' I n a separate note to Col 

Thornton on 17 March, Talbot Rice referred to a speech made by Mihailovic on 28 February, 

at a christening in the village of Lipovo, which had been reported by Bailey who had been 

present when it had been made. Bailey advised that the speech had been 'very strongly anti-

British'. Talbot Rice advised that 'Mihailovic's outburst was only a temporary 

aberration...but it has made the situation more confused... . It did nothing to enhance his 

cause.'"" DMI, therefore, was unable to advise the Chiefs of Staff whether or not to change 

policy because of the difficulty of coming to a view on what Mihailovic's intentions were, 

combined with the natural reluctance to contact, let alone transfer, support to the communist 

WO/208/2019 : Minute 11. 
WO/208/2026 : Minute 5. 
WO/208/2019 : Minute 13 and Enclosure 13 A. Operation Schwarz is known as the Sixth Offen-

sive in Yugoslav historiography. 
WO/208/2019 : Minute 7. 
A first line unit from the Russian front sent to the Armed Forces South East to provide reinforcement 

not only for action against guerrillas in Yugoslavia, Albania and Greece, but against the perceived 
possibility of an Allied landing in the Balkans. 

\/\/0/208/2019 : Minute 15. 
WO/208/2065 : Minute 6.The speech caused consternation not only in Military Intelligence but also 

in the Foreign Office and SOE in London. 
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led Partisans. However, the Chiefs of Staff were provided not only with Talbot Rice's ap-

preciation of the 17 March based on decrypts, but also with the Branch Memorandum which 

gave a wholly reliable and factual account of the events in Yugoslavia since the Axis campaign 

had commenced on 20 January."' It is unlikely that it was pure coincidence that three days 

later, on 20 March, the Chiefs of Staff revised their Directive of 4 March, and decided that 

large-scale revolts in the Balkans were now to be encouraged in order to try and draw Axis 

forces and resources away from the Eastern front. They notified SOE that 

' It is of the greatest importance that all resources at your disposal should 
be employed to the full to strengthen guerilla warfare and direct the efforts 
of all resistance groups in Yugoslavia against the enemy ... 

They gave the green light for contact to be made with the Partisans, although they did not 

go as far as to withdraw support for Mihailovic, or to authorise the provision of materiel or 

other assistance for the Partisans. They still hoped that all the forces of resistance could be 

united to fight the Axis.'" 

On 23 April a further report was prepared by Captain Maclagan of MI3b for DDMI(I) -

perhaps Talbot Rice was on leave. His analysis was that there were 31 Axis Divisions in Yu-

goslavia: 18 Italian, 5 Bulgarian and 8 German, two of which were about to move to Greece.'" 

Following the conclusion of Weiss II, on 15 March, it appeared to him that the Axis in south 

Bosnia was concerned only with mopping up; but the Partisans were showing fresh signs of 

activity in that region. He reported that the Axis had not been successful in destroying the 

main Partisan force, and that it appeared Operation Schwarz had been postponed as a result 

of the fighting between Cetniks and Partisans. He concluded that the Partisans had inflicted a 

major reverse on the Cetniks. In his summing up three factors stood out: 

(i) Mihajlovic [f/c] has gravely prejudiced his long term position by mobilis-
Hinsley, Vol 3, Part /, p 143, describes DiVH's appreciation as ' so bewildered in its efforts to follow the 

course of the Axis operations against the guerrillas ... that it could not decide whether the better 
course was to break with Mihailovic or to stay with him. Hinsley draws the wrong conclusion. Military In-
telligence, on the basis of decrypts, was remarkably clear about events, but like all others concerned, 
did not know what Mihailovic's intentions really were, or what was the potential of his organisation. 

CAB 80/68 : 'Special Operations Executive Directive for 1943.' C0S(43) 142(0). 
Williams, SOE, p 98 correctly speculated that The COS change of attitude between 4 and 20 March 

probably reflects the influence of SIS and military intelligence, which had far more detailed information 
than was available to SOE.' 

In Simon Trew's view the Germans had five Divisions in Yugoslavia with 1 Mountain Division to come. 
Talbot Rice believed there were eight, of which two were to move to Greece. Both therefore agree that 
the number was soon to be six. The move of two divisions to Greece was to counter possible Allied in-
vasion of the Peloponnese. The six Divisions in Yugoslavia were 704, 714, 717,and 718 Infantry divi-
sions, the Prinz Eugen division and 1 Mountain division. The Infantry divisions were upgraded in the 
spring to Jager (rifle) divisions. Craig Luther, German Defensive Policy in the Bailtans A Case Study: 
The Buildup in Greece. Thessaloniki: Institute of Balkan Studies Vol. 23, No 2,1982, pp 403-420. 
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ing his men for this campaign and has lost command of Herzegovina and 
probably also of Montenegro. 
(ii) The Partisans despite two hundred miles of running battle with strong 

German forces have retained sufficient vigour and organisation to defeat the 
Cetniks decisively. They have also acquired enough weapons, especially of 
the sub-machine gun type, to render their armament superior to that of the 
Cetniks. 
(iii) The Germans are still trying to plan the complete destruction of the 
Partisans, and Mihajlovic [^/c] and his Cetniks are in danger of becoming 
even further identified with the Axis."' 

Having received the minute from Maclagan DDMI(I), Brigadier Kirkman prepared an eva-

luation for CIGS in similar terms the next day."® It is clear that both Maclagan and Kirkman 

recognised that Mihailovic had suffered a major reverse at the hands of the Partisans. Mihailo-

vic had hitherto consistently told the British, through their liaison officers, that he was staying 

his hand until the Allies landed in Yugoslavia. His actions, however, in committing men and 

materiel to the fight against the Partisans, but not the Axis, demonstrated that the destruction 

of the Partisans was his priority; whereas he had claimed, up to that time, they were being 

preserved to fight the Axis when the Allies landed. The Partisan leadership also wished to de-

stroy their opponents in the civil war, but were, in addition, prepared to engage the Axis not 

only when attacked, but also offensively, whatever the cost. 

The situation in Yugoslavia had also been monitored closely by SOE in Cairo, the principal 

sources of information being reports from Bailey, analysis of press reports and of the Abwehr 

decrypts that were then available to it. The only evidence as to the nature of the information 

provided by the decrypts is contained in a copy of a twenty two page draft report, entitled 

'Guerilla Warfare in Jugoslavia' in the papers of the Military Attache to the Royal Yugoslav 

Government.'" The author of this draft report was Deakin."® In his introduction he stated 

'Most Secret Sources reveal in detail the progress of recent fighting and the organisation and 

extent of the Partisan and Chetnik forces.' In the few documents that survive, the term Most 

Secret Sources was used by the ISLD to describe intelligence derived from Abwehr and pos-

sibly from police and SD decrypts (whereas in Britain, the term Most Secret Sources was 

used solely in respect of Ultra). Throughout his draft report Deakin refers to specific reports 

on specific dates. Many of these reports are almost word for word the same as Abwehr de-

WO/208/2026 : Minute 8. Decrypts had not revealed the nature of the Partisan's armaments. 
Probably this information came from Radio Free Yugoslavia broadcasts. 

WO/208/2026 : Minute 9. 
'''WO/202/132A. 

The report is not dated but deals with events between January and April 1943. It bears no clue as 
to its provenance. The author showed a copy to Deakin on 23 June 1999 and he confirmed he had 
prepared the draft report. 
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crypts available in London.'" However, the detail, available to SOE Cairo, of Abwehr signals 

appears to be much greater than was decrypted at Bletchley Park confirming that, wholly or 

in part, the decrypts available in Cairo were intercepted and decyphered locally. The Deakin 

report did not include any information that could have been based on signals of Axis military 

commands that was made available from Ultra decrypts to the Middle East Command. 

Throughout the later stages of Weiss I and II and its aftermath, Churchill had been kept 

informed on a regular basis. In addition to being sent the text of many of the principal de-

crypts which illustrated the progress of the fighting and the differences between the Italians 

and the Germans, he received a summary from ' C in March of 'Boniface Reports.'"' The Re-

port itself does not proffer any advice on British policy, but the fact that Churchill requested 

it indicates his continued interest. In particular the Prime Minister's attention was drawn to 

the endeavours by the Germans to avoid clashes with Mihailovic Cetniks in the bauxite region, 

and he was told of the plans for Schwarz, of Mihailovic's awareness of this impending opera-

tion, and that he planned to throw the Partisans back towards the advancing Germans. He was 

also told that a report of 12 March had indicated that Partisan resistance to the Germans had 

collapsed, but their retreat was being opposed by the Cetniks.Churchill 's mind was not, 

however, concentrated for the time being on events in Yugoslavia, and it was left to the Chiefs 

of Staff to make decisions on policy, most particularly at their meeting on 20 March 1943 to 

allow SOE to contact the Partisans. The Prime Minister was to be much more involved during 

the course of the summer of 1943. 

eg Deakin records on 20 March 68 lorries containing 3,300 Cetniks passed through Cajnice from 
Pievija. On the following day 52 lorries each carrying 40-50 men went through Pievija on the way to Ka-
linovik. Exactly the same reports appear at in HW/19/50 : ISOS/55958 and 55961. 

Basil Davidson, head of the Yugoslav desk at SOE Cairo, incorrectly states in his book Special 
Operations Europe, London : Victor Gaiianz, 1980, p 116, that the source was the German military ser-
vice and SD. He, also incorrectly states in his oral evidence to the Imperial War Museum Sound Ar-
chives, 10505/3 that the source for some messages was Ultra, although he later said in the interview 
that only some were 'possibly' Ultra. Other authorities as eminent as M R D Foot, the official historian of 
SOE, continue to propagate this myth. Foot, SOE 1940-1946 . London : Pimlico Books, 1999, p 345. 

HW/1/1474 ; C/2604. 
HW/1/1474 : C/2604. 
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CHAPTER VI 

/ i p i % a i 9 4 3 - j & t % ; u s n r i 9 4 3 

Operation Schwarz 

SOE Cairo moved swiftly to contact the Partisans, the Chiefs of Staff having agreed to 

this at their meeting on 20 March. SOE in London had given Cairo permission to proceed with 

reluctance, as it was less than happy with the outcome of the Chiefs of Staffs deliberations. 

It had little choice but to acquiesce as the Foreign Office was also of the opinion that the Par-

tisans should be contacted. At this time SOE Cairo was asking to be allowed to act independ-

ently of London, and to formulate its own policies for assisting resistance movements in the 

Balkans. It was not, probably as a consequence, giving London all the information that it had. 

Therefore SOE London was not receiving either the Abwehr decrypts available in Cairo, nor 

was it receiving any information based on decrypts, whether high grade or the low grade fi^om 

Bletchley Park. London was, as a result, still less well informed than it might have been 

about the fighting which was taking place between the two resistance movements and the op-

position to the Axis by the Partisans. SOE London was aware of links between the Cetniks 

and the Italians, and approved of them as they saw foresaw, that in the event of Italian capi-

tulation, the Italians might hand over to Mihailovic far larger quantities of arms and equipment 

than he could obtain from SOE. 

Two exploratory missions of Canadian 'ex pat' Yugoslavs - code named Fungus and Hoat-

ley 1 - were parachuted into Croatia and eastern Bosnia by SOE Cairo on the night of 20-21 

April. Both missions made contact with local Partisans who contacted Tito for instructions as 

to how they should deal with their unannounced and unexpected visitors. A further mission 

led by Major William Jones was parachuted into Croatia on the night of 18-19 May to invest-

igate the possibility of carrying out sabotage. Jones reported to SOE Cairo in glowing terms of 

the Partisans fighting prowess and their organisational abilities. Tito, having been requested 

by the British to grant permission for a delegation to be sent to his Headquarters, gave his 

consent for a mission to be parachuted to join his forces as liaison officers, but only after he 

had consulted with the Comintern as to what response he should give. Deakin was selected to 

go as SOE's liaison officer to Tito's Headquarters.' SOE in London was at last to get informa-

tion about the Partisans, but this was still to be less comprehensive than that available to Mi-

litary Intelligence, SIS, the Chiefs of Staff, Churchill; or Army HQs in Cairo and Algiers, who 

' Williams, pp 108-110. 
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were now receiving many of the decrypts. 

During March decrypts had revealed the objectives of Schwarz. Two messages from Lohr, 

were intercepted, in which he outlined his plans to disarm all Cetniks in Montenegro and thus 

to break the power of Mihailovic in that area. The Cetniks posed a potential threat to the 

Axis (particularly in the event of an Allied landing on the Adriatic coast), despite the close re-

lationship many Cetniks had with the Italians and although they were not threatening German 

forces at the time. The initial plans for Schwarz anticipated that some force would be needed 

to implement the plan. It was proposed that an incident would be fabricated which would be 

used as justification for a demand that Cetniks should lay down their arms within 24 hours. If 

the order was not complied with, then whatever force was needed to ensure its compliance 

would be used. Lohr proposed to use the 718th and 369th Divisions, 1st Mountain Division 

and the Prinz Eugen Division to enforce the order. They would approach from German-occu-

pied territory into that occupied by the Italians.^ 

Initially, little information was disclosed by decrypts about the detail of the German plans, 

but was sufficient to indicate that steps were being taken to prepare for the operation. One 

intercept on 30 March revealed that the 1st Mountain Division was now on the move from 

the Russian front to Yugoslavia, and that a request had been made for ammunition for it'. An-

other decrypt divulged that Schwarz was due to begin in early May." 

The breakthrough in understanding the plan for Schwarz came on 2 May when a signal 

from the OKW in Berlin to the Balkans was intercepted. The message was from Generalo-

berst Jodl to Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East for Generalleutnant Fortsch 

(Chief of Staff to Lohr). The signal was marked for 'Commander only' and embodied the deci-

sion made at the highest level - by Hitler himself 

a) Previous discussions with the Italians would without doubt result in the 
enemy getting to know the time and date of the operation. The conversations 
which have been envisaged should therefore be continually postponed by 
means of plausible excuses. 

b) To prevent numerous Cetniks and Communists escaping to Albania or 
Serbia even now, the encircling ring was to be tightened and pushed forward 
to the Montenegrin frontier at all possible points, chiefly by means of the 
Foca operation, to be completed two or four days before D l , and by the oc-
cupation of the Matesovo area by elements of the Brandenburg Division in 
addition to the already completed move of elements of 104th Jaeger Division 

" HW/5/217 : CX/MSS/2249, HW/5/218 : CX/IVISS/2256. 
= HW/5/232 : CX/IVISS/2395. 
- HW/5/241 : CX/MSS/2489. 
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into the Sandjak ̂  

c)In the west (Mostar), a conflict with the Cetniks leading to their disarma-
ment was to be started on Dl. Thorough preparations were to be made so 
that Italian troops should not be drawn into the conflict. 

d) "Our passage" would be especially camouflaged by fixing the consulta-
tions with the Governor of Montenegro for Dl or D2. The report of the in-
cident was to provide a reason for the immediate advance of German forces. 

e) "These measures to camouflage our intentions" were to be the subject of 
the greatest secrecy. From the Corps Staff downwards no written orders 
were to be given. Only those commanders directly concerned were to have 
any foreknowledge of the conflict in Mostar. All reports of it, even those of 
Commander in Chief South East, were to be framed as if it were a complete-
ly unexpected incident.® 

It was now clear that Hitler had decided the Italians were not going to be notified about the 

Operation until it was underway. They were to be placed in a position whereby it would be 

extremely difficult for them not to allow German troops into Italian Herzegovina and Monte-

negro in order to deal with the 'threat' posed as a result of the 'incidents' on Dl. Further, the 

Germans did not advise Comando Supremo or Supersloda of their intentions as they feared 

(correctly as it turned out, despite their preparations) that the Italians would tip off the Cet-

niks, and actively try and thwart the objectives of Schwarz in so far as it related to those Cet-

niks with whom they had a symbiotic relationship. As the order from Hitler had revealed, the 

surviving Partisans were also to be the subject of the Operation. What was not revealed, how-

ever, was that the Cetniks, after disarming, would be placed in prison camps, but the Partisans 

were to be annihilated. The Germans could not take the risk of wiping out the Montenegrin 

Cetniks as this might have provoked all-out hostilities with the Italians. The Italians would in 

any event not be welcoming German forces, particularly into Montenegro which they had re-

garded for generations as an area of Italian influence. Hitler was so concerned about the secur-

ity of the Operation that, four days later on 6 May, he issued further instructions that all co-

pies of the order of 2 May were to be destroyed.' 

Abwehr decrypts had continued to provide information about the fighting which was still 

continuing in Montenegro before the start of Schwarz. The Partisans had evacuated Nevesinje 

and their main body had moved eastwards. ^ On 1 May Tito's Headquarters was reported to 

^ The Brandenburg Division was the Abwehr's military formation. 
® HW/5/255 : CX/MSS/2627. An example of a non morse Fish signal (Codfish link between Strauss-

berg near Berlin and Army Group E, Lohr's Army Group, at Salonika) decrypted using 'Heath Robin-
son.' 
' HW/5/250 : CX/IVISS/2574. 
= HW/19/53 ; ISOS/58923. 
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be in Gradac, five kilometers west of Foe a.* To the north of Foca at Goradze, Abwehr Saraje-

vo reported to Belgrade that Partisans were nearby 'in the company of a Cetnik group led by 

Sergei Mihajlovitch who sympathised with them.' They were expected to offer joint resis-

tance, their numbers being put at 10,000 men.Var ious attacks were made by the Cetniks on 

the Partisans, including a thrust by Djurisic in Montenegro which was reported as unsuccess-

ful." Decrypts disclosed that the Italians and the Partisans were engaged in heavy fighting in 

and around the towns of Pljevlja, Bijelopolje, and along the line Niksic-Kolasin on 8 May." 

The situation was clearly confused as the three active combatants in Montenegro - the Ita-

lians, Cetniks and Partisans - were in close proximity and constantly on the move. The Ger-

mans themselves, in advance of Schwarz, needed clarification of what was happening. Inter-

cepts showed that the Abwehr were sending out reconnaissance patrols to try to ascertain the 

whereabouts of both Cetnik and Partisan formations." 

Abwehr decrypts in the first two weeks of May revealed that there were negotiations tak-

ing place between various parties involved in the conflict. Four reports were intercepted, 

fi-om different sources, of a meeting that took place on 6 May between Cetnik leaders, includ-

ing Mihailovic, Djurisic, and two other Montenegrin Cetnik leaders, Stanisic and Djukanovic. 

All the reports stated that Mihailovic and Djurisic fell out at that meeting. The cause of the 

dispute was said to be that Djurisic wished to assist the Germans against the Partisans, but 

that Mihailovic had refused to contemplate such a course of action. A report from the Abwehr 

in Kosovo to Belgrade, decrypted on 14 May, stated that 'Djurisic had declared himself will-

ing to fight with the Germans against the reds, and, when that was over, to place himself at 

the German's disposal.' Another report received on 14 May, from Abwehr Skopje to Sofia in-

dicated that 'almost all Cetniks are honestly endeavouring to fight with German troops against 

Tito to whom, even with the Italians, they are not equal' But the report cautioned that these 

Cetniks did not believe in a final Axis victory, and for that reason contact was being main-

tained by them with Mihailovic. It added that the reason for the co-operation with the Ger-

mans was that the Cetniks wanted to save their lives and homes, and that they had co-opera-

ted hitherto with the Italians because - without their assistance - they would have starved to 

death. This description brings home to those of us, who study events 60 years later, the real-

ities for those who lived in an Axis-occupied country in World War II. The report also poin-

ted out that 'there was in Kolasin something already known of the intention of the [German] 

troops as there was considerable apprehension there.' On 16 May a decrypt from Abwehr 

' HW/19/53 : ISOS/59368. 
HW/19/53 ; ISOS/58928 There were, from time to time, changes of allegiance by local Cetniks and 

Partisans, and transitory alliances, during the ebbs and flows of the civil war. 
" HW/19/53 ; ISOS/59537. 
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Belgrade to Sarajevo reported that 'Djurisic Cetniks were prepared to join in battle against the 

Partisans and that on the proclamation of the German General about 10,000 are ready to be 

employed as fighters and guides.' On the same day Abwehr Sarajevo reported to Zagreb that 

some 3,000 Cetniks had arrived in Nevesinje in Italian lorries. The Italians then evacuated the 

town leaving the Cetniks with 14 days supplies. It was said that only a small part of the Cet-

niks wished to fight the Germans.'" 

Decrypts of Abwehr reports on the intentions and attitudes of the Cetniks must be treated 

with considerable caution, as the reports were for the large part expressions of opinion or 

based on reports of agents whose trustworthiness was questionable. Presumably, both Ger-

man and British Intelligence treated the reports with considerable caution at the time. How-

ever a number of reports, from different sources, clearly indicated that the Cetniks had got 

wind of the forthcoming operations to be launched against them. The Abwehr itself speculated 

that Djurisic's attitude towards the Germans at this time may have been dictated by short 

term considerations. The intercepts showed that Mihailovic was not prepared to assist the 

Germans, and that he was leaving Montenegro: there were still no reports of any active resis-

tance by those who were under his direct command." However, two decrypts on 13 and 14 

May provided some evidence that direct discussions had taken place between the Abwehr and 

senior Cetnik leaders. On 13 May a report signed 'Sesa' transmitted from Skopje to Belgrade 

stated T conducted the Chief of Staff of the Cetniks Popovic from Kolasin to Andrijevica to 

the Ic [Chief of Staff - Intelligence] of the First Mountain Division. There he made a detailed 

report about the position and leadership of the Cetniks."® The intercept of 14 May from Ab-

wehr Kosovo to Belgrade reported that one of its officers. Guslar, was with the 1st Mountain 

Division, and that 'he had taken no part in negotiations with the Cetnik leader in Kolasin.' It 

is not clear whether Guslar was referring to Mihailovic or Djurisic, but in view of the earlier 

reports that Djurisic had offered to co-operate with the Germans, it is likely that the leader in 

question was Djurisic rather than Mihailovic." 

HW/19/54 . ISOS/59683/58849/59969/60649. 
HW/19/54 : ISOS 59969. 
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In early May German Police reports indicated that efforts were being made to bolster the 

Croatian Defence Forces when a message was intercepted to the Reichsfuhrer of the SS, 

Himmler, that 'a further 10,500 Croat auxiliaries were being enrolled in order to strengthen the 

existing forces of the Ordnungspolizei}^ 

Meanwhile German army decrypts had disclosed that the preparations for Schwarz, in ac-

cordance with Hitler's orders, had been put into effect. On 13 May Lohr informed the OKW 

of the fabricated reports that there had been attacks by Cetniks on the supply base of Prinz 

Eugen Division near Mostar and attacks by Cetniks on 1st Mountain Divis ion .Consequ-

ently, all German forces in Herzegovina and Montenegro were ordered to move into the 

areas controlled by both Cetniks and Partisans, (despite the fact that it was said they were in 

the process of undergoing rest and refitting). In addition, an order was issued for a concentric 

attack on all armed bands in Herzegovina and Montenegro. As envisaged, the Italian Governor 

of Montenegro was asked to go to Salonika as quickly as possible for a conference on joint 

action. Lohr requested the OKW to obtain an order from Comando Supremo directed to 

Supersloda and Superalba (Italian Command in Albania) for the immediate disarming of all 

Cetnik forces in Herzegovina and Montenegro. ̂  Whilst the reactions of the Italians were not 

revealed directly in any decrypt, a signal on 17 May by Generalleutnant Warlimont - to both 

Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East and the German General at Italian General 

Headquarters - suggested concessions which were clearly aimed at obtaining the co-operation 

and acquiescence of the Italians. The Germans offered to exempt Cetniks outside the opera-

tions in Montenegro from being disarmed at that time, with the exception of Cetnik forma-

tions whose leaders could be proved to have been in touch with Mihailovic. The Germans at-

tempted to sow doubts in the minds of the Italians as to the veracity and trustworthiness of 

Mihailovic by drawing their attention to German intercepts of Mihailovic radio traffic, in 

which Mihailovic had claimed that he and the Cetniks regarded as 'one of their special suc-

cesses the playing off of Italians against the Germans.' The Cetniks had also claimed that the 

Italians were giving support in every way to them by falling back in front of German troops, 

and thus obstructing the attempt by German troops to mop up the Cetniks.^' 

On 16 May the Abwehr in Mostar reported to Sarajevo that German troops 'were march-

ing on the edge of Mostar since early this morning.' A fairly large number of Cetniks from 

Mostar had placed themselves under Italian protection. A large number had surrendered to the 

Germans and given up their arms. It was further reported that one of the leaders of the Herze-

" HW/13/169 : GPD 148FF/7. 
" HW/5/250 : CX/MSS/2574, H\A//5/255 : CX/MSS/2627. 
== HW/5^50 :CX/MSS/2579. 
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govinian Cetniks, Jevdjevic, had arrived in Mostar from Dubrovnik. Several reports showed 

that disarming of Cetniks was underway, and that Partisans were being killed. Extensive sear-

ches were unsuccessfully undertaken for Mihailovic in the Montenegrin villages of Lipovo, 

Zaostra and Dubovo. It was speculated that Mihailovic had returned 'to the old place on 

Ravna Gora.'^ In the same report Guslar, who was with an advanced detachment of 1 Moun-

tain Division (and who was awarded the Iron Cross 2nd Class on 26 May for his efforts), ex-

pressed the view that 'the Italians are making great difficulties because of the Cetniks. 

The German Consul in Dubrovnik, Aelbert, sent a message to Zagreb on 19 May indica-

ting that there had been the expected problems between the Italian and German military. He 

reported that the Italian General in Dubrovnik in command of the 6th Italian Corps, Piazzoni, 

had complained to him that the Germans had marched into that part of the Italian occupied 

zone commanded by him without prior notification. He further informed Aelbert that he 

would permit the German units to march through, but that he had informed the Cetniks that, 

if even one shot was fired at the Germans, he would regard them as opponents. However, he 

made it clear that 'he had not been able to accede to the German request to take part in the 

disarming of the Cetniks, so far as the 8,000 Cetniks under his command were concerned, as 

he had been ordered to work with the Cetniks and not against them.' Piazzoni further com-

plained that there had been an incident the day before, when a German motorised Panzer-

truppe (armoured troop) had arrived in Bihac (presumably on the way to Montenegro) and 

had refused to comply with the request of the local Italian commander not to proceed until he 

had received orders to permit this from Dubrovnik." Over the next few days reports indica-

ted that German troops were advancing into Montenegro. Cetnik formations were retreating 

south-eastwards in the face of the Prinz Eugen Division. The 118th Division was also advan-

cing, capturing 530 Cetniks. The 369th Division made contact with Cetnik units north-east of 

Cajnice, which were still engaged in fighting the Partisans. The 1st Mountain Division cap-

tured 2,000 Cetniks, but was also facing opposition from the Partisans.^ The Abwehr repor-

ted advances by German forces which captured Nevesinje from the Cetniks without a fight on 

19 May."' Elements of the Prinz Eugen Division, in a south-easterly thrust, made rapid progr-

ess reaching Bileca on 18 May without incident, and then to Niksic the next day. Other units 

HW/19/54 : ISOS/59879/59969. 
Mihailovic's HQ in 1941. 
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of the Prinz Eugen Division further north reached points north of Plana and Avtovac. ̂  A re-

port indicated that the Italians were becoming less hostile to the German advance as they 

placed the railway between Mostar and Niksic, the airfield at Mostar, and the telegraph line 

between Prijepolje, Andrijevica and Podgorica, at the disposal of the Germans."' 

The Yugoslav government in exile was aware of the events and clearly concerned by them. 

A diplomatic decrypt from the Yugoslav Prime Minister, Jovanovic, to his Legation in Cairo 

on 24 May advised that 'German troops have crossed into the Italian zone in Montenegro.' In 

the vain hope of action by the RAF, or the Yugoslav Air Force based in the Middle East, Jo-

vanovic stated 'It is essential to bomb the Germans on the move to give support to Mihailo-

V K ' * 

On 19 May Talbot Rice submitted his intelligence assessment, on this occasion, direct to 

DMI. He advised that there were still 16 Italian and 5 Bulgarian and 6 German Divisions in 

Yugoslavia. A new Croat division, the 373rd, had been formed and was now based at Banja 

Luka. In addition two new SS divisions in Bosnia were being formed, one composed of Mos-

lems and the other of Catholics/' Talbot Rice did not yet know that Schwarz had begun, 

commenting 'that preparations for it have continued.' He reported on the 'confused' fighting 

in Montenegro and that, despite the fact that the headquarters of both Tito and Mihailovic 

had been at one point within a few kilometers of each other, there had been no reports of any 

negotiations between the two of them.̂ ^ Having read Talbot Rice's report DMI advised the 

Chiefs of Staff that Mihailovic was in great danger, not only as a result of the approach of the 

Partisans, but also by the threat from the Germans putting into effect their plans for Schwarz. 

He made no recommendations as to any course of action to the Chiefs of Staff The impres-

sion given by both Talbot Rice's report and that of the DMI was that they were not giving 

great attention to the events in Yugoslavia at that time; or that they were having difficulty re-

conciling their advice with the evidence being provided by the decrypts. 

By 26 May the Partisans were reported to be engaged in heavy fighting with the Prinz 

Eugen Division north and north east of Niksic.'"* The Partisans were reported to be 'exerting 

HW/5/253 : CX/MSS/2604. 
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HW/13/169 : BJ 1180070. 
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fen SS Handschar Division 1943-1945. Atglen PA : Schiffer Publishing Ltd., 1997, p 44. The 373rd 
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pressure' in the Foca area with the fighting described as severe. The main body of the Parti-

san forces was being forced northwards into the mountains of northern Montenegro. A break-

out by some Partisan formations towards Albania, by crossing the Piva river south-east of 

Kosnan, was frustrated by the 118th Division on 27 May.^ The 369th Division was subject 

to increasing pressure with the likelihood of a breakout by Partisans in the Cehotina area.̂ ^ 

This was prevented on this occasion by the the 369th Division closing a gap between itself 

and the 118th Division.^' The main Partisan forces were then driven further northwards by the 

Prinz Eugen Division which captured Savnik on 30 May. 

An intercept revealed subsequently that, despite the pressure on Tito, he found time to 

send a message to the Comintern on 26 May - not about the encirclement of his forces and the 

jeopardy they were in, but about a meeting taking place in Moscow: 

We send our ardent battle greetings to the 2nd Pan Slav anti Facist Meeting 
in Moscow. We are convinced that the 2nd PSAF Meeting will rally youth 
of all Slavs even more strongly in this bloody war against Facist enslavers 
and against the worst enemies of youth. 

As a result of their actions in the ten days since Schwarz had begun the Germans had, for 

the first time, succeeded in tying down substantial Partisan forces with the real prospect, if 

they could prevent them breaking out, of achieving Hitler's wish for their destruction. It was 

at this stage that SOE's appointed liaison officer to Tito, Bill Deakin, and SIS's representa-

tive, Bill Stuart, were parachuted onto the slopes of Mount Durmitor in Montenegro, and 

were met by prearrangement by Tito's Partisans, then engaged in a desperate fight for their 

lives. Their mission was codenamed Typical. The attempted breakouts had not succeeded 

and the Luftwaffe^ as a result, was able to carry out repeated bombing operations against the 

main concentration of Partisan forces now in the Savnik and Zabljak area (the towns are 38 ki-

lometers apart by road, and separated by Mount Durmitor). Despite the Italians having had 

their noses put out of joint by the lack of German consultation, they were reported as mop-

ping up south of the line Niksic-Kolalin."" In an Abwehr report from their Meldekopf 

(reporting centre) at Niksic, relayed from Brod to Zagreb, the Partisans were said to be put-

ting up bitter resistance north of Niksic. The Germans feared there would be another attempt 
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at a breakout in a westerly direction. They were desperate to contain the Partisans. Reinforce-

ments were brought up to the Piva, including elements of the Prinz Eugen and the 118th Divi-

sions. The Germans gained control of the bridges over the Piva to deny the Partisans use of 

them. Reports, however, indicated that the encirclement of the Partisans was not complete. 

Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East requested the Italians to close the gap, which 

suggested that the Germans did not have enough forces to do this themselves (they certainly 

would not have wished to place any reliance on the ItaUan forces unless they were left with 

absolutely no choice but to do so). Units relieved by the Italians were switched to the north-

west, to prevent the anticipated westwards breakthrough across the Piva, where the 118th 

Division was under severe pressure. Again the Italians did respond by moving the 14th Corps 

into place. A German appraisal was that the Partisans were numerically superior to them 

with about 15,000 men encircled, and that they were very well led."*' The Luftrwaffe was of 

the opinion only air power could overcome the Partisans resistance.'*^ Deakin later recorded 

the massive German effort against the Partisans and their desperate attempts to break out. 

Pavlowitch has described the Partisan's situation as 'exposed to the full pressure of the Axis 

operation. Surrounded, bombed from the air, shelled from the mountainsides, it was sheer de-

speration that kept them going, for all prisoners were killed on the spot [by the Germans]"" -

the Partisans pursued the same policy. The main body of the Prinz Eugen Division was 

transferred by motor transport from Savnik (where it was relieved by the 1st Mountain Divi-

sion) to the south and south-west to prevent a breakthrough in that direction."*® The decrypts 

demonstrated the ability of the Germans to improvise and react rapidly to situations as they 

arose, despite their local numerical inferiority. 

In the meantime, at least some Cetniks, realising the direction in which the wind was blow-

The statement that the Partisans were numerically superior may have been true in the immediate 
area of Schwarz. However, Klaus Schmider estimates that there were some 90,000 Axis forces in the 
region of which two thirds were German or Croat under German control. 
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ing, were reported by the Abwehr to be offering co-operation, at least for the time being."' On 

29 May a local Cetnik leader, Petrovic, declared 'the Cetniks desire to work with the German 

Command in Mostar at all times.' He further stated that he would write to Jevdjevic, asking 

'whether the latter would come to Mostar in order to come to some arrangement with German 

Command concerning collaboration in a greater sphere.' Both he and Jevdjevic were ready to 

collaborate."*^ A contemporaneous decrypt of an Abwehr message stated that 'the population 

of Mostar demand co-operation with the German Stellen (Dienstellen, Administrative Depart-

ment or Police Station) and that Petrovic wishes to form small committee to discuss all mat-

ters with them.' Another report on 28 May had also stated that Jevdjevic was in Split 

as guest of the [Italian] Governor.'" The Abwehr decrypts revealed that on, 3 June, Jevdjevic 

had left for Rome, and that other 'leading Cetniks had permission to go to the Montenegrin 

coastal towns of Kotor and Werzeg Novi' [sic Hercegnovi], no doubt for reasons of safety, as 

the towns were still occupied and controlled by the Italians, and away from the area of fight-

ing.'" Abwehr reports revealed that Djurisic had been interned as a result of the actions by the 

Axis against the Cetniks, thus forestalling his offer to assist the German forces." An intercept 

from the Abwehr Meldekopf at Niksic stated that the 'the Governor of Montenegro, Birolli, 

has given his word to Djukanovic and Savo Radovic that he would resign if he failed to release 

Djurisic. Birolli has prepared passports for Cetnik leaders Stanisic, Vlahovic, and others.'" It 

was clear that the relationship between the Italian authorities and the leaders of the Montene-

grin Cetniks had not been diminished by events, and that the Italians were prepared to conti-

47 HW/19/56 : I SOS/61981 Hinsley, Vol 3,Part 1, pp 150-151 comments that ' The Enigma traffic de-
crypted at GC and CS, far from providing evidence of German-Cetnik collaboration contained no evi-
dence of Cetnik collaboration with the Germans, continued to leave no doubt that at least at the 
highest level the Germans remained set on Mihailovic's destruction.' He, subsequently, states that 
Abwehr decrypts in Cairo did reveal such collaboration, and that his source for making that statement 
was a report compiled by Deakin in August 1943 (Deakin relied on captured Cetnik documents 
given to him by his minder Velebit when he was with the Partisans during the summer). Deakin s re-
ports are to be found in WO/202 132A and 162. Hinsley does not appear to have realised the exis-
tence of the Abwehr decrypts in Britain or. if he did. he did not consider them. Enigma was to reveal 
towards the end of the year much more evidence of Cetnik collaboration with the Germans including 
'local treaties'. 
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nue to protect those Cetniks whom they valued - they regarded them as a possible defence 

against both the Partisans and the Ustasha in the event of it becoming necessary for them to 

retreat to the coast or to withdraw completely. The Italians also had regard for the general po-

pulace in areas that had been under their control since the occupation in April 1941. Several 

reports indicated that the Italian military and administration was going to evacuate Mostar on 

or about 1 June. The Abwehr in Mostar radioed Sarajevo on 28 May that 'the Italians would 

not announce the evacuation until the last minute, so as to prevent the Ustasha rushing in and 

wreaking vengeance on Proslav inhabitants. 

In the nine days that followed his appraisal on 19 May, Talbot Rice had been able to con-

sider the further information that had become available to Military Intelligence, and then to 

produce a more meaningful analysis of Schwarz based primarily on decrypts. On 28 May he 

advised DDMI(I) that Schwarz had commenced on 14 May, and that 'the forces deployed 

consisted of the Prinz Eugen Division, 118th German Jdger Division, 369th Croat Division, 

1st German Mountain Division, 724th German Infantry Regiment, 1st Italian Alpine Divi-

sion, and 397th Italian Infantry Division."'' Their task was 'to carry out a concentric attack 

to destroy all armed bands in Herzegovina and Montenegro, whether Partisans or Cetniks.' 

He reported the Partisans were resisting strongly, and that Mihailovic with his British 

mission had escaped the Axis net and was making for Serbia. He commented that, so far as 

was known, none of the Montenegrin Cetniks had joined Mihailovic, most having been dis-

armed; and that his influence was now confined to Serbia. Talbot Rice was also in possession 

of reports to SOE from the missions to the Slovenian and Croatian Partisans. He concluded: 

Much depends on the result of SCHWARZ, but even if it is moderately suc-
cessful it will only affect the Partisans in MONTENEGRO. In CROATIA 
and SLOVENIA there is still a flourishing Partisan organisation which has 
impressed our liaison officers very favourably and which had expressed its 
willingness to fight with us as allies. MIHAJLOVIC'S [sic] authority re-
mains high in SERBIA. It remains to be seen whether his new sabotage po-
licy represents a genuine change of heart or merely an attempt to impress the 
British; but in any case his military value in the coastal areas of Yugoslavia 
has now ceased to exist. The possibility of extending active support to the 

HW/19/55 :1 SOS/61232. The Italian fears were justified. The Ustasha (amongst others) were sub-
sequently 'to vent their rage against Serbs of all political persuasions and hues.' Pavlowitch, Yugosla-
via, p 142. An Abwehr report on 25 June reported that the Ustasha carried out murder and robbery In 
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Partisans presents hopeful prospects." 

On 4 June, General Davidson, in a written report, took a more considered view of Talbot 

Rice's appraisal than he had on occasions in the recent past and, as a result, made recommen-

dations to the Chiefs of Staff going beyond what Talbot Rice had himself suggested. He ad-

vised the Chiefs of Staff that in his view Mihailovic should be persuaded to concentrate in 

Serbia, east of a line Mitrovica-Kragujevac, where he could interrupt Axis communications 

with Greece; and that 'the Partisans should be encouraged to disrupt lateral communication 

with Europe and the Balkans.' He justified his proposal on the basis that his advice offered 

'the best prospects of doing harm to the Axis and at the same time preventing the Partisans 

and the Cetniks fighting each other.' He further advised that arms should only be sent to 

Croatian Partisans, and not to those in Montenegro, lest they should use them against the Cet-

niks.'® Davidson, when he was considering what advice he was going to give, was aware of 

policy developments in the Middle East. He referred to telegrams that were being exchanged 

between the Middle East and London on the desirability of a proposal from SOE Cairo to 

send the Partisans 'direct support.' He also knew that a week before his memorandum to the 

Chiefs of Staff the head of SOE Cairo, Lord Glencoimer, under pressure from the Middle East 

Defence Committee, had ordered Mihailovic to withdraw all his forces east of the Ibar river in 

Serbia to the chagrin of SOE in London and the foreign Office, who had just advised Mihailo-

vic of the continued support of the British government, albeit subject to conditions. The ob-

ject of Glenconner's 'order' was to try and separate the two warring factions. Had the 'order' 

been obeyed the Partisans would have been the sole resistance movement in Yugoslavia, save 

for Serbia and those areas where there were Cetniks who did not accept the authority of Mi-

hailovic. The demarcation line suggested by General Davidson was precisely the same, both 

Mitrovica and Kraljevo being on the Ibar. As the senior military intelligence officer charged 

with advising the Chiefs of Staff, Davidson would have been justified, on purely military 

grounds, in advocating the support of the Partisans throughout Yugoslavia as an alternative to 

trying to separate the warring movements. Military Intelligence had received the decrypts and 

had recognised, in their assessments, the abilities of the Partisans and the intractable nature of 

the civil war. However, had General Davidson championed the Partisan's cause, he would 

have been doing so against the views of the Middle East Defence Committee, who wanted se-

paration of the parties; SOE in London who still backed Mihailovic to the hilt; and the For-

eign Office, who feared that support for the Partisans and thus the recognition of different 

movements in separate parts of the country - as opposed to mere contact, might lead to the 

WO/208/2026 ; Minute 14. 
WO/208/2026 : Minute 15. 



partition of post-war Yugoslavia." At that time, from a militaiy view point, if the political 

realities were ignored, the advice was both logical and understandable. This was not realistic, 

as this would have led to the recognition of separate forces and leaders in different parts of the 

country. However, if the broader picture had been examined - utilising all the information 

available to Davidson from both the decrypts and Bailey's reports - he should have also real-

ised that it was unrealistic to expect either side in the Yugoslav resistance to accept Britain's 

diktats to stop their civil war, or that Mihailovic, let alone the Partisans, would comply with 

British requests. A Director of Military Intelligence with a more independent mind would 

surely have come to the conclusion, by this time, that to encourage the maximum disruption in 

Yugoslavia the Partisans should have been supported whole-heartedly. It became necessary 

for Churchill to intervene in the ensuing weeks to break the impasse in the development of 

British policy. 

Decrypts continued to provide information as to the progress of Operation Schwarz. The 

expected attempted breakout was underway. To the west of Mount Durmitor elements of 

the Prinz Eugen and 118th Divisions had been thrown back after heavy fighting, and it was re-

ported that the Partisans in strength, with five guns and numerous mortars, were trying to 

breach the encirclement by moving north-west towards Tientiste and Foe a.'' A decrypt re-

vealed that between 2 and 4 June the Germans estimated the number of their dead (including 

Croats) at almost twice that of the Partisans - 372 as against 192.^' On 5 June a report was in-

tercepted from Commander in Chief South East Armed Forces to the German General at Ita-

lian Armed forces HQ, on the progress of Schwarz: 

The Enemy using his full strength is attempting with numerically superior 
forces to bring about the encirclement of Gruppe Oberstleutant Gertler pos-
sibly to break through via Popov towards Jelec and Kalinovak. Gertler dri-
ven back by enemy attacks supported by artillery.®" 

On 10 June the Luftwaffe reported that pressure was being maintained to the south-east 

" The controversy between SOE and the Foreign Office about the 'Gienconner order' is discussed in 
detail by Williams, pp 115 -120, Gienconner had been appointed head of SOE Cairo in August 1942. 
^ H\A//5/261 : CX/lvlSS^688, HW/5/262 : CX/MSS/2694. The OKW war diaries have survived in re-
spect of Operation Schwarz and have in part been translated by Simon Trew from Vojnoistorijski Glas-
nik No 2 God.XL pp 295-352, itself a Yugoslav translation of the original German. The entry of 6 June 
in OKW Diaries recorded that 'elements of SS [Prinz Eugen] Division occupied crossings over the 
Drina blocking the enemy's most important exit route'. Simon Trew Papers. Deakin, Embattled Moun-
tain, p 49 stated the night of 8 June was the worst they experienced as they endeavoured to break 
out. Stuart was killed by a bomb the next day which also slightly wounded Tito and Deakin. 
=» HW/5/264 : CX/MSS^711. 
" HW^263 : CX/MSS/2704, HW/1/1725 : C/3488. Jelec and Kalinovak are to the north-west of 
Mount Durmitor.Gertier was not listed as an officer with the Prinz Eugen Division by Kumm and was 
therefore probably with the 118th Division. 



and east of Mount Durmitor and that Zabljak had been captured, but the situation to the 

north-west was critical, with the attempt at a breakout having been at least partly successful, 

with some Partisans getting through.®' The Luftwaffe maintained a bombardment of the Parti-

san positions around Tjentiste, and it was reported that so great was the effect that, in some 

cases, the Partisans came out of their positions and surrendered to the German units on the 

ground (doubtless they were then shot). Despite the bombing by the Luftwaffe, the German 

ground forces were forced to retire, pending the arrival of reinforcements, in the face of the 

Partisan advance to the north-west of Mount Durmitor. On 12 June Commander in Chief 

South East reported that the narrowing of the pocket west of Piva was progressing to plan in 

spite of sustained resistance.'®^ 

On 14 June decrypts revealed that the Partisans had suffered further heavy losses in the 

Tientiste area, and that they were showing signs of disintegration." Heavy casualties had 

been inflicted from the air, by tanks, by heavy weapons, and by pursuit detachments. The 

Germans had continued slowly but surely to advance from the south. The Prinz Eugen and 

118th Divisions claimed to have counted 800 dead. Elements of 1st Mountain Division 

claimed a further 41 dead were found, but also reported finding mass graves and many bodies 

of those who had appeared to have died of typhus.®' Lohr sent a report to the OKW that, 

whilst some Partisans had broken through to the north and were being pursued by the 369th 

Division, Schwarz was concluded. Mopping up operations were to be continued, and carried 

out by the main body of the Prinz Eugen, 118th Division, 1st Mountain Division and by Ita-

lian forces.®® 

On 22 June Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East reported to OKW in a supple-

ment to an earlier report dispatched on 17 June. Hut 3 at Bletchley Park noted on the decrypt 

that the primary report had not been intercepted.®^ (How efficient the interception and de-

cryption process could be is illustrated by the fact that this supplementary report was dis-

patched to Bletchley Park's customers at 10.00 am on the 22 June). The supplementary re-

port was entitled 'Losses and booty for Operation Schwarz.' Five hundred and eighty three 

German soldiers had been killed, the heaviest losses falling on the 118th and Prinz Eugen Di-

visions which suffered 262 and 120 killed respectively. The figure for the total German woun-

HW/5/267 : CX/MSS/2737. 
HW/5/264 : CX/IVISS/2716/2719, HW/5/265 : CX/fVISS/2733. 
HW/5/267 : CX/MSS/2737, HW/1/1741 . C/3552. 
HW5/267 : CX/MSS/2736. 

="HW/5267 :CX/IVISS/2738. 
™ HW/5/268 : CX/MSS/2758 The entry of 12 June in OKW Diaries recorded that a breakout had been 

achieved near Jeiec (on the road south of Foe a). Simon Trew Papers. 
The OKW War Diaries for 17 June includes the following assessment 'Tito's forces in Montenegro 

have been shattered. Tito's losses were numerous and significant. We must calculate that he will at-
tempt to form a strong fighting group again using communist units which are in Siavonia, along with 
those in Croatia, to form a strong fighting group once again.' Simon Trew papers. 
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ded was 1,760, with the greatest casualties also being inflicted on 118th and Prinz Eugen Divi-

sions, the former suffering 676 wounded and the latter 460. Four hundred and twenty five 

German soldiers were posted as missing, over half being from the 369th Division that was 

largely made up of Croats. Desertions may have accounted for this high figure. The Croat 

Army units incurred 40 dead, 165 wounded and 205 missing. Returns indicated that a total of 

7,489 Partisans had been killed, and that it was estimated from prisoner's statements that an 

additional number of just over 3,000 Partisans had been killed, and between that 1,000 and 

2,000 had died of disease and hunger. The total Partisan dead and prisoners was estimated at 

between 12,000 and 13,000. In contrast the Cetnik dead were recorded as being 17, with a 

total of 3,764 prisoners taken (most of whom were interned in prison camps in Germany and 

elsewhere).^ The OKW was advised that the Luftwaffe had flown 1,484 bomber and recce 

operations, dropped 564, 000 kilograms (1 and 1/4 million lbs) of bombs of a light and medi-

um calibre. The crews of two Hs 146 aircraft had been killed, and the crews of three Hs 126 

aircraft had had to be rescued, indicating that five aircraft had been shot down or - although 

less likely - lost in accidents. The figures pale into insignificance with those being incurred on 

the Russian front, but they give the clearest indication of what had been happening in Yugos-

lavia in the course of the fighting between one of the most powerful and ruthless armies in the 

world, and a rag, tag and bobtail guerrilla outfit - albeit one that was brilliantly led with dedi-

cated fighters. In particular, the contrast between casualties incurred by the Partisans and the 

Cetniks - and the way each movement had reacted to Schwarz - could have led only to the 

conclusion, that, if the British felt they had to choose between Mihailovic and Tito on purely 

military grounds, the dilemma could only be resolved in favour of the Partisans in the absence 

of any evidence that Mihailovic was now prepared to engage the enemy. The fighting ability 

of the Partisans and the quality of its leaders was beyond question. The decrypts had provi-

ded evidence that this was recognised by the Germans themselves. 

Whilst the decrypts of the military situation had revealed that at least a partial breakthrough 

had been achieved by the Partisans, they did not reveal, at the time, how many had got 

through, or if Tito and the leadership of the Partisans, or the British Typical mission, had 

been among their numbers. Deakin was soon able to start transmissions to Cairo, and thus 

confirmed the survival of his mission, with the exception of Major Stuart. In a message from 

Zagreb to Salonika on 22 June, the Abwehr stated that Tito had issued an order for all com-

munists to force their way back through Bosnia with the intention of regrouping in the Jajce 

area of Croatia (thus returning to the area from which they had been driven in January when 

Weiss had begun).® Another intercepted Abwehr message on the same day from Sarajevo to 

™ Pavlowitch, Yugoslavia, p 142. 
""HW/IG/IZ?: ISK/51991. 



Zagreb advised that the whereabouts of Tito was unknown, but he had been amongst those in 

the breakout from Mount Durmitor.™ A fortnight after the end of the Operation, on 30 June, 

an Abwehr estimate put the number of Partisans that had broken through at 3,000 including 

Tito, whom it noted had been wounded." 

The battle for survival at Mount Durmitor, and in what has become known as the 'Piva 

pocket', was, however, not the only area of Yugoslavia where resistance had been offered to 

Axis forces in the spring and early summer of 1943. Reports indicated that the area of the 

Grmec Plateau, which had been reoccupied by the Partisans after Weiss, remained a region of 

fighting not only between the Axis and the Partisans, but the Partisans and the Cetniks. On 26 

April Abwehr Sarajevo reported that 'according to information from the Ustasha garrison at 

Livno' violent fighting was taking place between them and 'guerrillas' between Glamoc and 

Livno. The next day a further intercept revealed that the 'guerrillas' were Partisans, that vio-

lent hand-to-hand fighting was taking place, and that the Partisans were very well armed. In 

addition it was said that 'according to a Cetnik [radio] station communists intended to take 

[Gom] Vacuf and Jajce.' By 30 April large numbers of Partisans and Cetniks were moving 

between Grahovo and Glamoc, the Partisans having been driven out of Glamoc the day before. 

Another stronger Partisan group was marching in Livno area with a group of Partisans 1,500 

strong reported to be located near Ja jce .Repor t s of Partisan activity in the Livno-Glamoc 

area were decrypted in May when the 'fortress commander in Livno signalled that there were 

strong groups of Partisans in the region. They were alleged 'to be collecting battle forces with 

heavy weapons. They intend to attack Livno and G l a m o c . T h e fighting was still taking 

place on 6 June when decrypts revealed that battles were continuing between Cetniks and 

Partisans in the Glamoc area. It is not clear from decrypts whether such an attack took place. 

However, on 14 June the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th and 6th Partisan brigades, each with 1,000 men 

were reported to have left the vicinity of Glamoc and Bos Petrovac (to the north-west), and 

headed westwards to the Velebit mountains north-west of Klin, where there were then esti-

mated to be 12,000 Partisans. An Abwehr report from Esseg (in the north of the NDH) to 

Vienna stated that further to the north-west, in the area of Karlovac (on the borders of Croatia 

'°HW/19/57: ISOS/62904. 
" HW/19/58 : ISOS/63112. An entry in the OKW War Diaries for 18 June recorded the estimated 
numbers who escaped with Tito as 3,000-4,000 and that they were ineading for Travnik (in Eastern 
Bosnia and then back to Bihac in Croatia, Simon Trew Papers. Another Abwehr decrypt put the num-
bers at 10,000. HW/5/127 ; ISK/51991. Deakin reported 10,000 escaped. WO/208/2026. Minute 17 ; 
3 July 1943. 

HW/19/53 : ISOS/58708/58763/58872/58951. 
HW/19/54 : ISOS/59797. 
HW/19/58 : ISOS/63256/60291. 
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and Slovenia), 'rebels number 3,000 men but they do not venture on anything large scale.'" 

The report commented that a few weeks before the 13th Proletarian brigade and the 4th As-

sault brigade were operating there, but had now vanished, probably to the south, to the Ogu-

lin-Gospic-Otocac area, where there had been severe fighting. The report also passed com-

ment on Italian morale; 

The troops are all too frivolous and happy go lucky. The soldiers are war 
weary and their superiors are corruptible. One can buy anything from the 
Italians except for cannons. They expect to leave in two months.'® 

In June reports continued to comment on Partisan activity in this region. On 22 June a re-

port, from Sarajevo to Zagreb, revealed that Partisan forces were concentrating on the Dalma-

tian coast near Zadar and were moving in direction of Jajce". Another report the same day, 

from Zagreb to Brod, stated five Partisan brigades had occupied Slunj and Cetingrad in west-

em Croatia. These brigades were said to be armed with 7,000 rifles, 18 heavy machine guns, 

and one 10 cm howitzer. They had killed 300 Croats and captured two 10 cm howitzers and 

five heavy machine guns.'' Later in the month the Ahwehr station in Esseg reported to Vien-

na small scale acts of resistance from the north of the NDH, where 12th Partisan brigade was 

operating attacking trains.'' Police reports in this period give an indication of resistance. 

They referred to an attack on 13 June by eight brigades of Partisans on the gendarmerie post 

of St Martin, close to the pre-war Yugoslav-Austrian border; and to 'considerable bandit ac-

tivity' in the region near Veldes, which prompted a request for supplies to be sent via Hun-

gary, rather than direct from Vienna 'for security reasons.' There had been no other pre-

vious reports of Partisan activity in this area in 1943:'° 

The occasional intercepts of messages between the Comintern and Tito were to give an in-

dication that Tito sought the Comintern's advice. One such occasion was on 2 July when a 

message fi'om Dimitrov to Tito was intercepted. The advice, whilst written in polite terms, 

amounted to a directive as to his military actions at that time. 

Your last message cheered all of us tremendously. Praise to the Heroes of 
"27" [Yugoslavia]! It would be desirable for you to consider seriously whe-

Esseg is now known as Osijek. 
HW/19/55 : ISOS/61183. Roberts, p 133 refers to a report from Von Horstenau on 2 August 1943 

that the Italians were selling arms to the population of Karlovac and Ogulin OKW (12 Kriegstagebuch 
Vol III p 853). 

HW/19/57 : ISOS/62401. 
" HV\//19/57 : ISOS/62832. 

HW/19/55 : ISOS/61347/61348. 
HW/16/6 : ZIP/MSGP/47 and HW/13/169 . GPD/1536. 
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ther it would not be expedient to defend a limited "04" as a base for "38" 
and send the larger part of the army's effective forces to cany out the max-
imum destruction of communications of the "35"[Germans] "37" [Italians] 
until "27" [Yugoslavia] is completely cut off from the Balkans and the West. 
At the present stage in the struggle against "01" a more rational use of your 
forces seems [desirable; omitted] and likewise, to some extent, their conser-
vation for future decisive fighting in "27" [Yugoslavia], Please let us know 
your views on the question." 

Whilst some aspects of the message are difficult to understand, as the numerical codes 

were not fully understood at Bletchley Park, the general purport is clear. Dimitrov was sug-

gesting to Tito to go slow in his war against the Axis and the Cetniks in order to preserve his 

forces for action at a later date. To the extent that there was no major initiative by the Parti-

sans until the Italian collapse in September, he abided by this advice. 

The Abwehr decrypts provided evidence of local accommodations between the Axis and 

some Cetnik fighting units in this period in areas not the subject of Schwarz. On 29 April it 

was reported that negotiations with Cetniks in Zenica (south-east of Jajce in direction of Sara-

jevo) had been concluded. The Cetniks had agreed to deliver up 10 guns and 500 rifles and 

that, as a result, there were no armed operations in that area.*" This followed a report of 25 

April that 200 Cetniks had attacked the Croat Home Guard in Zenica On 9 May Abwehr 

Sarajevo signalled to Banja Luka that 'the Zenica and Ozren Cetniks had fulfilled their agree-

ments fully.' But if peace in the area was expected, it was not to be. On 18 June Partisans at-

tacked nearby Travnik, where the Partisan's 3rd Krajnska brigade with 2,000 men had been re-

ported.^" 

There was also evidence from the Abwehr decrypts that the Italian relations with some Cet-

niks were being maintained after the end of Schwarz, and that some Cetniks were being rear-

med. In the area of Gacko-Bileca in Montenegro - just south of Mount Durmitor where the 

Cetniks had been disarmed in Schwarz - Cetniks were being given weapons by the Italians for 

building new formations. On 25 June twenty five Cetnik officers entered Trebinje, north-east 

of Dubrovnik in eastern Herzegovina, and 'were given a considerable reception by the 

Italians.'" 

HW/17/51 : ISCOT 1048. The square brackets and the interpolations were inserted into the original 
decrypt, not by the author. In view of the fact that '35' refers to the Germans presumably '01' refers to 
the Cetniks or Mihailovic. Dimitrov suggested in this message that Tito conserve his forces. Had this 
intercept been decrypted contemporaneously it is possible that its contents might have affected Brit-
ish attitudes to the Partisans, at a time that they were considering supporting them as the most active 
resistance movement. 
"^HW/IG/SS: ISOS/58926. 
="HW/19/53: ISOS/58758. 
^'HW/IS/SG: ISOS/62229/62264. 
==HW/19/56: ISOS/62723/62748. 
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During July Abwehr decrypts reported many relatively small incidents of attacks on trains, 

sabotage of railways, and small scale attacks on the Axis occupiers; but no large-scale counter 

measures by the Axis against Partisans or Cetniks/^ Reports indicated that in eastern Bosnia 

13,000 Partisans had pushed towards Tuzla, where the situation was very serious with com-

munications being cut. The Partisans took nearby Zvomik on 6 July." The same day it was 

reported other Partisan forces were on the march south of Tuzla. Partisans were said to be re-

grouping near Mostar. The severity of the occupying regime clearly concerned the German 

Consul in Dubrovnik, Aelbert, who complained, on behalf of the civil administration in Mon-

tenegro, to the newly appointed commanding officer of the Prinz Eugen Division, Generalma-

jor von Oberkamp, that the pacification activities of the Prinz Eugen Division were counter-

productive - 57 Moslems and one Catholic having having been shot on 12 July for harbouring 

Cetaiks by German militia, including 25 children as young as eight months. He requested that 

such shooting of children be abandoned 'owing to extremely bad effect on the population."® 

In July the Germans were still of the opinion that the Mihailovic Cetniks might still be a po-

tential, as opposed to an actual, threat at that time. An intercept revealed a request from Ab-

wehr Belgrade for 'reconnaissance of the "DM" movement especially in Serbia; and another 

undated report in July asked for details of the sum that the Filhrer required to be put, not 

only on the head of Tito, but also on Mihailovic.'®' 

On 10 July the Allies successfully invaded Sicily, and Mussolini subsequently was re-

moved from power on 25 July. It was obvious to all concerned that it was only a matter of 

time before Italy capitulated to the Allies. The Germans continued to fear more than ever that 

the Allies would launch an invasion of the Balkans.^ The German Ministry of Foreign Af-

™ Authors note. It would be tedious in the extreme to analyse the reports in detail. 
The Partisans in this area were those moving with Tito and the British mission from Montenegro back 

to Jajce. Deakin, Embattled Mountain, p 55, records that they were near Kladanj, south of Tuzla in 
early July. 

HW/19/59 : ISOS/64286. Trew and Schmider doubt whether there was any German militia in the 
area, but the report is unambiguous. 
»= HW/19/59: ISOS/63872 andHW/13/169: ISTUN/221 On 21July a reward was offered by the Ger-

man commander of Serbia of 100,000 gold marks for either Mihailovic or Tito. Paviowitch, Yugoslavia, 
p 143, note 45. 

Earlier diplomatic decrypts had demonstrated these fears, viz 25 May Japanese Minister Budapest to 
Tokyo Germans are afraid of Anglo American offensive against Dalmatia; 22 July Chinese Minister Ank-
ara to Chungking (The Chinese Nationalist government's HQ)' In Greece and Yugoslavia the guerrilla 
bands and anti Axis organisations only wait for the Allies to invade when they will create confusion in 
the rear of the enemy.' HW/13/169 : BJ 118658 and BJ 120451. The British in the Middle East con-
ducted an extensive campaign of disinformation that led the Germans to believe that the Allies had far 
more forces at their disposal than in fact they did have. This caused the Germans to send reinforce-
ments to the Peloponnese in July 1943 instead of to Sicily. Trevor-Roper. The Philby Affair, p 115. In 
addition in Operation Mincemeat a body had been cast adrift off the Spanish coast, in April 1943, on 
which were planted documents which indicated an Allied attack on the Peloponnese. As expected the 
Abwehr in Spain were given the documents by the Spanish authorities which were passed to Berlin. 
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fairs advised its Consul in Istanbul on 26 June that: 

In the knowledge that the Balkans with their raw materials would be the 
first to be invaded, special defence measures have been taken. In this con-
text, the mopping up of guerrillas in Croatia and Montenegro has been vi-
gorously carried out. The military authorities are confident that they have 
taken steps to meet an assault. SAEGER^' 

Four decrypts at the end of July further illustrate the German's concerns. An Abwehr ap-

preciation for Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East on 26 July went so far as to 

state that the Balkans would be the main object of the attack by the Allies.'" In an additional 

report on 30 July the Abwehr advised that the attack might be in Montenegro.'' On 26 July 

the Lirftwaffe Command South East reported on anti-aircraft preparations, and requested more 

personnel.^ On 30 July a diplomatic decrypt of a message from the Japanese ambassador to 

Berlin to his Foreign Ministry in Tokyo revealed that Hitler had told him that he recognised 

the possibility of Italian collapse and was preparing for the worst; and that Germany must 

strengthen her defences in the Balkans.®^ Italian capitulation would have particularly serious 

consequences in Yugoslavia where the Italians provided more than half of the seventeen of the 

occupying Axis Divisions, with five being provided by the Bulgars and nine by the Ger-

mans.^ Both the Germans and the resistance were planning, preparing and manoeuvring in 

anticipation of the expected withdrawal. 

Having received an evaluation from Talbot Rice on 20 June, Davidson quoted the figures 

revealed by the decrypts of German, Partisan, and Cetnik casualties and prisoners, together 

with the details of bombing sorties to the Chiefs of Staff, and commented that small scale ac-

tivity was continuing. He however drew no conclusions save that 'the Partisans have managed 

to keep their activities going. ...On the Cetnik side, apart from the fact that nearly 4,000 were 

taken prisoner by the Germans in the operations, they have as a whole been quiescent except 

for a couple of local operations."' 

On 14 August Talbot Rice produced a comprehensive assessment on Operation Schwarz 

and its aftermath. He advised that the regrouping of the Partisans who had escaped the Ger-

man encirclement into east Bosnia had been successfully completed. Axis operations during 

July had been 'smaller encircling movements directed against partisan concentrations. No inci-

HW/36/1 : GERDI/0460 
="HW/19/134: ISK/57401. 
=^HW/19/135 . ISK/58079. 

HW/5298 : CX/MSS/2962. 
HW/11/10 : BJ/120793. 
WO/208/2026 : Minute 19, MI3b's estimate 14 August 1943. 

'"WO/208/2026: Minute 18. 



dents had been reported from Mihailovic's area'. He summed up, grudgingly, that 'in view of 

Mihailovic's consistently unsatisfactory attitude we feel that SOE are probably justified from 

a military point of view in taking their present line.' (SOE London had by this time agreed to 

provide military assistance to the Pa r t i sans ) .Two days later Davidson advised the Chiefs 

of Staff in the same terms.'' 

In the period from the beginning of May to the end of July Allied war strategy in the 

Mediterranean had received attention at the highest level. Churchill and Roosevelt, together 

with their senior political and military advisers, met in Washington between the 12 May and 

25 May for the Trident Conference. The principal issue to be resolved was when and where 

the second front was to be opened. The Americans strongly opposed the British desire for a 

major push into Italy via Sicily, wishing to concentrate resources on the proposed invasion of 

occupied Europe across the Channel in 1944. A compromise was reached whereby the Ameri-

can position was accepted, but, notwithstanding, the invasion of Sicily could proceed. It was 

agreed that thereafter further limited operations could be undertaken by all the Allied forces in 

the theatre, although seven Divisions were to be transferred to Britain in the autumn to take 

part in the invasion of Western Europe. In the conclusions of the Trident Conference Yugo-

slavia was not mentioned.™ Whilst there was no longer any prospect of an Allied attack 

across the Adriatic (if it had ever existed) the Conference did not specifically rule out some 

action in the Balkans. Churchill summed up his views on possible action in a note he circula-

ted at the end of the Conference. 

The occupation of the southern parts of Italy ... would give access to the 
Adriatic and the power to send shiploads of munitions to the [Yugoslav] 
Adriatic ports, and also agents and small commando bands. We should not 
have the troops to engage in any serious operations there, and HMG do not 
contemplate the provision of any organised armed force for the Balkan 
theatre, either this year or in any period in which we are now concerned."" 

After the Conference in Washington had ended Churchill flew to Algiers to discuss the de-

tails of the plans for invasion of Sicily. Having heard from the Supreme Commander of the 

Allied forces in the Mediterranean, General Eisenhower, that he did not anticipate any partic-

ular problems with the planning and subsequent execution of the invasion of Sicily, or if sub-

== WO/208/2026 : Minute 19. 
"WO/208/2026: Minute 20. 
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sequently authorised, with the invasion of Italy across the Straits of Messina, Churchill had 

time to think about other matters, including Yugoslavia in the context of the note that he had 

written on the subject only days before. Churchill was well aware of the debate that was ra-

ging, in the Foreign Office and SOE, as to what the British should or should not do. He had 

been receiving his decrypts from ' C which indicated the considerable level of disturbance in 

Yugoslavia, but he could not have been anything but confused: he wanted clarity in place of 

this confusion. He sent for Deakin. Deakin had by this time been parachuted to Tito's HQ, 

but Churchill's request to see him provided SOE Cairo with the opportunity, once again, to 

have direct access to the Prime Minister, and to urge upon him their views. It sent a memor-

andum, dated 1 June, to Churchill with an account of 'SOE activities in Yugoslavia'.'"" By the 

time the memorandum arrived in Algiers Churchill had returned to Britain. The memorandum 

was forwarded to London, where it was initially read by Desmond Morton. Morton felt it did 

not accord with Foreign Office policy, as it advocated all-out support for the Partisans, and 

therefore he did not show it to Churchill. A fresh report was commissioned from SOE London 

and the Foreign Office on 10 June.'®' On 12 June Churchill himself requested a two-page re-

port on what was happening in Yugoslavia 'after reading a yellow box' containing his de-

crypts from Bletchley Park, and specifically asked that the report should be obtained 'from 

the Intelligence Services. Doubtless, Churchill wanted a factual report unsullied by Foreign 

Office or SOE spin. He also knew that it was only the Intelligence Services who could give 

him such a report, as neither the Foreign Office or SOE had access to the decrypts. A member 

of Churchill's private office asked Morton to put the Prime Minister's wishes into effect. He 

commented in his note to Morton 'I imagine any report would automatically cover informa-

tion obtained "from the Intelligence Services".""' 

As a result of confusion, incompetence, or the desire to have only one report, Morton 

wrote to General Gubbins, Operational Head of SOE, asking him to produce a special report 

in liaison with Sir Orme Sargent, Deputy Under Secretary at the Foreign Office.'"® The report 

was produced on 18 June by the political head of the Ministry of Economic Warfare, Lord 

Selboume, who stated it had been approved by the Foreign Office, the War Office, and ' C . 

The recommendation was to continue to give British support to Mihailovic 'wholeheartedly' 

and to contact other resistance groups 'with a view to encouraging their resistance to the Axis 

and, if possible, bringing about the unification of all resistance groups... But there was no 

recommendation to provide military assistance to the Partisans. Churchill was less than satis-
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fied, not least because the report had disclosed that SOE in the Middle East had not received 

all the aircraft which Churchill had requested should be made available to them, when he had 

last been actively involved in Yugoslav matters in February. He caused his military assistant 

General Ismay to send a minute on Yugoslavia to the Chiefs of Staff on 22 June stating that 

'All this is of the highest importance.' Churchill asked for the issues to be put on the agenda 

at a Staff Conference to be held the following evening in Downing Street - Selbome was also 

summoned.'"® The Chiefs of Staff themselves were not satisfied with the joint Foreign Office-

SOE approach. (Clearly there had been consultations prior to the issue of the Report on 18 

June, but Selboume had either misunderstood the War Office position, or was trying to man-

ipulate the situation when he had stated in that report that he had War Office approval). The 

Secretary to the Chiefs of Staff, L C Hollis wrote to the Foreign Office on 17 June stating: 

The COS today considered the new proposal by you jointly with SOE on 
this subject, and feel that insufficient weight has been given to the value of 
the Partisans as a fighting force against the Axis. 
It is clear from the information available to the War Office, from most secret 
sources, that the Cetniks are hopelessly compromised in their relations 
with the Axis in Herzegovina and Montenegro; during the recent fighting in 
the latter area it has been the Partisans (rather than the Cetniks) who have 
been holding down Axis forces. 
... As the most formidable anti-Axis element outside Serbia the Partisans de-
serve the strongest support. SOE are asked to give them this."" 

Hollis's letter drew a sharp response from the Permanent Under Secretary at the Foreign 

Office, Sir Alexander Cadogan, who replied personally on 22 June. He agreed, despite the fact 

that the Foreign Office had not been consulted, that the instruction to Mihailovic to withdraw 

east of the Ibar should be suspended. He stated: 

... We agree our policy should be revised to the following extent. This is 
precisely why we decided to have a show down with Mihailovic and why 
SOE established contact with all the Croat and Partisan guerrillas by drop-
ping agents. If, however, the COS are satisfied from information at their 
disposalthat the Croats and Partisans are sufficiently well organised and 
are in a position to render our support desirable and above all they will not 
hamper our efforts to unify all resistance forces in Yugoslavia we will of 
course agree to supplies being sent."-

PR EM 3/510/7 124298. 108 
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The correspondence illustrates the value placed on intelligence from Most Secret Sources 

by the Chiefs of Staff. Although Cadogan was a member of the Joint Intelligence Committee 

and knew of the existence of Ultra, he had no access to it. 

The conclusions of the meeting on 23 June were summarised in a memorandum sent on 24 

June to Churchill by his Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden, which accepted that both resis-

tance movements should be recognised and assisted militarily, subject to certain caveats; 

(T) that we should continue to support Mihailovic provided he accepts cer-
tain conditions which we have put to him. 
(2) that the Croatian guerillas and Communist Partisans should forthwith be 
supplied with war material on condition that those Partisans operating in 
close proximity to Mihailovic's forces should be required first to give an as-
surance that no operations will be carried out against Mihailovic. This is also 
one of the conditions which we have put to Mihailovic; 
and 
(3) that the suggestion that each group should be recognised in a certain terri-
torial district should not be adopted. This would in my view have strong po-
litical objections. By dividing Yugoslavia into areas and recognising certain 
political elements as predominant in those districts we should be taking the 
first step towards breaking up the unity of the country which it is our po-
licy to maintain. The principal change in policy with which I hope you will 
agree is that we are now recommending that the Communist partisans and 
the Croat guerillas should hence forth receive our military support.'" 

Churchill initialled his agreement on Eden's memorandum; but it seems he still was unhap-

py in his own mind as to exactly what was the state of play in Yugoslavia, and whether Bri-

tain was doing as much as it could to help. Within the confines of the agreement reached at 

Washington, he still wanted as much done in Yugoslavia to hany the Axis and to tie down as 

many troops as possible - both because he wished, quite simply, to win the war in the long 

term, and also, in the short term, to convince Stalin that as much as possible was being done at 

that time to draw German forces away from the eastern front. The opportunity for Churchill 

to take a more hands-on role soon occurred. In order to implement the new policy which had 

been propounded on 24 June the Foreign Office, SOE and War Office proposed sending up-

graded missions to both Mihailovic and Tito, headed, in each case, by a brigadier."" Churchill, 

still unclear about what was actually happening in Yugoslavia but knowing from his decrypts 

that the country was in turmoil, felt the events which were taking place were of greater im-

portance than Selboume's report to him had indicated. His views, and the source for them, 
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were indicated in a personal telegram he sent on 7 July to General Alexander, Commander in 

Chief Eighth Army, (three days before Sicily was invaded); 

...(2)1 presume you have read the Boniface"^ about recent heavy fighting in 
Yugoslavia... . All this has grown up with no more aid from Britain than 
dropping a few bundles by parachute. If we can get hold of the mouth of the 
Adriatic so as to be able to run even a few ships into Dalmatian or Greek 
ports the whole Western Balkans might flare up with far reaching results. All 
this is, however, hunting in the next field.'"® 

On 11 July he ordered General Ismay and ' C to prepare for him an up-to-date report not 

from the Foreign Office, SOE, or even the War office, but from Bletchley Park's decrypts: 

Let a 2,000/3,000 word Digest be made of the Boniface'" reports about Yu-
goslavia, Albania and Greece during the last two months or thereabouts, 
showing the heavy fighting and great disorder going on in these regions and 
assemble also the troops involved or contained. The latter should be in tab-
ular form as as an Annex to the Digest with dates etc. 
I wish to have an absolutely factual"^ presentation of the whole scene and 
balances. It will suffice if this is ready by Wednesday night. WSC 11/7/43."® 

Despite the Digest not being available to historians, Churchill, without doubt, felt the Dig-

est at last gave him the clarity he had sought in place of confusion. He telegraphed again to 

Alexander: 

... (7) I am sending you by an Officer a full account which I have had pre-
pared from Boniface and all other sources of the marvellous resistance put 
up by the so-called partisan followers of Tito in Bosnia and the powerful 
cold blooded manoeuvres of Mihailovitch in Serbia. The Germans have not 
only been reinforcing the Balkan peninsular with divisions, but they have 
been continually improving the quality and mobility of these divisions and 
have been stiffening up local Italians. The Balkans are now absorbing the fol-
lowing army divisions; 

a) in Yugoslavia 9 German, 17 Italian, 5 Bulgarian and 8 Croat 
b) in Greece 8 German,6 Italian and 2 Bulgarian 

The enemy cannot spare these forces and if Italy collapses the Germans 
Author's italics. 
Churchill Papers : CHR/20/131. 
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could not bear the weight themselves.'^" Great progress lies in the Balkan 
direction.'-' 

Fired with enthusiasm, Churchill involved himself in the appointment of the new head of 

mission to Tito, Fitzroy Maclean, whom he briefed personally; he cared not one jot who was 

being sent to Mihailovic. Maclean was ordered to find out who was killing the most Ger-

mans, and was designated 'Ambassador Leader to the Partisans.' The ball-game had clearly 

changed: Churchill was determined to maximise the military potential of the Partisan resis-

tance. The decrypts had provided the factual basis for his decision. 

They did. not surrendering to the Allies until seven days after their compatriots in the Reich, hav-
ing achieved the objective of keeping the bauxite flowing from the mines; and maintaining control of 
the principle communication routes, thus ensuring an orderly withdrawal of German forces from 
Greece. 

Churchill Archives CHR/20/131. Churchill telegraphed similar eulogies to Roosevelt and to the 
Prime Minister of South Africa, Field Marshall Smuts.The 'full account' is not available. Alexander's 
less than enthusiastic reply on 22 July can be found in his personal papers, 'I agree with you we must 
join hands with our friends in the Balkans as soon as we can.' WO/214/11. 
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CHAPTER Vn 

JI%;yi943 CX:TOI»%R1943 

Italian Capitulation 

Operation AcMe 

Sicily having been successfully occupied by the Allies, and Mussolini having been de-

posed, it was agreed by Churchill and Roosevelt and their Chiefs of Staff, at a meeting that 

took place in Quebec between 9 and 17 August 1943, that an invasion could now be mounted 

against mainland Italy. During the course of the Conference the JIC produced a Report for the 

Chiefs of Staff on the situation likely to prevail in the Balkans during the second half of 1943, 

on the assumption that Italy had, by then, capitulated.' The assessment was accompanied by 

maps showing the disposition and Headquarters of German, Italian, Croat and Bulgarian for-

ces in Yugoslavia. The JIC concluded that the Germans would; 

do everything possible to continue their present policy of holding the 
whole of this area [Yugoslavia], and make its reinforcement a first charge on 
any forces that can be spared from elsewhere. 

In respect of the guerrillas the JIC's assessment was that: 

In Yugoslavia the Partisans operate throughout Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. Mihailovich's[sic] forces are now operating in Serbia. The 
guerrillas, stimulated by Allied successes, will become increasingly active. 
This will be particularly true of the Partisans. Mihailovich[sic] may tend 
still to adopt a more cautious policy in order to preserve his forces as far as 
possible intact against the day of liberation. There will also be a considerable 
danger of clashes between the Partisans and Mihailovich[sic], but there is a 
reasonable chance at this stage both groups will concentrate against the Ger-
mans. ... 
...The extent and future development of guerrilla activity depends very lar-
gely on how far the Allies are able to stimulate it by the dispatch of arms, 
ammunition and food. If the Allies send in adequate supplies of arms and 
infiltrate personnel, the guerrillas will increase rapidly in numbers and effi-
ciency and may well make the Balkans an increasingly heavy drain for the 
Germans. 

' CAB/81/116 : JIC (43) 336 (0) (Final). 
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The JIC's analysis was that the Germans would not be able in the future to repeat the 

scale of Operations Weiss and Schwarz, which had failed to destroy the Partisans. As a result 

they would be capable of doing little more than sealing up the guerrilla areas in order to se-

cure their lines of communication and the mineral resources, and to maintain their hold on the 

principal towns and ports. 

Events in the latter part of 1943 proved the JIC's assessment to have been substantially 

correct. However, the Committee did not enter the debate as to whether the British should 

maintain the policy, then in existence, of supporting both the Partisans and Mihailovic's Cet-

niks - although the support had to date been more by word than deed - or whether one move-

ment should be ditched in favour of the other. The scale of possible operations in the Balkans 

by the Allies was considered by the participants at the Quebec Conference, and the resultant 

policy for action in the Balkans was set out in a Report issued by the Combined Chiefs of 

Staff on 27 August; 

... para 17. Operations in the Balkans will be limited to the supply of Balk-
an guerrillas by air and sea transport, to minor commando forces, and to the 
bombing of strategic objectives. ..." 

The vexed question of how and who to support in Yugoslavia was still to be considered. 

Reports were awaited from Maclean who was, at that time, still en route to Yugoslavia via 

Cairo, and from the upgraded mission to Mihailovic headed by Brigadier Armstrong - a regular 

soldier who, like Maclean, had little knowledge of Yugoslavia, but, in contrast to Maclean, had 

no political experience or contacts.' Regular reports were being received from Yugoslavia from 

Bailey, Deakin and, other liaison officers. At end of August Deakin wrote his report based on 

the captured Oetnik documents that had been supplied to him by Velebit, in which he conclu-

ded that collaboration with Germany had been 'close, constant and increasing over the past 

two years.'" Whilst decrypts had, beyond all doubt, shown the close degree of co-operation 

between Cetniks, including Mihailovic, with the Italians, they had not shown any evidence of 

collaboration with Germans, except on a very localised scale. Decrypts had, however, demon-

strated that on at least one occasion, in April 1943, Mihailovic had rejected a German offer.^ 

^ Howard. Grand Strategy, Vol IV, August 1942 - September 1943. London : HMSO,1942, Appendix 
VIII. 
^ Maclean had obtained a first at Cambridge had been a member of the diplomatic corps before the 
outbreak of war and was the Member of Parliament for Lancaster. Both SOE London and Cairo were 
opposed to Maclean's appointment and put obstacles in his path. Although Maclean did not arrive in 
Yugoslavia to meet Tito until mid September, he did so before Armstrong reached Mihailovic's Head-
quarters. 
' WO/202/297A : B1/304/821. 
' HW/13/168. 
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Military Intelligence was certainly not persuaded of any culpability by Mihailovic even 

though they, the Foreign Office and SOE, had for months accepted that there had been wide-

spread collaboration with the Italians, from the evidence available from Hudson and Bailey 

(and to MI3b from decrypts). The number of British missions to the Cetniks had been in-

creased during the summer. Many complaints were being received from liaison officers that 

Mihailovic had ordered his local commanders not to carry out sabotage missions, or permit the 

British to do so. The value of the decrypts as an accurate source of intelligence was undimi-

nished, and the number of decrypted messages was rapidly increasing enabling Military Intel-

ligence - and no doubt SIS - to provide an effective analysis of events as they occurred. 

On 3 September the British Eighth Army invaded mainland Italy in Calabria, followed, on 

9 September, by the American Fifth Army, who landed further north at Salerno. Although 

the plan to liberate the whole of southern Italy quickly was not achieved, by the beginning of 

October the Allies had taken Naples on the west coast, and Ban and Brindisi on the east 

coast, and thus secured Italy's 'toe and heel'. The British now had land, sea and air bases only 

120 miles from the Yugoslav coast. Churchill's desire for military assistance to be sent by sea 

to the guerrillas across the Adriatic was now a realistic prospect. 

During August decrypts continued to provide an insight as to what was happening in Yu-

goslavia. The general disorder is illustrated in an intercepted message from Commander in 

Chief Armed Forces South East* to the German Envoy in Croatia, Kasche on 7 August: 

Violent clashes between communists and DM guerrillas in east and west 
Serbia. Increased guerrilla activity in KRUSEVAC area. Dahnatia. Increasing 
guerrilla activity against traffic routes and sabotage of harvest. Medium 
guerrilla group west of Kladusa. Railway Sarajevo-Mostar interrupted daily 
at several points. Line Sarajevo-Brod again serviceable. Prijedor base at-
tacked repeatedly. Large force of guerrillas of 800, one third women, cross-
ing Sava [river] north west Kostanica. North of Sava sabotage of harvests.' 

There were strong indications that Italian forces were withdrawing to the larger towns and 

were encouraging Cetniks to give them protection. On 7 August Aelbert reported to Zagreb 

that 'the Italians are summoning the Cetniks back. The town [Dubrovnik] is full of them. The 

Italians wish to have protection against the Croats in the event of their withdrawal.'® The Ita-

® Lohr had been replaced as Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East on 26 July, as decrypts 
were to reveal, by Generalfeldmarschall Baron Maximilian von Weichs who had commanded German 
forces during the invasion of Yugoslavia and more recently an army on the eastern front. Lohr re-
mained in command of Army Group E in Salonika. 
' HW/5/284 : CX/MSS/2895, HW/1/1928 : 0,3870. 
' HW/19/60 ; ISOS/65953. 
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Hans were said to be paying Cetniks in Dubrovnik a military allowance of 900 lire.' Cetniks 

were moved to new positions by the Italians near Trebinje on 9 August." An Abwehr report 

from Belgrade to Sofia on 6 August revealed that Italian representatives had received orders to 

get in touch with Mihailovic 'to ensure the withdrawal of Italian troops from the Balkans if 

necessary in the face of resistance from the Germans.' It was said that a meeting had been ar-

ranged between a representative of Mihailovic and a Captain Zencci." A message from the 

German liaison staff with the 2nd Italian Army to von Weichs informed him that the Italians 

had set free some Cetnik prisoners, including Col Acimovic, a commander from Dalmatia.A 

decrypt on 27 August stated that Mihailovic had been staying at Grab Zipci, south-east of 

Trebinje, in order to have discussions with local Cetnik leaders and, that there he had been vi-

sited by Italian Generals Amico and Mauri, with a view of possible hand over of arms to 

him." On 28 August the German liaison officer with the 2nd Italian Army reported to Com-

mander in Chief Armed Forces South East that the Army had received instructions from Co-

mando Supremo to evacuate isolated garrisons in order to create strong reserves. The first to 

be evacuated was the Italian garrison north-west of Sinj which was 'hard pressed by guerril-

las', and then Knin, Dmis, and other smaller garrisons were to be considered for evacuation. 

The German liaison officer commented that T have the impression that the Italians are making 

the planned evacuation of their zone 2, little by little.'" 

Another Abwehr report from VMann Stumpf provided evidence that the Italians were also 

negotiating with the Partisans in the NDH who were said to have agreed to 'take no action 

against Italian army units that were withdrawing in return for the latter handing over tanks and 

ar t i l le ry . I t was reported that the Italian Chief of Staff to the Governor of Montenegro, Col 

Stilatti, had been withdrawn to Rome, and that the Italians were trying to evacuate the posi-

tions they had been occupying in Montenegro."^ On 1 September, Abwehr Mostar quoted a 

report from the local SD office that Italians had been withdrawing from Split to Zadar 'out of 

fear of advancing Partisans who, it is reported, are to take Split on Tito's orders."' On the 

same day Abwehr Sarajevo sent a message to Zagreb that more than half of the Italian forces in 

Montenegro had left. Other Cetniks sought to reach accommodations with the Germans. The 

commander of the Cetniks in Trebinje, Milos Kuhred, sought collaboration with the German 

" HW/19/60 : ISOS/65946 
HW/19/60; ISOS/65699. 
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authorities against the Partisans and asked 'to be openly supported as a collaborator of the 

German Army.'" The most serious attempt by a Cetnik leader to place himself, and those 

under his command, at the disposal of the Germans was by Jevdjevic. Dr Baux reported to 

the Abwehr in Sarajevo that, on 17 August, he was visited in Dubrovnik by Jevdjevic, who 

had just come back from Rome, and that he wanted to have discussions with the Germans. He 

was told by Abwehr Sarajevo that they were consulting with Zagreb, as such negotiations did 

not come within the scope of their assignment. Baux was told to keep in contact with Jevdje-

vic until they heard from Zagreb, but that 'he should be shown the cold shoulder.' They fur-

ther told Baux that the reason the Cetniks were anxious was that they were afraid that the 

Germans were going to occupy the Italian zone. The German General in Zagreb advised Ab-

wehr Sarajevo that he was going to take instructions from Befehlshaber (Army HQ); he also 

wanted to know exactly what was on the table. Abwehr Sarajevo reported that Jevdjevic wan-

ted, with German approval, to deploy 5,000-6,000 Cetniks against the Partisans towards Ka-

linovak, Prozor, and Ozren (north of Mostar and west of Sarajevo where, it had earlier been 

reported, Tito was located with his forces). The response to Jevdjevic was not intercepted.'® 

However the news of the negotiations reached the SD headquarters in Berlin, who sent a mes-

sage to their Stellen in Zagreb on 9 September; 

Reference negotiations between Cetniks and German Army. Your informa-
tion of great interest. Please on all accounts strengthen and extend your con-
tact with Jevdjevic. Direct 'wire' in DM entourage extremely important at 
the moment, even if there were to be no more negotiations with the German 
!%eUen.PK)ETTL" 

Four days before, on 5 September, the SD in Zagreb had sent an appreciation to Hoettl, 

in which they assessed the Serbs and Mihailovic's current intentions. Like MI3b, the SD had 

concluded that Mihailovic was maintaining his policy of waiting until the day of liberation -

there could not have been a better assessment of Mihailovic's intentions than one from a Ger-

man intelligence officer in the field; 

It can be seen from countless reports and captured documents that the Serbs 
are waiting for general mobilisation and armed rebellion in the event of the 
landing of Anglo American forces in the Balkans. Landing is generally expec-

HW/19/61 : ISOS/66483. 
" HW/19/60 ; ISOS/66091/66092/ and HW/19/61 ; ISOS/67100/67118. 
20 HW/19/237 ; ISOSICLE/5863. it is not dear from the message whether the SD actually had 'a direct 
wire' in Mihailovic's Headquarters or whether they wanted one and thought Jevdjevic would provide it. 
Hoettl presumably was the author of The Secret Fronf written in 1953 about his activities in the SD dur-
ing the war. Wilhelm Hoettl, The Secret Front: The Story of Nazi Political Espionage. London : Wei-
denfeld & Nicolson, 1953 
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ted. Same attitude observed amongst Cetnik groups who have hitherto had a 
purely local significance as guards against the Partisans and have not yet 
come into contact with the German Army. During the last week of August 
many armed groups have come into east Bosnia from Serbia. They are trying 
to win over the Moslems to the Yugoslav idea. DM is said to have issued 
orders to the Cetniks to attack single German soldiers and small groups in 
order to force the German Army into the towns. Locomotives are to be de-
stroyed by the use of coal filled dynamite charges.^' 

However, the Abwehr and the SD were taking no chances. On 9 September Helm of Ab-

wehr Zagreb signalled to Berlin that the persoimel of the operational Headquarters of the Mi-

hailovic movement for Croatia, Slovenia, Baranja Backa, and the Banat (Hungarian occupied 

Serbia) had been arrested the previous night, and that this had been carried out by an Einzatz 

Kommando with the assistance of a Croatian member of the Abwehr, SS Hauptscharf 

(sergeant major) Stueive, a member of the Abwehr in Zagreb." 

The Abwehr remained concerned about pigeons, its Stellen in Vienna telling Belgrade that 

its 'request for development of pigeon network should be routed via Fulei; and that pigeon 

food would arrive on September 19.'^ 

The German armed forces and its High Command were apprehensive about the military 

consequences of Italian collapse. They still feared an Allied landing on the Dalmatian coast or 

elsewhere in the Balkans, which they would have difficulty in opposing/* At best, the likeli-

hood would be that they would have insufficient forces to hold down the resistance and 

HW/19/237 . ISOStCLEG758. 
HW/19/237 : ISOSICLE/5863. The Einsatz Kommandos were the Nazi Party's extermination 

squads which had originally been formed, in occupied Soviet Union, to effect the final solution. British 
intelligence's understanding of the organisation of the Einsatz Kommando in Yugoslavia was greatly 
facilitated in October 1943 when a member of the SS, Hauptscharfuhrer (Battalion sergeant major) 
Robert Barth, defected to the Allies by flying a plane from Sarajevo to Foggia in Allied-occupied Italy. 
He told his interrogators the history of the formation of the Einsatz Kommandos in the Soviet Union, 
and that their objective there was t h e fight against the Partisans and the struggle against communism.' 
He said (inaccurately-for obvious reasons) that they were not responsible for the execution by shoot-
ing or gassing of Jews which was carried out by the Schutzpolizei or Waff en SS. He revealed that, in 
Yugoslavia, the organisation had been formed in Belgrade in May 1943, as Einsatz Kommando E, to 
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communists, large numbers of whom were required for forced labour in Germany. He gave details of 
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nik, Travnik, Zenica, Tuzia and Visegrad together with their personnel. A copy of the results of his in-
terrogation were sent to the Abwehr section at Bletchley Park and is to be found in HW/16/1. 
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might, as result, not be able to maintain communications with Greece or transport minerals 

from the mines. In either event they would need to increase the number of Axis forces to re-

place the Italians. Hitler's continued concern was disclosed by a decrypted diplomatic signal 

from the Japanese Ambassador in Berlin to his Foreign Ministry on 30 July. Hitler had told 

the Ambassador that he recognised the possibility of Italian collapse and that Germany would 

strengthen her defences and increase the number of troops in the Balkans." Fears were also 

expressed by Aelbert that Germans in Italian-occupied areas would be in considerable peril if 

the Italians were not replaced immediately.̂ ® 

Signals Intelligence was able to provide an accurate and comprehensive source of informa-

tion of the German intentions and actions prior to and after Italian capitulation. On 31 July 

von Weichs gave instructions for preparations to be made for the supply of German units if it 

became necessary for them to be transferred into Italian-occupied areas. An intercept on 1 

August provided evidence that since 25 July the Germans had been monitoring Italian wireless 

traffic in the Balkans in order to try and ascertain their plans. Italian collapse or an Allied 

invasion was not just the concern of the German military. Messages were intercepted from 

the Admiral commanding the German naval forces in the Aegean and the Adriatic, Vice Ad-

miral Werner Lange. On 26 July he ordered that if such collapse occurred, all Italian communi-

cations centres were to be seized and that, if any Italian forces resisted the Germans, they 

were to 'resort ruthlessly to arms.'^ In further instructions given on 4 August Lange was 

more cautious, stating that 'in view of German numerical inferiority in this area it looks as if 

our object can only be achieved with heavy losses if violence is used. First attempt the real-

isation of our objects by agreement. Only use force if unavoidable.' The decrypt also gave or-

ders for all documentary material relating to 'Achse be destroyed', and for the orders to be 

committed to memory. The name of the operation to be launched by the Germans in the event 

of Italian collapse was thus revealed.^' A diplomatic decrypt of another signal from the Japa-

nese Ambassador to Berlin, of a conversation he had had with the German assistant Foreign 

Minister, von Steengracht, disclosed that that Germans were not objecting to Italian plans to 

withdraw some forces to Italy, as this would decrease their numerical advantage. The signal 

disclosed that the Germans thought that 'the fighting value of Italian divisions was very 

low.'"" 

In August three signals indicated that Generalfeldmarschall Rommel, who had commanded 
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the German forces in North Africa, was to transfer with Army Group B to Salonika; presum-

ably because it was feared that an invasion was imminent in that area, and that someone of 

Rommel's stature and experience was needed to deal with this potential danger. Army Group 

E was to move to Belgrade, thus dividing into two the Command that had previously encom-

passed Yugoslavia, Albania and Greece.^' Whether it was clear or not to the Intelligence Ser-

vices, the Germans were putting out disinformation about their Balkan forces in order to lead 

the Allies to believe they had more and larger forces in the area than in fact they did. Subse-

quent reports refer to 2nd Panzer Army and 12th Panzer Corps, which were little more than 

units on paper. However, it soon became clear that this proposal had been superseded, and 

that Rommel and Army Group B were to be sent to defend northern Italy, and a new Army 

Group F was to be set up to be responsible for Yugoslavia in Belgrade. Von Weichs was to 

be its Commander and Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East. Lohr remained in com-

mand of Army Group E in Salonika.^ 

Further changes in the Army command structure were noted. The 2nd Panzer Army, 

having been transferred from the Russian front, was to take control of the whole of Yugosla-

via. It was to have subordinated to it the 2nd SS Panzer Corps, operating from Zagreb, to 

control that part of Croatia north of a line Slunj-Bos Novi. Elsewhere in the NDH, the 21st 

Mountain Corps was to be based in Banja Luka and the 69th Reserve Corps was to be based 

in eastern Croatia. The new 12th Mountain Corps, under the command of GOC Serbia, was 

to be located at Mitrovica in Serbia. It was envisaged that the 5th SS Corps would also be sent 

to the Balkans in October. These changes to the organisation and Headquarters Staff did not, 

however, herald the immediate arrival of any additional forces on any large scale.^ 

Army decrypts subsequently divulged continued German speculation as to the Allied 

plans in the Balkans and the Mediterranean theatres. On 5 September, two days after the 

British landed on the Italian mainland. Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East expres-

sed the view that Corsica and Sardinia would be the next targets. The Abwehr in Berlin ad-

vised von Weichs on 11 September that 'so far no certain indications of an attack on the Balk-

ans, but results of reconnaissance are very defective.'^® But two reports, one Abwehr and one 

SD, indicated that British officers had arrived to unite 'at all costs' the Cetniks and the Parti-

sans to enable them to prepare for a landing on the Dalmatian coast, and the Serbs were said 

to be working for a general mobilisation in the event of the 'generally expected' Allied land-
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ings / ' 

The German strategy in Yugoslavia was to deploy its troops either to occupy important 

areas in the Italian zones, or to position them so that they could move quickly into the Italian 

zones in the event of Italian collapse. On 24 August an intercept revealed that it had been 

agreed with the Italians that German Army units of battalion strength could occupy certain 

airfields in order to protect them. The intercept disclosed that the true purpose of the troops 

was to take over key points in the coastal defences, if and when the occasion demanded it. ^ 

It was also revealed that the Germans were occupying key areas of the NDH. German 

troops were sent to Ljubljana on 26 August, although it was stated that Comando Supremo 

had protested, and that relations with the Italian Dienstellen were strained, although the ten-

sion had not spread to the troops who were, no doubt, anticipating the end of their war ser-

vice/' The 173rd Reserve Division was moved to the Brod area, with the 4th SS Brigade to 

the east."® The 118th and 100th Jdger Divisions, with 297th Infantry Divisions, were moved 

to the Montenegrin-Albania border region, having been previously based near Belgrade,"' The 

114th and 118th Jdger Divisions and the Prinz Eugen Division (although it was transferred 

south from Sarajevo to Mostar to be closer to the coast) were already based in the hinterland 

north of the Dalmatian coast. There was a clear risk that hostilities might break out between 

the two Axis powers. 

On 27 August the 2nd Italian Army complained that German troops had been sent from 

Bihac to Gospic, which was only 15 miles from the Adriatic coast north of Zadar, because 

'according to the Treaty of Zagreb, all German troop movements towards the river Lika had 

to be discussed in advance.'"^ The Luftwaffe was also prepared to take the risk of confronta-

tion, its South East Command stating on 4 September that it would occupy certain airfields in 

Albania and Dalmatia, and 'that it made no difference whether Italy agreed or not.'"" A further 

indication of the tension between the German and Italian commands became apparent from 

two decrypts. The Italians wished to evacuate Knin and Dmis, which were inland from their 

base at Sibenik, on the Adriatic coast between Split and Zadar, as a result of guerrilla pres-

sure. Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East wished to replace them with German 

troops, a request to which the Italians objected/' An Abwehr decrypt on 4 September dis-
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closed that the Cetniks were intending to try and occupy eastern Bosnia, and a further de-

crypt on 8 September stated that the Cetniks were advancing towards Dubrovnik.^ A further 

report on 7 September indicated that the Italians were continuing to pull back towards their 

bases on the coast when they evacuated Sinj north of Split, and that their place was taken by 

elements of the Prinz Eugen Division, who also took over the protection of some Dalmatian 

airfields."*' The German Foreign Ministry commented on 9 September, Italian capitulation 

having been announced the day before, that 'The Fiihrer had foreseen Italy's capitulation; all 

measures have been taken and the German troops are marching.' Admiral Aegean was able 

to report success, signalling on 9 September that German and Italian Staffs had 'effected hand 

over peaceably' (presumably naval bases and ships), and that there had been no arrests; offi-

cers were being allowed to retain their arms and ratings their rifles."' Commander in Chief 

Armed Forces South East claimed, in a signal to the OKW on 12 September, that the 'German 

soldiers had once again proved the superiority of their warlike spirit in triumphing over 

numbers.' He concluded that 'the south-east is firmly in German hands. It will remain so in 

the face of any attack from the outside.'^ He was somewhat optimistic in his assessment: so 

was the Poglavnik, who was reported by the Bulgarian Minister in the NDH, Petroff, to his 

government in Sofia, as having broadcast on radio that 'the occupation of the whole of Dalma-

tia was announced and a proclamation had been issued to the [Croatian] army to take over the 

territory occupied by Italy.'" The next day a message was intercepted and decrypted from 

the Chief of the Italian Secret Service to his 'German opposite number' in which he wrote 

about the need to facilitate entry by German troops into northern Italy; and that every effort 

should be made to hold southern Italy for fear of an Allied attack on the Balkans." 

British missions in Yugoslavia were not informed in advance of the exact date of the arm-

istice with the Italians. Both Deakin and Bailey first learnt of it when they heard an announ-

cement by Badoglio on the radio. GHQ Middle East, a few hours after the Badoglio's broad-

cast, told the British missions in Yugoslavia to get in touch with Italian commanders in their 

areas, and to insist the terms of the armistice were implemented. If the Italians would not fight 

the Germans they were to seize arms, aircraft and other military stores." Deakin was told by 

Tito that negotiations would be conducted by the Partisans and not by any British officer, 

and that the Italian arms rightly belonged to the Partisans. Deakin had no option but to ac-
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cept this. Bailey who adopted a more pro-active role did have discussions with an Italian gen-

eral, General Oxilia, who agreed that the Venezia division would fight the Germans on the Al-

lied side, in conjunction with Mihailovic's Cetniks. After Bailey left the Italians decided to 

throw in their lot with the Partisans who were attacking the Germans in the area. Mihailovic 

authorised his commanders throughout Yugoslavia to attack lines of communication and Ger-

man troops. Four railway bridges around Mokra Gora were blown up in a single day. Visegrad 

was taken, and its railway bridge destroyed; the charges having been laid by a British liaison 

officer, Archie Jack. The BBC, in its broadcasts, attributed Mihailovic's successes to the Par-

tisans. Having co-operated with the British, and having - in his view - got no credit for it, Mi-

hailovic now concluded that he should revert to his policy of 'waiting for the day.' Relations 

between him and Armstrong declined swiftly." 

Initial Abwehr reports, from Herzegovina and Montenegro, indicated that the Germans 

were attempting to disarm Italian forces - but that in some areas the Italians were not coop-

erating. Abwehr Sarajevo reported that the Intelligence Officer of the Prinz Eugen Division, 

Kirchner, had advised them, on 9 September, that Italian forces had destroyed their barracks 

in Metkovic (between Mostar and the coast) and blown bridges over the Neretva, and had 

also 'brought their artilleiy into position against us' ." A decrypt of an Italian naval signal 

disclosed that the 2nd Italian Army Command had ordered that there should be, from Susak to 

Dubrovnik, 'resistance a outrance' (to the death)." On 10 September the Italian General Of-

ficer Commanding in Dubrovnik declared he would not allow himself to be disarmed or to per-

mit the Germans to enter the town. The German consul in Dubrovnik reported to Zagreb that 

all Germans in Dubrovnik had been placed under the protection of the 6th Italian Army 

Corps, despite the fighting between Italians and Germans in Metrovic and Gruda (30 kilo-

metres south-east of Dubrovnik on the coast road). Negotiations were said to be in progress 

between the Italians and the Germans, but the Italians were told by the Prinz Eugen Division 

that Stuka raids would commence on Dubrovnik the next day if they had not, by then, uncon-

ditionally surrendered." A decrypt of a message sent by Aelbert to the Commander of the 

Prinz Eugen Division was intercepted the same day, which stated that the 6th Italian Army 

Corps was ready to agree 'all concessions to the Germans,' but asked whether heavy arms 

were to be handed over.'® The next day Aelbert reported to Zagreb: 
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Metrovic, Mlini [10 kilometers east of Dubrovnik] and Trebinje occupied by 
Germans. Considerable Italian losses. SS Division has radioed here at 14.00 
that the local Italian 6th Army Corps will be required to surrender their 
heavy weapons as the Eastern Army Corps, 9th Italian Army, and Albanian 
Army Corps in Montenegro have already done. At 15.00 I radioed Italians 
will accept. Population is in panic about Stuka attacks although town not 
yet bombed. Great fear of Cetniks and Ustacha [sic]. AELBERT.® 

The day after, 12 September, Aelbert signalled to Zagreb that 'Two Italian Divisions, Mes-

sina and Marche, 28,000 men and HQ were captured and disarmed. The German mastery of 

the situation here has been completely reinstated.'" Further reports indicated that fighting 

had broken out between Italian and German troops when the Germans attempted to disarm 

the Italians. The Prinz Eugen Division appeared to recognise that it was too weak to take full 

control at that time, and decided to leave the town of Dubrovnik in Italian hands for the time 

being, although it took control of a stretch of the coast outside the town and the harbour en-

trance. The Division received reinforcements and was aided by Stuka attacks in the vicinity, 

and thus was able to occupy the town, taking 30,000 prisoners in the process.® However, de-

crypts of Abwehr, police, and German Army messages showed that the Germans were not 

able gain control elsewhere so easily. 

The Prinz Eugen Division, having secured Dubrovnik, moved to the north-west along the 

coast in order to take Split, which was still in Italian hands. On 10 September, Dr Baux 

warned Abwehr Zagreb that the Partisan were threatening the Adriatic coast north of Dubrov-

nik: 

Partisans are endeavouring to concentrate their main strength on coast be-
tween Sibenik, Split and Mararska. Ist Partisan Division with Ribar, 3,000 
strong, expected to arrive via Sinj in neighbourhood of Knin 25/9. It is be-
lieved Tito will then be in Trilj 12 km SE Sinj. Eye witness reports English 
planes dropping supplies N of Bos Grahovo.® 

The next day an intercept confirmed the Partisans threat to the coast was a real one when 

the harbour at Ploce between Dubrovnik and Split was occupied by the Partisans/* The Prinz 
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Eugen Division ran into serious Italian opposition at Klis, half-way between the two towns, 

where a 16-day battle then ensued until the Germans prevailed and the Italians surrendered. 

Decrypts provided a great deal of information about the battle. Split itself was held by the 

Italian 15th Infantry Division, the Bergamo, and the decrypts provided evidence that they 

were being assisted by the Partisans. Other elements of the Prinz Eugen Division were repor-

ted as moving south of Dubrovnik into Montenegro whilst remaining units were trying to 

maintain control in and around Dubrovnik." On 15 September a battalion of the SS Mountain 

Jdger Regiment of the Prinz Eugen Division was surrounded by Italian forces, who destroyed 

a relieving force, killing at least 50 men and wounding 120 - only 35 escaped to Sinj. SS troops 

(presumably of the Prinz Eugen Division) were 'surrounded south-west of Sinj and almost 

completely defeated by two brigades of the 2nd Proletarian Division with excellent weapons 

and artillery.'^ The coastal area between Split and Trogli (on the coast north-west of Split) 

was occupied by very strong Partisan bands. The Abwehr reported the formation of the 

'Garibaldi Army of Liberation' of Italian groups fighting on the side of the Partisans. The 

Ustasha garrison in Livno was surrounded by Partisans; Bos Petrovac was taken by the 1st 

Partisan brigade, and there were 'bloody clashes between Partisans and Cetniks in Cacak [in 

western Serbia]."^' On 22 September 3,000 communists of the 1st Proletarian brigade were 

moving along the coast, and strong concentrations of Partisans were close to Split. Comman-

der in Chief Armed Forces South East again sent a somewhat optimistic report on 20 Septem-

ber to Fliegerfuhrer Croatia advising him that 'the occupation of Croatia was going according 

to plan.'®^ The Italians held their own until elements of the 114th Jdger Division and more 

troops from the Prinz Eugen enabled the Germans to gain the upper hand. By 25 September, 

some Italian forces were evacuating Split, which was finally occupied by the Germans on 28 

September. Most of the Partisans were said to have escaped, but the Germans took 9,400 men 

from the Bergamo Division prisoner, and shot nine of their officers. ® By 28 September there 

were further indications that German forces had achieved, at least in part, their objective of se-

curing the coast when the capture of the two principal harbours, between Split and Dubrov-

nik, Ploce, and Makarska, was announced. However, the same report stated the rest of the lit-

toral and the various islands off the coast between Split and Dubrovnik were still in Partisan 

hands.™ To the north of Split it was revealed that 'the 154th Italian Division had gone over 

to the Partisans' and was now harassing parts of the Prinz Eugen Division as it tried to move 
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north. Abwehr reports disclosed that the Partisans who had been in occupation of Split had 

retired to the mountains, and were in strong concentration near Sinj. Abwehr Belgrade notified 

Berlin on 28 September that veiy strong communist forces equipped with captured guns, 

motor vehicles, heavy and light machine guns have disengaged themselves from Split and have 

thrust forward to Nesic 13 km from Dmis.' A German military report stated that in the area 

of Sinj and Knin the 'enemy was offering violent resistance' and 'according to sure source' 

Tito intended to carry out major operations in north Croatia and Slovenia." Gospic was sur-

rounded by the 7th Partisan Division, and part of the 6th Partisan Division was 'preparing for 

large scale attacks on German troops in Bihac area.' Tuzla was attacked by Partisans. 

To the south of Dubrovnik, in Montenegro, the Italians resisted German attempts to dis-

arm them. Decrypts had revealed that four Italian Divisions were in occupation of the area: 

the 155th and 23rd Infantry Divisions being based on the coast around Kotor; and the 1st Al-

pine Division and the 19th Infantry Divisions being located inland. The Italians repulsed at-

tacks by the German 118th Jdger Division on 11 September. Further intercepted signals indi-

cated that the 118th Division was then reinforced by a battalion of the Prinz Eugen Division. 

Five days hard fighting took place, with the Germans finally establishing control around Kotor 

on 20 September.^ Most of the 155th Division were killed or captured, and reprisals were 

then taken against prisoners." The 23rd Infantry Division withdrew to the town of Cetinje, 

where it surrendered." The Partisans were reported as crossing the Drina with good armament 

towards Montenegro and southern Herzegovina, and of 'taking the sector Foca-Cajnice and 

the road to Plevlje' on the borders of Serbia and Montenegro, north of Mount Durmitor, and 

Bijelopolje to the south." To the north of Zvomik, between Sarajevo and Belgrade, areas were 

captured by the Partisans. Decrypts revealed that German forces, at least locally, were under 

great pressure. The Second Infantry Regiment (of which division was not revealed)) reported 

on 14 September that the Partisans had captured Gacko in Montenegro, and were advancing 

on Trebinje and Bileca.The Partisans were also said to have carried out large-scale demolition 

of roads and railways near Metrovic.'*^ 

The Abwehr Dubrovnik advised Mostar on 15 September that the commander of a Prinz 

Eugen Division unit in Mostar had reported that the plenipotentiary of the Cetnik leader, Ba-

cevic, would hold himself in readiness in Bileca on 17 September to negotiate with him.'" 
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Another report revealed that Bacevic wanted an interview with the commanding officer of 2nd 

Jdger Regiment of the Prinz Eugen Division, Schmidthuber, as he wanted to destroy two fair-

ly strong Partisan forces advancing on Stolac and Trebinje.'® The Abwehr in Dubrovnik ad-

vised Sarajevo that the 2nd Jdger Regiment was trying to get the agreement of General Phleps 

and Befehlshaber to bring about action by Cetniks against communist groups: the contacts 

with the Cetniks were Petrovic and Jevdjevic. It was suggested they might even be 'attached 

to the Prinz Eugen Division.' Befehlshaber replied 'All negotiations with Cetniks prohibited. 

Therefore arrest all prominent Cetniks ruthlessly. Report on what has been done.'^ However 

Abwehr signals disclosed that the order was not fully obeyed elsewhere. Ozren Cetniks who 

were said 'to be fighting with us' were issued with ammunition, and further discussions were 

held with Petrovic in Mostar. The 4th and 5th Montenegrin Partisan Divisions 'had taken 

the Bileca-Gacko area nearly unto Nevesinje.' On 26 September, the Prinz Eugen Division 

was 'engaging in severe battle with greatly superior Partisan force near Bileca and that Parti-

sans and Cetniks were in heavy fighting in the much disputed town of Bijelopolje.'" 

On 29 September an Abwehr assessment provided evidence that the Italian Venezia divi-

sion had not surrendered to German forces in the area of Berane. Some units were said to be 

dug in, with artillery and mortars, 1 kilometre north of the town, and 800 Italians were in a 

fortified position in Andrejevica. Another Italian battalion was located 27 km south-west of 

Andrejevica with artillery and heavy weapons. Some roads had been mined.^ They were at-

tacked by the 118th Jdger Division. Decrypts revealed that by 15 October the 1st Alpine Di-

vision had been routed, 4,500 of its troops being killed and 7,000 taken prisoner. The 118th 
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Division then turned its attention to the 19th Italian Division: although the Division evacuated 

the town of Berane, 'scattered remnants were still holding out at the beginning of December.'" 

Decrypts provided less evidence about events to the north of Split - although it was re-

vealed that Zadar and Sibenik were captured by the Germans on 13 September - but the coast 

between Susak and Karlobag had been abandoned to the Partisans by the Italians, the Germans 

having insufficient forces for the time being to take control of it. The SD commented in a re-

port to their Headquarters in Berlin that 'it is assumed that Italian forces yielded the area be-

tween Susak and Karlobag to the Partisans to cover their withdrawal, there having been prior 

discussions with Tito and the Partisans. In the hinterland of Italian-occupied Yugoslavia, 

Ljubljana was occupied by German forces on 9 September, Italian troops refusing to obey an 

order to resist from the 11th Italian Corps. To the south of Ljubljana resistance was reported 

with Italian forces blowing up a railway line and fighting advancing Germans. An Abwehr re-

port on 13 September put the numbers of Partisans advancing on Ljubljana at 10,000 with 

armaments from Italian stocks, which were said to be good. The Germans in the NDH ap-

peared only to have taken control in the major towns, and were unable to take Susak with 

ground forces. They planned to make an airborne landing in Susak on 14 September, but this 

had to be abandoned due to lack of transport aircraft, and because the airfield was blocked by 

petrol drums. Two Partisan brigades were identified blocking the road to Ogulin along which 

the German Panzer brigades needed to pass.^ 

The Germans also moved to try and keep Yugoslavia under control by stiffening the re-

solve of the quisling government in Serbia headed by Nedic. A decrypt of another message 

from the Japanese ambassador in Berlin to his government in Tokyo, following a conversation 

with von Steengracht, revealed that Nedic had been summoned to meet Hitler on 17 Septem-

ber. Ambassador Oshima reported that; 

The Serbian Premier Nedic, a strong man, cooperative with Germany and 
trusted has visited GHQ on 17 September with plans for reformed admin-
istration. These have been accepted in toto and guarantees of Serbian inde-
pendence later on have been tacitly agreed-frontiers to be settled after the 
war."^ 

The Germans had hoped that in Dalmatia, with the removal of the Italians, the Ustasha would 

be able to win over the local populace. But, a German Abwehr report fi-om AST Leiter in Zagreb 
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to Bernard in Belgrade on 21 September contained a damning assessment of the Croat regime: 

Total situation in Croatia has got still worse. Area from Susak to Split prac-
tically in Partisan hands. The sector Sibenik to Split threatened and extraor-
dinarily favourable to Allied landings. Great supply difficulties in Dalmatia. 
Zagreb blockaded by communists who are preventing milk deliveries. Area 
cannot be conquered by military methods as our own forces are too weak. 
Only a far reaching political change relying on the support of the former 
Peasants Party can entice the Partisans out of the woods. The Ustasha re-
gime has once again proved its political ineptitude when a dazzling oppor-
tunity presented itself ie the winning of the coast' 

Decrypts also revealed the attitude of the German forces to the Italians taken prisoner, 

and their fate. They had revealed some Italians officers were shot after capture, pour encoura-

ger les autres. This was as a result of a direct order from Hitler, sent to his commanders in the 

Balkans. An intercepted message from him, to von Weichs on 11 September, stated that, 

when Italians resisted, their commanders would be shot as insurgents if they did not surrender 

immediately.^' It soon became apparent that captured Italians were being removed from Yu-

goslavia. A report provided evidence, that by 19 October, 10,839 officers and 252,914 men 

had been moved out, and that a further 23,998 were in the process of being moved.®" Accord-

ing to an order of 6 October, Italians who were captured after resisting the German forces 

were to be given 'special markings' and, having been assembled in special transports, were to 

be sent off to the eastern front.'" In contrast, units that had sided with the Germans against 

their compatriots were to be rearmed and employed on security duties. Two Italian fascist 

battalions in Dubrovnik were treated in this way on 12 September by the Prinz Eugen Divi-

sion. Another report stated 'very weak Italian contingents were being used on guard duties in 

the interior of Serbia on 19 September.' An intercepted message from the 2nd Panzer Army 

on 18 September stressed the need for the largest number of Italian volunteers to be recruited, 

in view of the difficulty of getting even small numbers of German replacements. They were to 

be used to release Germans for fighting duties.'^ There were indications, however, that the Ita-

lian collaborators were of little assistance. One report on 18 September stated that the fighting 

value of the 49th Fascist battalion with the Prinz Eugen Division was extremely slight, and a 

blanket order was issued forbidding the use of Italians in Croatia.®' 
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In addition to the intelligence provided by decrypts relating to German efforts to secure the 

former Italian-occupied areas, much information was received about the reactions of both Par-

tisans and Cetniks to Italian capitulation. Both Cetniks and Partisans understood that Italian 

capitulation offered them great opportunities to seize weapons and territory: the Abwehr de-

crypts gave a clear indication that both movements were attempting to take advantage of the 

situation. Abwehr decrypts in September also revealed the actions of some of the German 

forces when they had succeeded in establishing control in parts of the former Italian zone. 

Aelbert reported on 20 September that Schmidthuber intended to have all Jews and half-Jews 

shot. A rare example of a message on an Abwehr wireless link to the SD was intercepted on 

22 September. Aelbert, still in Dubrovnik, signalled to Oberfuhrer Fromm of the SD in Saraje-

vo: 

20 arrests [have been made] here which are partly mistaken. Great unrest 
among intellectuals, so some have fled to the Partisans and others will do so. 
I have not seen your officials. Listen to my advice and do not arrest unless 
you have positive evidence. AELBERT.^ 

Aelbert reported to Sarajevo two days later that his advice had been rejected, and that, as a 

consequence, on 27 September the prisoners were removed from Dubrovnik by the Abwehr 

with a heavy SS escort.^ Even more ominously, the presence of Einsatz Kommando II was 

noted. It was reported on 22 September - although it is not clear from the message which was 

sent from Abwehr Sarajevo to Abwehr Banja Luka where exactly the Einsatz Kommando was 

operating, that Jews had been arrested by them, although the SD 'had asked them to moderate 

their measures.'̂ ® 

The picture from German military, Abwehr, and SD decrypts was that by early October the 

Germans had been able to seize many key points in the Italian zone, and capture and disarm 

the bulk of the Italian forces. But its grip on the country was patchy, with many areas being 

in control of the Partisans. In particular, the coast north of Zadar was still in Partisan hands, 

as were all the islands off the Dalmatian coast. Travel along the coast was almost impossible. 

Decrypts provided sufficient information to indicate that the Partisans were trying to take 

every advantage of the situation which had developed as a result of the surrender of the Ita-

lians. The decrypts provided no information that the Cetniks were trying to achieve similar 

objectives. 
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During September a number of messages were intercepted between the Comintern and Tito, 

and with the Slovenian Communist Party. Tito advised Dimitrov in a message on 11 Septem-

ber that the Italians were asking for help 'in various places and we decided that they should 

fight with us against the Germans and distribute arms to us.' Tito, in the same message, some-

what unreasonably, indicated his irritation with the British, as he was not taken into their 

confidence about the imminence of Italian capitulation, when he reported; 

The English did not let us know in time about events taking place and for 
this reason the "35" Germans will probably forestall us.^ 

Messages also revealed the close co-operation between Tito and the Comintern on politi-

cal issues. When Fitzroy Maclean arrived at last in Yugoslavia on 18 September, Tito reques-

ted Dimitrov, if he felt it expedient, to send an official communique about the arrival 'of the 

representative of Anglo America for announcement.' Tito also requested confirmation as to 

whether Russian prisoners from units that had been serving with the Axis, and who had been 

captured, could be shot. Dimitrov replied 'they are to be shot.' It was also clear from the 

messages that the Soviets were anxious to have there own representatives in Yugoslavia. Tito 

was advised on 4 September that they had created 'machinery' for military espionage in 

Croatia. On 16 September Tito was warned to expect parachutists, and on 24 September Tito 

was told to expect 'a second party of comrades', who would also bring wireless sets. The 

Russians were also seeking information about the Axis armed forces making a request to the 

Slovene Communist Party on 25 September for information concerning the disposition, com-

position and number, and movements of German, Italian, and Croatian troops; and of Mihai-

lovic's bands and the Ustasha.^ The supply of information was not, however, all one way. 

On 16 September Dimitrov told Tito that a Cetnik leader, Bacevic, had requested a meeting 

with Schmidthuber in Bileca 'to consider the problem of annihilating two fairly large Partisan 

groups near Stolac and Trebinje.' It was in the same message Tito was advised that Jevdjevic 

had told the Abwehr in Zagreb that he wanted to have a meeting with Dr Baux in Dubrovnik, 

in order to reach agreement for a joint struggle against the communists." 

The events in Yugoslavia in the aftermath of Italian collapse were of great interest to those 

charged with analysing the situation and the development of British policy, both in London 

and Cairo. In Cairo, in addition to the reports from their personnel in Yugoslavia, analysis of 

press reports, and Radio Free Yugoslavia, it appeared that SOE still had access to decyphered 
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Abwehr hand encrypted wireless messages - at least, in summary form produced by SIS's 

operation in Cairo the Inter Services Liaison Department (ISLD). The evidence for this comes 

from a document dated 31 December 1943 sent by ISLD to Major Gordon Fraser of Force 

133 in Ban. SOE Cairo had been renamed Force 133, following a major reorganisation of SOE 

in the autumn of 1943, when a number of military personnel were added to its staff there thus 

giving it a more military tone. It moved to Bari, as did ISLD."*" In the ISLD report informa-

tion was quoted illustrating Cetnik collaboration throughout 1943. ISLD had access not only 

to local decrypts but to Enigma decrypts sent from London. 

Military Intelligence continued to produce reports for the Chiefs of Staff A short report 

was prepared on 16 August by General Davidson, relying on the advice that he had received 

from Talbot Rice on 14 August. His analysis was that the Partisans had reorganised them-

selves since Operation Schwarz. He attached to his report a map showing their main centres 

of activity. He further advised that there had been no contact with Mihailovic since 11 July, 

and that he still appeared to be playing; 

a long term game of relative inactivity to keep his forces in being for the post 
war period. He concluded that SOE were doubtful whether Mihailovic will 
ever be prepared to fight the Germans and propose to give their support 
mainly to the Partisans. ... It seems that SOE's policy is probably justified 
from the military point of view."" 

A short 'brief summary of developments' was prepared by Talbot Rice on 9 September, 

the day of Italian capitulation. He concluded that Partisan activity has shown a distinct in-

crease. In a drive towards the coast they had occupied the towns of Travnik, Jajce, D Vacuf, 

Bugojno, Mrkonjic Grad, Tomislavgrad, Glamoc, Drvar, and Omis, where they held a short 

stretch of coast. In respect of the Cetniks, Talbot Rice commented that 'efforts to secure 

more effective collaboration [an unfortunate choice of word] from Mihailovic are continuing 

... ." He noted one Cetnik group had been fighting the Axis but that 'elsewhere in Yugoslavia, 

eg the Dubrovnik area, Cetnik leaders are unfortunately assisting the Germans against the 

Partisans.' Talbot Rice had, no doubt, taken cognizance of the intercepted Abwehr messages 

concerning Jevdjevic and Bacevic.'"-

A much more detailed assessment was prepared on 28 September, after Italian capitulation 

and its immediate aftermath, by Talbot Rice. He advised that the Germans' main preoccupa-
Special Operations Mediterranean was created in April 1944 to co-ordinate all special operations in 

the area. Force 133 as part of the new unified command was jointly responsible to SOE London and 
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tions had been to disarm the Italians, and to obtain possession of the Adriatic coast against a 

possible Allied invasion. He noted that the number of German divisions was eight; that five 

Italian Divisions had been disarmed by the Partisans; and that two had actually joined them -

but that the majority of the rest of the 15 Italian divisions had been disarmed by the Ger-

mans. He advised that there had been resistance to the Germans in the Dubrovnik and Kotor 

areas by the Italians; that MSS sources had revealed 'that the Germans now look upon the 

Croat forces as "disintegrating'; and that they have little hope of useful support from them. 

Talbot Rice analysed the current activities of the Cetniks and Partisans; 

Cetniks 
There have been isolated instances of anti-German activity by MIHAJO-
VIC's [sic] Cetniks, who have occupied the town of PRIJEPOLJE, but on 
the whole MIHAJLOVIC [sic] seems to be maintaining his "waiting" policy. 
JEVDJEVIC, who was MICHAJOVIC's[sic] commander for the DALMA-
TIAN area, has offered the Germans the support of 25,000 Cetniks against 
the Partisans, but the German Army Group Commander has forbidden any 
negotiations with the Cetniks.'® 

Partisans 

The heroes of this period are undoubtedly the Partisans, who, taken un-
awares by the Italian armistice, were yet able to revise their strategy over-
night and launch a successful drive to the coast. Except for the ports of 
Fiume, Zara, Sibenik, Dubrovnik and Kotor they succeeded in getting there 
first and now hold long stretches of the coast and the principal islands. They 
are also in virtual control of a large inland area within the triangle PRNJA-
VOR-TOMISLAVGRAD-BOS PETROVAC, and in SLOVENIA they have 
control not only of the entire "Italian-occupied" province (with the excep-
tion of Ljubljana) but of a large portion of the province of GORIZIA. 

Talbot Rice concluded that the Partisans were successfully embarrassing the Germans, and 

that 'their military efforts deserve all the support we can give them.' However, he warned of 

the dangers of their political aims, and again advocated that the British military missions with 

the resistance movements should try and bring about agreement between Cetniks and Parti-

sans as soon as they could. He suggested that Mihailovic should be told to destroy the Ger-

mans' lines of communication through Serbia and that, if he did not do so, Tito would be the 

sole recipient of British supplies, which might then be used against him by the Partisans. ™ 

This recommendation to ditch Mihailovic for Tito - if he failed the test - was put into practice 

in December 1943 after Churchill had decided to give support only to the Partisans. Decrypts 

The author is not clear from where Talbot Rice got the figure of 25,000 men as the decrypt had dis-
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had provided the factual basis for Talbot Rice's advice. 

Military Intelligence had demonstrated that their natural inclination, for long-term political 

reasons, was to support Mihailovic. The evidence from decrypts, month after month, had 

been that it was the Partisans who were providing sustained resistance, which was now all the 

more important to the Allies since the invasion and capitulation of Italy. Military Intelligence 

was becoming more and more convinced that Mihailovic was not going to fight the Germans 

until liberation day, if at all. In the likely event that the Cetniks and the Partisans would not 

co-operate and sink their differences, their assessment was that the only practical policy was 

to transfer support to the Partisans. However, as the detailed reports by Armstrong and Ma-

clean were still awaited by SOE, the Foreign Office, Chiefs of Staff, and Churchill, the final 

decision could not yet be made. 
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CHAPTER V m 

(XCT()BER1943-.WLNILIRY1944 

By the end of September 1943 Allied forces in southern Italy had made good progress 

since they had landed earlier that month, and planned to advance towards Rome, with the 

view to its capture by the end of the year. However, stiffening German resistance to the Al-

lied advance slowed progress northwards during the autumn and winter. It is not surprising 

that not much attention had been given to sending supplies to the Yugoslav resistance, with 

the increasing demands of the Italian campaign on men, materiel, and of the military planners. 

In any event, the ports of Brindisi and Taranto were not capable of receiving supplies until 

the beginning of October, and as a result it was not logistically possible to send arms and am-

munition across the Adriatic before then. The only materiel that was being sent to Yugoslavia 

was dispatched from the Middle East by aeroplane.' 

Churchill was ever anxious to aid the Yugoslav resistance, and pointed out on 9 Septem-

ber to the Chiefs of Staff that 'it should be possible to open quite soon one or more good 

ports on the Dalmatian coast, enabling munitions and supplies to be sent in by ship.' The 

Chiefs of Staff agreed, provided the effort in Italy was not prejudiced. The Prime Minister 

continued to urge the seizing of a Dalmatian port by British troops, but the Chiefs of Staff 

would not give their approval for this. However, naval coastal vessels were sent to the Italian 

Adriatic for the specific purpose of sending in supplies by sea. The German decision to make 

a stand south of Rome was, by mid October, requiring the concentration of all available Allied 

forces in the Italian theatre, thus rendering it impracticable for any British landing, if the 

Chiefs of Staff had agreed to Churchill's request, even on a small scale in the Balkans/ 

Churchill, however, continued to press for action in the eastern Mediterranean and tele-

graphed Roosevelt on 7 October that 'he had never wished to send an army into the Balkans, 

but only by agents, supplies and commandos to stimulate the intense guerrilla [action] pre-

vailing there.' He urged Roosevelt to allow an amphibious assault on Rhodes, but the Presi-

dent was unmoved by Churchill's arguments and would not agree to any military diversions in 

the Mediterranean, beyond the Italian front for fear of prejudicing Operation Overlord.^ 

Churchill had been receiving in his daily box of intercepts frequent signals about Yugosla-
' John Ehrman, Grand Strategy Vol % August 1943- September 1944. London ; HMSO, pp 58-75. 
^ Ehrman. pp 81-82. 
^ Ehrman, pp 94-95. 
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via. Many related to acts of sabotage and the actions of the Partisans after Italian capitulation, 

including signals from Commander in Chief Armed Forces South East referring to violent and 

stout resistance by communist bands. He was also told about Jevdjevic's approach to the 

Germans. He received a specially prepared appreciation from MI3b on 8 October, although a 

copy of it is not available in the PRO." On 12 October ' C wrote to Churchill: 

with reference to your enquiries on the attached report [presumably MISb's 
Appreciation], I am informed by SOE that so far all our supplies to the 
guerrillas have been carried by air and that no supplies have reached them by 
ship. 
This morning the Chief of Staff asked for a report from SOE as to the pro-
gress of supplies being made to the patriots and what further efforts could 
be made to assist the activities of the guerrillas. The Chiefs of Staff are very 
anxious to back up the resistance groups in this area as soon as and as much 
as possible. I will report on what the Chiefs of Staff propose.' 

On this letter Churchill noted in his customary red pen 'It is of the utmost importance to 

get ships through. 13/x WSC.'® 

It was now entirely clear that, even if Churchill still wanted some even limited incursion 

onto Balkan soil, neither the Chiefs of Staff or the Americans would permit this. British sup-

port for the resistance in the foreseeable future, both practically and politically, was to be li-

mited to the provision of supplies, a handful of liaison officers, some air support and bom-

bing. It still remained to be decided whether British policy should be to continue to back both 

sides or to support the Partisans exclusively. Churchill was well informed about the military 

successes of the Partisans as a result of his own reading of the decrypts sent to him, and from 

the Appreciations from MI3b. He probably received verbal briefings as well. Whilst the Ap-

preciation of October 8 is not available, - it is likely that the conclusion would have been the 

same as set out in Talbot Rice's assessment to the Chiefs of Staff on 28 September that the 

Partisans were 'the heroes of this period', and that Mihailovic should be put to the test.' The 

Foreign Office remained of the view that Mihailovic should continue to receive British sup-

port, as they feared the long-term political consequence of ditching him would be a post-war 

communist Yugoslavia. 

The Germans, however, continued to suspect that the Allies might launch an attack on the 

Balkans. This view prevailed at the highest levels. On 4 October a message sent by Oshima, 

following a meeting with Hitler the previous day, stated that the Fiihrer had expressed the 
" Its existence is known because it is referred to in a subsequent Appreciation prepared on 28 Octo-
ber, 
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opinion that the Allies would 'either advance northwards in Italy, or attempt a landing in the 

Balkans' - the Balkans being the more likely option in view of the Germans precarious hold 

on the Dalmatian coast/ In a message intercepted three weeks later, on 22 October, the For-

eign Ministry in Berlin expressed the view that they expected action in the Balkans in the 

coming weeks - 'the plans being laid and the organisation complete." Even in December, no 

invasion in the Balkans having been launched, the Germans still feared such an invasion. Von 

Ribbentrop told Oshima on 8 December that in his opinion: 

the widening discord between the American and British Armies, and the in-
experience of American troops in landing operations make me wonder some-
times whether landings in the Balkans would come off [but he added] there 
were no signs that such a plan has been abandoned."' 

An intercept from German Military Intelligence Foreign Armies West confirmed the Ger-

man assessment, when it reported that '[Allied] air force units are being issued with maps of 

the Balkans for an invasion from Egypt, Syria and Cyprus.'" By the end of the month, after 

the announcement that General Eisenhower had been appointed Supreme Allied Commander 

Western Europe, Military Intelligence Foreign Armies West recognised that 'the manifest de-

cision of the enemy command ...was to concentrate its main effort in the England area."^ 

Decrypts from various sources, most particularly military, provided a wealth of informa-

tion about the forces disposed by the Germans in Yugoslavia, their bases, and areas of activ-

ity. A strength return for the Balkans made on 8 November put the number of military per-

sonnel at 290,000 men, including Croats and other auxiliaries." Decrypts continued to pro-

vide comprehensive intelligence on the actions of the German armed forces and the Partisans, 

and the lack of action by the Cetniks." By early October, less than four weeks after Italian 

capitulation, the Germans had for the most part taken prisoner the Italian armed forces sta-

tioned in Yugoslavia, and were in the process of removing them fi"om Yugoslavia. Except for 

the large towns the Partisans occupied much of Slovenia and the NDH, including the greater 

part of the coast; Mihailovic and his Cetniks were based in Serbia where the Nedic govem-
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ment still operated under German authority; a vacuum existed in Montenegro with the remo-

val of the Italians. Having for the most part dealt with the Italians, the Germans then procee-

ded to conduct a series of operations against the Partisans. 

Decrypts in late September and early October showed that the Partisans were threatening 

the major towns of Ljubljana in Slovenia and Zagreb, Karlovac, and Ogulin in the north-west 

of the NDH; and were causing considerable disruption to the railway lines radiating from Za-

greb and Ljubljana, which were of particular importance as they carried supplies to Italy from 

the Reich. Police reports had revealed that the Partisans were causing considerable trouble 

after Italian capitulation in the Ljubljana area. East of Ljubljana, Italian General Ceruli was 

said to have handed over weapons to 'the bandits.' On 20 September BdO {Befehlshaber der 

Orpo) Alpenland reported that there were 15,000-20,000 Partisans in the province of Ljubl-

jana, 'with a strong admixture of Italians with artillery and armour.'" A report on 3 October 

stated ' Slovenia - the communists are resisting our advance. Croatia - west of Agram, Karlo-

vac and Ogulin guerrillas continue to be reinforced.' Another report, the next day, revealed 

'Croatia - In fighting in Ogulin area communists using tanks. Leadership and fighting qualities 

good."® The General in charge of transport signalled 'the stretch of line Trieste to Ljubljana is 

not passable ... railway defences inadequate. Reinforcements urgently required.'" 

A decrypt provided information on 11 October that an operation code-named Operation 

Wolkenbruch was being planned by the 1st SS Panzer Army to clear the area between Ljubl-

jana and Zagreb, the area to the north of the towns, and also to the south as far as Fiume and 

Ogulin." As in Weiss and Schwarz the plan was to try and force the Partisans into a small 

area, and then annihilate or capture them. A series of decrypts revealed the units to be de-

ployed and the details of the plan. The Operation was to be carried out by the 1st SS Panzer 

Army. The forces to the north, made up of a number of small units, were commanded by The 

Chief of Artillery 122. To the south the 12th Panzer Corps was deployed, consisting of the 

71st Infantry Division, assisted by elements of the 44th and 88th Infantry Division. Also 

employed were 162nd Infantry Division and the SS Brigade Nederland, and elements of the 

5th SS Panzer Division. Assistance was also to be provided by Fliegerfuhrer Croatia." Of-

fensive operations started on 20 October. The Operation lasted until 11 November and in-

volved the creation of a series of blocking lines, against which the Germans attempted to 

drive the Partisans. The decrypts provided a wealth of information about the progress of the 
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Operation and its success. The Partisans were squeezed into an area between Ljubljana, Ogu-

lin and Karlovac, and the towns were freed from any immediate threat. It soon became clear 

from the messages which were being read at Bletchley Park that the Partisans had not been 

eliminated, although their losses in the Operation were put by the Germans at 3,200 killed 

and 2,400 captured. On 11 November it was reported that a German column had encountered 

stiff opposition south of Kocevje, from where the Partisans had been driven only a fortnight 

before. On 14 November the Ljubljana-Trieste main railway line was again interrupted by the 

Partisans.^" Once again Partisan forces had avoided total annihilation, and were returning to 

harry the occupiers of their country. The pressure to which the German forces were subject is 

illustrated by a message that was decrypted from 3rd Panzer Corps to the 2nd Panzer Army 

on 27 October: 

the increased intensity of guerrilla situation demands operations on compre-
hensive scale by tanks and mobile battle groups. Our allotment of fuel is in-
adequate.^' 

Further evidence soon accrued that Wolkenbruch had not been the success that the Ger-

mans had hoped for. Immediately after the conclusion of Wolkenbruch the 44th Infantry Di-

vision started to clear the area north-west of Ljubljana in an Operation named Traufe, which 

started on 13 October and finished on 21 October. The decrypts revealed that the Partisans 

had retreated before the advancing German forces, but that only 16 Partisans had been killed 

with 109 captured.^ However it appeared at that time the German Command was at least 

satisfied that the main towns had been secured as both the 2nd SS Panzer Army and the 3rd 

SS Panzer Corps were withdrawn." By the beginning of November the Partisans were caus-

ing the Germans a major headache south-west of Zagreb, in the area bounded by Karlovac-

Ogulin-Glina river-Samobor. As a consequence Operation Panther was started on 6 Decem-

ber, involving the 114th Jager Division, 373th Infantry Division, and two new divisions that 

had moved into the area, the 1st Cossack and 371th Infantry Division. Decrypts disclosed 

that the Operation was concluded on 22 December with an estimated 1,000 Partisans killed. 

But, the Partisan units were still a force in the area, it being reported that they had been for-

ced north-eastwards towards Zagreb, where the situation in the town was described on the 

day that Operation Panther ended as 'very tense. It is impossible to see how the situation 
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will develop'.^" Police reports indicated the police forces had been used in support of the 

German Army in the Ljubljana area. Police were revealed to have been in action both north-

west and south-east of Ljubljana, where numerous incidents of Partisan activity were repor-

ted. Between Ljubljana and Zagreb, at Rudolfswerth, a battalion of a police regiment (either 

14th or 19th) was surrounded and had to be supplied by air. On 20 November two battalions 

of 14th Police Regiment were said 'to have accounted for 500 guerrillas at Rudolfswerth', and 

then withdrawn for a rest.^ It was revealed that an Einsatz Kommando unit was operating in 

the NDH, and that prisoners and documents had been handed over to the SD. The Partisans 

with whom the police units had been engaged were reported to have had rifles, light machine 

guns, mortars, and both anti-tank and infantiy guns which were of Italian or Czech origin. 

They were said to be wearing civilian clothes as well as German and Yugoslav police uni-

forms, and German and Italian military uniforms. 

In December the compiler of the monthly Police Reports at Bletchley Park described the 

fighting in Croatia and Slovenia as continuing to be severe, with both 14th and 19th Police Re-

giments continuing operations near Ljubljana. One battalion of 19th Regiment was surrounded 

by the Tomaschitz Partisan brigade at Kocevje. It had to be sent supplies by air, and was 

only relieved on 15 December after tanks from 19th Regiment were employed. Fourteenth 

Police Regiment was back in action, after its rest, against Partisans near Maribor. On 4 De-

cember a report stated the situation 'at Zagreb as serious.' Reinforcements were sent to 

Ljubljana. Five hundred men came from a motor cycle company and 390 from a Flak training 

unit, which indicated just how much the Germans were having to scrape the bottom of the 

barrel to find personnel to employ against the Partisans. It was also reported that a medical 

officer had been recalled from leave, 'owing to the poor condition of recruits and that some re-

cruits forming in Zagreb had only four weeks training.'^' Further confirmation was received 

that the Germans had been forced to employ Cossak units in Yugoslavia. A decrypt of a mes-

sage from Abwehr Zagreb to Belgrade on 28 November asked: 

Please instruct the Cossak Division, Susak, to co-operate with Home De-
fence Forces. Undisciplined Cossak units are aggravating the whole popula-
fton* 

In the immediate aftermath of Italian capitulation the Germans had not been able to occupy 
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the numerous islands vacated by the Italians off the Adriatic coast of Dalmatia, and as a result 

the Partisans had been able to seize many of them. Abwehr Sarajevo had reported to Mostar 

on 28 September that 'all islands in the Split and Dubrovnik area had been occupied by the 

Partisans, and that traffic along the coast was impossible.'^' It was important that the Ger-

mans should control the islands, even though it would require the use of forces that they 

could not really spare, as they were obvious potential bases for the Allies to assist the Parti-

sans - or worse, as the Germans still feared, as jumping off bases for a landing on the Adriatic 

l i t toral .Further , if the Partisans or the Allies wished to disrupt coastal shipping from the 

islands, they would be able to do so, particularly as a number of the islands blocked the main 

harbours of Fiume, Zadar, Sibenik, Split, and Dubrovnik. It was vital for the Germans to be 

able to supply their troops using coastal shipping, in view of the disruption of communica-

tions in Croatia and Slovenia by the Partisans. 

A diplomatic decrypt from the Japanese Ambassador in Berlin to his Government indica-

ted that Hitler believed that the occupation of the islands was being accomplished. Oshima re-

ported that Hitler had told him 'at present the islands off the Dalmatian coast are in the pro-

cess of being mopped up. I am confident of securing Dalmatia .Hit ler ' s 'confidence', as the 

decrypts were to show, was misplaced, and it was to be some time before operations against 

the islands even began. Some of the islands were never occupied. The most northerly islands 

- the largest of which were Krk Cheso and Lussino - were attacked and occupied by the 71st 

Infantry Division on 13 November, and a garrison of one company left on each island.^ It had 

been intended to attack the neighbouring island of Rab, close to the Dalmatian coast, on 30 

November, although it did not dominate any important harbour. The operation had to be 

called off due to bad weather.^ Rab was not occupied until the following spring.To the south 

of Rab the island of Pag was taken by elements of the 114th Jdger Division and the Ustasha 

on 13 December, and left in the hands of the Croats, who were subsequently forced to evacu-

ate the island.It was not retaken until March 1944. 

The islands off the central part of the Dalmatian coast which blocked the harbours of Si-

benik and Zadar were occupied by units from the 264th Infantry Division between 18 and 25 

October, and were then garrisoned by naval forces. The 264th Infantry Division in an Opera-

tion called Haifisch, captured three more islands, and also cleared part of the coast from 
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Sibenik to Trogir of Partisans between 7 and 12 November. The elements of the Division 

were joined by units from the 114th Jager Division to clear the islands off Zadar in Operation 

Delphin, but by 20 January 1944 all the islands had been retaken by the Partisans, thus threa-

tening Zadar again. 

The largest of the numerous islands to the south of Split along the littoral to Dubrovnik 

are Solta, Brae, Hvar, Korcula, and Mljet. Two outlying islands, Vis and Lagosta, were of 

particular significance to the Allies, as they had a presence of these islands.'® Maclean had vi-

sited Vis on his return from seeing Tito: a member of his party. Col Vivian Street, stayed be-

hind to see whether an airstrip could be constructed on the island. In early 1944 an Allied-

Partisan base on Vis was established, and the airstrip was built." A wireless monitoring sta-

tion was set up. The Germans wished to clear all these islands of the Partisans who had oc-

cupied them. They commenced their task on 24 October when they unsuccessfully attacked 

Brae. Two days earlier, the Partisans on the long thin peninsular of Peljesac (which protrudes 

from the Dalmatian coast between Split and Dubrovnik and is almost joined to Korcula), were 

subjected to attack by the Prinz Eugen Division in an Operation code-named 

' Herbstgewittef. Progress was extremely slow and the Prinz Eugen Division had to be rein-

forced by elements of the 118th Jdger Division. The peninsular was not reoccupied until 17 

November, when it was decided not to try and take Korcula immediately, as it was necessary 

for the forces employed to diverted elsewhere.^' 

Bletchley Park was able to decrypt a series of messages in late November and December, 

relating to German efforts to take control of Korcula and the other islands, which were a mi-

crocosm of what was happening throughout much of Yugoslavia. The messages showed that 

the Germans were desperately short of manpower and equipment. One intercepted message 

from the Luftwaffe South East Command to Commander in Chief Luftwaffe stated; 

The air attacks from southern Italy on Albania and Croatia are becoming 
stronger each day and make it necessary to reinforce the completely indif-
ferent flak protection. The attacks are directed at harbour installations, ship-
ping, supply ground troops and airfields. Between 28 November and 3 De-
cember the following were anihilated or destroyed: 8 ships, 5 auxiliary 
vessels/patrol vessels and 1 S boat. Supply situation daily more difficult. 

Decrypts provided evidence that on 25 November 2nd Panzer Army had decided to re-
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take Korcula by 3 December, utilising the 118th Jager Division and naval forces. It was then 

revealed, on 2 December, that the plans had been changed; that Brae would be occupied first; 

and that then Hvar, Korcula, Mljet, Lagosta, and Vis would be attacked in turn. Solta was to 

be taken in a separate operation named Haifisch II by the 264th Infantry Division, which was 

due to start on 6 December. The plans had to be aborted as Allied aircraft bombed and sunk 

the landing craft to be used in the operations, killing 15 Germans and wounding 40 others. 

The original plans were then abandoned and a revised timetable prepared to occupy Korcula 

on 16 December; Mljet on 24 December; Hvai on 3 January; Brae on 9 January; and Solta 

thereafter. Lagosta and Vis were then to be 'cleaned up' if sufficient naval forces were still 

available. The general commanding the 118th Division was noted to have 'felt great anxiety, 

over the proposed deadline of 16 December; his troops being tried down on the mainland and 

because there was great shortage of shipping.' The anxieties had spread to the German navy 

to such a degree that Admiral Lange took over personal command of the naval forces to be 

deployed, and as a consequence based himself in Mostar. He stated that the undertaking 'in 

view of the enemy situation is a major operation. 

Decrypts revealed the details of the Admiral's plans. Motor torpedo boats from the Ae-

gean were to be transferred to the Adriatic. On 11 December the Admiral convened a confer-

ence to formulate plans to utilise all ships in the entire Adriatic to assist in the conquest of 

the islands."' Not only was the army expressing doubts about the viability of the Operation, 

whilst the navy was still developing its plan, but on 16 December, the date the attack was 

supposed to begin, the Luftwaffe refused to participate. Lange signalled that he felt this deci-

sion was 'light hearted.'"^ A new start date was agreed for 20 December, although the opera-

tion against Korcula did not actually begin until 22 December."' Men and tanks were then 

landed on Korcula, and by 27 December the Partisans evacuated the island to Hvar by boat. 

The Germans estimated that over 500 guerrillas had been killed, 300 wounded and 200 cap-

tured, with their own losses put at 100. The Operation had not gone smoothly. The Lxrft-

waffe had, at the last minute, refused to take off, and the army was embarked on ferries with-

out life belts that had been ordered five weeks before. The navy was conspicuous by its ab-

sence. The destroyer Niobe ran aground, and, of the five motor torpedo boats that were sup-

posed to have been deployed one; was 'not effective'; the second got entangled in a net bar-

rage; the third was observed proceeding in the opposite direction to that ordered 'at a speed 

of eight knots'; and the two remaining boats did not turn up, thinking the Operation had been 
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called Admiral Aegean summed up the performance of his naval units in a somewhat 

understated way; 

'The net result of three weeks concentrated work in Mostar was therefore 
unsatisfactory."" 

The German forces landed on Mljet on 31 December, but by that time the Partisans had 

left the island for Vis. Brae and Solta were subsequently taken on 17 January, and Hvar on 22 

January. Lagosta and Vis - despite the latter having become an Allied-Partisan base, which 

was used by the Allies to bring in supplies and personnel - were never taken by the Germans. 

In a postscript to the operations in the Adriatic, Admiral Aegean reported on 11 January that 

'traffic of over 1,000 tons [in the Adriatic] is quite impossible since, in view of Allied air su-

premacy, their loss would be inevitable.' 

Decrypts on the situation in mainland Dalmatia and on the coast north of Split were not 

numerous, but nevertheless showed the Germans were under pressure from the Partisans. On 

28 October, Sinj, 40 km north of Split, was having to be suppled with bread by air. It was re-

ported that by 2 November Split itself was completely surrounded, despite having been re-

captured by the Germans at the end of September. As a result of the Partisans' occupation of 

the islands it was impossible to supply the town by sea. Admiral Aegean tried to arrange 

supplies by air, but this was not possible, as there were no fighter aircraft available to protect 

the transport planes. The original plan for Operation Haifisch for the capture of the islands 

off Split was extended to the mainland. The 264th Infantry Division, supported by bombers, 

relieved Sibenik and Trogir to the north-west of Split, and the town itself on 10 November. It 

was revealed by decrypts that further operations had been conducted in the region of Sinj and 

Livno, involving the 264th Infantry and 114th Jdger Divisions. The level of fighting involved 

is indicated by a casualty return at the end of December by 114th Jdger Division, which re-

ported 856 guerrillas killed and 262 captured, as against its own losses of 39 killed and 172 

wounded."^ 

In western Croatia and Bosnia events followed the same pattern as in Slovenia, eastern 

Croatia and Dalmatia. A decrypt on 18 October revealed that the 118th Jdger Division had 

"" The Niobe was described in the decrypt as a destroyer but was, in fact, a former Yugoslav navy light 
cruiser. 
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been ordered to move to the area of Trebinje-Stolac; its task being to clear the area around Sar-

ajevo, although it was stated the operation could not commence before the middle of Novem-

ber. However, as has been seen, the Division was redirected to the clearing of Korcula and 

other islands. An Abwehr decrypt provided evidence that the Germans feared that the Parti-

sans were planning an advance into western Serbia in addition to laying siege to the area 

around Sarajevo."*® It was soon becoming clear from intercepted messages that a series of 

operations were to be put into effect which were to last until January 1944, and which also 

were to involve other divisions and units. 

The first operation to start was code named Landsturm, which commenced on 8 Novem-

ber with the object of clearing the area to the north-west of Sarajevo as far as Zenica - the 

troops involved were mainly from the 5th SS Corps. Landsturm was reported as being com-

pleted on 21 November. No German casualty figures are available, but Partisan losses were 

put at 610 killed and 163 captured."*® During the course of Landsturm a second operation also 

to the north-west of Sarajevo, Operation Rauhreif, was launched by the 369th Division to at-

tack a Partisan stronghold at Travnik. On 17 November Rauhreif was reported as having been 

successful.'" 

The main operation was code-named Kugelblitz and involved wholly or in part six divi-

sions. The 1st Mountain Division was recalled from Greece, where it had been based since 

Schwarz, and assembled in the Sjenica-Rogatica area in Montenegro, to the south-east of Sara-

jevo. Subordinated to it were elements of the 297th Division, previously stationed in Albania, 

and 2nd Brandenburg Regiment. The Prinz Eugen Division moved to the south of Sarajevo and 

the 369th Division, having completed Rauhreif, took up positions to the east. The 187th Di-

vision moved to Tuzla north of Sarajevo. At a later stage a Bulgarian Division, the 24th Infan-

try, was placed between the Prinz Eugen and the 1st Mountain Divisions." 

Both the Germans and the Partisans adopted their usual tactics when Kugelblitz was laun-

ched on 1 December. The 187th Division formed a blocking line to the north-west of Sarajevo. 

The remaining German units then proceeded to drive the Partisans against the blocking line 

until it was estimated 8,000-10,000 men were contained in a small pocket 21 km east of Sara-

jevo. As in Schwarz the Partisans broke out of the pocket on the night of 15-16 December, 

and the Operation was called off two days later." 

Decrypts disclosed that the Partisans had escaped to an area bounded by Sarajevo-Doboj-
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Brcko to the north of Sarajevo. In contrast to Schwarz the Axis divisions involved in Kugel-

blitz - except for the 24th Bulgarian Division, but, supplemented by an unnamed brigade and 

two 'independent regiments' - pursued the Partisans in another operation code-named 

Schneesturm, which was launched on 20 December. The Partisans responded in typical man-

ner and withdrew to the north-west of Doboj until the Germans gave up trying to engage them 

on 30 December." 

German losses were not revealed. Despite the operations not being a total success, with 

many of the Partisans having evaded the net, the Partisan casualty figures recorded by the 

Germans were substantial. A decrypt on 18 December showed that in Kugelblitz the number 

of Tito's forces known to have been killed was in the region of 2,270 with a further several 

hundred believed to have died; 3,000-4,000 believed to have been wounded, and 2,347 taken 

prisoner (of which 1,983 were Italian)." Only a negligible number of Partisans were said to 

have been killed or captured as a result of Schneesturm. If the original estimate of the number 

of Partisans that were encircled was correct, the operations were not unsuccessful on this oc-

casion, with more than half of them being killed or taken prisoner." 

In Montenegro the Germans maintained only one division, the 181th Infantry. Montene-

gro did not provide any vital minerals for the Reich, nor was it traversed by any important 

communications routes - except for the coast road which was important as a route to Albania. 

The Germans merely wanted to keep the country quiet. To this end they worked to set up an 

'independent' administration.' Decrypts of Abwehr signals provided evidence of this. On 15 

October Abwehr Belgrade reported the arrival of Hermann Neubacher at Headquarters in Ser-

bia, and that he was to be in charge of the formation of a new government in Montenegro. On 

22 October a message was passed by Abwehr Zagreb to Belgrade marked 'for Neubacher', al-

though it is not clear by whom the message had been sent." He was advised that the estab-

lishment of leadership in Montenegro was imperative, as 'the ongoing situation brings profit 

to the communists who today have proclaimed a general communist uprising in Montene-

gro.'" An administration was formed according to Abwehr reports on 1 November, with Vu-

kanovic as President and Minister of the Interior, who requested that Nedic welcome the ap-

pointment of the administration and the need for friendly relations. Vukanovic also requested 
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consultation with Neubacher as soon as possible .The decrypts did not reveal any major ac-

tion by the Germans in Montenegro during the rest of the year, although one Abwehr signal on 

12 November stated that 'the Cetniks [in Montenegro] are strongly interested on Germany's 

behalf owing to the infiltration of communist forces.'" 

Signals Intelligence provided some information of the attitudes and intentions of the Parti-

sans and the Cetniks towards the Germans, and towards each other, and German views on the 

resistance. The reports on the fighting and resistance offered by the Partisans spoke volumes 

in respect of their attitudes and policy. Hardly any reports were received which illuminated 

Cetnik attitudes, although reports from British liaison officers continued to show Mihailovic 

would not authorise widespread sabotage or resistance. However the Germans clearly still 

feared the potential of Mihailovic's movement - but reports now indicated that both Germans 

and some Cetniks were prepared to consider local accommodations, despite Hitler's orders. 

Abwehr Belgrade had reported to Berlin, on 22 November, the full details of a secret treaty 

that had been signed by no less a person than von Weichs, and one of Mihailovic's comman-

ders Major Lukacevic, who commanded Cetnik Headquarters 148. The Abwehr message set 

out the terms of the Treaty in full: 

1. Cessation of hostilities in the area Bajina Basta - Drina river -Tara river -
Bijelopolje -Rozaj - Kos Mitrovica - Ibar river Kraljevo - Uzice. Agreement 
covers German armed forces and police,Bulgarian Armed forces and Serbian 
auxiliaries on the one hand and all Cetnik forces in the above area on the 
other. 
2. Cessation of hostilities to be the preliminary to joint action against the 
communists. 
3. Joint propaganda warfare against the communists. 
4. No foreigners to operate in Lukacevic area. 
5. The German Army cedes certain operational areas to the Cetniks for inde-
pendent action. 
6. Incorporation of Cetnik formations under German command during joint 
operations on a large scale. 
7. No attacks on or by Mohammedans. 
8. Liaison staffs to be exchanged. 
9. Germans to deliver war material. 
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10. Agreement to be kept strictly secret.®" 

An intercepted message from Abwehr Belgrade to Zagreb on 14 December, referring to 

what appears to have been a request for orders, confirmed that local negotiations between 

Cetniks and Germans were now authorised; and that Cetniks, other than Lukacevic, were pre-

pared to enter into agreements of some sort with the Germans: 

Most Secret. Directions for negotiations with Cetniks. Maintain contact. 
Accept offer and pass it on to this end giving particulars of leaders con-
cerned. Agreement can only be concluded by Neubacher.®' 

There is no indication from the decrypts that Mihailovic approved the Treaty or local nego-

tiations. However the area of the Treaty was the Sandsak and a part of south-west Serbia -

Mihailovic's heartland - and it is not unreasonable to think that he may have had some invol-

vement, or had given tacit approval. Lukacevic was certainly in close contact with Mihailovic 

shortly afterwards. However, Pavlowitch has written that the agreements were made by two 

local commanders under pressure from Germans and communists in order to gain time; and that 

opposition to them by Mihailovic and the Germans put an end to them before the winter was 

over.®^ The British had also received an inaccurate report in early November from Lt Col 

Cope, a British liaison officer with a Mihailovic commander, Radoslav Djuric, in Pristina in 

Kosovo, that he had given his forces orders to collaborate with those of Nedic.®' Cope later re-

ported in December that Mihailovic had ordered Djuric to have nothing to do with Nedic with-

out his express orders." But, it also appeared from a message sent from Abwehr Belgrade to 

Sofia on 2 December that there were talks in progress between Mihailovic and Nedic represen-
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wives: 

Negotiations between Nedic and D M are taking place unofficially and 
are being furthered by us. The attitude to the English very cool, to the 
Americans favourable." 

Whether Mihailovic was in contact with Nedic or not, the reports had a considerable bear-

ing on British attitudes to Mihailovic and whether support should be withdrawn from him. 

A German decrypt of a message sent by Mihailovic had been quoted by Army Group F 

on 12 November which gave another insight into Mihailovic's feelings; 

On 25 November, fires are to bum all night long on all hills, as far as possible 
in the shape of the word 'America'. Solemn gatherings are to be held every-
where at which the friendship of President Roosevelt with King Peter and 
that of America and Yugoslavia are to be stressed.®® 

During the latter part of 1943 the British were able to intercept more of the wireless mes-

sages which were passing between Tito and Dimitrov. A message on 9 October from Dimi-

trov asked if it would be possible to land an aircraft, and if the Partisans had high octane fuel 

to refuel it. If not, parachutes would be used. Tito on hearing this wasted no time in sending 

his shopping list to Dimitrov, signalling on 13 October: 

1. Is it possible to print at your end up to 30,000 Party Membership cards 
in Slovene, Croat and Serbian language? 
2. Is it possible to order the manufacture of 100,000 tunics made of cloth, 
the colour of Yugoslav military uniforms? 
We have several requests 
3. The manufacture of several tens of suits for our generals and colonels. 
4. Medical supplies, bandages, special cotton wool? 
5. W/T sets for internal use. 
6. Anti - aircraft guns for defence of towns. 
7. Automatic weapons for special units. 
8. Footwear, warm tunics etc. 
The army has grown considerably and the English are sending ridiculous 
quantities and only when they are dropping spies. All that they have sent 
until now ...(rest of message corrupt).®^ 

The message revealed Tito's desire for sartorial elegance as well as his attitude to the Brit-
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ish, and the aid they had sent to date.®' It also revealed that, like many communists leaders, 

he was unduly loquacious. Shortly after he was rebuked by Dimitrov who told him he must 

send his operations summaries more briefly, including only the most important information, 

so there would be less delay in decyphering them. The importance of this message is that it 

showed the British, when it was decrypted, that Tito was still in close contact with Moscow 

about operational matters, although only rarely were such messages intercepted. Messages 

showed continuing political control by the Comintern. Tito was also asked to facilitate com-

munication between the Communist Party in Bulgaria and the Comintern, and he was advised 

of the importance of carrying out of the agreed political line. ® On 16 October, in response to 

a message that had not been intercepted, Tito received an order to change a political decision 

that he had relayed to Moscow: 

The suggestion of the 32 (Slovene) 28 (Croatian) 41 (Council) concerning the 
election of Tito as President of the Executive Committee of 40 (anti fascist) 
41 (Council) 49 (AVNOJ) of 27 (Yugoslavia) while he retains the post of 69 
(C in C) of the Army is inexpedient. It is essential that this proposal should 
be withdrawn.™ 

In November and December the British intercepted a number of messages, which Tito re-

ceived from the Comintern, on the composition of German forces and their deployment 

which was based on information that the Soviets had obtained from their own intelligence 

sources. Tito was warned on 11 December of an imminent German attack: 

Within a short time you must expect an enemy offensive against KARLO-
VAC-SUSAK-ZODIR (repeat ZADAR) -BIHAC-SISAK area. On the sec-
tors LIKA-GORSKI KAMAC and PRIMORJE the enemy's forces number 
a minimum of 4 divisions. The 371 Nazi Infantry 33 (division) to occupy 
the region KARLOVAC-OGULIN-VOJNIC-JASKA. 
The 114 Jager 33 (division) to occupy the islands and then probably will be 
transferred to LIKA. The 261 Jager 33 (division) must take over northern 32 
(Dalmatia) from 114. 1 division the Prinz Eugen is being transferred to 

When Tito met Churchill at Caserta in the summer of 1944, he arrived in the full dress uniform of a 
Marshal of the Yugoslav Army. After the war Tito remained a snappy dresser. He invariably wore his 
marshal's uniform or Italian suits. He vied with other leaders of the third world in this respect: Nasser 
wore a colonel's uniform, Nehru the dress of a high caste Indian, and Kenyatta was never seen with-
out his fly whisk. 

HW/17/51 : iSCOT/1114. As with previous ISCOT decrypts this message was not decrypted con-
temporaneously. Any suggestion of co-operation between Yugoslav and Bulgarian communists 
would have caused anxiety in the Foreign Office which would not have wanted to see a post-war Yu-
goslav-Bulgarian state. 
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SANDZAK." 

Thus Tito was warned not only of an offensive in his heartland in Croatia around Bihac, 

but also of the attack that was being planned by German Admiral Aegean on the islands off 

the Dalmatian coast between Split and Dubrovnik. The source of the information for this 

message is most likely to have come from an intercepted German signal, whether obtained 

from Russian decrypts or provided by Cairncross. Tito was able to repay the Russians for 

their assistance the same day when he signalled to the Comintern; 

At the beginning of December a COSSAK-CIRCASSIAN German cavalry 
division arrived at SISAK-PETRINE-TZHANIA (repeat GLINA). Its com-
position,6 regiments,] squadrons and 1 heavy squadron in each regiment. In 
the 33 (division) there is also 1 sapper 09 (battalion) 2 07 (artillery) 3 cycle 
and 1 heavy squadron. The strength of 33 (division) 18,000 men. Out of the 
57 German army an armoured 44 (corps),whose staff is at Zagreb,is going to 
the eastern front. At the end of November the 33 (division) SS Norland is 
leaving'' 

Tito's information was detailed and in contrast to the intelligence he had received - which 

was of events to come - was reports of events that had occurred. It may have come from spies 

or the interrogation of captured German, Croat or Cossack soldiers." If SIS was in any 

doubt as to the nature of the relationship between the Comintern and Tito, this series of mes-

sages showed, when they came to be decrypted, that the contact was as close as the technical 

circumstances permitted. On political issues the Comintern continued to try and exercise au-

thority over Tito. At the end of November the Yugoslav communist leadership met at Jajce 

for a second session of the Anti-Fascist Council for the National Liberation of Yugoslavia, in 

order to set up a government.'^ The decision was made to set up 'a new state' with an exec-

utive. Deakin and others attended the meeting as observers, and advised SOE of what had hap-

pened." On 2 December, Tito sent a message to Dimitrov advising him that a Presidium had 

been elected, 'representing the nation and state of Yugoslavia', and sent him a list of the mem-

bers and officials of the Presidium."^ Two of the elected members, Vlahov and Tomov, were 

" HW/19/51 : ISCOT/39058. The numbering by Bletchley Park of ISCOT signals was changed at this 
time. As this signal was intercepted on Comintern Service 39 it is presumably the 58th of the ser-
ies.The source of this intelligence was most probably Cairncross. The signal is typical of a Gemnan 
Army message which would have been relayed by Enigma machine or Fish link. It is unlikely, as pre-
viously discussed, although not impossible that the the Soviets had broken German Army Enigma 
themselves. 

HW/17/51 : ISCOT/39060. 
Tito reported to Dimitrov on 4 December that more Cossacks had been captured. HW/1751 ; 

ISCOT/958. 
An Abwehr intercept of 13 November also revealed the Germans knew of the conference 
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Bulgarian communists. Dimitrov in his reply on 27 December made it quiet clear that he regar-

ded this as an error of judgement: 

We consider it is a mistake to include Vlahov and Tomov. Please think by 
what means, without political disadvantage to you, this inclusion could in 
fact be cancelled, and communicate to us regarding this." 

On 19 December Tito sent a message to Dimitrov outlining the 'help' he had received from 

the Allies to date. His complaints echoed those of Mihailovic, who consistently had com-

plained of the lack of effective support, and that, at that time, in December 1943, Tito's pre-

ference was for the Americans over the British, as they had succeeded in sending him much 

needed supplies by sea: 

The "03" [English] radio and press are giving much praise to the help which 
they have given us to date. In the month of July there was first sent the so-
called help by single aircraft. Up to the end of September, there was sent in 
all, of various types of material, as much as we needed to supply two to 
three "09" [battalions]. They tried to send as many of their "66"[officers] 
as possible together with their baggage. What is at present being sent re-
mains on our islands, since the "57" Germans have cut our routes to the sea 
on the sector SPLIT-DUBROVNIK. 
We are very much in need of clothing and footwear for the "80" [soldiers], 
since many of them are completely barefooted. This could be remedied by 
the dispatch of transport aircraft escorted by fighters. The help given us up 
to date is negligible. It is only the "06" [American] officers whom we have 
to thank for the fact that some tens of thousands of tons of material have 
now been dispatched to our islands.'* 

Unlike Mihailovic, Tito had the political nous, in order to try and curry favour with the 

British and Americans, to send a request to Dimitrov, on 12 December, that his Christmas 

greetings be sent to both Churchill and Roosevelt!" 

Military Intelligence, having produced an appreciation for Churchill on 8 October provi-

ded a further report on 27 October 1943. It was a factual report without recommendations as 

to policy. The writer, presumably Talbot Rice, with the report having been prepared by 

MI3b, advised that on Italian capitulation 'the Partisans were able to take the initiative over 
HW/17/51 :1 SCOT 614. Vlahov and Tomov were Bulgarians. They had been selected on the sug-

gestion of Shteriu Atanasov who was a senior Bulgarian communist in transit from Moscow to Bulgaria 
and in Jajce at the time. Milovan Djilas, Wartime, London : Martin Seeker & Warburg, 1977, p 354. 
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practically all Yugoslavia.' The appreciation set out the location of the Partisans in the var-

ious parts of Yugoslavia, and what action had been taken by them.'" Mihailovic and the Cet-

niks were not mentioned except in respect of Montenegro, where it was stated that some of 

the Mihailovic supporters had deserted to the Partisans 'as representing a more active body', 

and that others were in open conflict with the Partisans. The Appreciation concluded: 

...4. In brief, active fighting has been in progress over the whole country for 
the last six weeks. There have been gains and losses on both sides [German 
and Partisan], but on balance the Partisans have been markedly successful. 
Since 8 October (when the last special map was prepared for the Prime 
Minister) they have captured some 50 towns, and have kept interrupted 
more or less continuously practically all the rail routes and many of the 
roads of northern and central Yugoslavia. 
5. ... At present five to six German divisions are being contained in North-
Eastem Italy and ten divisions in Yugoslavia itself It may eventually be 
possible for the Germans to reduce the size of the former force by two divi-
sions, but it is most improbable that the latter commitment could be reduced; 
indeed, if control of the lines of communication is to be regained, a larger 
concentration of forces in the area would probably become essential." 

On 3 November the DMI, General Davidson, forwarded to CIGS,VCIGS and DM0 a 

map prepared by Talbot Rice illustrating the situation in Yugoslavia. He commented that 'the 

Partisan successes had been due to taking totally the chances given by the Italian collapse.' He 

advised that the Partisans must be supplied with ammunition and other supplies as 'from 

now on the Partisans will assume increasing importance... This advice preceded that of 

Maclean, who did not present his report to Eden until four days later. 

Talbot Rice sent a memorandum to Col Thornton on 9 November. He noted that the Parti-

sans had been offering increasingly active resistance, and that evidence of Mihailovic's colla-

borationalist attitude had been gradually accumulating. He stated '...it is patently clear that he 

is not likely to use his forces against the Germans even if Anglo-American troops reach Yu-

goslavia, but he will conserve them for employment against the Partisans.''^ He summed up 

that; 

In the autumn of 1943 the Directorate of Military Operations was also producing maps showing the 
' Order of Battle of the National Army of Liberation (The Partisans).' Two maps survive produced from 
22 October and 16 November. They show the location of Tito's Headquarters, Area Headquarters, 
Corps, Divisions and Brigades, and their names and numbers. WO/1065691. Reports from liaison offi-
cers, decrypts and Radio Free Yugoslavia provided the information. 
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...3. Our policy of supporting the Partisans which events of the last few 
months have shown to be very wise can hardly be reconciled with support-
ing Mihailovic. 
4. It is now clear that the one hope of serious nationwide opposition to the 
Germans is centered on the Partisans, it is apparent that the possibility of 
recreating the Yugoslav state is likely to lie with them also. It is suggested 
our support for Mihailovic be discontinued.®" 

Maclean had met Tito on 19 September, the day after he had been parachuted into Yugo-

slavia. Deakin and Tito briefed Maclean, who had continuing discussions with them until he 

left to walk back to the coast, having been ordered to report forthwith to Cairo - where he ar-

rived, via Vis and Bari, in the first week of November. The reason for his being summoned to 

Cairo became immediately apparent - Eden and Cadogan were in Cairo, between 5 and 7 No-

vember, on their return journey from Moscow, where they had been meeting the Soviet For-

eign Minister, Molotov.'' Maclean presented his report to Eden. The report has been de-

scribed as a 'blockbuster' which indeed it was to those who had not had access to decrypts, 

and who had therefore little knowledge of the Partisan successes and the failure of Mihailovic 

(as the British saw it) to change his policy of 'waiting until the day' in order to meet the Brit-

ish requirement of active resistance. The report was littered with inaccuracies - particularly 

his claim that the Partisans' fighting prowess was so good that they were killing five Germans 

WO/208/4362 : Minute 19. 
Sir Fitzroy Maclean, Eastern Approaches. London : Penguin Books, 1991, pp 385-389. 



for each one of their number lost, and ten Ustasha for each Partisan killed. Maclean recom-

mended, for both military and political reasons, that support should be withdrawn from Mi-

hailovic and concentrated on the Partisans - precisely the same recommendation that was 

made by Talbot Rice on 9 November, before he had knowledge of the contents of Maclean's 

report; and which followed Davidson's advice to CIGS, VCIGS, and DM0 on 3 November to 

send supplies to the Partisans. The Foreign Office received Maclean's report on 12 Novem-

ber^ Talbot Rice noted the receipt of Maclean's report on 13 November and made a recom-

mendation to DDMI(I) on 15 November that it should be supported." Armstrong and Bai-

ley had compiled their report by 7 November. It was lengthy, and took some while to be 

transmitted from Yugoslavia, and took some time to decypher in Cairo. Eden had left Cairo 

before the arrival of the report, and it was not received at the Foreign Office until 23 Novem-

ber. The report from Armstrong and Bailey argued for continuing support for Mihailovic, 

whilst recognising that there were problems to be overcome with him. 

The Foreign Office was cautious about Maclean's report, as it was written on the basis of 

information given to him by the Partisans, and was particularly doubtful about his assess-

ments of Serbia, where he had reported there were 30,000 Partisans. The Foreign Office was 
'The Partisan Movement in Yugoslavia' WO/208/2029. Williams, p 137, note 97, analyses various 

figures given for the strength of the Partisans at this time which varied from 60,000 to Maclean's 
220,000 in his ' blockbuster report.' One figure given by Jean Howard and another by Roberts quo-
ting a German order of battle for 4 October was 90,000. 

As Tito had requested 100,000 uniforms from the Comintern on 13 October it may be the assess-
ments by Howard and Roberts are correct. However, MI3b produced an Appreciation on 17 November 
on The Partisan Order of Battle'. The Appreciation stated that the Partisans were believed to have 8 
corps containing 26 divisions and set out the areas in which the corps and the divisions were operating 
and the Partisan's command structure, it was estimated 'The National Army of Liberation' had between 
4,000 and 5,000 trained officers and estimated that each division had between 4,000 and 6,000 men. 
This would give a total of between 104,000 and 156,000 men. The Appreciation went on to state that 
'the present strength of the Partisan armed forces is estimated at 220,000,of whom 50,000 are in Bos-
nia, 15,000 in Sandzak, 20,000 in Croatia, 10,000 in Slavonia, 60,000 in Slavonia and Istria, and 
25,000 in Dalmatia. These figures total 180,000, 40,000 short of the estimate but gives no figure for 
Serbia, which was estimated by Maclean at 30,000. The Appreciation, therefore, gives one lower esti-
mate but, the other two are broadly in line. WO/208/4628 Appn/724/43/M.I.3.b. 220,000 was also the 
estimate of Maclean based on what he was told .The intelligence for this Appreciation which was in 
such detail that it showed the location of units down to brigade level is unlikely to have been from inter-
cepts of German messages. The most likely source was the Partisan's radio station Radio Free Yugos-
lavia to whose reports of military information were being given some credence by Military Intelligence at 
the time. WO/208/4629 : Appn/732/43/M 13b. In December a captured Abwehr officer told his British 
interrogators that he believed that the Partisan strength in October 1943 was 300,000 men. Interroga-
tion report on Otto Fried rich Brandlmeyer: 31 December 1943. HW/19/339. Whatever the true figure 
it is clear Partisan numbers were rising rapidly. 

The claims for respective Partisan losses given by Maclean, vis-a-vis the enemy, are patent nonsense 
demonstrated by the figures for casualties given in a number of intercepted German reports, most not-
ably the casualty returns for Schwartz on 22 June, Landsturm on 21 November and Kugelblitz on 18 
December and l-iaifisch at the end of December. Heather Williams, who has examined SOE reports 
from the field in detail, has commented to the author that Deakin's reports did not give any indication of 
substantial Partisan casualties. The Partisan leadership were clearly keeping the details from him. 
" Woodward, p 296. 
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faced with a dilemma it could not solve. If the British maintained support for Mihailovic, Yu-

goslavia's future would be decided by civil war. The most favourable solution, at that stage of 

the war from the British perspective, would be a Yugoslavia divided into two states - one of 

which would be communist. But the Foreign Office was opposed to the break-up of Yugosla-

via. If Mihailovic was abandoned and full support given to the Partisans, the most likely re-

sult would be a post-war communist state in all of Yugoslavia, with only a bare possibility 

that the Partisans would accept the return of the King. Douglas Howard accepted that sup-

plies to the Partisans could be increased, but breaking with Mihailovic was another thing. ̂  

Eden and Orme Sargent were not so sure, fearing that Maclean's proposal about Mihailovic 

would have to be implemented 'even though this will mean sacrificing our long-term political 

objectives to short-term military necessities.'" Orme Sargent was, however, clearly reluctant 

to advise the ditching of Mihailovic. He wrote to the Chiefs of Staff on 25 November advoca-

ting delay and advising 'that we cannot attempt to resolve this dilemma at the moment."^ The 

next day the JIC considered the advice it was to give to the Chiefs of Staff on the Yugoslav si-

tuation and reported: 

... 8. On military grounds we conclude that there is every reason to 
discontinue sending supplies to Mihailovic, while he is encouraging, or, 
at best, failing to prevent collaboration by some of his forces with the 
enemy. If supplies were continued, not only is it likely that they 
would be not be used against the enemy but they would probably be 
used against the Partisans with the consequent reduction of the offen-
sive effort against the Germans in Yugoslavia.'' 

The Chiefs of Staff, on the same day, noted that they had received the letter from Orme 

Sargent, but, notwithstanding, directed that the Commander in Chief Middle East be given 

directions in accordance with the JIC's report. They thus rejected the Foreign Office's reser-

vations on political grounds.'" 

Churchill, in the meantime, still had Yugoslavia at the forefront of his mind, and had been 

urging the Chiefs of Staff to take action in Yugoslavia within the confines of the agreement 

reached with the Americans in Quebec in August. On 11 November, before Maclean's report 

had filtered through to London, the Chiefs suggested that proposals to be put to the Ameri-

cans for action in the Mediterranean including: 

Minute, 17 November 1943. FO 371/37615 
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...(3) Yugoslavia, Greece and Albania 
Our policy should be to place on a regular military basis and to intensify our measures 

to nourish the Partisan and irregular forces in these countries. If necessary we might 
form a limited bridgehead on the Dalmatian or Albanian coasts.... 
...(6) The Balkans 

We should undermine [sic - underpin?] resistance in the Balkan States and do every-
thing possible to promote a state of chaos and disruption in the satellite Balkan coun-
tries. ...^ 

On 12 November, on the memorandum, Churchill endorsed 'I cordially agree.' In the 

event, after further discussion, the proposal for a bridgehead on the Dalmatian or Albanian 

coasts was dropped as impracticable before it was put to the Americans.^ During Novem-

ber, Churchill produced a directive to the Chiefs of Staff in which he commented on 'the 

complete neglect to do anything effective in the extremely important Balkan theatre."^ British 

and American political and military leaders, including Churchill and Roosevelt, met in Cairo 

between the 22 and 26 November for the Sextant Conference - from which conference both 

parties proceeded to Teheran for a tripartite conference with the Soviets from 28 November 

to 1 December. The meeting in Cairo did not result in an agreed Balkan policy, nor who was 

to be the Supreme Commander in the Mediterranean - an equally contentious issue. Churchill, 

however, spoke, quoting from the Maclean report, of the 'lamentable fact that virtually no 

supplies had been conveyed by sea [by the British] to the 222,000 followers of Tito. 

At the Teheran Conference Churchill advocated that Tito's Partisans should receive Al-

lied support. He told Stalin that Tito was 'holding a number of German divisions', and doing 

'much more' for the Allied cause than his fellow Yugoslav Mihailovic.^ Stalin was not parti-

cularly enthusiastic about British plans as he felt the British were over-optimistic in their as-

sessment of the potential of Tito's forces, and had over-estimated the number of German Di-

visions in Yugoslavia, which he put at eight. Stalin was also more interested in progress being 

made for the establishment of the second front in western Europe. But he did not, not sur-

prisingly, object to the British proposals. 

After the Teheran Conference, Churchill flew to Cairo where he met both Maclean and 

Ehrman, p 111. 
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Deakin, who had both just got back from Yugoslavia with a delegation of Partisans led by Ve-

lebit - Maclean having returned to Yugoslavia to collect the delegation after he had seen Eden 

in early November.™ Maclean records that Churchill told him that: 

he had read his report, and in its light and in the light of all other informa-
tion,'" had talked it over with Roosevelt and Stalin at Teheran. As a result 
of these talks, it had been decided to give all-out support to the Partisans.'"^ 

Churchill told Maclean that it was proposed to request Mihailovic to blow up two strate-

gically important railway bridges. Deakin and Maclean were summoned to see Churchill, on 8 

December, for a meeting 'to survey the whole delicate question of the position of Mihailovic 

and the Royal Yugoslav government in view of our plans to increase substantial military sup-

port to Tito.' Churchill asked for first-hand evidence of Cetnik collaboration with the enemy, 

which would enable him to propose to his government a revision in its relations with the Yu-

goslav king and his administration.'" Deakin compiled what he described as 'a hostile brief 

which, he felt, would play a decisive part in any future break between the British government 

and Mihailovic. Deakin was unaware that Churchill had received decrypts which had in-

formed him of collaboration by Djurisic and Jevdjevic earlier in the year."^ Further, on 24 

November, ' C had sent to Churchill - then in Cairo for the Sextant Conference - the full text 

of the Treaty between the Germans and Lukacevic. ' C considered the intercept of great im-

portance and he, thus, directed that copies should be sent to General Ismay (Churchill's mili-

tary assistant), Kirkman and Cadogan, who were all also in Cairo. In addition, he commented 

Also in the party was a German officer described as Captain Meyer by Deakin in Embattled Moun-
tain, pp 257-259. In conversation with Deakin on 22 June 1999, Deakin told the author that the offi-
cer's name was Brandlmeyer and that he had been captured by the Partisans, but not shot. During the 
March negotiations the Germans and the Partisans had set up a system for prisoner exchanges and 
probably the Partisans were holding Brandlmeyer for this purpose.The exchange system was known 
to the British at the time, but how they knew is not clear to the author. However, Deakin persuaded 
Tito to allow Brandlmeyer to be sent to the Middle East for interrogation. Deakin frog-marched him on 
to the plane at pistol point. The reports of BrandImeyer's interrogation have now been released to the 
PRO and are amongst the documents of Bletchley Park's Abwehr section. It was his estimate that the 
Partisans had 300,000 men in October 1943. Evidence was provided by Abwehr decrypts of the ex-
change system: on 8 January 1944 an intercept from Livno to Zagreb revealed that two prisoners 
'had been asked for on the exchange system.' HW/19/67 : ISOS 74584. Earlier, on 20 November 
and again on 28 December, Abwehr Belgrade asked their colleges in Zagreb about the prospects for 
'Brandimeyer's exchange!' HW/19/146 : lSK/73546 and HW/19/15G : lSK/78426. 
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in a note to Churchill that: 

we have no evidence here as to whether Mihailovic himself has a hand 
in this, but we think it is very possible he is conniving at the arrange-
ments.'"" 

In the meantime Velebit's delegation had entered into discussions with the British in Alex-

andria - although not directly with Churchill, who had departed for Tunis on 10 December, 

exhausted by the travelling of the previous weeks, but not before declaring that he wanted 

Mihailovic removed by the end of the year.'"' Mihailovic was asked to destroy strategic 

bridges in the Ibar and Morava valleys before 29 December, He was not told that failure to 

carry the destruction of the bridges would lead to withdrawal of British support, but it was 

obvious that this would be the outcome to the British liaison officers with the Cetniks, who 

were certain that Mihailovic realised the position. The Foreign Office, however, still pre-

varicated about the wisdom of ditching Mihailovic. The Foreign Office, Churchill and the 

Royal Yugoslav government were anxious to secure King Peter's throne. Proposals were put 

to Velebit who relayed them to Tito for instructions by radio.'"® The British were able to in-

tercept consecutive signals on this issue between Tito and the Comintern, although they were 

not decrypted in time to affect British thinking. Tito sought instructions as to how to deal 

with the vexed question of King Peter's role in Yugoslavia after the war - again illustrating the 

close links between Tito and the Soviet hierarchy and Tito's political skills. Tito had appre-

ciated the need to present a course of action to the Allies, which would be acceptable to them, 

by suggesting that the question of King Peter's return could be settled after the war. Tito's 

message to Dimitrov was sent on 24 December; 

[first part of message lost] 
in CAIRO the " 73" government"" put the following question to us;-

(1) Do we insist that it should give formal recognition immediately to the 
National Committee. 
(2) Are we confirmed in the view that the question of King Peter is to be de-
cided after the war. 
(3) Are we going to carry on propaganda against the King. 

We intend to answer;-
(1) We have nowhere up to now officially insisted that it give immediate for-

HW/1/2259 : ZIP/LEM/152, HW/19/146 : ISK/73795. 
Gilbert, p 605 and Williams p143. 
Williams p 149. 
The British knew Velebit was in contact with Tito by radio. Although there are no intercepts of the 

signals in the PRO they were probably read. If so, they should appear in the diplomatic decrypts. 
The decrypt does not interpret" 73" but it clearly refers to the Royal Yugoslav government. 
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mal recognition to the National Committee, but we shall continue to work on 
this subject taking consideration the interests of our struggle for National 
Liberation and those of common affairs among the Allies. 
(2) We remain of the opinion that the question of the King and the monarchy 
shall be settled after the war, as thus was the decision of the second meeting 
()f"05" [/LVTSKZH] [sic]()f''()7" rYlugfiskivia] 
(3) The question of propaganda against the King is our own domestic affair, 
but this too will depend on the degree to which the King continues to give 
assistance to those who are helping "61" [the occupier] against the forces of 
the people both in the country and abroad."' 

Dimitrov's reply was dispatched to Tito on 28 December also showing his political 
adroitness and his skill in thinking ahead to the end-game; 

Your answers to the three CAIRO questions are correct. It is desirable, how-
ever, to show a necessary flexibility with reference to the question of the 
King, in order better to disorganise his supporters abroad and in SERBIA, 
and more easily to overcome certain difficulties on the side of the British and 
Americans in the matter of their material assistance to the "58" [NOV i.e. 
National Army of Liberation]. It is possible, for example [many groups un-
readable]. 
Furthermore, in every way, efforts should be made to avoid anything which 
could leave the impression that you were favouring the Croats at the ex-
pense of the Serbs in the new federal "97" [JUGOSLAVIA], i.e. that you 
were in favour of replacing the former Serbian hegemony by a hegemony of 
the Croats. Take into consideration that, in various British and American 
circles, people are speculating about this.'" 

Mihailovic agreed, however, to carry out the operations to destroy the bridges, but asked 

for an extension of time until mid-January, to enable the British to supply him with more ex-

plosives and, because of the scale of planning needed. Mihailovic's reply caused consterna-

tion at the Foreign Office who cancelled the test. On 13 December British liaison officers in 

Mihailovic territory were ordered to leave, at their discretion, and join the nearest Partisan 

group.'" Subsequent orders to the liaison officers were contradictory, and most did not leave 

the Cetniks until May 1944. The vexed question of whether to support both Cetniks and 

Partisans, or one or the other, was settled, although the Foreign Office remained still not con-

HW/17/51 : ISCOT/304. Square brackets were inserted in the original. 
HW/17/51 : iSCOT/1459. Square brackets were inserted in the original. As with earlier ISCOT mes-

sages, had the contents been known at the time, they might have affected Churchill's thinking. 
Williams p 149. 
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vinced.'" On 22 Februaiy, Churchill gave his first report to the House of Commons for six 

months. He dealt with the situation in Yugoslavia at length. He advised Members of Parlia-

ment 'of the most ferocious and murderous cruelties and reprisals perpetuated by the 

Germans', and that despite this 'the Partisans have won the upper hand.' The Prime Minister 

acknowledged that the British had not been able to send any significant material help, but that 

the Partisans 'led with great skill, organised on the guerrilla principle, were at once elusive and 

deadly.' He told the House that 'Mihailovic, I regret to say, drifted gradually into a position 

in which some of his commanders made accommodations with the German and Italian troops 

... .' Churchill explained that 'a young fiiend of mine, an Oxford don. Captain Deakin' had 

been parachuted to Yugoslavia, and that from him he had 'derived a lively picture of the 

whole struggle.' He added that 'Last autumn, we sent a larger mission under the hon. and gal-

lant Member for Lancaster (Brigadier Fitzroy Maclean).' ... 'I can assure the House that 

every effort in our power will be made to aid and sustain Marshal Tito and his gallant band.' 

In his peroration the Prime Minister summed up that, together with the Soviet Union and 

the United States, missions were being sent to Marshal Tito: 

Our feelings, here, as everywhere else, I should like the House to see, follow 
the principle of keeping good faith with those who keep good faith with us, 
and of striving, without prejudice or regard for political affections, to aid 
those who strike for freedom against Nazi rule and thus inflict the greatest 
injury on the enemy."' 

With these few words Churchill publicly dismissed Mihailovic, who had not kept 'good 

faith', and embraced Tito and the Partisans, having disregarded their politics, and having come 

to the view that they were prepared 'to strike for fireedom' and 'inflict the greatest injury on 

the enemy.' 

Following the meetings between the British and the Partisan delegation in Alexandria at 

the end of 1943, the Chiefs of Staff decreed that the Partisans should receive 80 percent of all 

SOE's available supplies in the Middle East which were then sent in by sea and air. British 

liaison officers, however, were limited in their movements by the Partisans. Politically no 

Eden wrote to Churchill, on 1 January 1944 , that 'if we are to have a public and spectacular break 
with Mihailovic our case against him for treachery must be unanswerable. I am still without evidence of 
this.' FO 371/44243, R214. Hinsiey comments in a footnote that 'although summaries of Enigma de-
crypts were reaching the Foreign Office by the autumn of 1943 it must be presumed that those who 
were handling the problem at desk level at the Foreign Office had not seen the evidence implicating 
Mihailovic,' 

Parliamentary Debates (Hansard) Fifth Series, Volume 397, House of Commons, Official report 
1943-1944, 22 February 1944, pp 692-697. 
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headway was made with the Partisan leadership on the future role of King Peter in post-war 

Yugoslavia. On 17 May 1944 Churchill informed Tito that the king had, on British advice, 

dismissed his government - including Mihailovic - and that a new administration would be 

formed under Ivan Subasic who had been governor of Croatia when it was granted autonomy 

in August 1939. Tito had previously indicated that Subasic was possibly an acceptable candi-

date to join AVNOJ. Churchill hoped Subasic would be able to negotiate the return of the 

king. Almost immediately, thereafter, the Germans attacked Tito's Headquarters at Drvar."' 

Tito was evacuated to Ban, and shortly afterwards moved back to Yugoslav soil on Vis. 

Churchill suggested that King Peter should meet Tito on Vis, but Subasic was sent to the con-

ference when it became clear Tito would not meet the king, although he did give Subasic as-

surances that he did not intend to impose communism on Yugoslavia after the war. Churchill 

met Tito on 12 August at Caserta, when Tito again told Churchill that he had no desire to in-

troduce communism to Yugoslavia. Shortly afterwards Tito left Vis (levanted as Churchill 

later described it), without advising the British, for the Soviet Union to arrange for the Red 

Army - who were then close to Yugoslavia's borders - to help the Partisans liberate Serbia. 

The Soviets duly swept into Serbia and helped the Partisans gain control of Belgrade, after 

having been given permission to enter Yugoslavia by Tito. The consequence of this was that 

the Allies would be obliged to make a similar request if the need arose. Tito established his 

Headquarters in Belgrade and thereafter his relationship with the British was not so impor-

tant. By December Churchill had realised that he had 'nurtured a viper in his bosom.'"' 

Thereafter, relations between the British and the Partisans continued to deteriorate. 

The war and civil war continued until the Germans unconditionally surrendered on 7 

May 1945, although the Partisans' war against the Cetniks had been all but won, after Soviet 

forces had 'liberated' Serbia. Tito and the communists seized power in post-war Yugoslavia 

and rejected any notion of the return of King Peter. Mihailovic was hunted down and cap-

tured in 1946. After a show trial he was shot. 

It has been suggested by Martin Gilbert in Road to Victory, p 779, that the British knew as a result 
of Ultra that Drvar was to be subject to an airborne attack on 25 May 1944, but did not notify their 
mission with Tito for security reasons. Ralph Bennett demonstrates in 'Ultra and Drvar' that Bletchley 
Park did not decrypt signals revealing that an attack was planned. Hilary King who was Maclean's sig-
nals officer has confirmed that no warning signals were received. 'The British Mission to Drvar', Both 
papers were presented at the Anglo - Jugoslav Colloquium, 13-15 December 1982 , at the Imperial 
War Museum. 

Churchill to Eden, R363, FO 371/48805 
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CONCLUSION 

In December 1962 an international conference was held at St Antony's College, Oxford, 

under the chairmanship of William Deakin, to discuss 'Britain and European Resistance 1939-

1945 '183 Yhe reasons for the change of British policy in 1943 in Yugoslavia were debated. 

Michael Howard told the conference that he was responsible for the writing of a volume of an 

official history. Grand Strategy in the Second World War, a project on which he was then 

engaged.'" He pointed out that there was 'a complete cleavage', in the spring and summer of 

1943, between the official opinion of the Foreign Office and the advice coming from SOE 

Cairo. Howard advised the conference that, having studied the Cabinet, Foreign Office, and 

Prime Minister's documents, the questions then at issue were: 

... First of all, who can put up the best resistance to the Germans? Secondly, 
we are pledged to the Royal Yugoslav Government, and unless we have 
better evidence than has so far been produced over these tenuous wireless 
communications [from British liaison officers], we cannot cut loose from our 
pledges. And, thirdly, what is being proposed is virtually the destruction of 
Yugoslavia as a state. 

Michael Howard thus identified the issues which the British government regarded as key 

when considering what its policy should be in the summer of 1943, and stated that, in his 

opinion, there was a lack of good evidence at that time from the liaison officers, on which His 

Majesty's government could have determined policy. The fear that the Yugoslav state might 

be destroyed came about because it was perceived, as the Foreign Office had constantly 

pointed out, that the country would fracture after the war, with perhaps only Serbia left as 

the rump of Yugoslavia; the rest, as likely as not, being a communist state or states. Howard 

specifically dismissed the fear of communism, per se, as a factor in British thinking. Churchill 

had informed Maclean of this when he received his report in Cairo. The implication of the 

withdrawal of support from the Minister of War of an Allied government was clearly 

potentially damaging to the credibility of the government, both at home and with the 

governments in exile, then based in London or elsewhere. As Howard expressed it, it could 

Deakin had returned to Oxford after his Yugoslav experiences, and was appointed the first Warden 
of St Antony's College in 1950, a post he held until 1968. 

Michael Howard, Grand Strategy. Vol IV. He also wrote Hinsley Vol 5, and was Regius Professor of 
Modern History at Oxford from 1980-1989. Howard and Deakin were both knighted at some date 
after the conference. 

Transcript of part of the discussions at St Antony's College, Oxford, 10-16 December 1962, p 16 . 
Pavlowitch private papers. 
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only be done if 'better evidence' was produced of who was putting up 'the best resistance to 

the Germans."®® Howard was of the view that it was Deakin and Maclean who provided this 

'better evidence.' Michael Howard may well have been aware in 1962 that the government 

had had an additional source of intelligence, as he had been given access to many government 

documents. Whether he had access to the details of Ultra and other Signals Intelligence - the 

existence of which was still a closely guarded secret - is unclear. 

Similarly, the 'old boys and girls' who had been concerned with wartime Yugoslavia, and 

who discussed what the Intelligence Services might have known about events in Yugoslavia at 

the Auty-Clogg Conference in 1973, had no inkling as to the depth and breadth of the 

information which had been made available to the select few by Bletchley Park.'" In any 

event, until recently, only the few selected decrypts of German armed forces signals, released 

by the Ministry of Defence in the DEFE Series to the PRO in 1977 and Hinsley, published 

between 1979 and 1990, even hinted at the scale of the revelations from Yugoslavia which 

were, by 1943, being received on a day-by-day basis. 

What did Signals Intelligence reveal? Decrypts provided evidence of the forthcoming Axis 

invasion of Yugoslavia in April 1941, and enabled the Intelligence Services to follow the 

events of the eleven day war. Thereafter, until the end of the war, the amount of decrypts 

increased not merely in volume, but also in the number of different sources that were 

intercepted. In 1943, in particular, the British were able to monitor the plans for, and the 

execution of. Axis measures against the resistance movements. They were able to follow the 

effect of the Axis actions on resistance movements, and were able to evaluate what was 

happening in the civil war that raged between Partisans and Cetniks. From Signals 

Intelligence, the Intelligence Services were able to gain an insight into what the Germans 

thought of their allies, the Croats and the Italians, and the difficulties that the Axis had in 

agreeing what action was to be taken against the resistance, and of co-ordination when joint 

operations were undertaken. The decrypts revealed, from time to time. Hitler's opinions on 

the Yugoslav thorn in the Germans' side. If the British were unsure of the Partisan 

leadership's politics aims, these were revealed at an early stage in the war. The messages that 

passed between Tito and Dimitrov which provided ample evidence, not just of their close 

relationship, but that the Soviets insisted on making the final political decisions, were not 

decrypted until 1944 - and thus had no influence on policy in 1943. Above all else, the 

decrypts showed the resilience and the determination of the Partisans. Without entering the 

186 

187 
The Royal Yugoslav government had by then moved to Cairo. 
The 'old boys and girls' was a description used by Stevan Pavlowitch in a review of Phyllis Auty and 

Richard Ciogg, British Policy towards the Wartime Resistance in Yugoslavia and Greece. European 
Studies Review, April 1979 



debate as to whether Mihailovic was justified - from his and the Cetniks' point of view - in 

his policy of 'waiting for the day', deciypts revealed, by their silence, that the Cetniks were 

inactive compared to the Partisans. 

The emotive question of collaboration was a major factor in the decision to transfer 

support from Mihailovic to Tito. Initially, contacts between Cetniks and Italians, and the 

development of a mutually supportive relationship was not the subject of opprobrium by 

SOE, the Foreign Office, or Military Intelligence. It was felt that this was necessary for 

Cetnik survival, and that Mihailovic would be able to turn the relationship, to his advantage in 

the event of Italian collapse. The evidence from the decrypts drip-fed, however, a view of 

Cetnik collaboration that was different from the initial perception. By the spring of 1943 it 

was evident that some Cetniks were fighting with the Italians against the Partisans as they 

moved south-eastwards from Herzegovina into Montenegro. The evidence was powerful that 

Mihailovic was directing the operations. In the months that followed, decrypts provided 

evidence that Cetnik leaders, at least nominally loyal to Mihailovic, Djurisic, Jevdjevic, and 

Lukacevic were offering their services to the Germans to further their fight against the 

Partisans, which to British eyes they were incapable of winning. Cope's reports about Djuric 

also affected British thinking. Luckily for the Partisans, the evidence of the accommodation 

with the Germans in March 1943 from decrypts was sparse. Churchill did not need Deakin to 

provide 'a hostile brief ' against the Cetniks on the issue of collaboration - he already knew far 

more than his young friend. 

Signals Intelligence was not the only source of intelligence. It was, the author nevertheless 

believes, by far and away the most comprehensive source from the beginning of 1943.'" Of 

the utmost importance was that it was wholly reliable; the only exception being some 

intercepted reports from VManner or Abwehr officers which were, from time to time, based 

on rumour and gossip. Liaison officers provided much information - but much was tainted, 

whether from officers with the Cetniks or the Partisans, because they had to rely largely on 

what information they were given. Press reports never have and never will be capable of being 

regarded as being factually correct and free from bias. This is even more true in war time when 

governments - whether democratic or totalitarian - ruthlessly manipulate the media."' 

However, press and monitored broadcasts from radio stations, including Radio Free 

Yugoslavia, did contribute, with a good pinch of salt, to the Intelligence Services' knowledge 

of what was happening in Yugoslavia. Also of value were reports from neutrals who travelled 

Hinsley commented on the value of Sigint; 'From the beginning of October [1943] bulletins from 
the Partisans [from Radio Free Yugoslavia], reports from British liaison officers and the German high-
grade Sigint - above all the Sigint, which had become even more copious - had left no doubt that the 
Germans were making a determined effort to recover the lost ground [as a result of Italian capitulation]. 

Nowadays they manipulate the media in peacetime as well! 
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in Yugoslavia - the occasional defector such as SS Hauptscharfiihrer Earth, or captured 

servicemen such as Brandlmeyer - and from those who escaped by land, mainly to Istanbul, or 

across the Adriatic once the Allies had gained a toehold there. It is known, also, that from 

1942 SIS sent missions to occupied Yugoslavia. What intelligence their reports yielded is 

still hidden behind the veil of SIS's secrecy. 

What was the value of Signals Intelligence, and how did it affect the thinking of the policy 

-makers? On a day to day basis this thesis has set out what was received and who was told. 

At particular points in time the value of the intelligence which was received from decrypts, 

and which formed the basis of the analyses by MI3b, has been highlighted, as has its influence 

on the thinking of Churchill and the Chiefs of Staff. Once it became clear that revolts had 

broken out in Yugoslavia in the autumn of 1941 - although it was known from Hudson's 

reports and from decrypts that there was an active communist-led resistance movement -

there was no question but that Mihailovic should be the leader to have the benefit of British 

recognition and support. From 1942 onwards, in a domino effect that lasted until the end of 

1943, the various individuals and bodies responsible for policy who had access to the 

decrypts, wholly or in part, willingly or grudgingly, came to the view that the original policy 

must be changed, and that Tito's Partisans were the ones to receive support and material 

assistance. The information from SIS is extremely limited. But some insight into their views 

can be gleaned from Col Hall's memorandum in April 1942, from Menzies' remark to Bruce 

Lockhart in January 1943, that Mihailovic was far busier fighting the Croats - the Partisans -

than the Germans; and from the widespread distribution of the Lukacevic Treaty in November 

1943. It is clear that SIS had decided - probably as early as the spring of 1942, and certainly 

by January 1943 - that the Partisans were the movement to support. Likewise, in January 

1943, although they received only a limited range of decrypts, the troika of Keble, Basil 

Davidson, and Deakin, came to the view that the Partisans should be contacted and that they 

should be the ones to receive British supplies and encouragement. By February 1943 the 

Directorate of Military Operations had come to the same view, which was set out in the 

Trew, p 131-132, notes 24-27 details some of the missions made up of Yugoslavs dispatched by 
ISLD from the Middle East. Willams interviewed Nigel Watson and Arthur Marlow on 14 July 1992 who 
told her that they were sent by ISLD, with five other missions, to Slovenia In June 1944 to monitor 
train movements, and to gather intelligence from naval bases at the top of the Adriatic where parts for 
V 2 rockets were manufactured. Marlow was sent back again in 1945. Williams private papers. SIS 
sent other agents to Yugoslavia who were concerned with gathering political intelligence. Bill Stuart 
was sent on the Typical mission with Deakin. When Stuart was killed he was replaced by Kenneth 
Syers. SIS sent Yugoslav nationals to join Mihailovic's Cetniks, but there is little evidence that SIS 
sent British officers to Mihailovic. There is some evidence, however, in a report prepared by Lt Col 
Cope on 25 May 1944 on a British mission, 'the Neronian Mission' which identified two, apparently 
British, ISLD personnel sent in November 1943 to the Headquarters of Djuric. 
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memorandum sent by Col Bateman to MI3b on 18 February, 

Military Intelligence, contrary to their natural conservative instincts, were worn down by 

the sheer weight of fact that emerged from the decrypts during 1942 and 1943. In February 

1943, Talbot Rice had produced a paper arguing strongly for continued support of 

Mihailovic. But, as has been demonstrated in this thesis, gradually the enthusiasm for the 

Cetniks ebbed away during the summer and autumn of 1943. On 9 November Talbot Rice 

recorded, before concluding that support for Mihailovic be discontinued, that 'our policy has 

been dictated by events' to which his attention had been drawn by Signals Intelligence."' 

As for the Foreign Office and SOE in London, some of their more junior members, who 

analysed what information they had, came to the conclusion that the Partisans should be 

supported. SOE's intelligence was limited almost exclusively to the reports from their liaison 

officers. To what extent the Foreign Office officials at desk level were given heavily 

disguised information by SIS from ISOS decrypts in the 'RJs', is not known as the files are 

not available - nor are the summaries of service decrypts provided fi-om September 1943. 

Cadogan's diary has revealed that he had little interest in events in Yugoslavia. Eden's 

attitude was ambivalent. He had little sympathy for Mihailovic by the end of 1943, but, on 

the other hand, he did not want Yugoslavia to be a communist state after the war. Such 

decrypts, summaries of them or reports based on them, that he received as Foreign Secretary 

and as member of the War Cabinet, were not sufficient to persuade him that the British 

government should withdraw support from Mihailovic at the end of 1943. 

Churchill had been an enthusiast of the benefits of Signals Intelligence ever since he had 

seen its value when he first served as First Lord of the Admiralty in 1914. Its 'magic and 

mystery had an irresistible appeal for the schoolboy working inside a great man.'"^ The 

Prime Minister had shown in 1941 that he was not afraid to embrace the leadership of 

countries that were prepared to join the fight against the common enemy - Nazism - when he 

had, without reservation, welcomed the USSR as an ally. Similarly, he had no qualms, in 

principle, in supporting a communist leadership elsewhere, if this was in the interest of 

Britain and the Allies. Churchill's reasoning for supporting the Partisans may, in part, have 

resulted fi-om a desire to appease Soviet anger at the Anglo-American decision to delay 

opening the second front until 1944. The Prime Minister, however, wanted to keep German 

forces occupied in Yugoslavia to the maximum extent, and thus not available for use against 

the Allies as they fought their way up the spine of Italy. Churchill sent Maclean on his way 

with unequivocal instructions to find out who was killing the most Germans, and in the 

WO/208/4362. Minute 19. 
Lewin, p168. 
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process endowed him with the epithet of 'an ambassador leader' to Tito. As this thesis has 

revealed, when Churchill, in June and July 1943, wanted to have the information which would 

enable him to take the key policy decision, he called for 'a factual' analysis from Signals 

Intelligence, having specifically rejected the advice given to him by the Foreign Office and 

SOE as unsound: he knew where he could get the information he needed. Much advice that 

Churchill received from the Intelligence Services is unrecorded, withheld, or destroyed. ' C 

regularly gave him verbal briefings. The DMI, General Davidson, made five or six visits to 

Chequers and made many visits to No 10 during the course of the war. In addition, he 

fi-equently gave summaries - no doubt on all manner of subjects including Yugoslavia - to the 

Prime Minister over the telephone.™ The recently released intelligence files which had been 

removed from the Chartwell papers, and which have now been released to the PRO, although 

small in number, reveal a detailed five-page report on the operations by the Germans to 

recapture the Dalmatian islands in late 1943, based entirely on decrypts; the CX/MSS 

numbers were quoted. It was headed 'Most Secret to be Destroyed.' Mostly intelligence 

reports to Churchill must have been. Decrypts, at least so far as Yugoslavia was concerned, 

were the principal source of information for Churchill. Signals Intelligence could give the 

facts, and could be interpreted by those skilled in analysis. But Churchill also put his faith in 

men he trusted and respected; Churchill trusted and respected Deakin and Maclean. He 

needed them to put flesh on the bones of the decrypts, to assess men from meeting them and 

holding discussions with them. He valued their reports. But what they provided was gloss 

and icing on the intelligence cake. Deakin's and Maclean's advice was not fundamental to the 

taking of the major decisions in 1943. The Chiefs of Staff had also been in the position to 

evaluate for themselves the situation in Yugoslavia as a result of receiving reports based on the 

decrypts. Whilst they might not have moved as quickly or as far as Churchill - and no doubt 

mindful of the need not to stray into matters political - they accepted the decisions made by 

Churchill to transfer support to the Partisans, having recognised their worth in June 1943; and 

from early 1944 made the means available to transport substantial materiel across the Adriatic 

to Britain's new ally. 

The consequence of the lack of knowledge of the existence of Signals Intelligence, 'the 

missing dimension', in the history of wartime Yugoslavia, is that various hypotheses have 

been propounded in order to account for the change in British policy which occurred in the 

later part of 1943."'* The Partisans' apologists explain the volte face by concluding that the 

Davidson papers. Document K. Episodes with Churchill. 
^""The Missing Dimension', the title of a conference on twentieth century signals intelligence which 
took place in June 2001 at the PRO, and of a book by Christopher Andrew and David Dilks on 
intelligence matters published in 1984. 
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information which had been available from press reports, British liaison officers, and, in the 

case of SOE Cairo, some Abwehr decrypts, was sufficiently persuasive to justify the policy 

switch. Added to this, they have argued that the 'blockbuster report' from Maclean swung 

the argument in favour of the Partisans - at least so far as Churchill, who took the ultimate 

decision, was concerned. Those who have taken the view that the decision was wrong, and 

that it would have been right to continue to support Mihailovic as the best long term bet - and 

because they doubted the effectiveness of the Partisans - felt the decision was not right 

politically, or were of the view that Churchill et al had been misled as to the true nature of the 

situation in Yugoslavia. This view has been put forward by David Martin and Michael Lees.''' 

But, they agree that the influence of Deakin and Maclean was all important on Churchill. 

They argue that the genesis of their views was a conspiracy at SOE Cairo, orchestrated by a 

Cambridge-educated communist James Klugmann, a junior member of SOE, and a fellow 

traveller Basil Davidson, who in turn influenced Deakin .They assert that the flames of the 

conspiracy were fuelled by SOE's Chief of Staff, Brigadier Keble, who, it is alleged, was 

driven by personal ambition. Historians, including Professor M R D Foot, the official 

historian of SOE (as recently as 1999), and Professor David Stafford (in 2000), have argued 

that the influence of SOE Cairo was paramount.'^ Churchill was already aware of events in 

Yugoslavia before he met Deakin and Keble in Cairo, and was even more aware of what was 

happening by July 1943. It is likely that the decrypts, and the intelligence that he received 

based on them, was the primary source of evidence that led him to switch support to Tito. 

David Martin, \Neb of Disinformation: Churchill's Yugoslav Blunder, New York : Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovitch, 1990. Micliael Lees, The Rape of Serbia: The British Role in Tito's Grab for Power, 1943-
1944. New York : Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch, 1990. 

Davidson was a journalist both before and after the war. He made no secret of his left wing views. He 
worked as a leader writer for both the Daily Mirror and the Daily Herald. Klugmann has now been 
identified as a KGB agent. Christopher Andrew and Vasili Mitrokhin, The Miirol<hin Archive: The KGB 
in Europe and the West, London : Allen Lane, 1999, p 167. Shortly after Klugmann's return to 
London in 1945, MIS bugged a conversation that he had with Bob Stewart a member of the executive 
committee of the Communist Party of Great Britain. Klugmann stated that he had endeavoured to 
promote the Partisans whilst in Cairo. KV/2/791, 
Ralph Bennett, Sir William Deakin, Sir David Hunt and Sir Peter Wilkinson (a member of SOE London 
and of SOE Cairo between September 1943 and December 1943 and from then until March 1944 a 
liaison officer with the Partisans) all contributed the article l^ihailovicor Tito in Intelligence and National 
Security, Vol 10, No 3, pp 526-528 and stated: 

... 5. It has been alleged that certain junior members of the staff of SOE Cairo who 
were either communists or left-wing sympathisers were biased in favour of the 
Partisans and exercised undue influence on policy in their favour. No evidence for 
the supposition has been produced. 
6. In our opinion the reason for the change of sides can be amply demonstrated 
from the German evidence available at the time (it has, of course, been reinforced 
since) - that is to say, by a simple calculation of military advantage. 

M R D Foot, SOE 1940-1946: London : Pimlico Books, 1999, pp:218-221. David Stafford, The 
True Story of the Special Operations Executive, London : BBC Worldwide Ltd., 2000, pp 184-185. 



Churchill knew the value of the Partisans from the decrypts.That is not to say he did not 

value Deakin's and Maclean's appreciations of what was happening - after all Deakin's 

primary source when in Cairo had been Signals Intelligence! It is beyond dispute that Maclean 

produced a report which was 'a blockbuster' to those ignorant of the decrypts. He concluded 

that the Partisans were destined to be the dominant political force in Yugoslavia after the war; 

SIS had come to that conclusion, perhaps as early as the spring of 1942 - eighteen months 

before. Military Intelligence had already come to the same conclusion. That Maclean's report, 

combined with the influence of Deakin, seduced Churchill into reformulating British policy is 

a myth - a myth compounded by much blowing of trumpets after the end of the war by those 

who saw themselves at the forefront of the making of the decision. Maclean, who rushed into 

print in 1946, was the principal trumpet-blower, producing sufficient noise alone that, if he 

had been with Joshua outside the walls of Jericho, the city would surely have fallen to the 

Israelites in a much shorter time than seven days!'^ 

I have endeavoured during the course of writing this thesis to draw attention to the role of 

Signals Intelligence in the development of British policy as events unfolded. It is unnecessary 

to repeat what has already been written. But why did Churchill having had - particularly from 

mid summer 1943 - a wealth of intelligence, which he clearly found convincing, insist on the 

appointment of Maclean to lead the mission to Tito. Churchill clearly cared not one jot who 

was sent to take over the mission to Mihailovic. Not only did he want Maclean to go; he 

briefed him himself, and styled him 'an ambassador leader'. Churchill, as the evidence has 

shown, was fascinated by the decrypts and placed great store upon them, just as he valued 

men and their judgements. Churchill undoubtably wanted Maclean's opinion of Tito. But he 

had already made up his mind to promote the Partisans as the resistance movement to be 

supported. Before Maclean's report was received he constantly urged the Chiefs of Staff to 

get supplies into Yugoslavia by sea across the Adriatic to the Partisans. Churchill, however, 

had a problem. The British government - from the time when the pre-invasion revolution took 

place in Yugoslavia on 27 March 1941 - had extolled the virtues of the Yugoslavs, and had 

built up the exiled government and its Minister of War, Mihailovic, in the autumn of 1941 and 

1942, as heroes fighting the Axis. Signals Intelligence had demonstrated by the time of 

Maclean's appointment - and as it continued to do thereafter - that the confidence in 

Mihailovic, from the British perspective, was misplaced. The British, reasonably or 

Fitzroy Maclean, Eastern Approaches, London : Jonathan Cape 1946. 

The press, whether manipulated or not was continuing to promote Mihailovic in November 1942. G. 
Ward Price in an article in the Daily MaA, on 27 November 1942, wrote "... the foothold that he 
[Mihailovic] has so resolutely kept in Nazi-dominated Europe will open the way for a powerful thrust into 
what the Prime Minister has called " the soft underbelly of the Axis." ' WO/106/5689A. 



unreasonably, wanted the Yugoslav resistance to fight the Axis actively, and it was clear 

beyond peradventure from Signals Intelligence that the Partisans were doing the vast majority 

of this, and not the Cetniks. Churchill was, arguably, the most powerful British Prime 

Minister in modem times, but was still answerable for his decisions to parliament and was 

subject to criticism in the press. He needed to be able to justify the change of policy, but 

could not reveal the existence of Ultra. The Royal Yugoslav government in exile was an ally, 

and Mihailovic its Minister of War. How was Churchill going to be able to account for his 

judgement that the Partisans were to be the object of British support, and that Mihailovic and 

his movement were to be rejected? A report from Maclean, a pillar of the establishment, a 

former diplomat and a Conservative member of parliament, would provide the answer. 

Churchill could not have made it plainer to Maclean what was his brief Churchill primed 

Maclean, aimed him on the target, and fired him. Maclean scored a bullseye. He confirmed 

what Churchill already knew. Churchill was off the hook, and was able to justify his decision 

to parliament without challenge. Eden's biographer, David Carlton, has put forward the view 

that Churchill and Eden (in this case just Churchill), 'when they had decided on a course of 

action they did not invariably explain their reasoning with complete candour to the War 

Cabinet, to the Chiefs of Staff or their Allies, still less to insignificant actors like Maclean.'̂ "® 

For reasons of national security Churchill was unable to divulge the origins of his intelligence; 

this lack of knowledge has led to the growth of myths in relation to British policy from which, 

with the disclosure of wartime decrypts, the fog of secrecy has now been lifted. 

David Carlton, Anthony Eden. A Biography, pp 208-209. London : Allen Lane, 1981. 
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